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McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York Annotated
Criminal Procedure Law (Refs & Annos)
Chapter11-a. Of the Consolidated Laws (Refs & Annos)
Part Two. The Principal Proceedings
Title J. Prosecution of Indictments in Superior Courts--Plea to Sentence
Article 330. Proceedings from Verdict to Sentence (Refs & Annos)
McKinney's CPL § 330.30
§ 330.30 Motion to set aside verdict; grounds for
Currentness
At any time after rendition of a verdict of guilty and before sentence, the court may, upon motion of the defendant, set aside
or modify the verdict or any part thereof upon the following grounds:
1. Any ground appearing in the record which, if raised upon an appeal from a prospective judgment of conviction, would require
a reversal or modification of the judgment as a matter of law by an appellate court.
2. That during the trial there occurred, out of the presence of the court, improper conduct by a juror, or improper conduct by
another person in relation to a juror, which may have affected a substantial right of the defendant and which was not known
to the defendant prior to the rendition of the verdict; or
3. That new evidence has been discovered since the trial which could not have been produced by the defendant at the trial even
with due diligence on his part and which is of such character as to create a probability that had such evidence been received at
the trial the verdict would have been more favorable to the defendant.
Credits
(L.1970, c. 996, § 1.)
McKinney's CPL § 330.30, NY CRIM PRO § 330.30
Current through L.2021, chapters 1 to 49, 61 to 101. Some statute sections may be more current, see credits for details.
End of Document
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McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York Annotated
Criminal Procedure Law (Refs & Annos)
Chapter11-a. Of the Consolidated Laws (Refs & Annos)
Part Two. The Principal Proceedings
Title J. Prosecution of Indictments in Superior Courts--Plea to Sentence
Article 330. Proceedings from Verdict to Sentence (Refs & Annos)
McKinney's CPL § 330.40
§ 330.40 Motion to set aside verdict; procedure
Currentness
1. A motion to set aside a verdict based upon a ground specified in subdivision one of section 330.30 need not be in writing,
but the people must be given reasonable notice thereof and an opportunity to appear in opposition thereto.
2. A motion to set aside a verdict based upon a ground specified in subdivisions two and three of section 330.30 must be made
and determined as follows:
(a) The motion must be in writing and upon reasonable notice to the people. The moving papers must contain sworn allegations,
whether by the defendant or by another person or persons, of the occurrence or existence of all facts essential to support the
motion. Such sworn allegations may be based upon personal knowledge of the affiant or upon information and belief, provided
that in the latter event the affiant must state the sources of such information and the grounds of such belief;
(b) The people may file with the court, and in such case must serve a copy thereof upon the defendant or his counsel, an answer
denying or admitting any or all of the allegations of the moving papers;
(c) After all papers of both parties have been filed, the court must consider the same and, if the motion is determinable pursuant
to paragraphs (d) or (e), must or may, as therein provided, determine the motion without holding a hearing to resolve questions
of fact;
(d) The court must grant the motion if:
(i) The moving papers allege a ground constituting legal basis for the motion; and
(ii) Such papers contain sworn allegations of all facts essential to support such ground; and
(iii) All the essential facts are conceded by the people to be true.
(e) The court may deny the motion if:
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(i) The moving papers do not allege any ground constituting legal basis for the motion; or
(ii) The moving papers do not contain sworn allegations of all facts essential to support the motion.
(f) If the court does not determine the motion pursuant to paragraphs (d) or (e), it must conduct a hearing and make findings
of fact essential to the determination thereof;
(g) Upon such a hearing, the defendant has the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence every fact essential to
support the motion.
Credits
(L.1970, c. 996, § 1.)
McKinney's CPL § 330.40, NY CRIM PRO § 330.40
Current through L.2021, chapters 1 to 49, 61 to 101. Some statute sections may be more current, see credits for details.
End of Document
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McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York Annotated
Criminal Procedure Law (Refs & Annos)
Chapter11-a. Of the Consolidated Laws (Refs & Annos)
Part Two. The Principal Proceedings
Title J. Prosecution of Indictments in Superior Courts--Plea to Sentence
Article 330. Proceedings from Verdict to Sentence (Refs & Annos)
McKinney's CPL § 330.50
§ 330.50 Motion to set aside verdict; order granting motion
Currentness
1. Upon setting aside or modifying a verdict or a part thereof upon a ground specified in subdivision one of section 330.30,
the court must take the same action as the appropriate appellate court would be required to take upon reversing or modifying
a judgment upon the particular ground in issue.
2. Upon setting aside a verdict upon a ground specified in subdivision two of section 330.30, the court must order a new trial.
3. Upon setting aside a verdict upon a ground specified in subdivision three of section 330.30, the court must, except as otherwise
provided in this subdivision, order a new trial. If a verdict is set aside upon the ground that had the newly discovered evidence in
question been received at the trial the verdict probably would have been more favorable to the defendant in that the conviction
probably would have been for a lesser offense than the one contained in the verdict, the court may either (a) set aside such
verdict or (b) with the consent of the people modify such verdict by reducing it to one of conviction of such lesser offense.
4. Upon a new trial resulting from an order setting aside a verdict, the indictment is deemed to contain all the counts and to
charge all the offenses which it contained and charged at the time the previous trial was commenced, regardless of whether
any count was dismissed by the court in the course of such trial, except those upon or of which the defendant was acquitted
or is deemed to have been acquitted.
Credits
(L.1970, c. 996, § 1.)
McKinney's CPL § 330.50, NY CRIM PRO § 330.50
Current through L.2021, chapters 1 to 49, 61 to 101. Some statute sections may be more current, see credits for details.
End of Document
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McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York Annotated
Criminal Procedure Law (Refs & Annos)
Chapter11-a. Of the Consolidated Laws (Refs & Annos)
Part Two. The Principal Proceedings
Title K. Prosecution of Informations in Local Criminal Courts--Plea to Sentence
Article 340. Pre-Trial Proceedings
McKinney's CPL § 340.10
§ 340.10 Definitions of terms
Currentness
The following definitions are applicable to this title:
1. “Information,” in addition to its meaning as defined in subdivision one of section 100.10, includes (a) a simplified information
and (b) a prosecutor's information and (c) a misdemeanor complaint upon which the defendant, by a waiver executed pursuant
to subdivision three of section 170.65, has consented to be prosecuted.
2. “Single judge trial” means a trial in a local criminal court conducted by one judge sitting without a jury.
3. “Jury trial” means a trial in a local criminal court conducted by one judge sitting with a jury.
Credits
(L.1970, c. 996, § 1. Amended L.1971, c. 815, § 1; L.1972, c. 661, § 44.)
McKinney's CPL § 340.10, NY CRIM PRO § 340.10
Current through L.2021, chapters 1 to 49, 61 to 101. Some statute sections may be more current, see credits for details.
End of Document
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McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York Annotated
Criminal Procedure Law (Refs & Annos)
Chapter11-a. Of the Consolidated Laws (Refs & Annos)
Part Two. The Principal Proceedings
Title K. Prosecution of Informations in Local Criminal Courts--Plea to Sentence
Article 370. Proceedings from Verdict to Sentence
McKinney's CPL § 370.10
§ 370.10 Proceedings from verdict to sentence
Currentness
The provisions of article three hundred thirty, governing the proceedings from verdict to sentence in an action prosecuted by
indictment in a superior court, are applicable to a prosecution by information in a local criminal court; provided, however, where
a judicial hearing officer has conducted the trial pursuant to section 350.20 of this chapter, all references to a court therein shall
be deemed references to such judicial hearing officer.
Credits
(L.1970, c. 996, § 1. Amended L.1983, c. 840, § 12.)
McKinney's CPL § 370.10, NY CRIM PRO § 370.10
Current through L.2021, chapters 1 to 49, 61 to 101. Some statute sections may be more current, see credits for details.
End of Document
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McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York Annotated
Criminal Procedure Law (Refs & Annos)
Chapter11-a. Of the Consolidated Laws (Refs & Annos)
Part Two. The Principal Proceedings
Title M. Proceedings After Judgment (Refs & Annos)
Article 440. Post-Judgment Motions (Refs & Annos)
McKinney's CPL § 440.10
§ 440.10 Motion to vacate judgment
Effective: March 31, 2021
Currentness
1. At any time after the entry of a judgment, the court in which it was entered may, upon motion of the defendant, vacate such
judgment upon the ground that:
(a) The court did not have jurisdiction of the action or of the person of the defendant; or
(b) The judgment was procured by duress, misrepresentation or fraud on the part of the court or a prosecutor or a person acting
for or in behalf of a court or a prosecutor; or
(c) Material evidence adduced at a trial resulting in the judgment was false and was, prior to the entry of the judgment, known
by the prosecutor or by the court to be false; or
(d) Material evidence adduced by the people at a trial resulting in the judgment was procured in violation of the defendant's
rights under the constitution of this state or of the United States; or
(e) During the proceedings resulting in the judgment, the defendant, by reason of mental disease or defect, was incapable of
understanding or participating in such proceedings; or
(f) Improper and prejudicial conduct not appearing in the record occurred during a trial resulting in the judgment which conduct,
if it had appeared in the record, would have required a reversal of the judgment upon an appeal therefrom; or
(g) New evidence has been discovered since the entry of a judgment based upon a verdict of guilty after trial, which could
not have been produced by the defendant at the trial even with due diligence on his part and which is of such character as
to create a probability that had such evidence been received at the trial the verdict would have been more favorable to the
defendant; provided that a motion based upon such ground must be made with due diligence after the discovery of such alleged
new evidence; or
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(g-1) Forensic DNA testing of evidence performed since the entry of a judgment, (1) in the case of a defendant convicted after
a guilty plea, the court has determined that the defendant has demonstrated a substantial probability that the defendant was
actually innocent of the offense of which he or she was convicted, or (2) in the case of a defendant convicted after a trial, the
court has determined that there exists a reasonable probability that the verdict would have been more favorable to the defendant.
(h) The judgment was obtained in violation of a right of the defendant under the constitution of this state or of the United
States; or
(i) The judgment is a conviction where the arresting charge was under section 240.37 (loitering for the purpose of engaging
in a prostitution offense, provided that the defendant was not alleged to be loitering for the purpose of patronizing a person
for prostitution or promoting prostitution) or 230.00 (prostitution) or 230.03 (prostitution in a school zone) of the penal law,
and the defendant's participation in the offense was a result of having been a victim of sex trafficking under section 230.34
of the penal law, sex trafficking of a child under section 230.34-a of the penal law, labor trafficking under section 135.35 of
the penal law, aggravated labor trafficking under section 135.37 of the penal law, compelling prostitution under section 230.33
of the penal law, or trafficking in persons under the Trafficking Victims Protection Act (United States Code, title 22, chapter
78); provided that
(i) a motion under this paragraph shall be made with due diligence, after the defendant has ceased to be a victim of such
trafficking or compelling prostitution crime or has sought services for victims of such trafficking or compelling prostitution
crime, subject to reasonable concerns for the safety of the defendant, family members of the defendant, or other victims of
such trafficking or compelling prostitution crime that may be jeopardized by the bringing of such motion, or for other reasons
consistent with the purpose of this paragraph; and
(ii) official documentation of the defendant's status as a victim of trafficking, compelling prostitution or trafficking in persons
at the time of the offense from a federal, state or local government agency shall create a presumption that the defendant's
participation in the offense was a result of having been a victim of sex trafficking, compelling prostitution or trafficking in
persons, but shall not be required for granting a motion under this paragraph;
(j) The judgment is a conviction for a class A or unclassified misdemeanor entered prior to the effective date of this paragraph
and satisfies the ground prescribed in paragraph (h) of this subdivision. There shall be a rebuttable presumption that a conviction
by plea to such an offense was not knowing, voluntary and intelligent, based on ongoing collateral consequences, including
potential or actual immigration consequences, and there shall be a rebuttable presumption that a conviction by verdict constitutes
cruel and unusual punishment under section five of article one of the state constitution based on such consequences; or
(k) The judgment occurred prior to the effective date of the laws of two thousand twenty-one that amended this paragraph and
is a conviction for an offense as defined in subparagraphs (i), (ii), (iii) or (iv) of paragraph (k) of subdivision three of section
160.50 of this part, in which case the court shall presume that a conviction by plea for the aforementioned offenses was not
knowing, voluntary and intelligent if it has severe or ongoing consequences, including but not limited to potential or actual
immigration consequences, and shall presume that a conviction by verdict for the aforementioned offenses constitutes cruel
and unusual punishment under section five of article one of the state constitution, based on those consequences. The people
may rebut these presumptions.
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2. Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision one, the court must deny a motion to vacate a judgment when:
(a) The ground or issue raised upon the motion was previously determined on the merits upon an appeal from the judgment,
unless since the time of such appellate determination there has been a retroactively effective change in the law controlling such
issue; or
(b) The judgment is, at the time of the motion, appealable or pending on appeal, and sufficient facts appear on the record with
respect to the ground or issue raised upon the motion to permit adequate review thereof upon such an appeal. This paragraph
shall not apply to a motion under paragraph (i) of subdivision one of this section; or
(c) Although sufficient facts appear on the record of the proceedings underlying the judgment to have permitted, upon appeal
from such judgment, adequate review of the ground or issue raised upon the motion, no such appellate review or determination
occurred owing to the defendant's unjustifiable failure to take or perfect an appeal during the prescribed period or to his
unjustifiable failure to raise such ground or issue upon an appeal actually perfected by him; or
(d) The ground or issue raised relates solely to the validity of the sentence and not to the validity of the conviction.
3. Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision one, the court may deny a motion to vacate a judgment when:
(a) Although facts in support of the ground or issue raised upon the motion could with due diligence by the defendant have
readily been made to appear on the record in a manner providing adequate basis for review of such ground or issue upon an
appeal from the judgment, the defendant unjustifiably failed to adduce such matter prior to sentence and the ground or issue
in question was not subsequently determined upon appeal. This paragraph does not apply to a motion based upon deprivation
of the right to counsel at the trial or upon failure of the trial court to advise the defendant of such right, or to a motion under
paragraph (i) of subdivision one of this section; or
(b) The ground or issue raised upon the motion was previously determined on the merits upon a prior motion or proceeding in
a court of this state, other than an appeal from the judgment, or upon a motion or proceeding in a federal court; unless since the
time of such determination there has been a retroactively effective change in the law controlling such issue; or
(c) Upon a previous motion made pursuant to this section, the defendant was in a position adequately to raise the ground or
issue underlying the present motion but did not do so.
Although the court may deny the motion under any of the circumstances specified in this subdivision, in the interest of justice
and for good cause shown it may in its discretion grant the motion if it is otherwise meritorious and vacate the judgment.
4. If the court grants the motion, it must, except as provided in subdivision five or six of this section, vacate the judgment, and
must dismiss the accusatory instrument, or order a new trial, or take such other action as is appropriate in the circumstances.
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5. Upon granting the motion upon the ground, as prescribed in paragraph (g) of subdivision one, that newly discovered evidence
creates a probability that had such evidence been received at the trial the verdict would have been more favorable to the defendant
in that the conviction would have been for a lesser offense than the one contained in the verdict, the court may either:
(a) Vacate the judgment and order a new trial; or
(b) With the consent of the people, modify the judgment by reducing it to one of conviction for such lesser offense. In such
case, the court must re-sentence the defendant accordingly.
6. If the court grants a motion under paragraph (i) or paragraph (k) of subdivision one of this section, it must vacate the judgment
and dismiss the accusatory instrument, and may take such additional action as is appropriate in the circumstances.
7. Upon a new trial resulting from an order vacating a judgment pursuant to this section, the indictment is deemed to contain all
the counts and to charge all the offenses which it contained and charged at the time the previous trial was commenced, regardless
of whether any count was dismissed by the court in the course of such trial, except (a) those upon or of which the defendant was
acquitted or deemed to have been acquitted, and (b) those dismissed by the order vacating the judgment, and (c) those previously
dismissed by an appellate court upon an appeal from the judgment, or by any court upon a previous post-judgment motion.
8. Upon an order which vacates a judgment based upon a plea of guilty to an accusatory instrument or a part thereof, but which
does not dismiss the entire accusatory instrument, the criminal action is, in the absence of an express direction to the contrary,
restored to its prepleading status and the accusatory instrument is deemed to contain all the counts and to charge all the offenses
which it contained and charged at the time of the entry of the plea, except those subsequently dismissed under circumstances
specified in paragraphs (b) and (c) of subdivision six. Where the plea of guilty was entered and accepted, pursuant to subdivision
three of section 220.30, upon the condition that it constituted a complete disposition not only of the accusatory instrument
underlying the judgment vacated but also of one or more other accusatory instruments against the defendant then pending in
the same court, the order of vacation completely restores such other accusatory instruments; and such is the case even though
such order dismisses the main accusatory instrument underlying the judgment.
9. Upon granting of a motion pursuant to paragraph (j) of subdivision one of this section, the court may either:
(a) With the consent of the people, vacate the judgment or modify the judgment by reducing it to one of conviction for a lesser
offense; or
(b) Vacate the judgment and order a new trial wherein the defendant enters a plea to the same offense in order to permit the court
to resentence the defendant in accordance with the amendatory provisions of subdivision one-a of section 70.15 of the penal law.
Credits
(L.1970, c. 996, § 1. Amended L.2010, c. 332, §§ 1 to 5, eff. Aug. 13, 2010; L.2012, c. 19, § 4; L.2015, c. 368, § 29, eff. Jan.
19, 2016; L.2018, c. 189, § 9, eff. Nov. 13, 2018; L.2019, c. 55, pt. OO, §§ 3, 4, eff. April 12, 2019; L.2019, c. 59, pt. MMM, §
2, eff. April 12, 2019; L.2019, c. 131, § 3, eff. Aug. 28, 2019, repealed L. 2019, c. 132, § 1, eff. Aug. 28, 2019; L.2019, c. 131,
§ 4, eff. Aug. 28, 2019; L.2019, c. 132, § 1, eff. Aug. 28, 2019; L.2021, c. 92, § 18, eff. March 31, 2021.)
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McKinney's CPL § 440.10, NY CRIM PRO § 440.10
Current through L.2021, chapters 1 to 49, 61 to 101. Some statute sections may be more current, see credits for details.
End of Document
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§ 470.05 Determination of appeals; general criteria, NY CRIM PRO § 470.05

McKinney's Consolidated Laws of New York Annotated
Criminal Procedure Law (Refs & Annos)
Chapter11-a. Of the Consolidated Laws (Refs & Annos)
Part Two. The Principal Proceedings
Title M. Proceedings After Judgment (Refs & Annos)
Article 470. Appeals--Determination Thereof (Refs & Annos)
McKinney's CPL § 470.05
§ 470.05 Determination of appeals; general criteria
Currentness
1. An appellate court must determine an appeal without regard to technical errors or defects which do not affect the substantial
rights of the parties.
2. For purposes of appeal, a question of law with respect to a ruling or instruction of a criminal court during a trial or proceeding
is presented when a protest thereto was registered, by the party claiming error, at the time of such ruling or instruction or at
any subsequent time when the court had an opportunity of effectively changing the same. Such protest need not be in the form
of an “exception” but is sufficient if the party made his position with respect to the ruling or instruction known to the court,
or if in reponse 1 to a protest by a party, the court expressly decided the question raised on appeal. In addition, a party who
without success has either expressly or impliedly sought or requested a particular ruling or instruction, is deemed to have thereby
protested the court's ultimate disposition of the matter or failure to rule or instruct accordingly sufficiently to raise a question
of law with respect to such disposition or failure regardless of whether any actual protest thereto was registered.
Credits
(L.1970, c. 996, § 1. Amended L.1986, c. 798, § 1.)

Footnotes
1
So in original (word misspelled).
McKinney's CPL § 470.05, NY CRIM PRO § 470.05
Current through L.2021, chapters 1 to 49, 61 to 101. Some statute sections may be more current, see credits for details.
End of Document
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People v Ceresoli, 88 N.Y.2d 925 (1996)
669 N.E.2d 1111, 646 N.Y.S.2d 789

support in the record and, like the alleged excessiveness of
defendant's sentence, is beyond the scope of the Court of
Appeals review.
88 N.Y.2d 925, 669 N.E.2d 1111, 646 N.Y.S.2d 789
The People of the State of New York, Respondent,
v.
John A. Ceresoli, Appellant.
Court of Appeals of New York
209
Argued June 6, 1996;
Decided June 28, 1996
CITE TITLE AS: People v Ceresoli
SUMMARY
Appeal, by permission of a Justice of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court in the Fourth Judicial Department, from
an order of that court, entered December 22, 1995, which
affirmed a judgment of the Oneida County Court (Nathaniel
B. Merrell, J.), rendered upon a verdict convicting defendant
of grand larceny in the fourth degree, and sentencing him to
a jail term of six months, a concurrent term of probation for
five years, and restitution in the amount of $3,500.
People v Ceresoli, 222 AD2d 1096, affirmed.
HEADNOTES
Crimes
Appeal
Scope of Review
(1) In a criminal prosecution in which defendant moved to
set aside the guilty verdict on the ground of juror misconduct
involving a single seated juror who allegedly was untruthful
during voir dire concerning the extent of his knowledge of a
social club from which defendant had allegedly stolen money,
an order of the Appellate Division, which affirmed a judgment
convicting defendant of grand larceny in the fourth degree,
should be affirmed where the trial court, after a hearing, found
that there was no improper conduct on the part of the juror
and that the juror's conduct had not affected a substantial right
of defendant. The trial court's undisturbed factual finding has
End of Document

APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL
Frank Policelli, Utica, for appellant.
Michael A. Arcuri, District Attorney of Oneida County, Utica
(Timothy P. Fitzgerald of counsel), for respondent.
OPINION OF THE COURT
Memorandum.
The order of the Appellate Division should be affirmed. *926
Defendant was charged with criminal possession of a forged
instrument and with the theft of $3,500 from the Toccolana
Club, a private social club in Rome, New York. After his
conviction for grand larceny in the fourth degree ( Penal
Law § 155.30), defendant moved pursuant to CPL 330.30
to set aside the verdict on the ground of juror misconduct
involving a single seated juror. During voir dire, the juror, a
resident of Rome, was asked whether he was “familiar with
members of the Toccolano Club.” The juror responded: “I
just know where it is, not really, no.” It was subsequently
established that the juror had decades earlier himself been a
nominal member of the club, and two of his relatives were or
had been members.
After a hearing on defendant's motion, the trial court found
there was no improper conduct on the part of the juror,
and further that the juror's conduct had not “affected a
substantial right of the defendant” (CPL 330.30 [2]). The
Appellate Division affirmed. The trial court's undisturbed
factual finding has support in the record and, like the alleged
excessiveness of defendant's sentence, is beyond the scope of
our review.

Chief Judge Kaye and Judges Simons, Titone, Bellacosa,
Smith, Levine and Ciparick concur.
Order affirmed in a memorandum.
Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New York
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People v Crimmins, 26 N.Y.2d 319 (1970)
258 N.E.2d 708, 310 N.Y.S.2d 300

December 22, 1969, which (1) reversed, on the law, a
judgment of the Supreme Court (Peter T. Farrell, J.), rendered
in Queens County upon a verdict convicting defendant of
manslaughter in the first degree and (2) ordered a new trial.
KeyCite Yellow Flag - Negative Treatment
Distinguished by State v. Asherman, Conn., July 17, 1984

POINTS OF COUNSEL

26 N.Y.2d 319, 258 N.E.2d 708, 310 N.Y.S.2d 300
The People of the State of New York, Appellant,
v.
Alice Crimmins, Respondent.
Court of Appeals of New York
Argued March 2, 1970;
decided April 16, 1970.
CITE TITLE AS: People v Crimmins
HEADNOTES
Crimes
manslaughter in first degree--unauthorized visit by some
of jurors to area concerned with testimony of witness
against defendant requires new trial--defendant not required
to establish prejudice--in any event error not harmless.
(1) The unauthorized visit by some of the jurors, in a trial
which resulted in defendant's conviction of manslaughter in
the first degree, to an area concerned with the testimony of
one of the witnesses against defendant requires that a new trial
be ordered.
(2) Defendant is not required to establish prejudice. Assuming
that the question were open, the evidence, although legally
sufficient to sustain the verdict of guilt, was not so
overwhelming that it could be said, as a matter of law, that the
error could not have influenced the verdict or that the error
was harmless.

People v. Crimmins, 33 A D 2d 793, affirmed. *320
SUMMARY
Appeal, by permission of the Chief Judge of the Court of
Appeals, from an order of the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court in the Second Judicial Department, entered

Thomas J. Mackell, District Attorney (Peter J. O'Connor and
Cornelius J. O'Brien of counsel), for appellant.
I. Defendant's guilt was established beyond a reasonable
doubt. (People v. Place, 157 N. Y. 584;

People v. Willett,

213 N. Y. 368;
People v. Harris, 305 N. Y. 345.) II.
The mere inconclusive visit by three of the trial jurors
to the neighborhood of the crime did not constitute them
unsworn witnesses against defendant in violation of her right
to confrontation under the Sixth Amendment of the United
States Constitution. (People v. Johnson, 110 N. Y. 134;
People v. Thorn, 156 N. Y. 286; People v. Gallo, 149 N.
Y. 106; People v. De Lucia, 15 N Y 2d 294, 20 N Y 2d 275;
People v. Ranson, 7 Wend. 235;People v. Ranson, 7 Wend.
235; People v. Klein, 213 App. Div. 66; People v. Kraus, 147
Misc. 906;

Parker v. Gladden, 385 U. S. 363;

United

States ex rel. De Lucia v. McMann, 373 F. 2d 759;
Mattox
v. United States, 146 U. S. 140.)
Herbert A. Lyon and William M. Erlbaum for respondent.
I. The record is permeated with reasonable doubt. The proof
was clearly insufficient to offset Mrs. Crimmins' presumed
innocence, as a matter of law. (People v. Paige, 283 N. Y.
479;
Hunter v. New York, Ontario & Western R. R. Co.,
116 N. Y. 615; Moore v. Board of Educ. of City of N. Y., 22
A D 2d 919, 19 N Y 2d 621; People v. Klvana, 241 N. Y.
481; People v. Spickler, 255 N. Y. 408; People v. Cooper, 19
A D 2d 808;

People v. Weiss, 290 N. Y. 160; People v.

Woltering, 275 N. Y. 51;
People v. Fitzgerald, 156 N. Y.
253.) II. The evidence before the Grand Jury was insufficient
to indict. The pretrial motion to dismiss the indictment should
have been granted. (

People v. Jackson, 18 N Y 2d 516;

People v. Howell, 3 N Y 2d 672; People v. Nitzberg, 289 N.
Y. 523.) III. Respondent was seriously prejudiced by the trial
court's refusal to allow defense to elicit on Rorech's crossexamination his pretrial assertion of the fact of respondent's
innocence, subsequent to the date *321 on which he claimed
that respondent confessed to him. (Larkin v. Nassau Elec.
R. R. Co., 205 N. Y. 267.) IV. Respondent was seriously
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prejudiced by the trial court's barring of defense testimony of
Mrs. Crimmins' ignorance of her dog's pregnancy, a highly
material fact, the People having imputed such knowledge to
respondent through the witness Earomirski. (Provenzo v. Sam,
23 N Y 2d 256; Loetsch v. New York City Omnibus Corp., 291
N. Y. 308.) V. The trial court committed prejudicial error by
allowing into evidence proof of a custody proceeding brought
against respondent by her husband, and proof of numerous
underlying acts of marital misconduct by respondent, for the
supposed purpose of establishing motive to kill. (

People v.

Weiss, 290 N. Y. 160;
People v. Fitzgerald, 156 N. Y. 253;
Provenzo v. Sam, 23 N Y 2d 256; People v. Levan, 295 N. Y.
26; Epstein v. Cuba, 25 A D 2d 680;
N. Y. 458;

People v. Namer, 309

People v. Bennett, 49 N. Y. 137;

error. ( Parker v. Gladden, 385 U. S. 363;
People v. De
Lucia, 20 N Y 2d 275; People v. Gallo, 149 N. Y. 106; Bainton
v. Board of Educ. of City of N. Y., 57 Misc. 2d 140; People
v. McIntyre, 31 A D 2d 964;
U. S. 97;

327, 13 N Y 2d 672;
Williams v. Alexander, 309 N. Y.
283; Bromberg v. City of New York, 25 A D 2d 885; Bishin
v. New York Cent. R. R. Co., 20 A D 2d 921; Toll v. State
of New York, 32 A D 2d 47;
Yates v. Bair Transp., 249
F. Supp. 681; People v. Webster, 139 N. Y. 73; Ellarson v.
Ellarson, 198 App. Div. 103; People v. Lubrien, 19 A D
2d 641.) VII. The trial court committed reversible error by
denying certain vital defense applications for mistrials, and
by permitting highly incompetent police conclusions to come
before the jury. (People v. Bodine, 1 Denio 281; Cloyes v.
Thayer & Morse, 3 Hill 564; People v. Brown, 72 N. Y. 571;
Baumann v. Steingester, 213 N. Y. 328; Doheny v. Lacy, 168
N. Y. 213;
People v. Buchanan, 145 N. Y. 1; Rosseau v.
Bleau, 131 N. Y. 177; Sturm v. Atlantic Mut. Ins. Co., 63 N.
Y. 77;
United States v. Cardillo, 316 F. 2d 606;
Smith
v. Illinois, 390 U. S. 129.) VIII. The trial court's refusal to
grant defense request to charge the jury, that the testimony
of police officers and public officials should not be given
greater or lesser weight simply because of their official status,
constituted reversible error. (People v. Rossi, 270 App. Div.
624; Bush v. United *322 States, 375 F. 2d 602; People v.
Caserta, 19 N Y 2d 18.) IX. The trial court erred in denying
defense counsel the clear right to hear the tapes of wiretaps
of respondent's telephone conversations, and to examine the
wiretap applications. (People v. McCall, 17 N Y 2d 152;

Snyder v. Massachusetts, 291

Chapman v. California, 386 U. S. 18;

Fahy v.

Connecticut, 375 U. S. 85;
Harrington v. California, 395
U. S. 250; United States ex rel. Savino v. Follette, 305 F. Supp.
277, 417 F. 2d 1070.)

People v.

Feldman, 296 N. Y. 127;
Harrison v. United States, 392
U. S. 219.) VI. The trial court committed prejudicial error by
barring defense from proving Earomirski's physical defects
and mental illness in order to impeach her testimony. (People
v. Kohlmeyer, 284 N. Y. 366; People v. Conde, 16 A D 2d

People v. Mendez, 28 A D 2d 727;

24 N Y 2d 445.) X. The unauthorized but purposeful visit
by the jurors to the scene in which the People's star witness
claimed to have made crucial observations, constituted a
violation of defendant's constitutional rights, and the trial
court's denial of an application for a new trial was reversible

OPINION OF THE COURT
Burke, J.
Defendant was indicted for, and convicted of, killing her
daughter. At the trial the People established that the child
died of strangulation within two or three hours of her last
meal. The body was found at about 2:00 P.M., on July
14, 1965, and an autopsy determined that death occurred
approximately 8 to 24 hours prior to discovery. Two of the
People's witnesses, Sophie Earomirski and Joseph Rorech,
presented substantially all of the evidence which connected
defendant to the crime. The former testified that at about 2:00
A.M., on July 14, 1965, she saw defendant carrying a bundle
and holding the hand of a little boy; she was accompanied
by a man. Defendant's companion took the bundle and threw
it into an automobile, and Mrs. Earomirski, from her third
floor window across the street, heard defendant say, “My God,
don't do that to her.” Mr. Rorech testified that at a subsequent
time defendant admitted to him, “Joseph, please forgive me,
I killed her.”
Although defendant raised several alleged errors in the
Appellate Division, reversal was predicated on only one -- an
unauthorized visit by three jurors to the neighborhood which
was the subject of Mrs. Earomirski's testimony -- and was
based on our decision in
People v. De Lucia (20 N Y 2d
275). Leave to *323 appeal to this court was granted on
the People's application. They argue that reversal is mandated
only when prejudice to the defendant is shown and that, as
found by the Trial Justice, such prejudice is absent herein.
They also argue that the evidence is legally sufficient to
establish defendant's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.

People v. Munger,
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After the trial but before the imposition of sentence, defendant
moved, on the basis of a juror's affidavit, to set aside
the verdict because members of the jury had made an
unauthorized visit to the street on which Sophie Earomirski
lived. A hearing was held, and the juror, Samuel Ehrlich,
testified that, after Mrs. Earomirski had testified, he wanted
to see that area. He went there between 1:00 and 2:00 A.M.
Ehrlich further testified that his visit did not influence his
opinion.
Another visit was made by Ehrlich and two other jurors, Harry
Tunis and Irving Furst, at about 5:30 P.M.
During the jury's deliberations the lighting in the area was
discussed in “small talk” and, according to Ehrlich, someone
mentioned that the area was well-lit. Another juror, Philip
Seidman, testified that the subject was discussed.
During the length of the trial, the jurors were never
admonished not to visit any place which had been the subject
of testimony. Ironically, after Mrs. Earomirski had testified,
defense counsel requested that the court arrange a controlled
visit to the area. The court denied the visit as unnecessary.
In People v. De Lucia, this court held: “In this type of case,
proof of the fact of the unauthorized visit is sufficient to
warrant a new trial without proof of how such visit may have
influenced individual jurors in their juryroom deliberations.
Such a visit, in and of itself, constitutes inherent prejudice
to the defendants.” ( 20 N Y 2d 275, 280 [emphasis
supplied].) Appellant's attempt to distinguish De Lucia fails to
comprehend the nature of the decision in that case. Although
the affidavit averred that the jurors had re-enacted the crime,
we did not predicate our decision on actual prejudice. That
discussion merely demonstrates one of the manifest evils of
an unauthorized visit. Since De Lucia was in the court on
mere allegations, a hearing was ordered, and the afore-quoted
statement indicates the quantum of proof *324 which would
mandate a new trial. The defendants were not required to
establish prejudice.
Moreover, our decision in
People v. Sher (24 N Y
2d 454) should not be construed as modifying De Lucia
(supra.;). There, unlawful communications made to jurors
were disclosed to the court during the trial and prior to
deliberation. After examining the jurors, the trial court
was satisfied that the impropriety would not affect their
verdict. We held that the pre-deliberation examination was

sufficient to “sterilize” the jury. The jury visit herein was not
disclosed until after verdict. Without the benefit of a judicial
admonition, the jurors, although not consciously affected by
the visit, would not make the specific effort to disregard
it. Thus, no court instruction was made to counteract or
“sterilize” any possible subconscious effect.
The attempt to distinguish the view made herein from one of
the scene of a crime is also without merit. Mrs. Earomirski's
ability to see and hear the events to which she testified
depended very much on the lighting in the area and the
distances involved. And the credibility of her testimony is
essential to the prosecution's case. The Legislature perceived
the evil in such a view and directed court supervision of views
of the place where the crime is alleged to have been committed
or where “any material fact occurred” (Code Crim. Pro., §
411). The statutory inclusion is sound, and we ought not to
make a tenuous distinction.
Finally, appellant argues that the error is harmless. Assuming
that such a determination is not precluded by our holding in
De Lucia, the question is nevertheless moot. Although, as
the People argue, the evidence is legally sufficient to sustain
the verdict of guilt, it was not so overwhelming that we
can say, as a matter of law, that the error could not have
influenced the verdict (

Harrington v. California, 395 U.

S. 250;
Chapman v. California, 386 U. S. 18.) Only two
witnesses gave evidence which connected defendant directly
with the crime. Rorech, of course, testified that defendant
confessed to the slaying, and that testimony, together with that
of the coroner, is sufficient to establish a prima facie case.
(Code Crim. Pro., § 395.) But that testimony was seriously
challenged, and the witness was subjected to searching crossexamination. Mrs. Earomirski was the other witness who
implicated defendant, and it is the value of her testimony
which may have been affected by the impropriety. *325
Given such limited evidence, we cannot find the error
harmless beyond a reasonable doubt.
Accordingly the order of the Appellate Division should be
affirmed.

Chief Judge Fuld and Judges Scileppi, Bergan, Breitel, Jasen
and Gibson concur.
Order affirmed.
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influenced individual jurors in their juryroom deliberations.
Upon reargument the determination is withheld and the matter
is remitted to the trial court. *276
KeyCite Yellow Flag - Negative Treatment
Distinguished by People v. Rivera, N.Y., April 23, 1970

20 N.Y.2d 275, 229 N.E.2d 211, 282 N.Y.S.2d 526
The People of the State of New York, Respondent,
v.
Fred De Lucia and Salvator Montella, Appellants.
Court of Appeals of New York
Reargued May 18, 1967;
decided July 7, 1967.
CITE TITLE AS: People v De Lucia
HEADNOTES
Crimes
jury's visit to scene of crime--improper for jurors to visit scene
of alleged crime--violation of defendants' rights outweighs
policy against jurors' impeaching own verdicts--hearing
directed and, if allegations established, new trial ordered-proof as to how jurors were thus influenced not necessary.
(1) Defendants were convicted of attempted burglary in
the third degree and possession of burglar's instruments.
It was not proper for the jury to make an unauthorized
visit to the scene of the alleged crime. Although New York
applies a common-law rule that jurors may not impeach
their own verdicts, a defendant has a right to a fair trial
and impartial jury, and public policy considerations must
be weighed against defendant's fundamental rights. The rule
against jurors' impeachment of their verdicts should not
operate in every case. In the present case several jurors not
only went to the scene of the alleged crime but actually reenacted it. As in Parker v. Gladden (385 U. S. 363) decided
subsequent to the affirmance of the defendants' conviction
by the Court of Appeals and the denial of certiorari by the
United States Supreme Court, these jurors became unsworn
witnesses against defendants in contravention of their right to
be confronted with the witnesses against them. The violation
of the defendants' rights outweighs the policy reasons for
the rule against jurors' impeaching their own verdicts. Proof
of the fact of the unauthorized visit is sufficient to warrant
a new trial without proof of how such visit may have

(2) Since the District Attorney has never had an opportunity
to examine the jurors regarding their statements, there should
be a hearing in regard to defendants' allegations and, in the
event the allegations are substantiated, a new trial should be
ordered.

People v. De Lucia, 21 A D 2d 805, determination
withheld.
SUMMARY
Reargument (see 19 N Y 2d 837) of appeals, taken by
permission of an Associate Judge of the Court of Appeals,
from judgments of the Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court in the Second Judicial Department, entered June 10,
1964, affirming judgments of the Supreme Court, rendered
in Queens County upon verdicts returned at a Criminal Term
(Peter T. Farrell, J.) convicting defendant Fred De Lucia of
attempted burglary in the third degree and of possession of
burglar's instruments as a felony, and convicting defendant
Salvator Montella of attempted burglary in the third degree
and of possession of burglar's instruments as a misdemeanor.
POINTS OF COUNSEL
William Sonenshine for appellants. The jurors' concededly
unauthorized visit to the scene of the alleged crime and
their re-enactment of the alleged circumstances made them
secret witnesses in circumvention of appellants' constitutional
right of confrontation. (

Parker v. Gladden, 385 U. S. 363;

United States v. McMann, 373 F. 2d 759;

People v. De

Lucia, 15 N Y 2d 294;
Richardson v. United States, 360 F.
2d 366; People v. Leonti, 262 N. Y. 256.)
Thomas J. Mackell, District Attorney (Peter J. O'Connor
of counsel), for respondent. Defendants' mere claim of jury
misconduct does not mandate reversal of their convictions; a
hearing thereon, however, is warranted. (People v. Durling,
303 N. Y. 382; People v. Cooper, 306 N. Y. 867; People v.
Coffey, 11 N Y 2d 142.)
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OPINION OF THE COURT
Keating, J.
The issue on this appeal is the effect of an unauthorized
visit by a jury to the scene of the alleged crime. Defendants
De Lucia and Montella were convicted, after a jury trial, of
attempted burglary in the third degree and of possession of
burglar's instruments. The Appellate Division unanimously
affirmed. By a closely divided court, we upheld the
conviction, stating that “It has long been familiar law that
jurors may not impeach their own duly rendered verdict by
statements or *277 testimony averring their own misconduct
within or without the juryroom.” (
N Y 2d 294, 296.)

People v. De Lucia, 15

The United States Supreme Court denied certiorari. (De
Lucia v. New York, 382 U. S. 821.) Subsequently, however,
Parker v. Gladden (385 U. S. 363 [Dec. 12, 1966]) was
decided. The case originated in Oregon, where a trial court
found that a bailiff, assigned to shepherd a sequestered jury,
had told them that the defendant (petitioner) was guilty and
that, if there were any error in finding the petitioner guilty,
the Supreme Court would correct it. The Oregon Supreme
Court found that the bailiff's misconduct did not deprive the
petitioner, Parker, of a fair trial.
In reversing, the United States Supreme Court found that the
bailiff had, in a sense, become a witness against the defendant
in contravention of his right to “be confronted with the
witnesses against him”. (U. S. Const., 6th Amdt.) Referring
to the bailiff's comments as an “outside influence”, the court
stated (pp. 364-365) that it has “followed the 'undeviating
rule,' Shepherd v. Maxwell, 384 U. S. 333, 351 (1966), that
the rights of confrontation and cross-examination are among
the fundamental requirements of a constitutionally fair trial.”
Prior to the decision in Parker v. Gladden, the defendants,
De Lucia and Montella, brought a petition for a writ of
habeas corpus in the United States District Court for the
Northern District of New York. The writ was dismissed.
While the appeal was pending, Parker v. Gladden (supra.;)
was decided. The United States Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit accordingly vacated the order of the District
Court and dismissed the writ without prejudice, in order to
give the New York courts an opportunity to reconsider the
petitioners' claims in light of the Supreme Court decision.

( United States ex rel. De Lucia v. McMann, 373 F. 2d 759,
760.)
We are not unaware, nor was the Second Circuit, that
there is a distinction between this case and Parker v.
Gladden. In Parker, the Oregon court had not excluded
the statements of the jurors as testimonially incompetent.
Rather, it found that, despite this evidence of what the bailiff
had said, the defendant had not been prejudiced. Our New
York case law holds that statements by jurors impeaching
their own verdicts are inadmissible. (See, e.g.,
People
v. Sprague, 217 N. Y. 373.) However, *278 where the
Supreme Court holds that a particular series of events, when
proven, violates a defendant's constitutional rights, implicit
in that determination is the right of the defendant to prove
facts substantiating his claim. The question which, therefore,
presents itself in light of Parker v. Gladden is whether
we should re-examine the applicability of the traditional
common-law rule to circumstances such as those present in
the case at bar or whether we should compel the defendants to
seek the relief to which they are constitutionally entitled in the
Federal courts. We believe that the undesirability of this latter
alternative indicates that a re-examination of our commonlaw rule with respect to jurors in impeaching their own verdict
is appropriate. 1
The policy reason for the present rule is, of course, that
we do not wish to encourage the posttrial harassing of
jurors for statements which might render their verdicts
questionable. With regard to juryroom deliberations, scarcely
any verdict might remain unassailable, if such statements
were admissible. Common experience indicates that at
times articulate jurors may intimidate the inarticulate, the
aggressive may unduly influence the docile. Some jurors
may “throw in” when deliberations have reached an impasse.
Others may attempt to compromise. Permitting jurors to
testify regarding such occurrences would create chaos.
On the other hand, a defendant has a right to a trial by a
fair and impartial jury. The public policy considerations must
at all times be weighed against the defendant's fundamental
rights. 2
We attempted to balance these opposing considerations in
People v. Leonti (262 N. Y. 256). The defendant in that case
was a Sicilian, who had testified in his own behalf. After the
verdict, one of the jurors swore in an affidavit that he would
*279 never believe a Sicilian under oath. We held that such
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an affidavit was admissible, reasoning that it did not operate
so much to impeach the verdict as to prove that the juror,
because of his prejudice, never became eligible to be a juror
and, therefore, his vote was a nullity.
Thus, where a patent injustice to a defendant was present, we
distinguished the case on a philosophical ground, although
the prohibited result, the impeachment of the verdict,
remained. This was a recognition that the rule against jurors'
impeachment of their verdicts should not operate in every
case. Where, as in the case of statements regarding juryroom
deliberations, every verdict might be rendered suspect,
and jurors might become subjected to continuous posttrial
harassment, the public policy reasons for holding such
statements inadmissible must ordinarily override possible
injustice to a defendant, for here our jury system itself is at
stake.
Statements concerning outside influences on a jury, however,
occurring less frequently and more susceptible to adequate
proof, should be admissible to show that the defendant
was prejudiced, for here the danger to our jury system is
minimal compared with the more easily proven prejudice to
the defendant.
In the instant case, it appears that several jurors not only went
to the scene, but actually re-enacted the alleged crime.
To use the reasoning of the Supreme Court in Parker v.
Gladden (supra.;), these jurors became unsworn witnesses
against the defendants in direct contravention of their right,
under the Sixth Amendment, “to be confronted with the
witnesses” against them.
Our re-evaluation of the common-law rule that jurors may
not impeach their own verdicts reveals that in the case of
such inherently prejudicial “outside influences” on a jury
as were here present, the violation of the defendants' Sixth
Amendment rights outweighs the policy reasons for the rule.
“Without destroying the rule where it properly applies we
should hold that it does not apply to a situation like this where
the investigation is not as to what happened in the juryroom
or why, but as to a fact (illegal view) which has always been
considered to be a strong ground for setting aside a verdict”.
( People v. De Lucia and Montella, 15 N Y 2d 294, 297,
dissenting opinion per Desmond, Ch. J.) *280

In this type of case, proof of the fact of the unauthorized visit
is sufficient to warrant a new trial without proof of how such
visit may have influenced individual jurors in their juryroom
deliberations. Such a visit, in and of itself, constitutes inherent
prejudice to the defendants.
Since the District Attorney has never had an opportunity
to examine the jurors regarding their statements, we remit
this case to the trial court for a hearing in regard to the
petitioners' allegations and, in the event the allegations of
the petitioners are substantiated, the judgments of conviction
should be vacated and a new trial ordered.
Van Voorhis, J.
(Dissenting).
The questions at issue are (1) whether the recent decision
of this court in
People v. De Lucia (15 N Y 2d 294)
should be overruled out of hand as wrongly decided, and the
minority view made to prevail as expressed in the dissenting
opinion therein or, if not, then (2) whether that decision
has been overruled on Federal constitutional grounds by the
United States Supreme Court in
Parker v. Gladden (385
U. S. 363) as interpreted by the United States Court of
Appeals, Second Circuit, in United States ex rel. De Lucia
v. McMann (373 F. 2d 759). The latter involved a Federal writ
of habeas corpus sued out after the United States Supreme
Court denied certiorari to review our decision in
15 N Y
2d 294 affirming the judgments of conviction (382 U. S. 821).
On the previous appeal to our court we treated as being before
us affidavits on a motion for new trial which set forth the
same facts as were presented in the application for a Federal
habeas corpus. The Second Circuit vacated the order of the
District Court denying habeas corpus, with directions that the
petition be dismissed without prejudice “in order to give the
New York courts an opportunity to reconsider the previous
disposition of appellants' claims” (373 F. 2d, supra.;, pp. 760,
762). The opinion of the Second Circuit indicated that it
disapproved our decision at
15 N Y 2d 294, and that if we
did not overrule it on reargument the Second Circuit would
do so on a subsequent Federal writ of habeas corpus. We are
thus confronted, in a sense, with Hobson's choice, although
the Second Circuit did say that mandating on the States the
criminal jury trial provision of the Sixth Amendment to the
United States Constitution *281 was a “newly articulated
federal right” and implied that our view on this question was
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sought before a binding order was made in a later Federal
habeas corpus proceeding. In deference to the Second Circuit,
we granted reargument of the former appeals. The views of
the Second Circuit are entitled to respect, but we are not bound
by them; we are bound, on Federal questions, under the rule
of stare decisis by the decisions of the Supreme Court. That
means that we are bound by
Parker v. Gladden (385 U.
S. 363), but not by the views expressed in the opinion in
United States ex rel. De Lucia v. McMann (373 F. 2d 759).
The majority opinion of this court on reargument appears
to hold both that our original decision affirming these
convictions was wrong and that it was overruled by the
Supreme Court in Parker v. Gladden. I think that our former
decision was right and that it does not conflict with Parker
v. Gladden. If the facts had been the same as in the Parker
case, our original decision would have been different under
established New York law.
What was new about the Parker case is that it held the trial
by jury requirement of the Sixth Amendment to the United
States Constitution to have been mandated on the States by the
Fourteenth Amendment. That, in itself, has nothing to do with
whether jurors shall be allowed to impeach their own verdict.
We are not concerned now with whether Parker v. Gladden
means that our State constitutional guarantee of trial by jury
(art. 1, § 2), and the decisions construing it, have wholly or
partly been superseded by the Sixth Amendment to the United
States Constitution, nor whether indictment by Grand Jury in
the case of felonies has been rendered inviolate against State
action by the Fifth Amendment (it has been superseded, for
practical purposes, by information by the District Attorney in
about three fourths of the States), nor whether the Seventh
Amendment forbids the States to limit or abolish trial by jury
in civil suits at common law where the value in controversy
exceeds $20, although these questions are foreshadowed by
that important decision.
The point at issue here is whether, assuming as we must,
that this portion of the Sixth Amendment is mandated on the
States, there is anything in it which requires the acceptance
of *282 affidavits by jurors to impeach their verdict. The
majority opinion intimates that there is no such requirement
in every case, without stating where to draw the line. Parker
v. Gladden held that the Sixth Amendment, mandated on
the States, did require a new trial where the court bailiff,
having the trial jury in charge, stated to one of the jurors
in the presence of others that the defendant was guilty and

that if there were anything wrong in finding him guilty the
Supreme Court would correct it. The court said that these
expressions “were 'private talk' tending to reach the jury by
'outside influence.'
Patterson v. Colorado, 205 U. S. 454,
462” (385 U. S., supra.;, p. 364). That has long been the
law in New York State, under the corresponding provision
of the New York State Constitution (art. 1, § 2). Thus in
Wilkins v. Abbey (168 Misc. 416) affidavits of jurors were
received and considered which showed misconduct on the
part of the deputy sheriff in charge of the jury who tried to
influence their verdict. After stating that it is well settled on
grounds of public policy that jurors will not be permitted
to disclose their own misconduct, the court said (p. 420):
“There is a legitimate distinction between the acts of the jurors
themselves during the trial of the case, even outside the jury
room, or the deliberations of the jury in the jury room, and
the influences which are called into play by outside forces
and which are extraneous to their deliberations. Sound public
policy is promoted by shielding the discussions of the jury
from disclosure but this policy does not require that force
brought to bear improperly on the jury from without shall
be similarly protected against disclosure. (Ayres v. Village
of Hammondsport, 13 Civ. Prac. Rep. 236, 77 N. Y. St.
Repr. 706.) There is little danger, in my judgment, that the
recognition of such a rule will encourage the unsuccessful
litigant to attempt to persuade jurors to swear to misconduct
on the part of officers having them in charge, and none
at all that freedom of discussion in the jury room will be
impaired. ... When an officer has threatened or coerced a jury
in any way, he should not be shielded by a rule that was
framed to meet another situation and a party whom such acts
may reasonably be supposed to have prejudiced should not be
deprived of what may be the only means of securing evidence
of such misconduct.” (Italics supplied.) *283
In Schrader v. Gertner (282 App. Div. 1064), the Second
Department said (pp. 1064-1065): “Although it is a wellsettled rule of public policy that affidavits of jurors will not
be received to impeach the verdict ( People v. Sprague, 217
N. Y. 373, 381; Dalrymple v. Williams, 63 N. Y. 361; Williams
v. Montgomery, 60 N. Y. 648; Payne v. Burke, 236 App. Div.
527; Clum v. Smith, 5 Hill 560), they may be considered where
they show misconduct on the part of other persons in their
dealings with the jurors (Green v. Telfair, 11 How. Prac. 260;
Reynolds v. Champlain Transp. Co., 9 How. Prac. 7; Thomas
v. Chapman, 45 Barb. 98; Wiggins v. Downer, 67 How. Prac.
65; Wilkins v. Abbey, 168 Misc. 416; People v. Smith, 187 N.
Y. S. 836).”
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Fisch on New York Evidence (1959 ed., p. 184) says that
the rule does not “forbid the introduction of their testimony
or affidavits to establish the misconduct of a third person in
regard to the jurors”, and the same is stated in Richardson on
Evidence (9th ed., p. 434).
It is thus clear that the New York rule is of long standing
that jurors' affidavits are admissible under the circumstances
presented in Parker v. Gladden, and there is nothing in the
opinion or decision therein which indicates that the Supreme
Court would have failed to draw a similar distinction or
intended to compel the use of testimony by jurors to impeach
their verdict to a greater extent than has been done in this State
all along.
Not being constrained by Parker v. Gladden, the question
remains whether we should hold that our carefully considered
decision in 1965 at 15 N Y 2d 294 should be overruled, and
what Wigmore described as the “firmly settled” law (except
in a few jurisdictions) changed on account of some alteration
in a public policy which dates from the decision by Lord
Mansfield in 1785 in Vaise v. Delaval (1 Term Rep. 11). This
rule did not spread to every jurisdiction in the United States,
with the exception of Iowa ( Wright v. Illinois & Miss. Tel.
Co., 20 Iowa 195) and a few others, merely out of regard for
the name of Lord Mansfield or due to some esoteric doctrine
that a witness shall not be heard to allege his own turpitude. As
was said in Payne v. Burke (236 App. Div. 527, 529) by Justice
Edgcomb, who had an unusually large trial experience as
lawyer before coming to the Fourth Department: “The reason
for this rule is founded on sound public policy. If jurors, after
*284 they have been discharged and have mingled with the
public, were permitted to discredit the verdict which they had
solemnly rendered in open court, no verdict would be safe,
and judgments would rest on a very uncertain foundation. The
consequences of such practice would be most mischievous;
it would open the door for tampering with jurors, and would
make it easy for a corrupt or dissatisfied juror to destroy the
very verdict to which he had deliberately given his assent
under the sanction of an oath. Jurors would constantly be
importuned by dissatisfied litigants, and pressed for affidavits
upon which their verdict might be assailed. Every trial lawyer
knows full well how easy it would be to find some complacent
juror who would yield to such appeal. If such practice were
countenanced, few, if any, verdicts would survive, and there
would be no end to litigation. ( McDonald v. Pless, 238 U.
S. 264; Tyler v. Stevens, 4 N. H. 116; Blodgett v. Park, 76 id.

435; Tenny v. Evans, 13 id. 462; Keith v. State, 7 Okla. Cr.
156.)”
The affidavit of a juror, held to be incompetent in Payne v.
Burke, charged that a fellow juror had, in a conversation in
the street, stated that he “had it in for” plaintiff and that he
“was going to beat” him irrespective of the evidence.
That the rule extends to occurrences out of as well as within
the juryroom is also manifested in Davis v. Lorenzo's, Inc.
(258 App. Div. 933). There, as here, affidavits were submitted
on a motion to set aside the verdict of the jury upon the ground
that one of its members had made an outside investigation.
The court said: “Statements made outside of court by a juror
following the trial, as well as affidavits made by a juror
after the trial, may not be used to impeach the verdict of the
jury. ( People v. Sprague, 217 N. Y. 373; Gregory v. Bijou
Theatre Co., 138 App. Div. 590; Payne v. Burke, 236 id. 527.)
All concur.”
Lord Mansfield himself was clearly aware of the reason
for the rule. In Vaise v. Delaval (supra.;) and in Owen v.
Warburton (1 Bos. & Pul. N. R. 326, 329-330) it was sought
to impeach verdicts on the ground that the jury had decided
the cases by chance. In the case last cited Lord Mansfield
said: “The affidavit of a juryman [to the jury's misconduct]
cannot be received. It is singular, indeed, that almost the
only evidence of which the case admits, should be shut out;
but, considering *285 the arts which might be used if a
contrary rule were to prevail, we think it necessary to exclude
such evidence. If it were understood to be the law, that a
juryman might set aside a verdict by such evidence, it might
sometimes happen, that a juryman, being a friend to one of
the parties, and not being able to bring over his companions
to his opinion, might propose a decision by lot, with a view
afterwards to set aside the verdict by his own affidavit, if the
decision should be against him.”
The United States Supreme Court was aware of these factors
in 1915 in deciding
McDonald v. Pless (238 U. S. 264,
267-268): “Let it once be established that verdicts solemnly
made and publicly returned into court can be attacked and
set aside on the testimony of those who took part in their
publication and all verdicts could be, and many would be,
followed by an inquiry in the hope of discovering something
which might invalidate the finding. Jurors would be harassed
and beset by the defeated party in an effort to secure from
them evidence of facts which might establish misconduct
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sufficient to set aside a verdict. If evidence thus secured could
be thus used, the result would be to make what was intended
to be a private deliberation, the constant subject of public
investigation -- to the destruction of all frankness and freedom
of discussion and conference.”
These considerations apply equally to receiving affidavits
or testimony of jurors to impeach their verdict by showing
that they visited the scene of a crime or place of a disputed
transaction as they do to discussion in the jury room. Each
equally opens the way to sinister and ulterior attempts by
corrupt defeated litigants to impugn adverse verdicts by
unscrupulous methods. Few rules are more deeply embedded
in the jurisprudence of the State than this one designed to
free jurors from harassment in the performance of their duties
and to protect the integrity of their verdicts (Coster v. Merest,
3 Brod. & Bing. 272; Clum v. Smith, 5 Hill 560; Williams
v. Montgomery, 60 N. Y. 648; Dalrymple v. Williams, 63 N.
Y. 361; Mitchell v. Carter, 14 Hun 448;Mitchell v. Carter,
14 Hun 448; Dean v. Mayor, 29 App. Div. 350;
People
v. Sprague, 217 N. Y. 373; Payne v. Burke, supra.; Haight v.
City of Elmira, 42 App. Div. 391, 394; People v. Gallagher,
75 App. Div. 39; Perry v. New York Cent. & H. R. R. R.
Co., 169 App. Div. 83; Schrader v. Gertner, supra.; Fahey
v. South Nassau *286 Communities Hosp., 197 Misc. 490,
492; Wilkins v. Abbey, supra.; Atikian v. Chang Wen Ti, 153
Misc. 881, 882).
Exceptions are recognized which fall outside of the scope
and policy of the rule, such as where the foreman of a jury
by mistake announces a verdict different from that agreed
upon by the jury (Dalrymple v. Williams, supra.;), where
jurors' statements would show misconduct on the part of
other persons in their dealings with the jurors (Schrader
v. Gertner, supra.;), where before a juror was accepted he
concealed facts which it was his duty to disclose and which,
if made known, doubtless would have resulted in his being
excused (McHugh v. Jones, 258 App. Div. 111) and possibly
some other restricted situations. This does not reflect “acrossthe-board” application to all statements of jury misconduct
(United States ex rel. De Lucia v. McMann, supra.;, p. 761,
n. 1). Like many other legal principles, this rule represents
a choice between evils. Its widespread acceptance attests a
sound foundation in experience. As in the case of most legal
rules, minor faults can be found in it (e.g. State v. Kociolek,
20 N. J. 92). It is said that a rule against self-stultification
by a witness makes no sense. The use of that maxim in
formulating the rule was merely an Englishman's instinct to

rationalize (often imperfectly) a strong common sense. The
rule is said to be unequal in that it would admit testimony
of an eavesdropper who would be subject to punishment by
contempt for overhearing a jury's deliberations (Matter of
Choate, 18 N. Y. Civ. Pro. Rep. 180, 24 Abb. N. C. 430,
cert. dsmd. sub nom. People ex rel. Choate v. Barrett, 56 Hun
351, affd. 121 N. Y. 678). This could easily be avoided by
excluding the testimony of any person who is spying on their
proceedings as was held or implied in Reich v. Thompson (346
Mo. 577) and Acosta v. State (126 Tex. Crim. Rep. 618).
There must certainly be limits to post-verdict inquisitions
of jurors to determine whether their verdict has been
“contaminated.” The New Jersey Supreme Court (Brennan,
J.) intimated in State v. Kociolek that jurors' testimony should
only be excluded as to their mental processes. The majority
opinion on reargument of the case at bar seems not to go quite
so far by suggesting, although not stating, that jurors should
be subject to questioning afterward with regard to anything
except *287 “jury room deliberations.” This introduces a
host of difficulties. Assume, for example, that jurors chose to
arrive at a verdict by the flip of a coin or by drawing lot. That
would be something occurring in the juryroom. It was what
gave rise to the rule in the beginning under Lord Mansfield.
Under the majority ruling herein, would jurors' affidavits or
testimony concerning that be admissible? It is well known
that in automobile negligence cases most verdicts are, to a
greater or less degree, compromise verdicts. That is not done
strictly according to law, and where proved is ground for
reversal (Kepner v. Barry, 24 A D 2d 825). In the case of
Wright v. Illinois & Miss. Tel. Co. (20 Iowa 195, 210-212,
supra.;), decided in 1866, which has ever since been the chief
arsenal of attack upon this rule, it was said in the opinion
that jurors should not be questioned concerning matters that
“essentially inhere in the verdict itself” but that this would
not preclude questioning the jurors concerning whether “the
verdict was determined by aggregation and average or by
lot”. (Italics supplied.) The Iowa rule is to admit jurors'
affidavits to prove misconduct in determining damages by
average ( Forshee v. Abrams, 2 Iowa 571; Manix v. Malony,
7 Iowa 81; Wright v. Illinois & Miss. Tel. Co., supra.;). Jurors
are constantly importuned by Trial Judges to compromise
their differences where they can conscientiously do so, and,
if members of the jury could be interrogated after verdict
in every case in order to determine whether they had added
the damages to which each thought the plaintiff was entitled
and divided by 12, or had sacrificed opinions previously
expressed regarding liability or nonliability in order to extract
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concessions from other jurors concerning the amount of the
verdict or the awarding of some recovery, the negligence court
calendars would be even more congested than they are. One
of the advantages asserted in favor of jury trials is that jurors
bring to bear upon the point at issue their varied individual
experiences of life. Are verdicts to be set aside if afterward
it is made to appear that they were irregularly reached by
the recounting in conference of personal experiences bearing
upon the questions of fact to be decided? Are they to be
interrogated afterwards concerning whether any of them may
have, in effect, testified to the other jurors as expert witnesses
having special knowledge *288 in particular fields of
endeavor? These are not fanciful instances. All of them have
resulted in verdicts being set aside in the comparatively few
jurisdictions where the rule to which we adhered in People
v. de Lucia (15 N Y 2d 294, supra.;) has not been followed.
Do the majority mean that the jurors cannot be interrogated
afterwards concerning any juryroom deliberations, or is this
principle to be subject to exceptions “where a patent injustice
to a defendant was present”? (quoting from majority opinion).
Is the term “juryroom deliberations” equivalent in meaning to
matters “inherent in the verdict” which is the usual expression
employed by those opposed to the rule, and may even
refer to the “mental processes” of the jurors (cf. State v.
Kociolek, supra.;)? All of the decisions, for the rule and
against it, appear to be agreed that jurors cannot be questioned

concerning faulty reasoning which may have produced a
verdict, but where is the line to be drawn between defective
reasoning and extraneous factors, among which the cases
against the rule generally combine compromise verdicts,
personal experiences or expert knowledge of jurors, biases for
or against particular kinds of people more or less resembling
parties to the action, viewing the place of the transaction,
and a multitude of other “extraneous factors” which are to
be distinguished from and contrasted with what is merely
“wrong reasoning.” The court calendars, it seems to me, are
congested enough as it is without opening all of these postverdict fields of investigation and litigation.
Our decision at 15 N Y 2d 294 was right and the judgments
of conviction should be affirmed.

Chief Judge Fuld and Judges Burke and Breitel concur with
Judge Keating; Judge Van Voorhis dissents and votes to affirm
in an opinion in which Judges Scileppi and Bergan concur.
Upon reargument: Determination withheld and matter
remitted to the Supreme Court, Queens County, for further
proceedings in accordance with the opinion herein. *289
Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New York

Footnotes
1

2

In People v. Wilson (13 N Y 2d 277, 280) we held that a defendant, sentenced as a multiple offender, could
not attack predicate out-of-State felonies. We did not consider this a violation of his fundamental constitutional
rights. We noted, however, that “If the refusal of our courts to try out the constitutional validity of the outof-State criminal judgment amounted to a denial of defendant's fundamental rights, we would have to find
some other way of protecting those rights no matter what the procedural difficulties and burdens.” (Emphasis
supplied.)
In this case, our refusal to allow admission of the jurors' statements would, under Parker v. Gladden (supra.;),
amount to a denial of defendants' fundamental constitutional rights.
See Note, 15 Buffalo L. Rev. 217.

End of Document
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24 N.Y.3d 1066
Court of Appeals of New York.
The PEOPLE of the State of New York, Respondent,
v.
Dwight GILES, Appellant.
The People of the State of New York, Respondent,
v.
Sean Hawkins, Appellant.
Dec. 18, 2014.
Synopsis
Background: Following remittitur, 11 N.Y.3d 495, 873
N.Y.S.2d 244, 901 N.E.2d 737, first defendant was convicted
in the Supreme Court, New York County, Carol Berkman,
J., of attempted burglary in the second degree and criminal
possession of burglar's tools, and in the Supreme Court, New
York County, Charles H. Solomon, J., of criminal possession
of stolen property in the fourth degree, and was sentenced
as persistent felony offender. First defendant appealed. The
Supreme Court, Appellate Division, 95 A.D.3d 670, 944
N.Y.S.2d 143, affirmed as modified. Leave to appeal was
granted. After second defendant was convicted of sexual
abuse in the second degree and other offenses, the Criminal
Court of the City of New York, Kings County, Miriam
Cyrulnik, J., granted second defendant's motion to set aside
verdict. The People appealed. The Supreme Court, Appellate
Term, 36 Misc.3d 54, 950 N.Y.S.2d 230, reversed and
remitted. Leave to appeal was granted.

Holding: The Court of Appeals held that defendants' motions
to set aside verdict were procedurally improper because they
were premised on matters outside existing trial record.

West Headnotes (1)
[1]

Criminal Law
in General

Affidavits and Other Proofs

Defendants' motions to set aside verdict, based
on “[a]ny ground appearing in the record which,
if raised upon an appeal from a prospective
judgment of conviction, would require a reversal
or modification of the judgment as a matter of
law by an appellate court,” were procedurally
improper because they were premised on matters
outside existing trial record, and Criminal
Procedure Law setting forth such ground did not
permit defendants to expand record to include
matters that did not appear in record prior to
filing of motions. McKinney's CPL § 330.30(1).
9 Cases that cite this headnote

Attorneys and Law Firms
***31 Robert S. Dean, Center for Appellate Litigation, New
York City (Jan Hoth of counsel), for appellant in the first
above-entitled action.
Cyrus R. Vance, Jr., District Attorney, New York City (Sheryl
Feldman and Naomi C. Reed of counsel), for respondent in
the first above-entitled action.
Michael W. Warren, Brooklyn, for appellant in the second
above-entitled action.
Kenneth P. Thompson, District Attorney, Brooklyn (Sholom
J. Twersky and Leonard Joblove of counsel), for respondent
in the second above-entitled action.

Affirmed.
Smith, J., filed concurring opinion.
Abdus–Salaam, J., filed opinion concurring as to second
defendant, and concurring in part and dissenting in part as to
first defendant.
Pigott, J., filed dissenting opinion.

OPINION OF THE COURT
MEMORANDUM.
**944 *1068 In People v. Giles, the order of the Appellate
Division should be affirmed. In People v. Hawkins, the order
of the Appellate Term should be affirmed.
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Defendants' motions to set aside the verdict pursuant to CPL
330.30(1) were procedurally improper because they were
premised on matters outside the existing trial record, and CPL
330.30(1) did not permit defendants to expand the record
to include matters that did not “appear[ ] in the record”
prior to the filing of the motions. We express no opinion
on whether a trial court has the authority to consider a CPL

A

330.30(1) motion as a premature de facto
CPL 440.10
motion in certain cases because defendants here did not ask
the trial courts to consider their motions as such, and in
each case, the trial court neither deemed the motion to be

In
Apprendi v. New Jersey, 530 U.S. 466, 120 S.Ct.
2348, 147 L.Ed.2d 435 (2000) and a number of later cases,
the United States Supreme Court held that, under *1069
the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to
the Federal Constitution, a defendant's sentence may not be
enhanced beyond what would otherwise be its maximum term
on the basis of facts that are not found by a jury beyond a
reasonable doubt. One exception has been recognized: under

a premature
CPL 440.10 motion nor decided the motion
in accordance with the criteria and procedures delineated in

Almendarez–Torres v. United States, 523 U.S. 224, 118
S.Ct. 1219, 140 L.Ed.2d 350 (1998), a case left undisturbed by

CPL 440.30 (cf. People v. Wolf, 98 N.Y.2d 105, 118–119,
745 N.Y.S.2d 766, 772 N.E.2d 1124 [2002] ). In People v.
Giles, defendant's challenge to the constitutionality of his
sentencing as a **945 ***32 persistent felony offender
is without merit (see People v. Bell, 15 N.Y.3d 935, 936,

Apprendi, 530 U.S. at 489–490, 120 S.Ct. 2348 and never
subsequently overruled, “the fact of a prior conviction” may

915 N.Y.S.2d 208, 940 N.E.2d 913 [2010];
People v.
Battles, 16 N.Y.3d 54, 59, 917 N.Y.S.2d 601, 942 N.E.2d 1026
[2010];
People v. Quinones, 12 N.Y.3d 116, 129–130, 879
N.Y.S.2d 1, 906 N.E.2d 1033 [2009] ).
SMITH, J. (concurring).
I join the majority memorandum, and add some comments on
each case.

I
In People v. Hawkins, I agree with Judge Pigott that a court has
power, in a proper case, to entertain a motion under
CPL
440.10 even where the motion is made before the entry
of judgment—i.e., to overlook the technical defect that the
motion is premature. I agree with the majority, however, that
the motion in Hawkins cannot be treated as a
CPL 440.10
motion, because the proper procedures were not followed.

II
The main purpose of this concurrence is to respond to Judge
Abdus–Salaam's dissenting opinion in People v. Giles.

be found by a judge (
2348).

Apprendi, 530 U.S. at 490, 120 S.Ct.

In
People v. Rosen, 96 N.Y.2d 329, 335, 728 N.Y.S.2d
407, 752 N.E.2d 844 (2001) we interpreted New York's
persistent felony offender statute (PFO statute) to make prior
convictions “the sole determinate” of whether a defendant
is eligible for enhanced sentencing. We reaffirmed and
explained the holding of Rosen in
People v. Rivera,
5 N.Y.3d 61, 800 N.Y.S.2d 51, 833 N.E.2d 194 (2005)
and

People v. Quinones, 12 N.Y.3d 116, 122–131, 879

N.Y.S.2d 1, 906 N.E.2d 1033 (2009) (see also
People v.
Battles, 16 N.Y.3d 54, 59, 917 N.Y.S.2d 601, 942 N.E.2d 1026
[2010]; People v. Bell, 15 N.Y.3d 935, 936, 915 N.Y.S.2d 208,
940 N.E.2d 913 [2010] ).
It seems to me that the statute as we have interpreted it
is unquestionably valid under Apprendi and Almendarez–
Torres. Indeed, an en banc panel of the United States Court
of Appeals for the Second Circuit has unanimously agreed
that the statute is constitutional on its face (Portalatin v.
Graham, 624 F.3d 69 [2d Cir.2010]; see id. at 100 [Winter,
J., dissenting] ). Whether we correctly interpreted the statute
in Rosen and later cases is a different question. I admit
that that question—one of New York, not federal, law—is
fairly debatable, but I am somewhat puzzled that the debate
continues after all these decisions and all these years.
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B
The substantive part of the PFO statute is found in
section
70.10 of the Penal Law. A persistent felony offender is
defined as anyone (other than a persistent violent felony
offender, see
Penal Law § 70.08) “who stands convicted
of a felony after having previously been convicted of two
or **946 ***33 more felonies” (

Penal Law § 70.10[1]

[a] ).
Penal Law § 70.10(2) authorizes a court that has
found a person to be a persistent felony offender to impose the
sentence authorized for a class A–I felony when the court “is
of the opinion that the history and character of the defendant
and the nature and circumstances of his criminal conduct
indicate that extended incarceration and life-time supervision
will best serve the public interest.”
The PFO statute also includes procedural provisions,
contained both in the Penal Law and in the Criminal
Procedure *1070 Law. Under
CPL 400.20, an enhanced
sentence may not be imposed unless, “based upon evidence in
the record of a hearing held pursuant to this section,” the court
has found that the defendant is a persistent felony offender
and “is of the opinion” contemplated by
Penal Law §
70.10 as to defendant's history and character and the nature
and circumstances of his conduct ( CPL 400.20[1] ). In
directing a hearing, the court must annex to and file with its
order the dates and places of the convictions that render the
defendant a persistent felony offender and “[t]he factors in
the defendant's background and prior criminal conduct which
the court deems relevant for the purpose of sentencing the
defendant as a persistent felony offender” (

CPL 400.20[3]

). The burden of proof at the hearing is on the People ( CPL
400.20[5] ). Defendant's status as a persistent felony offender
must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt, but “[m]atters
pertaining to the defendant's history and character and the
nature and circumstances of his criminal conduct may be
established by any relevant evidence ... and the standard of
proof with respect to such matters shall be a preponderance of
the evidence” (id.). If the court chooses the enhanced sentence
“the reasons for the court's opinion shall be set forth in the
record” (

Penal Law § 70.10[2] ).

If the PFO statute were read—as it could be—to mean
that a court may impose an enhanced sentence only after

it has found, in a nonjury proceeding, facts “pertaining to
the defendant's history and character and the nature and
circumstances of his criminal conduct,” it would raise serious
problems under Apprendi. Mindful of our obligation to
adopt, where possible, an interpretation that renders a statute
constitutional, we held in Rosen, and have several times
reaffirmed, that that is not what the statute means. We said in
Rosen:
“It is clear from the ... statutory framework that the prior
felony convictions are the sole determinate of whether
a defendant is subject to enhanced sentencing as a
persistent felony offender. Then, the court must consider
other enumerated factors to determine whether it ‘is of
the opinion that a persistent felony offender sentence is
warranted’ ( CPL 400.20[9] ). As to the latter, the
sentencing court is thus only fulfilling its traditional role
—giving due consideration to agreed-upon factors—in
determining an appropriate sentence within the permissible
statutory range.” (
752 N.E.2d 844.)

96 N.Y.2d at 335, 728 N.Y.S.2d 407,

*1071 In Rivera, we explained and expanded on Rosen 's
holding:
“We could have decided Rosen differently by reading the
statutes to require judicial factfinding as to the defendant's
character and criminal acts before he became eligible for
a persistent felony offender sentence. If we had construed
the statutes to require the court to find additional facts
about the defendant before imposing a recidivism sentence,
the statutes would violate Apprendi. But we did not
read the law that way. Under our interpretation of the
relevant **947 ***34 statutes, defendants are eligible
for persistent felony offender sentencing based solely on
whether they had two prior felony convictions.
Thus,
as we held in Rosen, no further findings are required.” (5
N.Y.3d at 67, 800 N.Y.S.2d 51, 833 N.E.2d 194.)
Once again in Quinones, responding to an argument that the
PFO statute was unconstitutional under
Cunningham v.
California, 549 U.S. 270, 127 S.Ct. 856, 166 L.Ed.2d 856
(2007), we said:
“[D]efendant argues that New York's discretionary
persistent felony offender sentencing scheme suffers from
the same constitutional infirmity as [the California statute
in Cunningham ] because the ‘higher persistent felony
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offender range cannot be imposed without the judiciallyfound fact that the “nature and circumstances” of the
criminal conduct and the “history and character” of
the defendant warrant lifetime supervision in the public
interest.’ Defendant's view of New York's sentencing
scheme is inaccurate....
“New York's sentencing scheme ... is a recidivist
sentencing scheme. That is, under New York's scheme,
a defendant is subject to an enhanced sentence based
solely on the existence of two prior felony convictions....
[I]t is only after a defendant's eligibility for an enhanced
sentence is determined that a judge is given the discretion to
choose the appropriate sentence within a sentencing range
prescribed by statute.” ( 12 N.Y.3d at 125, 128–129, 879
N.Y.S.2d 1, 906 N.E.2d 1033.)
In short, as we have read the PFO statute, it might as well
say: “A defendant with two prior felonies may, in the court's
discretion, be sentenced as provided by law for a class A–
I felony. In exercising its discretion, the court shall take
into account such facts as it deems relevant pertaining to
the defendant's *1072 history and character and the nature
and circumstances of his criminal conduct.” Such a statute
poses no arguable problem under Apprendi. It enhances the
statutory maximum solely on the basis of prior convictions, as
Almendarez–Torres permits, and allows the sentencing judge
to do what sentencing judges normally do—to choose, in his
or her discretion, a sentence equal to or less than the statutory
maximum. Perhaps it is unusual to require, as the PFO statute
does, that the court conduct an evidentiary hearing, governed
by specified burdens of proof, to find the facts that it deems
relevant to the exercise of its discretion, and to set forth the
reasons for its discretionary decision on the record. But these
requirements, unusual or not, are not unconstitutional.
The decision of the Second Circuit in Portalatin confirms
that the constitutionality of the PFO statute as we have
interpreted it is beyond fair doubt. In Portalatin, the en banc
court, by a vote of 9–3, vacated the previous opinion of a
three judge panel (
Besser v. Walsh, 601 F.3d 163 [2d
Cir.2010] ) and denied the habeas corpus petitions of three
New York prisoners who claimed that their sentences under
the PFO statute violated Apprendi. For present purposes, what
I find most significant in Portalatin is that all 12 judges
agreed on the facial constitutionality of the statute. While
Besser, the panel opinion, can be read as holding the PFO
statute unconstitutional on its face, the Portalatin dissenters
(including two of the three judges who decided Besser )

conceded that any such holding would be incorrect. Judge
Winter said: “my colleagues have successfully defended
the PFO statute against a facial attack by showing that
the predicate felonies may alone justify a Class A–I
sentence” (624 F.3d at 100 [dissenting op.] ).
The Portalatin dissenters disagreed with the majority
only as to whether the **948 ***35 statute had been
unconstitutionally applied to the cases before them (see id. at
95).
In short, Rosen and later cases interpret the PFO statute
in a way that eliminates any serious question about its
constitutionality under Apprendi. Whether we were correct
as a matter of New York law to adopt that interpretation
is a different, and fairly debatable, question. Certainly, in
choosing that interpretation, we were influenced, as we
should be, by a desire to save the constitutionality of the
statute (see McKinney's Cons. Laws of N.Y., Book 1, Statutes
§ 150;
Tauza v. Susquehanna Coal Co., 220 N.Y. 259,
267, 115 N.E. 915 [1917, Cardozo, J.] [“A statute must be
construed, if fairly possible, so as to avoid not only the
conclusion *1073 that it is unconstitutional but also grave
doubts upon that score” (quoting United States v. Jin Fuey
Moy, 241 U.S. 394, 401, 36 S.Ct. 658, 60 L.Ed. 1061 [1916]
) ] ). I think we were right.
It is possible, however, to argue that we went too far, and
did not merely interpret the statute but rewrote it in order
to save it (see Shechtman, Is Persistent Felony Offender
Statute Constitutional?, N.Y.L.J., Jan. 4, 2011). Essentially
this argument has been ably made by three dissenting Judges
in two of our prior cases (see
Rivera, 5 N.Y.3d at 71–76,
800 N.Y.S.2d 51, 833 N.E.2d 194 [Kaye, Ch. J., dissenting];
id. at 76–83, 800 N.Y.S.2d 51, 833 N.E.2d 194 [Ciparick,
J., dissenting];
Battles, 16 N.Y.3d at 59–68, 917 N.Y.S.2d
601, 942 N.E.2d 1026 [Lippman, Ch. J., dissenting] ), and
it is ably made again by Judge Abdus–Salaam today. But I
respectfully suggest that, at this late date, the question should
be considered settled.

ABDUS–SALAAM, J. (concurring in People v. Hawkins,
concurring in part and dissenting in part in People v. Giles ).
As the Court correctly disposes of defendants' post-verdict
motions in these cases, I concur with its memorandum
decision in full in People v. Hawkins and in part in People v.
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Giles. In Giles, I dissent from the Court's decision to uphold
defendant's sentence because the trial court made additional
fact-findings essential to elevate defendant's punishment
beyond the maximum authorized by the jury's verdict, in
violation of the United States Supreme Court's Apprendi line
of cases (see
Apprendi v. New Jersey, 530 U.S. 466, 490,
120 S.Ct. 2348, 147 L.Ed.2d 435 [2000] ).
Under the familiar Apprendi rule, “[a]ny fact (other than a
prior conviction) which is necessary to support a sentence
exceeding the maximum authorized by the facts established
by a plea of guilty or a jury verdict must be admitted
by the defendant or proved to a jury beyond a reasonable
doubt” (

United States v. Booker, 543 U.S. 220, 244, 125

S.Ct. 738, 160 L.Ed.2d 621 [2005]; see
Apprendi, 530
U.S. at 490, 120 S.Ct. 2348). Therefore, where a sentencing
statute places a defendant in an entirely different sentencing
range based on certain facts, those facts, other than the
existence of a prior conviction, must be found by the jury
rather than the judge (see
Cunningham v. California, 549
U.S. 270, 275, 127 S.Ct. 856, 166 L.Ed.2d 856 [2007];
Booker, 543 U.S. at 234–244, 125 S.Ct. 738). But once
the jury has found the facts that place the defendant within a
particular statutory sentencing range, the court may exercise
its traditional discretion to fashion a particular sentence within
the range based on a variety of factual considerations related
to the defendant's background and crimes (see
Southern
Union Co. v. United States, 567 U.S. ––––, ––––, 132 S.Ct.
2344, 2353, 183 L.Ed.2d 318 [2012];
U.S. at 288–293, 127 S.Ct. 856).

Cunningham, 549

Under
Penal Law § 70.10 and
CPL 400.20, a court
must make two findings of **949 ***36 fact before it
can impose a sentence within the *1074 heightened range
specified for persistent felony offenders. First, the court must
find, pursuant to the procedures laid out in
CPL 400.20,
that the defendant “is a persistent felony offender” because he
or she “stands convicted of a felony after having previously
been convicted of two or more felonies” (

Penal Law §

70.10[1][a]; see
Penal Law § 70.10[2];
CPL 400.20[1]
). “[A]nd,” second, the court must be “of the opinion that
the history and character of the defendant and the nature and
circumstances of his criminal conduct indicate that extended
incarceration and life-time supervision will best serve the

public interest” ( Penal Law § 70.10[2]; see
CPL
400.20[1] ). To reach the essential and self-evidently factdriven “opinion,” the court “must then make such findings of
fact as it deems relevant to the question of whether a persistent
felony offender sentence is warranted” ( CPL 400.20[9] ).
The People need only prove the existence of the aggravating
background and circumstances factors by a preponderance of
the evidence (see

CPL 400.20[5] ).

This recitation of the statutory terms suffices to show
that the relevant statutes violate the Apprendi rule.
Although the first essential finding of the existence of the
defendant's prior convictions is not subject to Apprendi ' s
prohibition (see

Booker, 543 U.S. at 244, 125 S.Ct. 738;

Almendarez–Torres v. United States, 523 U.S. 224,
239–247, 118 S.Ct. 1219, 140 L.Ed.2d 350 [1998] ), Apprendi
and its progeny bar the sentencing judge from making the
second requisite finding that the defendant's character, history
and criminal conduct warrant enhanced sentencing. Because
neither a jury verdict nor a guilty plea encompasses the
second fact-finding that is a prerequisite to punishment under
an elevated statutory sentencing range, the persistent felony
offender sentencing statutes improperly require a judge, as
opposed to a jury, to find additional facts essential to the
defendant's punishment beyond the maximum authorized by
a guilty verdict or plea. On its face, then, the persistent felony
offender sentencing scheme violates the Apprendi rule, and
those who, like defendant Giles, are sentenced under that
scheme are entitled to vacatur of their sentences.
I acknowledge that we have consistently rejected Apprendi
challenges to the statutes at issue, basically reasoning that
the statutes do not make a judicial fact-finding about the
defendant's character and background a prerequisite for
enhanced sentencing but rather entail a mere exercise of
traditional judicial discretion to place the defendant within
a single broad sentencing range authorized solely by his or
her prior felonies (see

People v. Rivera, 5 N.Y.3d 61,

69, 800 N.Y.S.2d 51, 833 N.E.2d 194 [2005];
*1075
People v. Rosen, 96 N.Y.2d 329, 334–336, 728 N.Y.S.2d 407,
752 N.E.2d 844 [2001] ). But as explained in detail by the
partial dissent in
People v. Battles, 16 N.Y.3d 54, 917
N.Y.S.2d 601, 942 N.E.2d 1026 [2010], that interpretation of
the New York sentencing regime is no more able to shield it
from constitutional challenge than was the California courts'
dubious interpretation of the sentencing scheme invalidated
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by the Supreme Court in Cunningham v. California (see
Battles, 16 N.Y.3d at 62–68, 917 N.Y.S.2d 601, 942 N.E.2d
1026 [Lippman, Ch. J., dissenting in part] ).
Indeed, that is so because the rationale for our prior decisions
in this area largely proceeds from a flawed assumption
clearly rejected by the Supreme Court in Cunningham. Under
that assumption, the sentencing court supposedly does not
unlawfully increase the defendant's maximum punishment
by selecting a heightened sentencing range based on facts
other than the existence of the defendant's prior and **950
***37 current convictions instead of choosing a sentencing
range based solely on the aforementioned convictions. In
either case, the argument goes, the court is really just making
a discretionary choice of where to sentence the defendant
within a single expanded range encompassing both the
range authorized by the convictions and the one authorized
by the additional facts (see id.; see also
Cunningham,
549 U.S. at 289–293, 127 S.Ct. 856). As the Supreme
Court and the Battles dissent observed, this theory does
not withstand close scrutiny because the relevant statutory
maximum authorized by the jury's verdict and the defendant's
convictions remains distinct from the one authorized by the
supposedly discretionary judicial fact-findings, and “broad
discretion to decide what facts may support an enhanced
sentence, or to determine whether an enhanced sentence
is warranted in any particular case, does not shield a
sentencing system from the force of [the Supreme Court's]
decisions” (

Cunningham, 549 U.S. at 290, 127 S.Ct. 856;

see
Battles, 16 N.Y.3d at 66–68, 917 N.Y.S.2d 601, 942
N.E.2d 1026).
Aside from relying on the discredited rationale espoused in
People v. Rosen and People v. Rivera, we maintained in
People v. Quinones, 12 N.Y.3d 116, 879 N.Y.S.2d 1, 906
N.E.2d 1033 (2009) that
“[u]nlike the sentencing schemes in Apprendi, Ring,
Blakely, Booker and Cunningham, all of which effectively
provided for judicial fact-finding of an element(s) of
an offense as a prerequisite to enhancing a sentence
beyond the relevant sentencing range, the New York
sentencing scheme, after a defendant is deemed eligible to
be sentenced as a persistent felony offender, requires that
the sentencing court *1076 make a qualitative judgment
about, among other things, the defendant's criminal history
and the circumstances surrounding a particular offense

in order to determine whether an enhanced sentence,
under the statutorily prescribed sentencing range, is
warranted.” ( Quinones, 12 N.Y.3d at 130, 879 N.Y.S.2d
1, 906 N.E.2d 1033 [additional emphasis added].)
But whatever the merit of this elements-related rationale
at the time we decided Quinones and, later, Battles, the
Supreme Court has recently rejected it and emphasized that
a jury, rather than a judge, must find any fact necessary to
increase the defendant's punishment beyond the maximum
authorized by a jury verdict or guilty plea, whether or not
the fact in question is deemed an essential element of the
relevant offense (see
Southern Union Co., 567 U.S. at
––––, 132 S.Ct. at 2356). Specifically, in Southern Union
Co. v. United States, the Court rebuffed the government's
argument thatApprendi barred only a judicial finding of
separate wrongful acts deserving of punishment and not
findings of facts that merely quantify the harm caused by
the offense found by the jury, as the Court concluded that
there is no “constitutionally significant difference between
a fact that is an ‘element’ of the offense and one that is a
‘sentencing factor’ ” ( 567 U.S. at ––––, 132 S.Ct. at 2356).
Thus, taken together, Cunningham and Southern Union have
demolished the two central pillars of our decisions in Battles
and its predecessors.
As federal law has evolved, our Apprendi precedents have
devolved into hollow and discredited words supporting a
clearly unconstitutional sentencing framework. Therefore, in
People v. Giles, I would annul the relevant Penal Law and
CPL provisions requiring the sentencing court to make factfindings about defendant's history, his character and the nature
of his criminal conduct, vacate defendant's sentence **951
***38 and remit to Supreme Court for resentencing.

PIGOTT, J. (dissenting).
After a bench trial, defendant Hawkins was found guilty of
10 counts each of sexual abuse in the second degree and
sexual abuse in the third degree and one count of endangering
the welfare of a child. Prior to being sentenced, defendant
moved to set aside his verdict on the ground that he was
denied the right to a public trial. His motion was supported
by affirmations of two attorneys, who averred that they had
attempted to enter the courtroom during the proceedings but
observed a “Do not enter” sign posted on the courtroom door,
and thus could not enter. One of the attorneys further alleged
that he had been stopped by a court officer *1077 and told
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not to enter the courtroom. The People opposed the motion
by way of an attorney affirmation, arguing that the courtroom
was always open, and, alternatively, sought a hearing on the
matter.
Criminal Court granted the motion, finding that it was “clear
that [the Do not enter] sign was posted.” It noted that “[s]igns
of this nature are routinely posted by court staff, and there
is nothing to suggest otherwise. While the sign was not
viewed by [the] court prior to being posted, and the language
excluding observers was not dictated, authorized, or approved
by this court, it ultimately falls upon the court to accept
responsibility.” The court held that it was constrained to grant
the motion to set aside the verdict and ordered a new trial for
defendant.
The Appellate Term, with one Justice dissenting, reversed,
on the law, and reinstated the verdict (36 Misc.3d 54,
950 N.Y.S.2d 230 [App.Term, 2d Dept., 2d, 11th & 13th
Jud.Dists.2012] ). The court held that defendant's CPL
330.30(1) motion should have been denied by Criminal Court
because it “was procedurally defective as it was based on a
ground which did not appear in the record” (id. at 55, 950
N.Y.S.2d 230). The Appellate Term noted that Criminal Court
“did not treat the motion as a ‘de facto CPL 440.10 motion’
” (id.). The court stated that defendant “should have waited
until after sentencing before making an appropriate
CPL
440.10 motion, in which matters may be raised which do not
appear in the record” (id. at 56, 950 N.Y.S.2d 230). The court
continued: “Even if the motion had been treated as a ‘de facto
CPL 440.10 motion’ it is not properly before this court,
since defendant did not seek leave to appeal from the denial
of the motion” (id.). Thus, the court did not reach the merits
of defendant's motion (id.).
Justice Weston dissented. She agreed with the majority that,
since defendant's motion was based on matters outside the
record, it was not proper for the court to set aside the verdict
pursuant to CPL 330.30(1) (id.). Nevertheless, in the interest
of judicial economy, she would have treated the motion as
one to vacate the conviction pursuant to
CPL 440.10 and
granted leave to appeal from the order denying the motion
(id.). I agree with Justice Weston.
Under CPL 330.30(1), a defendant may move to set aside the
verdict on any ground that appears “in the record” that would
require a reversal or modification on appeal as a matter of law.
Under the statute, the motion may be made “[a]t any time after

rendition of a verdict of guilty [but] before sentence” (CPL
330.30). I agree with the majority that because defendant's
claim concerns a nonrecord matter, CPL 330.30(1) review is
not authorized (see majority mem. at 1068, 2 N.Y.S.3d at 31,
25 N.E.3d at 944).
*1078 Nonrecord matters are brought by way of a
CPL
440.10 motion, which under **952 ***39 that statute
is permissible after sentencing. There is no clear statutory
remedy that provides for an attack on a judgment of
conviction based on nonrecord matters after verdict but prior
to sentencing. Several courts have remedied this “gap” by
considering a defendant's CPL 330.30(1) motion as one
made under
CPL 440.10 (a “de facto
CPL 440.10
motion”) “where fairness and judicial economy are not
sacrificed” (People v. Toland, 2 A.D.3d 1053, 1055–1056,
770 N.Y.S.2d 148 [3d Dept.2003]; see People v. Thompson,
177 Misc.2d 803, 809, 678 N.Y.S.2d 845 [Sup.Ct., Kings
County 1998]; see also People v. Wolf, 98 N.Y.2d 105, 119,
745 N.Y.S.2d 766, 772 N.E.2d 1124 [2002] [agreeing with the
Appellate Division that defendant's application was “at best,
a de facto

CPL 440.10 motion”] ).

In my view, the trial court did just that in this case, although
it did not expressly say so. Defendant brought to the court's
attention a significant issue: defendant's right to a public trial
had been violated. While a motion pursuant to CPL 440.10
would appear to be premature, the court stated that it had
sufficient knowledge to decide the matter immediately. To
conclude that the court could not consider the issue at that
juncture, thus requiring defendant to wait to be sentenced and
then raise the same issue in a post-sentence 440.10 motion,
defies the concept of judicial fairness and economy. *
The Appellate Term was also incorrect in suggesting that
defendant's appeal was not properly before it from a
CPL
440.10 motion because defendant did not seek leave to appeal.
Defendant prevailed at the trial level and, therefore, it would
have been the People who would have appealed.
For these reasons, I dissent.

Judges READ, SMITH, PIGOTT and RIVERA concur; Judge
SMITH in a separate concurring opinion in which Judges
READ and PIGOTT concur; Judge ABDUS–SALAAM
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dissents in part in an opinion in which Chief Judge LIPPMAN
concurs.
In People v. Giles: Order affirmed, in a memorandum.

concurring in a separate opinion; Judge PIGOTT dissents in
an opinion.
In People v. Hawkins: Order affirmed, in a memorandum.
All Citations

Chief Judge LIPPMAN and Judges READ, SMITH,
RIVERA and ABDUS–SALAAM concur; Judge SMITH

24 N.Y.3d 1066, 25 N.E.3d 943, 2 N.Y.S.3d 30, 2014 N.Y.
Slip Op. 08871

Footnotes
*

Indeed, based on the majority's decision today, defendant may now bring a 440.10 motion, some four years
after verdict, and with an earlier decision from the trial court holding in his favor.

End of Document
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(1) A prosecutor is not required to present mitigating defenses
to a grand jury. Unlike exculpatory defenses, which may result
in a finding of no criminal liability, mitigating defenses only
reduce the gravity of the offense committed. While a grand
jury instructed on an exculpatory defense might avoid an
unwarranted prosecution, the same result would not follow
if it were instructed on a mitigating defense. Accordingly,
the prosecutor in a homicide case was not obliged to give
the grand jury an instruction on intoxication, which, like a
mitigating defense, merely reduces the gravity of the offense
by negating an element. The suggestion that the rule should
be different in capital cases should not be followed.

Grand Jury
Instructions to Jury
Capital Murder--Mercy-Dispensing
Relative to Punishment

Power--Mitigation

CITE TITLE AS: People v Harris
SUMMARY
Appeal (1), pursuant to NY Constitution, article VI, § 3 (b)
and
CPL 450.70 (1), from a judgment of the Supreme
Court (Anne G. Feldman, J.; see 173 Misc 2d 248, 174 Misc
2d 654, 176 Misc 2d 967, 177 Misc 2d 102, 177 Misc 2d
154, 177 Misc 2d 160, 177 Misc 2d 165, 177 Misc 2d 259,
177 Misc 2d 378, 177 Misc 2d 903), rendered July 21, 1998
in Kings County upon a verdict convicting defendant of six
counts of murder in the first degree, attempted murder in
the first degree, and criminal possession of a weapon in the
second degree, sentencing defendant upon a verdict after the
penalty phase to death on each count of murder in the first
degree, and sentencing defendant to indeterminate terms of
25 years to life imprisonment on the conviction for attempted
murder in the first degree, and 7 1/2 to 15 years' imprisonment
on the conviction for criminal possession of a weapon in the
second degree, and (2) from an order of that Supreme Court,
dated June 10, 1999, settling disputed portions of the record
on appeal.
HEADNOTES
Grand Jury
Instructions to Jury
Prosecutor Not Required to Present Mitigating Defense

(2) The prosecutor in a capital murder case is not required
to instruct the grand jury on its mercy-dispensing power
or on the consideration of mitigating evidence relating
to punishment. There is no authority mandating that the
prosecutor charge the grand jury on mercy, even in a potential
capital case. It is presumed that the grand jury will exercise
mercy on its own accord. The decision to seek the death
penalty is within the discretion of the *453 prosecutor. The
determination to impose the death penalty falls to the petit
jury, not the grand jury. Thus, the prosecutor is not required
to advise the grand jury that it has the power to seek out
and consider evidence that mitigates punishment, or inform
the grand jury that defendant requested presentation of such
evidence.

Crimes
Murder
Capital Murder--Predicate Felonies--Violence
(3) In determining that the predicate felonies for first-degree
felony murder should be those that are potentially the most
violent and involve a substantial risk of physical injury (e.g.,
robbery), the Legislature's decision to exclude felonies of
a similar or higher grade (e.g., grand larceny) that lack
the inherent potential for violence and physical injury was
rational.
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Crimes
Murder
Capital
Murder--Constitutionality
Qualification of Jury

of

Life/Death

(4) In a capital murder prosecution, defendant has failed to
overcome the presumption of constitutionality with respect to
death qualification of prospective jurors under CPL 270.20
(1) (f). Death qualification ensures that prospective jurors are
able to consider the death penalty. The statute sets forth the
standard and procedure for excluding ineligible jurors. Death
qualification at the beginning of the trial has been approved
by the United States Supreme Court and is designed to serve
the state's legitimate interest in obtaining a single jury that
can properly and impartially apply the law to the facts of
the case at both the guilt and sentencing phases of a capital
trial. Neither the state's constitutional counterpart of the Sixth
Amendment right to a jury trial (NY Const, art I, § 2) nor
its jurisprudence suggests that defendant is entitled to greater
protection under the State Constitution than under federal
precepts.

Crimes
Murder
Capital Murder--Life/Death Qualification of Jury--Impartial
Jury
(5) Pretrial death qualification of a jury in a capital case,
which ensures that prospective jurors are able to consider
the death penalty, does not abrogate a defendant's right to
an impartial jury. Defense counsel specifically asked every
final panel if any prospective juror believed that, as a result
of the qualification process, defendant was presumed guilty,
and not one expressed that opinion. While defendant asserts
that certain sociological studies, taken collectively, indicate
that a death-qualified jury is more likely to convict, those
studies provide no solid proof that pretrial death-qualification
detrimentally conditions a jury, leads to a more convictionprone jury, or excludes identifiable groups of people. Death
qualification does not impair jury panel diversity. Rather, the
State has a valid interest in excluding jurors from a capital
trial whose views on the death penalty, whatever they may
be, render them unable to perform their sworn duty to try the
entire case free of prejudice.

Crimes
Murder
Capital Murder--Jury Selection--Judge's Explanation of Life/
Death Qualification Process to Prospective Jurors
(6) In a capital murder prosecution, to the extent that the
trial court may have forecast the type of individual who
could avoid jury service when it described the life/death
qualification process and stressed that jurors should be open
to both available sentencing options after a guilty verdict,
defendant was not prejudiced. It is presumed that jurors
follow their oaths, answer the *454 questions put to them
truthfully, and abide by the court's instructions. However,
the way in which a court conducts death/life qualification
should encourage honesty and frankness in a juror's responses
without seeming to place a value or reward on a “correct” or
“appropriate” answer.

Crimes
Murder
Capital Murder--Jury Selection--Group Voir Dire
(7) CPL 270.16 (1), which directs that the court permit
the parties on motion “to examine the prospective jurors
individually and outside the presence of the other prospective
jurors regarding their qualifications to serve as jurors,” does
not require only individual voir dire in capital cases. CPL
270.15 (1) (c) states that the court shall permit both parties to
examine the prospective jurors “individually or collectively”
regarding their qualifications to serve as jurors. There is
nothing to suggest that in adding CPL 270.16, the Legislature
intended to supersede CPL 270.15.

Crimes
Murder
Capital Murder--Life/Death Qualification of Jury--Standard
for Excluding Prospective Juror
(8) In a capital murder case, the trial court applied the
proper standard in determining for-cause challenges during
the CPL 270.20 (1) (f) life/death qualification, which is meant
to ensure that jurors be open to both available sentencing
options after a guilty verdict. The standard established by the
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United States Supreme Court for determining if prospective
jurors may be excluded for cause because of their views on
capital punishment is whether those views would prevent
or substantially impair the performance of their duties as
jurors in accordance with their instructions and their oath.
CPL 270.20 (1) (f) provides that jurors may be excluded
for cause when their views on the death penalty “preclude”
them from performing their duties. The word “preclude”
relates to a juror's ability to act impartially and follow a
court's instructions. It is not a measurement of the strength
of an individual's feelings on the death penalty. The focus
is on jurors' ability to serve impartially, and not how the
death penalty affects them generally. Therefore, the word
“preclude” must be understood as an embodiment of the
standard set down by the United States Supreme Court.

Crimes
Murder
Capital Murder--Prospective Jurors' Views on Capital
Punishment-- Particular Case
(9) Jurors cannot be excluded for cause from participating
on a jury in a capital case where they express conscientious
views concerning the death penalty yet make clear that they
are able to follow their oaths to act impartially. Because the
entire statutory and constitutional line of inquiry is directed
toward determining if a juror's attitude for or against the
death penalty would affect that person's capability to sit fairly
in the particular case at hand, it necessarily follows that a
prosecutor's inquiry may properly focus on the jurors' views
as they relate to the case at hand, not merely in the abstract.

Crimes
Jurors
Challenge to Jury--Capital Murder Trial--Potential Juror
Skeptical of Proffered Mitigating Factor
(10) In a capital murder prosecution, the trial court did
not erroneously deny defendant's for-cause challenge to a
juror who expressed skepticism about the validity of a
proffered mitigating factor (i.e., child abuse as a cause of adult
behavior), where defendant's challenge was premised solely
on CPL 270.20 (1) (f), which provides that a prospective juror
may be challenged for cause if his or her attitudes toward
the death penalty preclude him or herfrom *455 rendering

an impartial verdict or properly determining the sentence.
The juror was never asked if her uncertainties concerning
the mitigating factor would affect her views on the death
penalty in general or in its application to the case after
the verdict. Critically, she was never asked if despite her
doubts concerning the significance of the proffered mitigating
evidence, she could still vote to give defendant life without
parole. The statute is specifically directed at the potential
juror whose views concerning the death penalty preclude
the juror from serving during either stage of a capital trial.
Thus, the statute anticipates a connection between the juror's
attitude regarding a mitigator and its effect on that juror's
consideration of the appropriate sentence, yet defendant made
no such correlation.

Crimes
Disclosure
Notes of Nontestifying Expert
(11) In a capital murder prosecution in which defendant
claims that he acted under extreme emotional disturbance,
the trial court did not exceed its authority by ordering the
disclosure of notes used by defendant's nontestifying expert
as part of his examination, where defendant's testifying expert
relied upon the report of the nontestifying expert in evaluating
defendant. Thus, the notes were disclosable as documents
relating to defendant's extreme emotional disturbance defense
(CPL 240.30 [1] [a]).

Crimes
Witnesses
Rebuttal Witness--Cumulative or Bolstering Testimony Not
Admissible
(12) In a capital murder prosecution, the trial court did not
abuse its discretion in refusing defendant's request to present
a rebuttal witness to refute the findings of the prosecution's
psychologist. The proposed rebuttal testimony disagreed with
the prosecution's psychologist concerning the significance
of tests both had performed, and the latter's conclusion that
defendant did not suffer any significant neuropsychological
impairments. However, the rebuttal witness did not challenge
the testing methods or results of the prosecution's witness,
only their significance. In essence, the rebuttal opinion as to
the tests was no different than that of defendant's expert who
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initially testified--both relied on the same data. Thus, virtually
all of the proffered rebuttal testimony was cumulative to,
and corroborative of, the evidence presented on defendant's
case-in-chief on the affirmative defense of extreme emotional
disturbance.

Crimes
Fair Trial
Testimony of Victims' Family Members
(13) In a capital murder prosecution in which testimony
of some of the victims' family members exceeded the
identification of the victims and supplied information about
the victims' personal backgrounds, defendant's constitutional
claims that the admission of that testimony deprived him of a
fair trial and due process are arguably unpreserved. Defendant
did not object and move to strike any testimony that went
beyond identification until after all of the victims' family
members had testified, thereby depriving the trial court of an
opportunity to avoid the error. To the extent that defendant's
claims may be preserved, the error was harmless beyond a
reasonable doubt in light of the overwhelming evidence of
defendant's guilt.

Crimes
Appeal
Preservation of Issue for Review--Prosecutor's Reference
during Summation to Defendant's Alleged Smiling during
Testimony of Other Witnesses
(14) In a capital murder case, defendant's single-word
objections to the prosecutor's reference during summation
to defendant allegedly having smiled during the testimony
of two witnesses fell far short of apprising the *456
court that defendant's constitutional rights against compelled
self-incrimination, to due process, to a fair jury trial, and
to confront those who testify against him, were allegedly
violated. Moreover, defendant's motion to set aside the verdict
based on the prosecutor's conduct does not cure his failure to
register a specific objection. Were defendant's claims to be
reviewed in the interest of justice, the error would be found
harmless beyond a reasonable doubt.

Crimes

Instructions
Capital Murder--Defense of Extreme Emotional Disturbance
(15) In a capital murder case, the trial court's instruction was
sufficient to convey the need for unanimity with respect to
the affirmative defense of extreme emotional disturbance.
The question asked of the jury on the verdict sheet to
which both sides subscribed--whether defendant established
the affirmative defense of extreme emotional disturbance-could only be answered yes or no. Prior to deliberations,
the jury was instructed that the goal of the process was an
unanimous verdict. They were told that they needed to come
to an unanimous agreement as to the facts of the case. When
the jury inquired whether it had to be unanimous in answering
the question on the affirmative defense, they were told “yes.”
Finally, when each individual juror was polled to ascertain
whether the verdict announced by the foreperson was their
verdict in all respects, each juror stated “yes.” Thus, taking
the trial court's instructions, supplemental instructions and the
polling into consideration, the jury reasonably understood that
its decision with respect to defendant's affirmative defense
required unanimity.

Crimes
Murder
Capital Murder--Unconstitutional Plea Procedures
(16) In a capital murder case in which defendant was
prosecuted under a procedure in which only those defendants
who exercised their Fifth and Sixth Amendment rights to
plead not guilty and to a jury trial put themselves at risk of
death, defendant's sentence of death must be vacated. The
procedure in question impermissibly discouraged defendant's
assertion of his constitutional rights. Accordingly, the
appropriate remedy is to vacate the sentence and remit the
case to Supreme Court for resentencing in accordance with
Penal Law §§ 60.06 and 70.00 (5).

TOTAL CLIENT SERVICE LIBRARY REFERENCES
Am Jur 2d, Appellate Review §§ 226, 227, 614, 615, 690, 691,
845, 846; Criminal Law §§ 217, 646, 686, 925, 997, 1000,
1085, 1086; Depositions and Discovery § 287; Evidence §
1497; Grand Jury § 37; Homicide §§ 39, 40, 110, 111, 399,
401, 477, 483, 528, 549, 572, 576, 578, 583, 584; Jury §§ 189,
190, 228-231, 279, 280, 291; Trial §§ 554, 705, 707, 1259.
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Carmody-Wait 2d, Criminal Procedure §§ 172:974,
172:977, 172:984, 172:1866, 172:2253.1, 172:2255,
172:2261, 172:2267, 172:2658-172:2660, 172:2999,
172:3089.2,
172:3089.5,
172:3089.7,
172:3089.14,
172:3089.16, 172:3089.30, 172:3089.31, 172:3347,
172:3348, 172:3353. *457
McKinney's, CPL 240.30 (1) (a); 270.15 (1) (c); 270.16
(1); 270.20 (1) (f);
Const, art I, § 2.

Penal Law §§ 60.06,

70.00 (5); NY

Carolina, 403 US 948;

NY Jur 2d, Appellate Review §§ 486, 491; Criminal Law §§
1030, 1032, 1037, 1368, 1539, 1540, 1556, 2190, 2265, 2273,
2275, 2277, 2278, 2282, 2287, 2377, 2476, 2589, 2694, 2709,
2665, 2670, 2969, 3125-3127, 3130, 3133, 3135, 3137, 3286,
3295, 3782, 3812, 3815, 3817.
ANNOTATION REFERENCES
See ALR Index under Appeal and Error; Capital Offenses and
Punishment; Criminal Procedure Rules; Disclosure; Fair and
Impartial Trial; Grand Jury; Instructions to Jury; Jury and Jury
Trial; Sentence and Punishment.
POINTS OF COUNSEL
Kevin M. Doyle, Capital Defender, New York City (Susan
H. Salomon, Barbara Zolot, Laura S. Kelly and Gregory A.
Clarick of counsel), for appellant.
I. New York's death penalty constitutes cruel and unusual
punishment and, without compelling state interest, deprives
citizens of the fundamental right to life and, thereby, of due
process and equal protection. (People ex rel. Kemmler v
Durston, 119 NY 569;

People v Alvarez, 70 NY2d 375;

Michigan v Long, 463 US 1032;

People v P.J. Video, 68

NY2d 296;
People v Van Pelt, 76 NY2d 156;
People v
Johnson, 66 NY2d 398; People v Davis, 33 NY2d 221, 416
People v Broadie, 37 NY2d 100, 423 US 950;

Jackson v Bishop, 404 F2d 571; Furman v Georgia, 408
US 238.) II. Because Mr. Harris was tried and sentenced to
death under a statutory scheme that this Court, in Matter of
Hynes v Tomei, declared unconstitutionally infirm, his death
sentences must be reduced to life without parole. ( United
States v Jackson, 390 US 570; Matter of Hynes v Tomei, 237

Atkinson v North

Parker v North Carolina, 397 US

790; Matter of Francois v Dolan, 95 NY2d 33;
Kincheloe, 871 F2d 1478;

Robtoy v

United States v Jackson, 390

US 570;
Brady v United States, 397 US 742;
Blodgett, 130 F3d 365;

Grisby v

Marzano v Kincheloe, 915 F2d 549.) III. New York's
death penalty scheme allows district attorneys to select capital
defendants arbitrarily, inconsistently and discriminatorily.
(

5th, 6th Amends.

US 973;

AD2d 52, 92 NY2d 613, 527 US 1015;

Gregg v Georgia, 428 US 153;

US 238;

Godfrey v Georgia, 446 US 420;

Florida, 428 US 242;

Proffitt v

Jurek v Texas, 428 US 262; *458

People v Eboli, 34 NY2d 281;
US 357;

Furman v Georgia, 408

Bordenkircher v Hayes, 434

Matter of Haggerty v Himelein, 89 NY2d 431;

Deal v United States, 508 US 129;
Matter of Nicholas
v Kahn, 47 NY2d 24.) IV. Because the governing capital
case guidelines permit prosecutorial “judge shopping,” the
assignment of this case to the trial court below violated Mr.
Harris's rights. (

Laird v Tatum, 409 US 824;

v Judicial Council, 398 US 74;
Lambert, 861 F2d 1307;
11;

Chandler

In re Drexel Burnham

Offutt v United States, 348 US

Liteky v United States, 510 US 540;

Oakley v

Aspinwall, 3 NY 547;
Casterella v Casterella, 65 AD2d
614; United States v Keane, 375 F Supp 1201; People v
Mackey, 175 AD2d 346; United States v Carrasco, 968 F
Supp 948.) V. By refusing to instruct the grand jury on the
defense of intoxication, the grand jury's mercy-dispensing
power, and the prohibition against considering race, the
prosecutor impaired the integrity of the grand jury. ( People
v Dlugash, 41 NY2d 725; People v Butts, 72 NY2d 746;
People v Steele, 26 NY2d 526;

People v Sullivan,

68 NY2d 495; People v Asan, 22 NY2d 526;
Scarborough, 49 NY2d 364;

People v

People v Padgett, 60 NY2d

142;
Mathews v United States, 485 US 58; People v
Dawson, 173 AD2d 262; People v Perry, 61 NY2d 849.)
VI. Because the felony-murder provision in Penal Law §
125.27 (1) (a) (vii) makes irrational distinctions among
indistinguishable offenses, the court erred in denying Mr.
Harris's motion to dismiss the counts of the indictment
charging this provision. (

Gregg v Georgia, 428 US 153;
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Godfrey v Georgia, 446 US 420;

Arave v Creech,

507 US 463;
Pulley v Harris, 465 US 37;
Zant v
Stephens, 462 US 862; People v Benson, 125 Misc 2d 843;
People v Berzups, 49 NY2d 417; People v Cephas, 110
Misc 2d 1075;
People v Safon, 166 AD2d 892;
People
v Broadie, 37 NY2d 100, 423 US 950.) VII. New York's
death penalty statute is unconstitutional insofar as it permits a
death-qualified jury to determine a capital defendant's guilt or
innocence. (

Lockhart v McCree, 476 US 162;

v Alvarez, 70 NY2d 375;

People

People v Scott, 79 NY2d 474;

People v P.J. Video, 68 NY2d 296;

People v Branch,

46 NY2d 645; People v Johnson, 94 NY2d 600;
v Kern, 75 NY2d 638;

People

People v Allen, 86 NY2d 101;

v Oklahoma, 487 US 81;
Wainwright v Witt, 469 US
412.) XI. The trial court erroneously dismissed five qualified
jurors purportedly unwilling to convict Mr. Harris based
on eyewitness testimony. (People v Torpey, 63 NY2d 361;
People v Williams, 63 NY2d 882; People v Roberson,
249 AD2d 148; People v Hernandez, 222 AD2d 696; People
v Archer, 210 AD2d 241;

United States v Wade, 388

US 218;
People v Whalen, 59 NY2d 273;
Gray v
Mississippi, 481 US 648; People v Johnson, 94 NY2d 600;
People v Culhane, 45 NY2d 757.) XII. The trial court
erred by reordering the venire after for-cause challenges but
before calling jurors to the box for peremptory challenges.
(

People v Guzman, 60 NY2d 403; People v Betancourt,

153 AD2d 750;

People v Patterson, 189 AD2d 733;

Beck v Alabama, 447 US 625;
Sheppard v Maxwell,
384 US 333.) VIII. The trial court denied Mr. Harris a reliable

United States v Eyster, 948 F2d 1196;
United States
v Puleo, 817 F2d 702; Walker v Goldsmith, 902 F2d 16;

jury selection and impartial jury. (

Matter of Brockway v Monroe, 59 NY2d 179; People v
Correa, 197 AD2d 430.) XIII. The court improperly removed

US 81;

Ross v Oklahoma, 487

People v Arthur, 175 Misc 2d 742;

v Illinois, 504 US 719;

Morgan

Turner v Murray, 476 US 28;

People v Blyden, 55 NY2d 73;

Sheppard v Maxwell,

384 US 333; People v Mendes, 3 NY2d 120;
Johnson, 284 NY 182;

People v

Caldwell v Mississippi, 472 US 320;
*459 People v
Mezon, 80 NY2d 155.) IX. The court erroneously dismissed
qualified jurors based on their opposition to the death penalty.
(

Witherspoon v Illinois, 391 US 510;

Witt, 469 US 412;

Wainwright v

Gray v Mississippi, 481 US 648;

Adams v Texas, 448 US 38;

McKoy v North Carolina,

494 US 433; People v DiPiazza, 24 NY2d 342;
v Kentucky, 403 US 946;

Jaggers

Darden v Wainwright, 477

US 168;
Green v Zant, 715 F2d 551;
Furman v
Georgia, 408 US 238.) X. The court violated Mr. Harris's
rights to a constitutionally selected jury and to exercise his full
complement of peremptory challenges, when it erroneously
denied his applications to excuse three prospective jurors

a sworn juror. (

People v Buford, 69 NY2d 290; People v

Clark, 81 NY2d 913;

People v Brown, 48 NY2d 388;

People v Anderson, 70 NY2d 729;
People v Cargill,
70 NY2d 687; People v Christian, 210 AD2d 140; People
v Astle, 117 AD2d 382; People v Rosario, 241 AD2d 502;
People v Richards, 267 AD2d 18; Matter of Mikel v
Mark, 249 AD2d 993.) XIV. Irrelevant and inflammatory
testimony and argument about the victims and their families
and friends breached the rules of evidence and violated Mr.
Harris's constitutional and common-law rights. (

v Miller, 6 NY2d 152;
People v Caruso, 246 NY 437;
People v Robbins, 38 NY2d 913; People v Bond, 198 AD2d
509;

Old Chief v United States, 519 US 172; People v

NY2d 601;
People v Griffin, 242 AD2d 70; People v
Williams, 212 AD2d 388; People v Sandy, 115 AD2d 27.)
XV. The trial court erroneously refused to grant Mr. Harris's
request to sanction the prosecution for a Rosario violation.
(

People v Biondo, 41 NY2d 483; People v Blyden, 55 NY2d
73; People v McQuade, 110 NY 284; People v Culhane,

Martinez, 71 NY2d 937;

Morgan v Illinois, 504 US 719;

Ross

*460 People v Alicea, 37

Hammock, 182 AD2d 1114;

for cause. (People v Johnson, 94 NY2d 600;
People v
Branch, 46 NY2d 645; People v Torpey, 63 NY2d 361;

33 NY2d 90;

People

People v Rosario, 9 NY2d 286;

NY2d 565;

446;

People v Joseph, 86

People v Wallace, 76 NY2d 953;

People v

People v Consolazio, 40 NY2d

People Wise, 46 NY2d 321;
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Kermani, 84 NY2d 525; People v Topsy, 258 AD2d 540;
People v Goins, 73 NY2d 989; People v Rogelio, 79
NY2d 843.) XVI. Mr. Harris's statements to the police were
involuntary and the result of an invalid Miranda waiver.
(

Colorado v Spring, 479 US 564;

475 US 412;

North Carolina v Butler, 441 US 369;

Fare v Michael C., 442 US 707;
384 US 436;

Miranda v Arizona,

Schneckloth v Bustamonte, 412 US 218;

Lego v Twomey, 404 US 477;
42 NY2d 35;

Moran v Burbine,

People v Anderson,

United States v Anderson, 929 F2d 96;

Culombe v Connecticut, 367 US 568.) XVII. Reversal
is required because (a) by ordering the defense to disclose
“collateral interviews” that defense mental health experts had
not conducted, the court exceeded the scope of statutorily
authorized discovery and enabled the prosecution to use the
material to the defense's detriment, and (b) the prosecution's
use of these materials violated Mr. Harris's confrontation
rights. (

People v Colavito, 87 NY2d 423; Matter of

Mulvaney v Dubin, 80 AD2d 566, 55 NY2d 668;
People
v Harris, 109 AD2d 351;
People v Cruickshank, 105 AD2d 325, affd sub nom. People
v Dawn Maria C., 67 NY2d 625; People v Christopher,
101 AD2d 504, 65 NY2d 417; People v Stephens, 219
AD2d 854;

People v DaGata, 86 NY2d 40; People v

English, 103 AD2d 979;
People v Corley, 124 AD2d 390;
People v Likovic, 215 AD2d 406.) XVIII. By precluding the
surrebuttal testimony of a crucial defense witness, the trial
court erred and violated Mr. Harris's constitutional rights.
(

Crane v Kentucky, 476 US 683;

388 US 14;

Washington v Texas,

People v Robinson, 89 NY2d 648;

Monge

382;

United States v Schuler, 813 F2d 978;

Williams, 425 US 501;
746 F2d 787;

Estelle v

*461 United States v Pearson,

United States v Gatto, 995 F2d 449;

Gomez v Ahitow, 29 F3d 1128.) XX. The court's guiltphase instructional errors undermined the reliability of the
verdict. ( People v Hernandez, 82 NY2d 309; People v
Mendoza, 248 AD2d 248; People v Abrew, 95 NY2d 806;
People v Williams, 255 AD2d 610;
358;

In re Winship, 397 US

Smith v Horn, 120 F3d 400;

Carella v California,

491 US 263;
People v Giordano, 87 NY2d 441; People v
Ryan, 263 NY 298; People v La Belle, 37 AD2d 658.) XXI.
The prosecution committed severe misconduct in its penaltyphase summation. (

People v Bailey, 58 NY2d 272; People

v Lane, 10 NY2d 347;

People v Ashwal, 39 NY2d 105;

Sawyer v Smith, 497 US 227;
1527;

Lesko v Lehman, 925 F2d

Gardner v Florida, 430 US 349; People v Nevedo,

202 AD2d 183; People v Barham, 170 AD2d 270;

Miller v

Lockhart, 65 F3d 676; People v Lombardi, 20 NY2d 266.)
XXII. The court's penalty-phase instructions misinformed the
jury about the crucial concepts of aggravating and mitigating
factors, and inaccurately described how the jury was to
determine whether Mr. Harris was to live or die. (
v California, 512 US 967;
527;

Sochor v Florida, 504 US

Stringer v Black, 503 US 222;

125 F3d 269;

Tuilaepa

Williams v Cain,

Fetterly v Paskett, 997 F2d 1295;

Hicks v

Oklahoma, 447 US 343;
People v Leisner, 73 NY2d 140;
People v Townsend, 67 NY2d 815;

Olden

People v Newman, 46 NY2d 126; People v Compton,
119 AD2d 473.) XXIII. Mr. Harris's death sentences are
unlawful because he was convicted of and sentenced on three
multiplicitous counts of same-transaction first-degree murder
and because the jury weighed multiple aggravating factors in
considering sentence on each of the six first-degree murder

v Kentucky, 488 US 227;
Skipper v South Carolina,
476 US 1.) XIX. Prosecutorial misconduct in the guiltphase summation violated Mr. Harris's rights to a fair trial.

counts. ( People v Chestnut, 26 NY2d 481;
People v
Riela, 7 NY2d 571; People v Demetsenare, 243 AD2d 777;
People v Senisi, 196 AD2d 376; People v Horne, 121 Misc

(

2d 389;

v California, 524 US 721;

Ronson v Commissioner of

Correction of State of N.Y., 604 F2d 176;
Foy, 32 NY2d 473;
618;

Singleton v Lefkowitz, 583 F2d

Chambers v Mississippi, 410 US 284;

People v Bailey, 58 NY2d 272;

NY2d 390;

People v Zimmer, 51

Berger v United States, 295 US 78;

v Ashwal, 39 NY2d 105;

People v

People

People v Alexander, 94 NY2d

Jackson v Leonardo, 162 F3d 81;

Fernandez, 173 Misc 2d 938;
284 US 299;

People v

Blockburger v United States,

United States v Kimbrough, 69 F3d 723;
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United States v Hebeka, 25 F3d 287.) XXIV. The trial court's
ruling declaring CPL 400.27 (10)'s mandatory anticipatory
deadlock provision unconstitutional may not be disturbed;
nonetheless, the court erred in finding the provision severable
from the overall capital statute, in then reinjecting it into the
case at a pivotal moment during penalty-phase deliberations,
and in failing to respond meaningfully to a jury question about
the consequences of nonunanimity. (People v LaFontaine,
92 NY2d 470, 93 NY2d 849;
NY2d 695;

Penry v Lynaugh, 492 US 302;

California

*462 Mills v Maryland, 486 US

v Brown, 479 US 538;
367;

People v Goodfriend, 64

McKoy v North Carolina, 494 US 433;

v North Carolina, 428 US 280;

Woodson

Lowenfield v Phelps, 484

US 231; People v Ali, 65 AD2d 513, 47 NY2d 920; People
v Rodriguez, 141 AD2d 382.) XXV. The court officer's verbal
response to a jury-room altercation and the trial court's refusal
to declare the jury deadlocked or make inquiry of it violated
Mr. Harris's rights. (

People v Ahmed, 66 NY2d 307;

People v Torres, 72 NY2d 1007;
US 363;

Rogers v United States, 422 US 35;

v Ciaccio, 47 NY2d 431;
US 522;

Parker v Gladden, 385
People

United States v Gagnon, 470

Kentucky v Stincer, 482 US 730;

People v

Sprowal, 84 NY2d 113;
People v Morales, 80 NY2d 450;
People v Mullen, 44 NY2d 1.) XXVI. The court failed to
respond adequately to the jury's failure to properly consider
Mr. Harris's mitigation as evidenced by the completed verdict
sheet and the court's ensuing colloquy with the foreperson.
(

Starr v Lockhart, 23 F3d 1280;

United States v Hall,

152 F3d 381; Magwood v Smith, 608 F Supp 218, 791 F2d
1438; People v Baptiste, 72 NY2d 356; Matter of Plummer v
Rothwax, 63 NY2d 243;

Mills v Maryland, 486 US 367;

McKoy v North Carolina, 494 US 433;
California, 386 US 18;

Chapman v

Penry v Lynaugh, 492 US 302;

Lockett v Ohio, 438 US 586.) XXVII. Death was imposed
against the weight of the evidence. (People v Bleakley, 69
NY2d 490;
Jackson v Dugger, 931 F2d 712;
Lynaugh, 492 US 302;
Burger v Kemp, 483 US 776;
US 104;

Penry v

Eddings v Oklahoma, 455

Porter v Wainwright, 805 F2d 930; Smith v

Singletary, 61 F3d 815;

Johnson v Wainwright, 778 F2d

623; California v Brown, 479 US 538; Magill v Dugger,
824 F2d 879.) XXVIII. The trial court erred in summarily
rejecting Mr. Harris's challenge to New York's lethal-injection
procedures. ( In re Kemmler, 136 US 436;
Gregg v
Georgia, 428 US 153; People v Thompson, 83 NY2d 477;
People v Broadie, 37 NY2d 100;

People v Easton, 216

AD2d 220; People v Harris Corp., 104 AD2d 130; People
v Dobbs Ferry Med. Pavilion, 40 AD2d 324, 33 NY2d 584;
People v Davis, 156 Misc 2d 926; People v Kavanaugh, 133
Misc 2d 689;
People v Roth, 129 Misc 2d 381.)
Charles J. Hynes, District Attorney, Brooklyn (Jonathan L.
Frank, Keith Dolan, Howard A. Getzler, Lori Glachman,
Howard B. Goodman, Jacqueline M. Linares, Shulamit
Rosenblum and Bruce Seeliger of counsel), for respondent.
I. Capital punishment comports fully with New York's
contemporary penal standards. Thus, defendant's claim that
the death penalty is per se unconstitutional, which he lacks
standing to raise and is largely unpreserved, should be
rejected. ( *463 Matter of Hynes v Tomei, 237 AD2d 52, 92
NY2d 613, 527 US 1015;

People v Broadie, 37 NY2d 100,

423 US 950; Gregg v Georgia, 428 US 153; People v Hale,
173 Misc 2d 140; People v Kemmler, 119 NY 580; People
ex rel. Kemmler v Durston, 119 NY 569; People v Scalza, 76
NY2d 604;

McGowan v Burstein, 71 NY2d 729; People

v Drayton, 39 NY2d 580;
Community Bd. 7 of Borough
of Manhattan v Schaffer, 84 NY2d 148.) II. Defendant's
death sentences do not contravene Hynes v Tomei. (People
v Santorelli, 80 NY2d 875;

Matter of Hynes v Tomei, 92

NY2d 613, 527 US 1015; United States v Jackson, 390 US
570; People v Edwards, 96 NY2d 445; People v Elliott, 173
Misc 2d 795, 282 AD2d 756; Matter of Francois v Dolan, 95
NY2d 33;
People v Mower, 280 AD2d 25, 96 NY2d 803; People v
Michael A.C., 27 NY2d 79;

People v Swan, 130 AD2d

6;
Riley v County of Broome, 95 NY2d 455.) III. The
prosecutorial discretion provision of Criminal Procedure Law
§ 250.40 is constitutional under the United States and New
York Constitutions. (

Gregg v Georgia, 428 US 153;

United States v Mazurie, 419 US 544;
People v Foley,
94 NY2d 668, 531 US 875; People v Parker, 41 NY2d 21;
Cohen v State of New York, 94 NY2d 1;

Matter of Hynes

v Tomei, 92 NY2d 613, 527 US 1015;

People v Davis,
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43 NY2d 17, 435 US 998;

United States v Bland, 472

F2d 1329;
Proffitt v Florida, 428 US 242;
Jurek
v Texas, 428 US 262.) IV. Justice Feldman was properly
assigned to preside over this case pursuant to the Second
Judicial District Capital Case Guidelines, which comport with
statewide regulations governing the assignment of judges
in criminal cases, and which comply with state and federal
constitutional requirements. (Matter of Coastal Oil N.Y. v
Newton, 231 AD2d 55, 91 NY2d 808;
Sinito v United
States, 750 F2d 512; United States v Keane, 375 F Supp
1201, 522 F2d 534, 424 US 976; United States v Claiborne,
870 F2d 1463;

Cruz v Abbate, 812 F2d 571;

of Morgenthau v Cooke, 56 NY2d 24;
Morton, 405 US 727;

Matter

Sierra Club v

People v LaFontaine, 2 NY2d 470;

People v Robinson, 88 NY2d 1001;

People v Patterson,

39 NY2d 288,
432 US 197.) V. Defendant's claims that
the prosecution was required to charge the grand jury on
the mitigating defense of intoxication and the difference in
potential penalties between first-degree murder and lesser
crimes and to submit character evidence in an effort to
obtain sympathy are contrary to settled law and meritless.
(

People v Valles, 62 NY2d 36;

NY2d 97;

People v Pelchat, 62

People v Lancaster, 69 NY2d 20, 480 US 922;

People v Prater, 170 Misc 2d 327;
Inc., 49 NY2d 389;

People v Calbud,

People v Sullivan, 68 NY2d 495;

People v LaFontaine, 92 NY2d 470; *464 People v
Romero, 91 NY2d 750;

People v Goodfriend, 64 NY2d

695;
People v Franco, 86 NY2d 493.) VI. The felonymurder provision of New York Penal Law § 125.27 (1) (a)
(vii) is not irrational or arbitrary and does not violate either the
Federal or New York State Constitutions. (People v Owens,
185 Misc 2d 490; People v Mateo, 175 Misc 2d 192, 249
AD2d 894, 93 NY2d 327; People v Hale, 173 Misc 2d 140;
People v Davis, 43 NY2d 17, 435 US 998;
Broadie, 37 NY2d 100, 423 US 950;
428 US 153;

Gregg v Georgia,

Jurek v Texas, 428 US 262;

California, 512 US 967;

People v

Tuilaepa v

Zant v Stephens, 462 US 862;

Tison v Arizona, 481 US 137.) VII. Pre-guilt-phase death
qualification violates no constitutional guarantees. Thus,
defendant's largely unpreserved claim that death qualification

is per se unconstitutional should be rejected. (
v McCree, 476 US 162;

Lockhart

Buchanan v Kentucky, 483 US

402; Wainwright v Witt, 469 US 412; People v McCray,
57 NY2d 542, 461 US 961; Matter of Clara C. v William
L., 96 NY2d 244;
People v Carcel, 3 NY2d 327; People
v LaMarca, 4 NY2d 925; People v Dexter, 94 NY2d 847;
People v Camacho, 90 NY2d 558; People v Cobos, 57 NY2d
798.) VIII. The court's conduct of the voir dire ensured that
defendant was tried by a reliably selected impartial jury.
(

People v Luperon, 85 NY2d 71;

People v Knowles,

88 NY2d 763; People v Clarke, 81 NY2d 777;
People
v Kello, 96 NY2d 740; People v Voliton, 83 NY2d 192;
People v Santarelli, 49 NY2d 241;
People v Mezon, 80 NY2d 155;
Morgan v Illinois, 504
US 719; People v Boulware, 29 NY2d 135, 405 US 995;
People v Santiago, 184 Misc 2d 403.) IX. The trial court
properly granted the People's death-qualification challenges
for cause. (

Witherspoon v Illinois, 391 US 510;

v Texas, 448 US 38;

Adams

Morgan v Illinois, 504 US 719;

Wainwright v Witt, 469 US 412; People v Hale, 173
Misc 2d 140; Matter of Hynes v Tomei, 237 AD2d 52,
92 NY2d 613, 527 US 1015;
People v McCray, 57
NY2d 542, 461 US 961; People v Webb, 186 AD2d 835;
People v McIntosh, 173 Misc 2d 724; People v Johnson, 94
NY2d 600.) X. The trial court correctly denied defendant's
challenges for cause against prospective jurors 362, 372 and
233. (

Ross v Oklahoma, 487 US 81;

v Martinez-Salazar, 528 US 304;
NY2d 542, 461 US 961;

United States

People v McCray, 57

Wainwright v Witt, 469 US 412;

People v Rentz, 67 NY2d 829;

People v Branch, 46

NY2d 645; People v Culhane, 33 NY2d 90;

People v

Blyden, 55 NY2d 73;
People v Williams, 63 NY2d 882;
People v Torpey, 63 NY2d 361.) XI. The trial court correctly
excused for cause prospective jurors 4, 96, 137, 298 and
356 because of their unwillingness to convict on eyewitness
*465 testimony alone. Moreover, any error resulting from
granting the People's challenges was harmless. (
v Starling, 85 NY2d 509;

People

People v Luperon, 85 NY2d

71; People v Hopkins, 76 NY2d 872;
People v Knowles,
88 NY2d 763; People v Tevaha, 84 NY2d 879; People v
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Edwards, 95 NY2d 486; People v Martin, 50 NY2d 1029;
People v Beniquez, 267 AD2d 316, 94 NY2d 877; People v
White, 213 AD2d 507, 86 NY2d 742; People v Torres, 164
AD2d 923, 76 NY2d 945.) XII. The trial court properly filled
the jury box for post-death qualification voir dire by placing
the names of the death-qualified jurors in a drum, mixing
those names and drawing the names to be called at random.
(People v Thorpe, 223 AD2d 739, 88 NY2d 1025; People v
Farone, 284 App Div 589, 308 NY 305, 350 US 828; People
v Campbell, 259 AD2d 447, 93 NY2d 1015;
v Eyster, 948 F2d 1196;
702, 484 US 978;

United States

United States v Puleo, 817 F2d

Smith v Balkcom, 660 F2d 573, 671 F2d

858, 459 US 882;
McQueen v Scroggy, 99 F3d 1302, cert
denied sub nom. McQueen v Parker, 520 US 1257; People v
Parks, 41 NY2d 36;
Matter of Brockway v Monroe, 59 NY2d 179.) XIII. The
court correctly dismissed juror 7 for substantial misconduct
after determining from several inquiries that the juror engaged
in a pattern of deception which included concealing a prior
arrest, misrepresenting the nature of a summons he received
during jury selection for marijuana possession and claiming
a medical emergency that did not exist. (People v Robertson,
217 AD2d 989, 86 NY2d 846; Matter of Mikel v Mark,
249 AD2d 993, 92 NY2d 873; People v Cannady, 138
AD2d 616, 71 NY2d 1024;
People v Landskroner, 91
AD2d 755; People v LaFontaine, 190 AD2d 609, 81 NY2d
1015; People v De La Rosa, 233 AD2d 257, 89 NY2d 942;
People v Rodriguez, 71 NY2d 214; People v Tisdale, 270
AD2d 917, 95 NY2d 839; People v Vasquez, 208 AD2d
412; People v Johnson, 252 AD2d 967, 92 NY2d 976.)
XIV. The trial court properly admitted testimony from the
victims' family members. The evidence was relevant and
probative, did not constitute victim impact evidence and did
not deny defendant a fair trial. Moreover, the People did
not exceed the bounds of the court's decision. Furthermore,
the trial court's ruling regarding the admissibility of Ms.
Davis's plea to defendant for her life was correct. In addition,
the prosecutor's summation comments were appropriate in
all respects. Finally, any alleged errors were harmless.
(

People v Miller, 6 NY2d 152;

States, 519 US 172;

Old Chief v United

People v Scarola, 71 NY2d 769;

People v Alvino, 71 NY2d 233; People v Lewis, 69
NY2d 321;

People v Caruso, 246 NY 437; *466 People

v Jackson, 173 AD2d 292, 78 NY2d 968;

Payne v

Tennessee, 501 US 808; People v Hills, 140 AD2d 71, 73
NY2d 855; People v Robbins, 38 NY2d 913.) XV. Defendant
has waived his claim that the trial court failed to grant a
sanction for the lost notes relating to two witnesses because
defendant failed to demonstrate any actual prejudice or to
pursue the remedy offered by the court. Moreover, reversal is
not warranted absent a showing of a reasonable possibility of
harm at trial. (

People v Joseph, 86 NY2d 565;

v Banch, 80 NY2d 610;

People

People v Wallace, 76 NY2d 953;

People v Whalen, 59 NY2d 273;

People v Martinez,

71 NY2d 937;
People v Watson, 281 AD2d 691; People
v Holmes, 188 AD2d 618, 81 NY2d 887; People v Rogelio,
79 NY2d 843; People v Jackson, 78 NY2d 900; People v
Rivera, 78 NY2d 901.) XVI. The hearing court correctly
concluded that defendant's statements were voluntarily made
after a knowing and intelligent waiver. (
41 NY2d 759;

People v Prochilo,

Colorado v Connelly, 479 US 157;

Schneckloth v Bustamonte, 412 US 218;
Williams, 62 NY2d 285;

People v

People v Anderson, 42 NY2d 35;

People v Graham, 55 NY2d 144;
Miranda v Arizona,
384 US 436; People v Porter, 256 AD2d 816; People v
Johnson, 244 AD2d 573, 91 NY2d 942; People v Torres, 213
AD2d 359, 86 NY2d 784.) XVII. The trial court properly
ruled that certain interview notes must be disclosed to the
People pursuant to CPL 240.30. The report by defendant's
expert, Dr. Gardere, was based in part upon these notes,
and defendant's testifying expert, Dr. Clark, relied upon Dr.
Gardere's report. Moreover, many of the complaints now
raised by defendant are unpreserved. ( People v Fratt, 146
Misc 2d 77; People v Leon, 134 Misc 2d 757; People v
Likovic, 215 AD2d 406, 86 NY2d 782; People v Cruickshank,
105 AD2d 325, affd sub nom. People v Dawn Maria C.,
67 NY2d 625; People v Rossakis, 159 Misc 2d 611; People
v Sean C., 205 AD2d 302, 83 NY2d 1007;
People v
Copicotto, 50 NY2d 222; People v Perez, 171 Misc 2d 75, 272
AD2d 86, 95 NY2d 837; People v Daly, 146 Misc 2d 901, 186
AD2d 217, 81 NY2d 787; People v DaGata, 86 NY2d 40.)
XVIII. The trial court appropriately exercised its discretion by
precluding Dr. Sanford Drob from testifying as a surrebuttal
witness. Moreover, even if the court erred in precluding Dr.
Drob's surrebuttal testimony, the error was harmless beyond
a reasonable doubt. (Marshall v Davies, 78 NY 414; Barson
v Mulligan, 77 App Div 192; Kapinos v Alvarado, 143 AD2d
332;

Cassano v Hagstrom, 5 NY2d 643; People v Bethea,
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261 AD2d 629, 93 NY2d 1014; People v Colon, 238 AD2d
18, 92 NY2d 909;
People v Harris, 57 NY2d 335, 460
US 1047; *467 People v Cade, 73 NY2d 904; People v
Cleveland, 257 AD2d 689, 93 NY2d 871;
Howe v Ampil,
185 AD2d 520.) XIX. All of defendant's claims concerning
the prosecutor's guilt phase summation are unpreserved for
appellate review. In any event, the prosecution's summation
was proper, and error, if any, was harmless. (People v Dien,
77 NY2d 885; People v Rivera, 73 NY2d 941; People v Balls,
69 NY2d 641;
People v Basora, 75 NY2d 992; People
v Padro, 75 NY2d 820; People v Guerrero, 69 NY2d 628;
People v Tonge, 93 NY2d 838; People v Utley, 45 NY2d 908;
People v Arce, 42 NY2d 179;
People v Dawson, 50 NY2d 311.) XX. Defendant's claims
of error regarding the trial court's guilt phase charge are either
unpreserved for appellate review or without merit, or both.
(People v Tychanski, 78 NY2d 909; People v Figueroa,
170 Misc 2d 358;
People v Gray, 86 NY2d 10;
People
v Dekle, 56 NY2d 835; People v James, 75 NY2d 874; People
v Tucker, 278 AD2d 38, 96 NY2d 788; People v Fields,
87 NY2d 821; People v Coleman, 70 NY2d 817;
People
v Bloeth, 9 NY2d 211, 368 US 868; People v Phillips, 90
AD2d 900.) XXI. Defendant failed to preserve for appellate
review his entire claim regarding the prosecutor's penalty
phase summation. Moreover, the prosecutor's summation was
proper in all respects. In any event, any arguable error in this
regard was harmless. (People v Dien, 77 NY2d 885; People v
Balls, 69 NY2d 641; People v Vidal, 26 NY2d 249; People v
Padro, 75 NY2d 820;

Jones v United States, 527 US 373;

People v Galloway, 54 NY2d 396;

People v Arce, 42 NY2d

179; People v Ashwal, 39 NY2d 105; People v Overlee,
236 AD2d 133; People v Rivera, 158 AD2d 344.) XXII. The
trial court's instructions at the sentencing proceeding assured
that defendant was reliably sentenced. (People v Fields, 87
NY2d 821; People v Barr, 75 AD2d 14, 50 NY2d 999; People
v Slacks, 90 NY2d 850; People v Coleman, 70 NY2d 817;
Jones v United States, 527 US 373;
States, 524 US 184;

Bryan v United

California v Brown, 479 US 538;

United States v Park, 421 US 658;
Cupp v Naughten,
414 US 141; Boyd v United States, 271 US 104.) XXIII.
Defendant's convictions of multiple same transaction firstdegree murder were not multiplicitous. Moreover, the jury
was properly permitted to weight multiple aggravating factors

in considering the sentence for each of the six submitted
first-degree murder counts. (People v Senisi, 196 AD2d 376;
People v Chestnut, 26 NY2d 481;

People v Brathwaite,

63 NY2d 839; People v Smith, 113 AD2d 905;
People v
Bianca, 103 Misc 2d 358; People v Demetsenare, 243 AD2d
777, 91 NY2d 833;
People v Riela, 7 NY2d 571, 364 US
915; People v Mulligan, 29 NY2d 20; People v Ramirez, 89
NY2d 444;
*468 People v Moore, 71 NY2d 684.) XXIV.
The trial court properly held that the provision of CPL 400.27
(10), which it had found unconstitutional, was severable. The
trial court, therefore, properly refused to instruct the penalty
phase jury regarding the consequences of any failure to reach
a unanimous verdict. Furthermore, the trial court properly
answered a note from the penalty phase jury. (
United States, 527 US 373;
NY2d 613, 527 US 1015;

Jones v

Matter of Hynes v Tomei, 92

People v Ahmed, 66 NY2d 307;
People v Michael,
48 NY2d 1; People v Cerami, 33 NY2d 243; People v
White, 53 NY2d 721.) XXV. The court officer and the trial
court properly responded to the jury room incident and its
aftermath. (People v Bonaparte, 78 NY2d 26; People v Nacey,
78 NY2d 990; People v Henderson, 244 AD2d 889, 91 NY2d
926; People v Smith, 204 AD2d 748, 83 NY2d 1007; People
v Jacobson, 109 Misc 2d 204, 89 AD2d 826, 57 NY2d 781;
People v Bouton, 50 NY2d 130;
47 NY2d 431;

People v Ciaccio,

Parker v Gladden, 385 US 363; People

v Scott, 213 AD2d 501, 85 NY2d 80;
People v Redd,
164 AD2d 34.) XXVI. The sentencing jury considered all
of the mitigating factors asserted by defendant. Moreover,
defendant waived and abandoned any claim that the jury
failed to properly document on the verdict sheet mitigating
factors that were allegedly established. In any event, the
verdict sheet correctly indicated the number of jurors who
found that defendant had established each asserted mitigating
factor. Thus, there was no need to individually poll the
jurors.
966;

(Raulerson v Wainwright, 732 F2d 803, 469 US
Dobbert v Strickland, 718 F2d 1518;

Hill v

Lockhart, 927 F2d 340, 502 US 927;
Starr v Lockhart, 23
F3d 1280, cert denied sub nom. Norris v Starr, 513 US 995;
People v Argibay, 45 NY2d 45, cert denied sub nom. HahnDiGuiseppe v New York, 439 US 930; People v Rosado, 262
AD2d 62, 93 NY2d 1045; People v Ayers, 214 AD2d 459,
86 NY2d 732;

Harich v Wainwright, 813 F2d 1082,
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adopted by en banc panel sub nom.
Harich v Dugger,
844 F2d 1464, 489 US 1071.) XXVII. The death verdict was
not against the weight of the evidence. (People v Bleakley,
69 NY2d 490.) XXVIII. The trial court properly declined to
address defendant's challenge to New York's lethal injection
procedures. (

Matter of New York State Inspection, Sec. &

Law Enforcement Empls. v Cuomo, 64 NY2d 233;
New
York Pub. Interest Research Group v Carey, 42 NY2d 52;

impermissibly burdened by New York's first-degree murder
guilty plea provisions. (

613, 527 US 1015;
United States v Jackson, 390 US 570;
Matter of Francois v Dolan, 95 NY2d 33; People v Edwards,
96 NY2d 445.) IV. New York's jury selection scheme provides
constitutionally adequate guarantees that only impartial jurors
will serve in capital cases. (

States, 217 US 349;

469;
First Natl. Bank v Shuler, 153 NY 163;
People
v Stevens, 91 NY2d 270; People v De Jesus, 54 NY2d

v Witt, 469 US 412;

People v Hernandez, 93 NY2d 261;

in New York. (

People v P.J. Video, 68 NY2d 296;

People v Vilardi, 76 NY2d 67;
v Cloud Books, 68 NY2d 553;
466 US 727;

People ex rel. Arcara
Massachusetts v Upton,

People v Keta, 79 NY2d 474;

v Greenwood, 486 US 35;

California

Oregon v Haas, 420 US 714;

People v Smith, 63 NY2d 41, 469 US 1227;

People

v Davis, 43 NY2d 17, 435 US 998;
People v Broadie,
37 NY2d 100, 423 US 950.) II. New York's death penalty
statute does not violate the substantive due process guarantees
contained in the New York State Constitution. (
v Ramos, 463 US 992;

California

Eddings v Oklahoma, 455 US 104;

Gregg v Georgia, 428 US 153;

Furman v Georgia,

408 US 238;
Gray v Lucas, 677 F2d 1086, 461 US 910;
Treyball v Clark, 65 NY2d 589; People v Hale, 173 Misc
2d 140;

Woodson v North Carolina, 428 US 280;

Zant

v Stephens, 462 US 862;
Lockett v Ohio, 438 US 586.)
III. Defendant's Fifth and Sixth Amendment rights were not

Weems v United

People v Davis, 43 NY2d 17, 435

US 998; Fenster v Leary, 20 NY2d 309;

Wainwright

Morgan v Illinois, 504 US 719;

Irvin v Dowd, 366 US 717;

Ramdass v

Angelone, 530 US 156;
Matter of Lahey v Kelly, 71 NY2d
135.) *469
Eliot Spitzer, Attorney General, New York City (Peter B.
Pope, Daniel Smirlock, Caitlin J. Halligan, Michael S.
Belohlavek, Robin A. Forshaw, Michael S. Buskus and
Jo W. Faber of counsel), in his statutory capacity under
Executive Law § 71. I. The history of the State Constitution's
ban on cruel and unusual punishment demonstrates that it
mirrors the Eighth Amendment. Consequently, by applying
the appropriate “non-interpretive” analysis, it is clear that the
provision was never intended to preclude capital punishment

Duncan v Louisiana, 391 US

145; People v Johnson, 94 NY2d 600;

People ex rel. Kemmler v Durston, 119 NY 569;
City of
New York v Long Is. Airports Limousine Serv. Corp., 48 NY2d

447;

Matter of Hynes v Tomei, 92 NY2d

Lockhart v McCree, 476 US

162;
Adams v Texas, 448 US 38.) V. The felony-murder
provision of Penal Law § 125.27 (1) (a) (vii) does not violate
defendant's rights to due process and equal protection under
the

State Constitution. (Gregg v Georgia, 428 US 153;
California v Ramos, 463 US 992;

F2d 1086, 461 US 910;

Coker v Georgia, 433 US 584;

Arave v Creech, 507 US 463;
US 420;

Gray v Lucas, 677

Godfrey v Georgia, 446

Zant v Stephens, 462 US 862;

Proctor, 512 US 967;

Tuilaepa v

Stromberg v California, 283 US 359;

Terminiello v Chicago, 337 US 1.) *470
Sheri Lynn Johnson, Ithaca, for Cornell Death Penalty
Project, amicus curiae.
I. Capital jurors fear defendant's release into society and that
fear introduces an irrational element into their deliberations.
( Simmons v South Carolina, 512 US 154.) II. A fair and
rational capital sentencing system would provide jurors with
the alternative of imposing a sentence of life imprisonment
without the possibility of parole and would clearly instruct
jurors as to the meaning of that alternative. (
v North Carolina, 428 US 280;

Woodson

Penry v Lynaugh, 492

US 302;
Lockett v Ohio, 438 US 586.) III. This Court
should reject Jones v United States as a matter of New York
constitutional law. (
NY2d 152;

Sharrock v Dell Buick-Cadillac, 45

People v Bethea, 67 NY2d 364;

v Elstad, 470 US 298;

Oregon

People v Rosen, 81 NY2d 237;

People v Bigelow, 66 NY2d 417;

United States v Leon,

468 US 897; People v Staley, 41 NY2d 789;
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Singer, 44 NY2d 241;

Brady v Maryland, 373 US 83;

People v Jones, 70 NY2d 547.)
Christopher Dunn, New York City, Norman Siegel, Arthur
N. Eisenberg, Donna Lieberman, Marina Sheriff and Beth
Haroules for New York Civil Liberties Union Foundation,
amicus curiae.
The court should not at this time authorize the execution
of any defendant sentenced to death under the state's new
death penalty statute. (

Furman v Georgia, 408 US 238;

People v Fitzpatrick, 32 NY2d 499;
NY2d 17;
1015;

People v Davis, 43

Matter of Hynes v Tomei, 92 NY2d 613, 527 US

Pulley v Harris, 465 US 37;

Matter of Johnson v

Pataki, 91 NY2d 214;
McCleskey v Kemp, 481 US 279.)
Debevoise & Plimpton, New York City (Edwin G. Schallert,
Adam D. Gale and Howard S. Hogan of counsel), Evan
A. Davis, Norman L. Greene and Eric M. Freedman for
Association of the Bar of the City of New York, amicus curiae.
I. The Court should apply a strict scrutiny standard to
substantive due process claims involving the death penalty.
(

Town of Orangetown v Magee, 88 NY2d 41; City of

Amsterdam v Helsby, 37 NY2d 19;
NY2d 241;

People v Adams, 53

People v P.J. Video, 68 NY2d 296;

v Alvarez, 70 NY2d 375;

Buick-Cadillac, 45 NY2d 152;

Sharrock v Dell

Immuno AG. v Moor-

Jankowski, 77 NY2d 235;
People v Leyra, 302 NY 353.)
II. New York's death penalty statute violates the Due Process
Clause of the New York Constitution. (
NY2d 41;

People v Smith, 63

Matter of Alfonso v Fernandez, 195 AD2d 46;

People v Fitzpatrick, 32 NY2d 499;

provisions of the Federal Constitution. (
79 NY2d 474;
152;

People v Davis,

43 NY2d 17; Gregg v Georgia, 428US *471 153;
People
v Oliver, 1 NY2d 152; People v Hale, 173 Misc 2d 140;
Matter of Westchester County Med. Ctr. [O'Connor], 72
NY2d 517;
Furman v Georgia, 408 US 238;
Sumner
v Shuman, 483 US 66.) III. Accumulated experience further
undermines any justification for the death penalty. ( Gregg
v Georgia, 428 US 153.)
Randy Hertz, New York City, for Anthony Amsterdam and
others, amici curiae.

People v Scott,

Sharrock v Dell Buick-Cadillac, 45 NY2d

People v Johnson, 66 NY2d 398;

Video, 68 NY2d 296;

US 279;

People v P.J.

People v Broadie, 37 NY2d 100;

Gregg v Georgia, 428 US 153;

McCleskey v Kemp, 481

Callins v Collins, 510 US 1141;

People v Kern,

75 NY2d 638;
Immuno AG. v Moor-Jankowski, 77 NY2d
235.) II. Experience has shown the death penalty cannot be
administered consistently with the commands of article I, §§
5 and 11. (

Furman v Georgia, 408 US 238;

Georgia, 428 US 153;

F2d 138, 398 US 262;

Maxwell v Bishop, 398

McCleskey v Kemp, 481 US 279;

Woodson v North Carolina, 428 US 280;
Shuman, 483 US 66;

Gregg v

Callins v Collins, 510 US 1141;

Lockett v Ohio, 438 US 586;

Sumner v

Maynard v Cartwright, 486 US 356;

Godfrey v Georgia, 446 US 420.)

People

People v Scott, 79 NY2d 474;

People v Isaacson, 44 NY2d 511;

I. Article I, §§ 5 and 11 of the New York Constitution
require this Court to review the death penalty act of 1995
under more exacting standards than those of the parallel

OPINION OF THE COURT
Wesley, J.
In 1995, the New York Legislature restored the death penalty
to New York's criminal statutes for the first time since 1984.
Although this Court has on several occasions dealt with issues
related to the new statute (see People v Mower, 97 NY2d 239;
People v Edwards, 96 NY2d 445; Matter of Francois v Dolan,
95 NY2d 33; People v Couser, 94 NY2d 631; People v Mateo,
93 NY2d 327;
Matter of Hynes v Tomei, 92 NY2d 613),
this case presents the first full appeal of a sentence of death
in New York in almost 20 years.
In the early morning hours of December 7, 1996, defendant
entered a Brooklyn social club located on 178 Jefferson
Avenue. Club 178, also known as Club Happiness, or KP's,
is a small neighborhood club. Jerome Sims, Evelyn Davis,
Michael Harris, Eddie Brown and Newbry Mitchell--all
known to defendant--were in the club at that time. Defendant
sat down at the bar and ordered a beer from Jerome Sims,
the manager. After *472 drinking his beer and smoking
some cigarettes, defendant went to the bathroom. When he
emerged, he spoke to Sims and then, while displaying a gun,
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announced “You all know what this is. Everybody get on the
floor.”
Defendant demanded money from Brown who handed
defendant over $200. Defendant directed Sims to approach
him. As Sims walked past him, defendant turned and shot
Sims in the head at point-blank range. Defendant then shot
Michael Harris in the back of his head at close range as he lay
behind a table. Defendant turned to Evelyn Davis, fired a shot
at her and set his sights on Brown. Defendant shot Brown in
the head, seriously wounding him.
Davis escaped the shot unharmed. She begged defendant to
let her go, pleading with him “I got five babies.” As Davis
tried to run out of the club, defendant stabbed her in the back.
Davis struggled, screaming “let me out of here.”
While defendant attacked Davis, Newbry Mitchell escaped
out a door leading to the second floor of the club and jammed
the door closed behind him. Defendant ran after him and
attempted to open the door but soon gave up. Mitchell fled to
the second floor. When Mitchell reached a window, he heard
the sound of the club's front door slam shut. Mitchell peered
out the window and saw Davis stagger across the street with
defendant in close pursuit.
Davis ran to another social club nearby, Club 432, where she
appeared breathless with blood coming from her mouth. She
entered the club and sat down. When she heard the doorbell,
she screamed “No, don't let him in. That's him, that's him.
Everybody around the corner is shot. Darrel shot ... Shirt Man
[Eddie Brown], everybody is shot.” No one opened the door.
An ambulance arrived and took Davis to the hospital where
she was pronounced dead.
Despite his head injury, Brown managed to leave the club. He
was discovered by police officers who had stopped a vehicle
for a traffic violation nearby. In the meantime, Mitchell,
after returning downstairs and seeing the lifeless bodies of
Harris and Sims, fled the scene. Defendant was apprehended
approximately two weeks later.
Defendant was indicted on six counts of first-degree felony
murder, for the deaths of Jerome Sims, Michael Harris and
Evelyn Davis, with the robbery of Eddie Brown as the
underlying felony for each count ( Penal Law § 125.27 [1]
[a] [vii]). He was also charged with six counts of first-degree
same-transaction *473 murder (

Penal Law § 125.27 [1]

[a] [viii]) and several other related offenses. On May 23, 1997,
the District Attorney of Kings County filed a notice of intent
to seek the death penalty pursuant to

CPL 250.40 (2).

Following his arrest defendant gave a number of statements
implicating Newbry Mitchell. However, at trial defendant
acknowledged sole responsibility for the crimes but
contended that his actions were the result of extreme
emotional disturbance ( Penal Law § 125.27 [2] [a]).
Specifically, defendant contended that he suffered from posttraumatic stress disorder related, in part, to alleged abuse and
spinal meningitis as a child and the trauma of a prison riot
that occurred when he worked as a corrections officer. During
the riot, defendant rescued a fellow corrections officer, an
act of heroism that earned him a Medal of Honor from the
Department of Correction in 1987.
The trial commenced on May 4, 1998 and was completed
on May 18, 1998. 1 After two days of deliberations, the jury
returned a verdict of guilty on six first-degree murder counts,
attempted first-degree murder and second-degree criminal
possession of a weapon. 2 The sentencing determination
hearing took another week. After three days of deliberations,
the jury sentenced defendant to death. This direct appeal
pursuant to article VI, § 3 (b) of the State Constitution and
CPL 450.70 (1) followed.
We conclude that defendant's guilt was established beyond
a reasonable doubt and that the verdict was not against the
weight of the evidence. We further conclude, as discussed
in the ensuing sections, that there was no reversible error in
the conduct of the trial, and that the death sentence must be
vacated.
I.
Defendant has briefed 28 issues and over 60 sub-issues
seeking reversal of his conviction, vacatur of his sentence
and other relief. Defendant attacks the constitutionality of the
entire *474 statutory scheme, and claims that his sentence is
unconstitutional under
613).

Matter of Hynes v Tomei (92 NY2d

We begin with the recognition that “death is different” (see
Furman v Georgia, 408 US 238, 306 [Stewart, J.,
concurring]). The statutory scheme that makes the penalty a
possibility imposes many standards and procedures that are
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different from other criminal proceedings. For our part, the
statute confers a unique set of appellate responsibilities on

exculpatory defense might avoid an unwarranted prosecution,
the same result would not follow if the grand jury were

this Court (

instructed on a mitigating defense (id.; see also
People
v Lancaster, 69 NY2d 20, 29). Like a mitigating defense,
intoxication merely reduces the gravity of the offense by
negating an element.

CPL 470.30). In addition to the powers of an

intermediate appellate court ( CPL 470.15,
470.20) we
are required to review the factual basis for the conviction
and the sentence (see
CPL 470.30 [1], [2]; NY Const, art
VI, § 3 [a]). We are also directed to examine whether the
death sentence was imposed “under the influence of passion,
prejudice, or any other arbitrary or legally impermissible
factor including whether the imposition of the verdict or
sentence was based upon the race of the defendant or a victim
of the crime for which the defendant was convicted” ( CPL
470.30 [3] [a]). We must determine whether the death
sentence is excessive or disproportionate to the penalties
imposed in similar cases ( CPL 470.30 [3] [b]) and whether
the decision to impose the sentence of death was against
the weight of the evidence ( CPL 470.30 [3] [c]). By its
very nature a capital case requires the most meticulous and
thoughtful attention. A mistake discovered years later may not
be correctable.
II.
Pretrial Motions
Defendant made several pretrial motions; two need be
addressed more fully.

3

A. Grand Jury Instructions on Intoxication
Defendant moved to dismiss the indictment on a number of
grounds. Among them, he contended that the integrity of
the grand jury proceeding was impaired when the People
refused to give an instruction on intoxication. 4 The trial court
determined that the instruction was not required in this case
(

People v Harris, 174 Misc 2d 654, 656). *475

(1) This Court has determined that a prosecutor is not required
to present mitigating defenses to a grand jury ( People v
Valles, 62 NY2d 36, 38). We have recognized that the question
whether a grand jury should be instructed with regard to a
particular defense depends upon its potential for eliminating
a needless or unfounded prosecution. Unlike exculpatory
defenses, which may result in a finding of no criminal
liability, mitigating defenses only reduce the gravity of the
offense committed. Thus, while a grand jury instructed on an

(1)( 2) We see no reason to depart from Valles. 5 The
People here were not required to instruct the grand jury on
intoxication. 6
B. Challenge to the Felony-Murder Provision
of
Penal Law § 125.27 (1) (a) (vii)
Defendant moved to dismiss the counts of the indictment
charging first-degree and attempted first-degree murder under
the felony-murder provision of
Penal Law § 125.27 (1)
(a) (vii). According to defendant, the felony-murder provision
irrationally includes some felonies rendering them deatheligible while excluding others. *476
The Supreme Court of the United States has been clear that
while states can impose the death penalty there should be a
“'meaningful basis for distinguishing the few cases in which
(the death penalty) is imposed from the many cases in which
it is not”' (

Gregg v Georgia, 428 US 153, 198 [citation

omitted]; see
Godfrey v Georgia, 446 US 420, 433). The
Court has further recognized that a state's capital sentencing
scheme must “'genuinely narrow the class of persons eligible
for the death penalty”' (

Arave v Creech, 507 US 463,

474 [quoting
Zant v Stephens, 462 US 862, 877]). In
accomplishing that result the capital statute must distinguish
on a principled basis between those who deserve capital
punishment and those who do not (id.).
The Eighth Amendment does “not require the legislature
to select the least severe penalty possible so long as the
penalty selected is not cruelly inhumane or disproportionate
to the crime involved” ( Gregg, 428 US 153, 175). The
decision to authorize capital punishment for classes of crimes
is one best left to the Legislature unless clearly wrong. We
recognize that the Legislature can determine among the sins
of society those that require a criminal sanction, and prescribe
the appropriate punishment (see
People v Broadie, 37
NY2d 100, 117). Moreover, “courts may not substitute their
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judgment for that of the Legislature as to the wisdom and
expediency of the legislation” ( People v Davis, 43 NY2d
17, 30, cert denied 435 US 998, rearg dismissed 61 NY2d
670).
Defendant contends that the statute fails to include a
capital sentence for murders committed in the course of
and in furtherance of many felonies that the Legislature
has classified as among the state's most serious crimes
(see e.g. Penal Law § 105.17 [class A-I first-degree
conspiracy];
Penal Law § 220.43 [class A-I first-degree
sale of a controlled substance]). Defendant submits that the
classification of felony murder is not only underinclusive in
that equally serious crimes are treated unequally but it is
perverse in treating lesser crimes more harshly than serious
ones.
(3) One legislative goal of the 1995 death penalty legislation
was to “deal with those crimes which most seriously affect
society and the community as a whole” (Mem of State Exec
Dept, 1995 McKinney's Session Laws of NY, at 1781). The
Legislature made the assessment that the predicate felonies
for first-degree felony murder should be those that are
potentially the most violent and involve a substantial risk of
physical injury. As one court has noted: *477
“[G]rand larceny in the first degree is a class B felony, yet it
is not included in subparagraph (vii), while simple robbery, a
lesser grade of offense, is included. Rationally, the Legislature
could have concluded that because of its inherently violent
nature, robbery regardless of degree should be included,
while grand larceny, though a greater offense, should not
because it is not inherently violent. Moreover, the Legislature
could have concluded that since an intentional killing in the
course of a grand larceny--a crime not usually associated with
violence--is so unlikely, there would be little deterrent effect
in making such an offense death-eligible. By contrast, one
might expect a more widespread deterrent effect to result from
making intentional killings in the course of violent felonies,
such as robbery, subject to the death penalty” (People v Hale,
173 Misc 2d 140, 158, mod on other grounds sub nom.
Matter of Hynes v Tomei, 237 AD2d 52, revd
613, cert denied 527 US 1015).

92 NY2d

The Legislature's decision to exclude felonies of a similar
grade, but lacking the inherent potential for violence and
physical injury, was therefore rational.

III.
Jury Selection
Defendant raises seven issues concerning substantive and
procedural aspects of jury selection; several merit discussion.
As an initial matter, defendant does not challenge the
composition of the jury that sat on his case, and makes no
claim of bias on the part of any member of that jury.

A. Life/Death Qualification Under
CPL 270.20 (1) (f)
Prospective jurors whose views on the death penalty are such
that they would be committed, before trial has begun, to vote
either for or against the death penalty, regardless of facts that
might emerge in the course of the proceedings, are excludable
for cause (see

Witherspoon v Illinois, 391 US 510, 522

n 21; see also

Wainwright v Witt, 469 US 412). This

process is known as life/death qualification (see

Lockhart

v McCree, 476 US 162; see also Morgan v Illinois, 504 US
719). “Death qualification” ensures that prospective jurors are
able to consider *478 the death penalty; “life qualification”
ensures that prospective jurors can consider a life sentence. In
New York, CPL 270.20 (1) (f) sets forth the standard and
procedure for excluding ineligible jurors. 7
(4) Defendant moved to postpone the death qualification
process until after the guilt phase of his trial. He argued that
death qualification as required by the statute would result
in a conviction-prone jury and would disproportionately
and unlawfully exclude certain cognizable groups from the
venire. The court denied the motion (People v Harris,
176 Misc 2d 967). Relying on
Lockhart (476 US 162),
the court concluded that the statute did not violate the
Federal Constitution and declined to address defendant's
state constitutional claim, deferring that determination to this
Court. We conclude that defendant has failed to overcome
the presumption of constitutionality with respect to
270.20 (1) (f) (see
626;

CPL

Matter of Hynes v Tomei, 92 NY2d 613,

People v Davis, 43 NY2d 17, 30).

In
Lockhart (476 US 162), the Supreme Court of the
United States rejected a similar challenge to pretrial death
qualification. The Court acknowledged that some social
science studies presented to the Court indicated that the
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removal of jurors who held views against the death penalty
could affect guilt determinations, but found “serious flaws”
in those studies
(id. at 168). 8 Even assuming that the
studies were both valid and adequate to establish that
death qualification in fact *479 produced more convictionprone juries, the Supreme Court nevertheless concluded that
the Constitution did not prohibit the states from “death
qualifying” juries in capital cases

(id. at 173).

In Lockhart, the defendant's Sixth Amendment claim
was premised on the contention that the death-qualifying
procedure denied him a jury that represented a fair crosssection of the community. The Court noted that it had never
invoked the fair cross-section principle to invalidate the use
of either for-cause or peremptory challenges, or to require
a sitting petit jury--as opposed to a jury panel or venire-to reflect the composition of the community at large (id.
[citing

Duren v Missouri, 439 US 357, 363-364;

Taylor

v Louisiana, 419 US 522, 538; Batson v Kentucky, 476 US
79, 84-85 n 4]). “The limited scope of the fair-cross-section
requirement is a direct and inevitable consequence of the
practical impossibility of providing each criminal defendant
with a truly 'representative' petit jury” (

id. at 173-174).

Death qualification at the beginning of the trial is designed to
serve the state's “concededly legitimate interest in obtaining
a single jury that can properly and impartially apply the
law to the facts of the case at both the guilt and sentencing
phases of a capital trial” ( id. at 175-176). If we took
the fair cross-section requirement to its logical extreme, it
would inappropriately produce a jury composed in part of
individuals who have indicated that they cannot and would
not follow a judge's instructions on the law and would
undermine the defendant's right to an impartial jury (see
Wainwright v Witt, 469 US 412, 424 n 5).
Defendant concedes that Lockhart informs our inquiry
here. Nevertheless, he maintains that independent state
constitutional treatment of the issue requires a contrary
result. He suggests that pretrial death qualification
nullifies our state's historic commitment to diversity
and nondiscriminatory jury-selection procedures. He also
contends that this Court has regularly recognized the
significance of a defendant's right to an impartial jury (see
People v Johnson, 94 NY2d 600, 610;
People v Branch,
46 NY2d 645, 650) and argues that pretrial death qualification

undermines this right because the process conditions jurors
toward a guilty verdict by requiring them to *480 assume
defendant's guilt prior to trial. Moreover, he relies on
studies that purport to show that the surviving jury is more
conviction-prone, possesses pro-prosecution attitudes and is
thus poisoned by the process.
Defendant's challenge is really no different than that made in
Lockhart. At least one New York court has rejected similar
claims by another capital defendant (see e.g. People v Hale,
173 Misc 2d 140, 189-191). Nothing in the language of the
state's constitutional counterpart of the Sixth Amendment
right to a jury trial (NY Const, art I, § 2) or our jurisprudence
suggests that defendant is entitled to greater protection here
on state constitutional grounds (see
People v McCray,
57 NY2d 542, 550). Defendant also overlooks New York's
history of ensuring that juries are death qualified (see former
Code Crim Pro § 377 [8]). Thus, we see no state constitutional
impediment to

CPL 270.20 (1) (f).

(5) We recognize the importance of an impartial jury,
but do not agree with defendant's contention that pretrial
death qualification somehow abrogates that right. Defendant's
claim--that the jury could have been preconditioned by
pretrial qualification--is totally unpersuasive in this case.
Defense counsel specifically asked every final panel whether
any prospective juror believed that, as a result of the
qualification process, defendant was presumed guilty. Not one
expressed that opinion.
Defendant does not assert that the studies upon which he
relies avoid the flaws noted in Lockhart. Rather, he maintains
that Lockhart “disregarded sound academic principles”-undefined by defendant--by failing to consider the studies
collectively. We disagree. The studies provide no solid proof
that pretrial death-qualification detrimentally conditions a
jury, leads to a more conviction-prone jury or excludes
identifiable groups of people.
Furthermore, death qualification does not impair or detract
from our well-documented commitment to jury panel
diversity or to nondiscriminatory jury selection procedures.
As the Supreme Court noted in Lockhart, “the Constitution
presupposes that a jury selected from a fair cross section of the
community is impartial, regardless of the mix of individual
viewpoints actually represented on the jury, so long as the
jurors can conscientiously and properly carry out their sworn
duty to apply the law to the facts of the particular case”
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(476 US at 184). The simple fact remains that the State
has a valid interest in excluding jurors from a capital trial
whose views on *481 the death penalty (whatever they may
be) render them unable to perform their sworn duty to try the
entire case free of prejudice.
B. Trial Court's Jury Selection Procedure
Defendant also contends that the trial court improperly
conducted jury selection. He maintains that the trial court
erred when it instructed the venire panels on the standards
for juror qualification. In his view, the instruction enabled
potential jurors to manipulate the outcomes of their voir dires,
thus tainting the selection process. In addition, defendant
argues that the trial court erred by conducting group voir dire.
During preliminary instructions to the venire panels, the court
explained the life/death qualification process. It stressed to
the panels that it was looking for jurors who would be open
to both available sentencing options after a guilty verdict of
murder in the first degree. At first defendant made no specific
objection to the instructions. However, defendant ultimately
did complain that the court was highlighting the requirements
for jury selection to the panels.

intended to supersede CPL 270.15 (see People v Santiago,
184 Misc 2d 403, 405).
Defendant claims he was prejudiced when the court
conducted group voir dire after individually questioning
prospective *482 jurors. The panels were asked if they
had changed their minds after having a chance to consider
their answers in the individual sessions. Defendant contends
that because the jurors were “educated” in the individual
interviews they could then alter prior answers and escape
unwelcome jury service.
Defendant never made any specific objection to the group
voir dire procedure; defense counsel only expressed a concern
regarding the scope of the questions presented to a group
panel on the issue of whether prospective jurors had a
change of heart about sitting on a death penalty case. In
addition, the record does not indicate that during group
voir dire, prospective jurors were pressed further on their
views regarding the death penalty. When an individual juror
expressed doubt about her ability to convict defendant of firstdegree murder, given the uncertainty of the penalty phase, she
was asked no further questions about capital punishment. 9
C. Standard for Determining When a Juror Should

(6) To the extent the trial court may have forecast the type of
individual who could avoid jury service when it described the
life/death qualification process, we do not see the prejudice
defendant claims to have suffered in this case. We presume
that jurors follow their oaths, answer the questions put to them

be Excluded Pursuant to
CPL 270.20 (1) (F):
“Preclude” vs “Prevent or Substantially Impair”
(8) Defendant complains that the trial court applied the wrong

truthfully and abide by the court's instructions (see People
v Acevedo, 69 NY2d 478, 488). However, courts should
exercise caution in this regard. The way in which a court
conducts death/life qualification should encourage honesty
and frankness in a juror's responses without seeming to place
a value or reward on a “correct” or “appropriate” answer.

Our analysis begins with the federal standard for juror

(7) We also reject defendant's contention that

CPL 270.16

(1) requires only individual voir dire in capital cases. CPL
270.16 (1) directs that the court permit the parties on motion
“to examine the prospective jurors individually and outside
the presence of the other prospective jurors regarding their
qualifications to serve as jurors.” CPL 270.15 (1) (c) states
that the court shall permit both parties to examine the
prospective jurors “individually or collectively” regarding
their qualifications to serve as jurors. There is nothing
to suggest that in adding

CPL 270.16, the Legislature

standard in determining for-cause challenges during
270.20 (1) (f) life/death qualification. We disagree.

CPL

disqualification in capital cases. In
Witherspoon v Illinois
(391 US 510, 512), the Supreme Court confronted whether
an Illinois statute could exclude prospective venirepersons
who possessed “conscientious scruples against capital
punishment.” The statutory exclusion eliminated nearly half
the venire. The Supreme Court noted that the statute produced
a jury that fell “woefully short of that impartiality to which
the petitioner was entitled under the Sixth and Fourteenth
Amendments”
(id. at 518). While the State had the right
to exclude jurors who, despite their oaths, would not be
able to impose the death penalty, it crossed “the line of
neutrality” when it removed from the jury all who expressed
conscientious objections against the death penalty
(id. at
520). “The most that can be demanded of a venireman in
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this regard is that he be willing to *483 consider all of the
penalties provided by state law, and that he not be irrevocably
committed, before the trial has begun, to vote against the
penalty of death regardless of the facts and circumstances that
might emerge in the course of the proceedings”
n 21 [emphasis in original]).

(id. at 522

Twelve years later, the Court faced a similar conundrum
involving a Texas statute that disqualified prospective capital
jurors unless they affirmed under oath that the mandatory
penalty of death or imprisonment for life would not “affect”
their deliberations on any issue of fact. Looking back to
Witherspoon and several subsequent cases, the Supreme
Court noted “a juror may not be challenged for cause based
on his views about capital punishment unless those views
would prevent or substantially impair the performance of
his duties as a juror in accordance with his instructions and
his oath” ( Adams v Texas, 448 US 38, 45). The Court
recognized that Witherspoon did not express a ground for
challenging any prospective juror. It limited the State's power
to exclude: “if prospective jurors are barred from jury service
because of their views about capital punishment on 'any
broader basis' than inability to follow the law or abide by their
oaths, the death sentence cannot be carried out”

(id. at 48).

The Texas statute fell directly within the sweep of
Witherspoon; unlike exclusion based on noncapital categories
(i.e., personal bias), the oath requirement in Adams focused
on the prospective juror's beliefs about the death penalty.
Moreover, instead of testing the prospective juror's ability to
follow the law or abide by an oath, the statute allowed the
exclusion of jurors who were merely “affected” by the death
penalty. “[N]either nervousness, emotional involvement, nor
inability to deny or confirm any effect whatsoever is
equivalent to an unwillingness or an inability on the part of the
jurors to follow the court's instructions and obey their oaths,
regardless of their feelings about the death penalty” (id. at 50).
In
Wainwright v Witt (469 US 412), the Supreme Court
noted that Witherspoon recognized that there are individuals
so opposed to the death penalty that their presence on a
capital jury “might frustrate the State's legitimate interest in
administering constitutional capital sentencing schemes by
not following their oaths” (id. at 423). There was “nothing
talismanic about juror exclusion under Witherspoon merely
because it involves capital sentencing juries. Witherspoon
is not grounded in the Eighth Amendment's prohibition

against cruel and unusual punishment, but in the Sixth
Amendment” (id.). The quest is *484 for “jurors who will
conscientiously apply the law and find the facts” (id.). Thus,
the Supreme Court concluded that the proper standard for
determining when prospective jurors may be excluded for
cause because of their views on capital punishment is whether
a juror's views would “'prevent or substantially impair the
performance of his duties as a juror in accordance with his
instructions and his oath”'
(id. at 424). This standard
applies both to jurors who may be in favor of the death penalty
and to those jurors who may be opposed to it (see
v Illinois, 504 US 719, 735).

Morgan

Under
CPL 270.20 (1) (f) venire members are excluded
for cause when they entertain views either for or against the
death penalty that “preclude” them from performing their
duties. The term “preclude” is generally defined as “to close”
or “to make impossible by necessary consequence: rule out
in advance” (Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary 915
[10th ed]). Defendant contends that the People should be
held to this higher standard, which for him differs markedly
from the constitutional standard of “prevent or substantially
impair.” 10
CPL 270.20 (1) (f) expressly mandates that a single
standard be used to challenge prospective jurors who entertain
“such conscientious opinions either against or in favor of”
capital punishment ( CPL 270.20 [1] [f] [emphasis added]).
We understand the word “preclude” to relate to the ability of a
prospective juror to perform his or her duty to act impartially
and to follow a court's instructions in accordance with the
law and not as a measurement of the strength or sincerity of
an individual's feelings on the death penalty. As the Supreme
Court cases tell us, the focus is on the jurors' ability to serve
impartially and not on how the death penalty affects them
generally (see
Wainwright, 469 US 412;
Adams, 448
US 38). Thus, the word “preclude” must be understood as
an embodiment of the Wainwright “prevent or substantially
impair” standard.
(9) Where jurors express conscientious views concerning the
death penalty yet still make clear that they are able to follow
their oaths to act impartially, they cannot be excluded for
cause from participating on the jury. But where jurors express
an inability to set aside their personal views on the death
penalty in deference to the court's instructions, their judgment
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is *485 substantially impaired to a degree that it “preclude[s]
[them] from rendering an impartial verdict or from properly
exercising [their] discretion” under
CPL 400.27 ( CPL
270.20 [1] [f]). The trial court applied the appropriate
standard for both the prosecution's and defendant's for-cause
challenges under

CPL 270.20 (1) (f). 11

D. Defendant's For-Cause Challenge
of Prospective Juror No. 233
(10) Defendant claims that the trial court erroneously denied
his for-cause challenge under
CPL 270.20 (1) (f) to
prospective Juror No. 233, thereby causing him to use a
peremptory challenge to remove her from the jury. Because
he exhausted all his peremptory challenges before the
completion of jury selection, defendant argues he is entitled
to a new trial under

CPL 270.20 (2). We disagree.

Prospective Juror No. 233 indicated on her questionnaire that
she was not certain of her feelings about the death penalty.
During individual voir dire she stated that she did not feel
that “anybody has a right to judge who dies and who doesn't.”
She did note that her sentence determination would depend
on the situation and further stated that while she could vote
for the death penalty in this case, she would not necessarily
do so. She agreed that she would listen to all the factors that
defendant would offer for consideration of the sentence to be
imposed. In particular, she indicated that she would want to
hear about defendant's criminal record and life experiences.
She then expressed strong skepticism about child abuse as a
cause of adult behavior.
Juror No. 233 later indicated that she could consider evidence
about trauma a person suffered as an adult, and how it
might have affected defendant. Specifically, she noted that
she *486 could take into account defendant's experiences as
a corrections officer, his involvement in protecting another
officer's life during a riot and resulting psychiatric damage.
Finally, Juror No. 233 reiterated that she would never
automatically vote for the death penalty.
Defendant moved to excuse Juror No. 233 for cause, claiming
that “her inability to consider and give any weight to ...
what will be one of the relevant mitigators is the basis to
disqualify her [for] cause from serving on the jury.” The
court denied the motion, ruling that No. 233's feelings--that
child abuse was merely the favored excuse of the 1990s-were not grounds for her exclusion from the jury. Ultimately,

the defense excused her peremptorily. Because defendant
exhausted his peremptory challenges before completion of
jury selection, we may review the claimed error on this appeal
(see

CPL 270.20 [2]).

CPL 270.20 (1) codifies the grounds upon which a forcause challenge may be made. Defendant's challenge to Juror
No. 233 was premised solely on
CPL 270.20 (1) (f). 12
While Juror No. 233 did not express any strong opinion either
for or against the death penalty, she did indicate she was
skeptical of child abuse and its subsequent effect on an adult's
behavior. But No. 233 was never asked if her uncertainty
would affect her views on the death penalty in general or
in its application to this case after a jury verdict of capital
murder. Critically, No. 233 was never asked if despite her
doubts concerning the significance of child abuse evidence
she could still vote to give defendant life without parole.
CPL 270.20 (1) (f) is specifically directed at a potential
juror whose views concerning the death penalty preclude
the juror from serving during either stage of a capital trial.
Thus, the statute anticipates a connection between the juror's
attitude *487 regarding a mitigator and its effect on that
juror's consideration of the appropriate sentence. Defendant
made no correlation between Juror No. 233's views on child
abuse and her views on the death penalty or her ability to
exercise sentencing discretion conferred by statute. Thus,
defendant has failed to make a claim that his for-cause
challenge against Juror No. 233 pursuant to
(1) (f) should have been granted.

CPL 270.20

13

IV.
Guilt Phase
(11) We part company with our dissenting colleague on only
two error claims identified in defendant's 779-page main
brief. 14 As noted above, we do not share his legal analysis of
the challenge *488 to prospective Juror No. 233. In addition
we disagree with his conclusion that the trial court committed
reversible error during the guilt phase of the trial. However,
three trial rulings merit discussion.
A. Trial Court's Preclusion of Defendant's Rebuttal
Defendant argues that the trial court erred in precluding the
rebuttal testimony from a defense expert witness. Defendant
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contended at trial that he acted under extreme emotional
disturbance due, at least in part, to post-traumatic stress
disorder. Defendant retained two mental health experts:
Dr. H. Westley Clark, a psychiatrist and expert in posttraumatic stress disorder, and Dr. Sanford Drob, a forensic
psychologist who administered a battery of psychological
tests to defendant. The prosecution, in turn, retained Dr.
Daniel Martell, a forensic psychologist who also tested
defendant extensively.
Clark noted that he had reviewed Drob's tests and Martell's
report. Indeed, during his direct testimony, Clark continually
referred to the tests performed by both Drob and Martell.
However, Clark conceded early in his direct testimony that
the psychological testing did not adequately address posttraumatic stress disorder. Rather, Clark indicated that his
diagnosis of post-traumatic stress disorder ultimately was
based on his own clinical evaluation.
During Clark's direct examination, defense counsel asked him
to comment on the differences between his report and its
conclusions and that of Martell, who had not yet testified. The
prosecution objected and the court ruled that defendant could
not ask Clark questions that anticipated Martell's testimony.
Later, during a scheduling break, defense counsel expressed
uncertainty whether Clark or Drob would be brought back
to rebut Martell's testimony. According to defense counsel,
that decision would depend on Martell's testimony. Following
Clark's testimony, the defense did not call Drob.
Drob listened to Martell's testimony. Martell stated that based
on his tests and some of Drob's, he could not conclude
that defendant suffered from post-traumatic stress disorder.
Defendant cross-examined Martell on his conclusions. After
Martell's testimony, defendant sought to call Drob as a
rebuttal witness to refute Martell's findings with specific
reference *489 to certain psychological tests. 15 The
prosecution objected and defense counsel made a proffer.
In New York, “[t]he rules concerning the proper scope of
rebuttal evidence are clear. The party holding the affirmative
of an issue must present all evidence concerning it before he
closes his case. Thereafter, that party may introduce evidence
in rebuttal only” ( People v Harris, 57 NY2d 335, 345; see
also Fisch, New York Evidence § 326, at 211 [2d ed 1977]).
Rebuttal evidence is limited to evidence in denial of an
assertion of a new affirmative fact or other new matter which
the opponent has endeavored to prove in reply to the case-

in-chief (see
Harris, 57 NY2d at 345). In some instances,
rebuttal evidence may also be used for impeachment purposes
(see id.;
Ankersmit v Tuch, 114 NY 51). Notably, at trial,
defendant did not contend that Drob's testimony should be
received to impeach Martell's credibility.
The opportunity to present rebuttal, however, does not permit
a party to hold back evidence properly part of the case-inchief and then submit that evidence to bolster the direct case
after the opponent has rested (see e.g. Prince, Richardson
on Evidence § 6-504, at 441 [Farrell 11th ed 1995]). The
limitation on rebuttal evidence is to avoid “first, the possible
unfairness to an opponent who has justly supposed that the
case in chief was the entire case which he had to meet, and
second, the interminable confusion that would be created by
an unending alternation of successive fragments of each case
which could have been put in at once in the beginning” (6
Wigmore, Evidence § 1873, at 672 [Chadbourn rev 1976]).
Even where evidence is not technically of a rebuttal nature
and more properly a part of the party's direct case, however,
a court has discretion, in the interest of justice, to allow
its admission on rebuttal pursuant to CPL 260.30 (7) (see
Harris, 57 NY2d at 345-346; see also
71 NY2d 233, 247-248).

People v Alvino,

Defendant bore the burden of establishing that he suffered
extreme emotional disturbance at the time of the killings. In
that regard, Clark testified that defendant suffered from posttraumatic stress disorder. His diagnosis was premised, in part,
upon neurological deficits, revealed in Drob's and Martell's
neuropsychological testing of defendant. Clark believed those
deficits rendered defendant vulnerable to traumatic stress.
In *490 reply, Martell testified that defendant did not
have a serious neuropsychological dysfunction that made
him especially susceptible to post-traumatic stress disorder.
Martell utilized tests conducted by Drob and himself for his
conclusion. Martell was asked on cross-examination why he
had omitted certain tests performed by Drob. Martell did not
dispute the validity of those tests in assessing defendant's
neuropsychological dysfunction; he simply chose to employ
others.
(12) Drob's proposed rebuttal testimony disagreed with
Martell concerning the significance of tests both had
performed, and Martell's conclusion that defendant did not
suffer any significant neuropsychological impairments. Drob
did not challenge Martell's testing methods or the results, only
their significance. In essence then, Drob's opinion as to the
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tests was no different than Clark's--both relied on the same
data. Thus, virtually all of Drob's proffered testimony was
cumulative to, and corroborative of, the evidence presented
on defendant's case-in-chief on the affirmative defense.
CPL 260.30 (7) vests the trial court with discretion to act
as the gatekeeper of rebuttal requests. Because the proposed
rebuttal was both cumulative to, and duplicative of, evidence
already presented on defendant's direct case, with only the
same relevancy, it was within the trial court's discretion to
disallow the presentation of that evidence on rebuttal. This
was a lengthy trial in which two experts testified extensively
about defendant's mental and emotional state. We are careful
to note, however, that capital trial courts should exercise great
caution in making discretionary determinations such as this.
The stakes are high for all involved.
B. Testimony by the Family Members of the Victims
Prior to the People's case, defendant moved to limit the
testimony of some of the victims' family members. 16 The
People submitted that their testimony would focus mainly on
the identification of the victims. Nevertheless, Detria Davis,
Rosalyn Harris and Moses Sims supplied personal details
about the murder victims and their families.
The admission of this type of evidence is problematic. We
have long held that testimony about victims' personal back
*491 grounds that is immaterial to any issue at trial should
be excluded (see People v Miller, 6 NY2d 152; People v
Caruso, 246 NY 437). The testimony here is indistinguishable
from that in Miller and Caruso. Although family information
about a victim is an important aspect of the victim's life,
generally, it has no bearing on defendant's guilt or innocence.
We are not unmindful of a prosecutor's desire to convey to the
jury the seriousness of the loss of a life. However, our case
law is clear that testimony of this type should not be used for
that purpose.
(13) After all the victims' family members had testified,
defendant moved unsuccessfully to strike that testimony
insofar as it went beyond identification of the victims.
Defendant now contends that the admission of this testimony
violated his rights to a fair trial and due process. However, by
not objecting earlier, defendant deprived the trial court of the
opportunity to avoid the error (see
People v Luperon, 85
NY2d 71, 77-78). Thus, the constitutional claims are arguably
unpreserved. To the extent that defendant's claims may be

preserved, we conclude that the error was harmless beyond
a reasonable doubt in light of the overwhelming evidence of
defendant's guilt (see
237).

People v Crimmins, 36 NY2d 230,

17

C. Improprieties During the Prosecutor's Summation
Of defendant's numerous claims of prosecutorial misconduct
during summation, only one requires discussion--the
prosecutor's references to defendant allegedly having
smiled during the testimony of two witnesses. 18 During
the prosecutor's examination of Detective Whiteside, the
prosecution asked the *492 detective if the “smile that
the defendant is giving you now” was the same smile that
defendant purportedly gave the detective shortly before his
arrest. The trial court sustained defense counsel's objection.
The prosecutor then asked Whiteside when “you just looked
at the defendant now, did he make an expression towards
you?” Over defense counsel's general one-word objection, the
detective was allowed to reply “A smirk.”
On summation, the prosecutor stated, “Angie Brown. Do you
think it was fun for her to come in here and testify through the
tears? To identify this defendant who, as he did with Detective
Whiteside, smiled at her.” The trial court overruled defense
counsel's single-word objection to the statement.
We have recognized that admitting evidence of a smile as
circumstantial evidence of consciousness of guilt is error
( People v Basora, 75 NY2d 992, 994). “A smile ... can
convey many different states of mind--for example, relief,
bewilderment, nervousness, exasperation or happiness” (id.).
Though not reversible error here, this type of evidence is of
questionable and limited probative value; we caution against
its admission.
(14) Defendant now contends that the prosecutor's summation
statements concerning defendant's court demeanor violated
his constitutional rights against compelled self-incrimination,
to due process, to a fair jury trial, and to confront those who
testify against him (US Const 5th, 6th, 8th, 14th Amends; NY
Const, art I, §§ 5, 6). Here, defendant's single-word objections
to the smile/smirk statements fell far short of apprising the
court of the constitutional claims he now raises on appeal.
Moreover, defendant's motion to set aside the verdict based
on this conduct does not cure his failure to register a specific
objection (see CPL 330.30 [1]; see also People v Padro, 75
NY2d 820, 821). Even if we were to review these claims in the
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interests of justice (see
470.15,

CPL 470.30 [1]; see also

CPL

470.20) we would find that the error was harmless

beyond a reasonable doubt (see
237).

Crimmins, 36 NY2d at

D. The Trial Court's Instructions
Defendant contends that the trial court's unanimity
instructions on the affirmative defense of extreme emotional
disturbance and its refusal to poll the jurors individually on
their *493 verdict regarding the affirmative defense created
the possibility that defendant was convicted of first-degree
murder notwithstanding that one or more of the jurors found
that he had established extreme emotional disturbance. 19
The verdict sheet used in this case required the jury first
to determine whether the prosecution had proven beyond a
reasonable doubt defendant's guilt for counts one through
eight of the indictment (charging murder in the first degree,
attempted murder in the first degree and attempted murder in
the second degree). If the jury found defendant guilty on any
one of those counts, it was to proceed to Question A which
asks: “Did the defendant establish the affirmative defense of
extreme emotional disturbance?” The jury was required to
check “YES” or “NO.”
Near the end of its deliberation instructions, the trial court
reminded the jury that its job was:
“to go through this verdict sheet and attempt to reach a verdict
on each of the counts submitted to you and to follow the
instructions on the verdict sheet. ...
“I'm going to send you into the juryroom in a few minutes
to start your deliberations. The goal of this process is an
unanimous verdict. You should, therefore, attempt to reach
such a verdict.
“You may well find that you differ among yourselves.
You should, therefore, make every effort to harmonize your
various views so that you can come to an unanimous
agreement as to the facts of this case” (emphasis supplied).
During the second day of the guilt-phase deliberations, the
jury issued a note asking the court to “review the criteria
for extreme emotional disturbance” and asking whether
“a unanimous vote [is] required on the question 'A' re
the establishment of extreme emotional disturbance by the

defense.” The court re-read its extreme emotional disturbance
charge and then told the jury, “[t]he answer to question 2, is a
unanimous verdict required, is yes.” *494
When the jury returned from deliberations, the foreperson
announced that the jury had reached a verdict and that
the verdict was unanimous in all respects. The jury found
defendant guilty on counts one through seven. The foreperson
was then asked how the jury answered Question A. The
foreperson indicated that the jury had answered that question
in the negative, thus rejecting defendant's affirmative defense.
Each of the jurors was asked if the verdict announced by the
foreperson was their verdict in all respects. Each responded
“yes.”
(15) Under the circumstances here, we conclude that the
trial court's instruction was sufficient to convey the need for
unanimity with respect to the issue of extreme emotional
disturbance. 20 The question asked of the jury on the verdict
sheet to which both sides subscribed--whether defendant
established the affirmative defense of extreme emotional
disturbance--could only be answered yes or no.
Prior to deliberations, the jury was instructed that the goal
of the process was a unanimous verdict. They were told
that they needed to come to a unanimous agreement as
to the facts of the case. When the jury inquired whether
it had to be unanimous in answering the question on the
affirmative defense, they were told, in no uncertain terms,
“yes.” Finally, when each individual juror was polled to
ascertain whether the verdict announced by the foreperson
was their verdict in all respects, each juror stated “yes.”
Thus, we conclude that, taking the trial court's instructions,
supplemental instructions and the polling into consideration,
the jury reasonably understood that its decision with respect
to defendant's affirmative defense required unanimity.
V.
The Death Dentence
In United States v Jackson (390 US 570), the United States
Supreme Court struck down the death penalty provision of
the Federal Kidnaping Act. The Act authorized the death
penalty only on the recommendation of the jury while a
defendant convicted of the same offense through a guilty
plea or a nonjury *495 trial escaped the threat of capital
punishment. Under the Act, “the defendant who abandons
the right to contest his guilt before a jury is assured that he
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cannot be executed; the defendant ingenuous enough to seek
a jury acquittal stands forewarned that, if the jury finds him
guilty and does not wish to spare his life, he will die. ...
The inevitable effect of any such provision is, of course, to
discourage assertion of the Fifth Amendment right not to
plead guilty and to deter exercise of the Sixth Amendment
right to demand a jury trial”

(id. at 581). Thus, the Act

“needlessly” encouraged guilty pleas and jury waivers (id.
at 582). According to the Supreme Court, “[w]hatever the
power of Congress to impose a death penalty for violation of
the Federal Kidnaping Act, Congress cannot impose such a
penalty in a manner that needlessly penalizes the assertion of
a constitutional right”

(id. at 583).

After Jackson, the Court noted that an otherwise valid plea
under a Jackson-defective statute was not involuntary merely
because it was motivated by defendant's desire to avoid the
death penalty (see

Parker v North Carolina, 397 US 790;

Brady v United States, 397 US 742; see also People v
Edwards, 96 NY2d 445). Nevertheless, while a guilty plea
would be upheld, “[i]t may be that under United States v.
Jackson ... it was unconstitutional to impose the death penalty
under the statutory framework which existed ... at the time
of [the] plea” (Parker, 397 US at 794-795). Three years later,
in a series of cases, the Supreme Court reversed the death
sentences of defendants who had gone to trial under statutory
schemes that ran afoul of Jackson and remanded them for
resentencing (see Funicello v New Jersey, 403 US 948; Childs
v North Carolina, 403 US 948; Atkinson v North Carolina,
403 US 948; Hill v North Carolina, 403 US 948; Roseboro v
North Carolina, 403 US 948; Williams v North Carolina, 403
US 948; Sanders v North Carolina, 403 US 948).
In keeping with Jackson, this
Court in Matter of Hynes
v Tomei (92 NY2d 613), struck the post-death-notice
plea bargaining provisions of the death penalty statute as
unconstitutional ( CPL 220.10 [5] [e]; 220.30 [3] [b] [vii]).
Those provisions allowed different penalties for the same
offense “imposing death only on those who assert innocence
and proceed to trial” (Hynes at 620 [citation omitted]). We
concluded that “'a procedure which offers an individual
a reward for waiving a fundamental constitutional right,
or imposes a harsher penalty for asserting it, may not be
sustained”' (

id. at 621-622). Only those defendants who

exercised their Fifth and Sixth Amendment *496 rights to a
jury trial put themselves at risk of death (see

id. at 623).

(15) The People and the Attorney General urge us to review
Hynes and “modify” our holding to restore the sections we
declared unconstitutional. Neither offers a new argument for
a different result. Both acknowledge that if Hynes remains the
law, defendant's death sentence must be vacated. All seven
of us have concluded that there is no reason to retreat from
Hynes; all of us agree that the statute at the time of defendant's
trial impermissibly discouraged defendant's assertion of his
Fifth and Sixth Amendment rights. Accordingly, the trial
court could not constitutionally impose the sentence of death
on this defendant. The appropriate remedy is to vacate his
death sentence and to remit his case to Supreme Court
pursuant to

CPL 470.30 (5) (c) for resentencing in

accordance with
Penal Law §§ 60.06 and
70.00 (5). 21
In light of that determination, we decline to comment on the
propriety of the sentencing proceedings at this juncture. 22
Finally, defendant urges that we address the issue whether the
entire death penalty scheme is unconstitutional pursuant to the
State Constitution's Cruel and Unusual Punishment Clause
(NY Const, art I, § 5). The People claim that defendant's
inability to demonstrate any as-applied harm necessarily
precludes him from bringing a facial challenge (see People
v Parker, 41 NY2d 21, 24; People v Drayton, 39 NY2d 580,
586). Defendant, on the other hand, relies on various Supreme
Court cases including
Gregg v Georgia (428 US 153)
and notes that the Supreme Court examined facial claims
irrespective of the defendants' lack of an as-applied challenge
(see also
Proffitt v Florida, 428 US 242, 247;
v Texas, 428 US 262, 268).

Jurek

Despite the success of defendant's Jackson challenge to
his sentence, his conviction remains. Defendant's situation
is distinguishable from the petitioners in Gregg, Proffitt
and Jurek, who were not sentenced under Jackson-violative
statutory *497 schemes and were facing the death penalty.
Because the disposition of this constitutional issue is not
necessary to this appeal, we need not decide it at this time (see
People v Carcel, 3 NY2d 327, 330). 23
The judgment of Supreme Court should therefore be modified
by vacating the sentence and remitting to Supreme Court for
resentencing in accordance with
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Penal Law §§ 60.06 and
70.00 (5) and, as so modified,
affirmed; the appeal from Supreme Court's order dated June
10, 1999 should be dismissed as academic.
Smith, J. (concurring in part and dissenting in part). I agree
with the majority insofar as it holds that defendant's sentence
of death was unconstitutional because it resulted from a
conviction under a statutory scheme violative of his Fifth
and Sixth Amendment rights. In addition, I would reverse
the conviction, primarily because of three trial court rulings-the denial of defendant's motion for heightened scrutiny, at
least as it applied to issues affecting the sentence, the refusal
to permit rebuttal to the testimony of a prosecution witness,
and the failure to grant defendant's motion to exclude a
prospective juror for cause.
Heightened Scrutiny in All Stages of a Capital Case
Although the Supreme Court has found that the death penalty
is not per se unconstitutional, the Court has consistently
proclaimed the truism that death is a different type of
penalty. Death is different primarily in its severity and
irrevocability (see
Furman v Georgia, 408 US 238, 306
[1972] [Stewart, J., concurring]). Because of this difference,
the determination that death is the appropriate punishment
involves a “heightened 'need for reliability”' (see

Caldwell

v Mississippi, 472 US 320, 340 [1985], quoting
Woodson
v North Carolina, 428 US 280, 305 [1976] [plurality op]).
By motion, defendant requested the trial court to apply
“heightened scrutiny and a heightened standard of due
process throughout all of the proceedings in this capital
case.” The People opposed the motion, arguing that “it is
well-settled that *498 a capital defendant is not entitled to
greater rights at all stages of a prosecution on the ground that
'death is different.”' The court denied the motion, finding that
neither this Court nor the United States Supreme Court “ha[s]
required the application of such a broad elevated across-theboard standard.” 1
On appeal here, the People argue that the fact that death is
different requires heightened reliability only at the sentencing
stage. 2 The People's limitation of heightened reliability to
the *499 sentencing stage, however, is inconsistent with
the Supreme Court's evolving death penalty jurisprudence,
which makes clear that regardless of when in the proceedings
the issues arise, a trial court's resolution of some issues

affecting the guilt determination, as well as the sentencing
determination, must comply with the heightened reliability
standard (see

Caldwell v Mississippi, 472 US at 340;

Beck v Alabama, 447 US 625 [1980]).
Initially, the Supreme Court's concerns centered primarily on
the procedures under which the death sentence is imposed.
In Furman, the Court held that the death penalty in the cases
before it violated the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments. In
Gregg v Georgia (428 US 153 [1976]), the Court identified
one of several safeguards that addressed the arbitrary and
capricious imposition of the death penalty: a “bifurcated
proceeding at which the sentencing authority is apprised of
the information relevant to the imposition of sentence and
provided with standards to guide its use of the information”
(id. at 195). While the Georgia death penalty statute
reviewed in Gregg satisfied the Furman concerns, the death
penalty statute of North Carolina reviewed in
Woodson v
North Carolina (428 US 280), which mandated the imposition
of the death sentence upon a guilty finding, did not. The Court
found that
“in capital cases the fundamental respect for humanity
underlying the Eighth Amendment, see Trop v. Dulles, 356
U.S., at 100, 78 S.Ct., at 597 (plurality opinion), requires
consideration of the character and record of the individual
offender and the circumstances of the particular offense as
a *500 constitutionally indispensable part of the process of
inflicting the penalty of death.
“This conclusion rests squarely on the predicate that the
penalty of death is qualitatively different from a sentence of
imprisonment, however long. Death, in its finality, differs
more from life imprisonment than a 100-year prison term
differs from one of only a year or two. Because of that
qualitative difference, there is a corresponding difference in
the need for reliability in the determination that death is the
appropriate punishment in a specific case”
304-305).

(428 US at

Consequently, the rights of a capital defendant are greater than
those of a noncapital defendant at the sentencing stage. In fact,
a capital sentence proceeding is treated like a trial for purposes
of double jeopardy (see
US 430, 438 [1981];

Bullington v Missouri, 451
Monge v California, 524 US 721,
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725 [1998]). In addition, the sentencer in a capital case must
consider virtually all of the defendant's mitigating factors
( Lockett v Ohio, 438 US 586, 603-605 [1978]; Eddings
v Oklahoma, 455 US 104 [1982]). Aggravating circumstances
must be proven beyond a reasonable doubt (
Jeffers, 497 US 764 [1990]; see also
F3d 1246 [9th Cir 1996]).

Lewis v

Ceja v Stewart, 97

In
Gardner v Florida (430 US 349 [1977]), the Court
found that defendant's right to due process was violated when
he was sentenced to death based on information that was not
disclosed to him, and thus, he had no opportunity to explain
or deny. The Court rejected the holding of an older similar
case which was decided at a time when the death sentence was
perceived as no different from any other sentence. 3
The Court has applied heightened reliability to the selection
of jurors, who under most death penalty statutes, including
*501 New York's, determine whether defendant is guilty or
not, and if guilty, whether the death sentence is appropriate
(see

Lockhart v McCree, 476 US 162, 182 [1986] [citing

Witherspoon v Illinois, 391 US 510, 519 (1968)]). 4 In
Turner v Murray (476 US 28 [1986]), the Court found
the lower court's failure to question prospective jurors on
racial bias violated the defendant's right to an impartial
jury under the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments. 5 Before
Turner, lower courts relied on Ristaino v Ross (424 US 589
[1976]), in which the Court stated that the Constitution did
not necessarily require trial courts to question jurors on racial
bias simply because the defendant was black and the victim
white. The Turner Court distinguished Ristaino because it was
not a capital case, and concluded that in capital proceedings
involving an interracial crime, upon defendant's request, trial
courts must inform prospective jurors of the race of the victim
and must conduct voir dire on the issue of racial bias (see
Turner, 476 US at 35-36). Because the trial court failed to
conduct such voir dire below, the Turner Court vacated the
death sentence, but left the conviction undisturbed.
In
Morgan v Illinois (504 US 719 [1992]), the trial court
denied defendant's request to ask jurors whether they would
automatically vote for the death penalty, reasoning that the
court had asked essentially the same question when it inquired
whether each member of the empaneled jury could be fair and
impartial and when it asked most jurors whether they “could

*502 follow instructions on the law.” The Supreme Court
found that the trial court's questions were inadequate, and
that the refusal to ask the questions requested by defendant
violated his Fourteenth Amendment due process rights. The
Court noted that while “[t]he adequacy of voir dire is not
easily the subject of appellate review,” it “ha[d] not hesitated,
particularly in capital cases, to find that certain inquiries must
be made to effectuate constitutional protections”
at 730).

(504 US

The Court has also applied heightened reliability to issues
arising during the guilt phase. In Beck v Alabama (447 US
625), the jury found defendant guilty of intentional killing
during a robbery or attempted robbery, and as mandated by the
death penalty statute, sentenced him to death. The trial court
affirmed the death sentence after holding a hearing in which
it considered mitigating and aggravating circumstances.
Although there was sufficient evidence to support a jury
instruction on felony murder as a lesser included offense, the
statute specifically prohibited the judge from charging lesser
included offenses. The Court reversed the conviction and the
sentence, finding that:
“[t]o insure that the death penalty is indeed imposed on
the basis of 'reason rather than caprice or emotion,' we
have invalidated procedural rules that tended to diminish
the reliability of the sentencing determination. The same
reasoning must apply to rules that diminish the reliability
of the guilt determination. Thus, if the unavailability of
a lesser included offense instruction enhances the risk
of an unwarranted conviction, Alabama is constitutionally
prohibited from withdrawing that option from the jury in a
capital case”

(447 US at 638).

The Court did not decide whether the Due Process Clause
required courts to instruct on the lesser included offense in
noncapital cases.
The Court has also applied heightened reliability to
postsentencing proceedings. In
Ford v Wainwright
(477 US 399 [1986]), the Court found that because
the state court hearing was inadequate, defendant was
entitled to a new evidentiary hearing in federal court to
determine whether he was insane. The Court noted that
“[i]n capital proceedings generally, this Court has demanded
that factfinding procedures aspire to a heightened standard
of reliability. ... This especial concern is a natural *503
consequence of the knowledge that execution is the most
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irremediable and unfathomable of penalties; that death is
different”

(id. at 411 [citations omitted]).

The clear teaching of the Supreme Court's jurisprudence is
that heightened reliability should apply to any issue in the
pretrial phase of a capital case which, if resolved against
defendant, would enhance the risk of an unwarranted guilty
conviction or death sentence. The Supreme Court's holding
in
Estelle v Smith (451 US 454 [1981]) supports this
position. In that case, during the pretrial phase, the court, sua
sponte, ordered the state's attorney to arrange a psychiatric
evaluation of defendant to determine his competency to
stand trial because it did “not intend to be a participant
in a case where the defendant receives the death penalty
and his mental competency remains in doubt”
(id. at
457 n 1). The examination took place without notice to
defendant's counsel. During the sentencing phase, over
defendant's objection, the psychiatrist testified that defendant
was an incurable sociopath who would continue to commit
crimes if given the opportunity. In finding that defendant's
Fifth Amendment rights were violated because he was not
advised of his right to remain silent and that any statement
he made could be used against him at a sentencing, the
Court noted that “[i]n this case, the ultimate penalty of
death was a potential consequence of what respondent told
the examining psychiatrist”
(id. at 462). The Court also
found that defendant's Sixth Amendment right to consult with
counsel was violated by the psychiatrist's examination, which
assessed his future dangerousness. Estelle is a case in which
the Court applied heightened reliability to a determination that
occurred at the pretrial stage and which ultimately affected
the sentencer's decision to impose the death penalty (see also
Ake v Oklahoma, 470 US 68 [1985]).
The need for heightened reliability should not be limited to
the sentencing phase. The fact that death is different requires
that those who face the risk of death generally be provided
with greater rights than those who do not. A defendant faces
the risk of death at the point the prosecutor serves the notice
of intent to seek the death penalty, not just after conviction
(see generally
Matter of Hynes v Tomei, 92 NY2d 613,
cert denied 527 US 1015 [1999]). Any error that increases
the risk of an unwarranted conviction, which would bring
the defendant a step closer to death, must be subject to the
heightened reliability standard (see

Beck, 447 US at 637).

Neither

Satterwhite v Texas (486 US 249 [1988]) nor

Murray v Giarratano (492 US 1 [1989]) requires a
different result. Satterwhite *504 was a straightforward
application of Estelle. The Court found that the use of the
psychiatrist's testimony at sentencing was a constitutional
violation that required reversal of the death sentence.
Reversal, however, was not automatic, but was subject to
the harmless error standard set forth in
Chapman v
California (386 US 18 [1967]). Heightened reliability and
harmless error are not mutually exclusive. Harmless error
provides that reversal is not appropriate where the State
proves “beyond a reasonable doubt that the error complained
of did not contribute to the verdict obtained”
(id. at 24).
The heightened reliability standard seeks to prevent errors
from occurring. On direct appeal, heightened reliability calls
for heightened review of any error that might have affected
the guilt and sentencing verdicts.
Giarratano involved indigent death row inmates who
sought state appointed counsel in their appeal of their
state convictions in federal court. The Court declined to
provide these capital defendants greater rights than noncapital
defendants. The narrow holding of Giarratano is that death
is not different when it comes to assistance of counsel
for inmates seeking relief in federal court of their state
convictions and sentences.
The application of the heightened reliability standard to any
issue which may affect the death penalty is consistent with
the recognition in New York law that unjust convictions may
occur (see
Court of Claims Act § 9). A person who has a
“claim for damages against the state for unjust conviction and
imprisonment” may bring an action in the Court of Claims
( § 9 [3-a]). The right to monetary compensation, however,
can never adequately compensate the person wrongly put to
death. 6
As a matter of public policy, any doubt as to whether the
heightened reliability standard should apply to all phases of
a capital case is put to rest by the findings of a Columbia
*505 University School of Law study entitled A Broken
System: Error Rates in Capital Cases, 1973-1995, 7 released
in June 2000, and begun in 1991, at the urging of the Chair
of the United States Senate Committee on the Judiciary. The
study, spearheaded by Professor James S. Liebman, found that
during the 23-year period, 5,760 defendants were sentenced
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to death nationally (id. at 4). Of those defendants, 4,578
(79%) appealed their death sentences directly to the state's
highest court (id.). Some 1,885 (41%) of these defendants
had their death sentences reversed (id.). Of nearly all of the
remaining defendants, 248 had their death sentences reversed
during further postconviction review at the state level (id.).
Finally, 599 of the remaining defendants had their death
sentences reviewed in federal courts, which overturned the
death sentences of 237 (40%) defendants because of serious
error (id.). Overall, only 313 of those sentenced to death
were executed (id.). In summary, “[n]ationally, over the
entire 1973-1995 period, the overall error-rate in our capital
punishment system was 68%” (id. at 5). The “overall errorrate” is “the proportion of fully reviewed capital judgments
that were overturned at one of the three stages due to serious
error” (id.). “'Serious error”' is defined broadly to include
“error that substantially undermines the reliability of the
guilt finding or death sentence imposed at trial” (id.). The
study identified the most common errors as: “(1) egregiously
incompetent defense lawyering (accounting for 37% of
the state post-conviction reversals), and (2) prosecutorial
suppression of evidence that the defendant is innocent or
does not deserve the death penalty (accounting for another
16%-19%, when all forms of law enforcement misconduct
are considered)” (id.). For reversals that occurred at the state
postconviction level,
“an astonishing 82% (247 out of 301) of the capital
judgments that were reversed were replaced on retrial
with a sentence less than death, or no sentence at all. In the
latter regard, 7% (22/301) of the reversals for serious error
resulted in a determination on retrial that the defendant
was not guilty of the capital offense” 8 (id. [emphasis in
original]).
Since the occurrence of serious errors was not limited to
the *506 sentencing stage, neither should the application
of the heightened reliability standard be so limited. While
a serious error would, in theory, require reversal without
the application of heightened reliability, at the trial level,
heightened reliability seeks to avoid such errors. And on
appeal, heightened reliability seeks to ensure that a court does
not overlook a serious error.
While the two other issues addressed below--the failure to
permit rebuttal testimony and the failure to exclude a juror
for cause--would, standing on their own, require reversal,
the case for reversal is made stronger by the application of
heightened scrutiny to those rulings.

Rebuttal Testimony
In this case, the jury's determination that defendant did not
suffer from extreme emotional disturbance did not meet
the heightened reliability standard primarily because the
trial court precluded defendant from offering the expert
testimony of Dr. Sanford Drob. At the trial, defendant
did not dispute that he killed three victims and attempted
to kill a fourth. The jury's acceptance of the defense of
extreme emotional disturbance was his only hope. Defendant
was also aware that if found guilty, the same jury would,
at the sentencing stage, decide whether he suffered from
post-traumatic stress disorder and whether he committed
the murders under emotional distress, both of which were
mitigators. Thus, his life depended on whether the jury
believed that he was suffering from extreme emotional
disturbance. Accordingly, during opening arguments, counsel
for defendant focused completely on extreme emotional
disturbance. Counsel started by saying, “In this opening
statement I want to outline for you our defense. Our defense
of extreme emotional disturbance and what we expect the
evidence to show.”
The court and the prosecution were aware that defendant had
retained Drob, a forensic psychologist, and Dr. H. Westley
Clark, a psychiatrist. Drob and Clark were both on defendant's
witness list. The defense retained Drob to perform numerous
tests on defendant at the urging of Clark who reviewed the
results of the tests. Before the trial commenced, defense
counsel did not make clear that Drob would be called to
testify. In fact, when the prosecutor requested defense counsel
to turn over results of the Rorschach test administered by
Drob, defense counsel argued that it was unnecessary because
counsel was not clear whether Clark had relied on the test,
and that “[a]t this point in time we do not anticipate calling
*507 Dr. Dr[o]b in the guilt-innocence phase. At which time
we decide otherwise we would of course provide everything
that Dr. Dr[o]b has done.” At another point, counsel stated
that “[o]ur position, Judge, is that Dr. Dr[o]b would not be
testifying at the guilt-innocence phase.” The prosecutor, on
the other hand, argued that “Dr. Dr[o]b is on the defendant's
witness list. Dr. Dr[o]b may testify ... Dr. Martel[l] [the
prosecution's expert witness] in the interest [of] completeness
wants to see everything that psychologists and psychiatrists
did in relation to this defendant before rendering his opinion.”
Nevertheless, during defense counsel's direct examination of
Clark, the prosecutor objected to the question: “Doctor, I'm
going to ask you to comment, if you will, about Doctor
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Martel[l]'s report and the differences in your mind, if you'd
just comment generally.” At an ensuing sidebar, the court and
defense counsel engaged in the following dialogue:

these tests, administered by Drob, Clark stated that they
confirmed that defendant suffered from mild to moderate
brain damage even though his IQ was normal.

“THE COURT: All right, first of all, the Jury has no idea what
Doctor Martel [l]'s report is, so what is he going to say?

Since people with mild brain damage often suffer from
psychological problems, Clark also reviewed the tests for
evidence of such problems. When asked what these tests
showed, Clark discussed the results of the Rorschach test,
which established the second diagnosis: that defendant
functioned in a rigid manner, and tried to go along with
authority; that he had a tendency to deny his surroundings;
that he displayed a “style of flight into fantasy”; and that

“[DEFENSE]: Well, Judge, I think he's only going to
comment on Doctor Martel [l]'s not finding PTSD [posttraumatic stress disorder]. I can wait.
“THE COURT: I think it's better to wait because we have not
heard from Martel [l].
“[DEFENSE]: He's referred to the report.
“THE COURT: He hasn't really referred to what his findings
were. He just refers to tests that he did. I think it's sort of
anticipating Martel[l]'s testimony before we know what it's
going to be, and I think it would be better to bring him back,
I guess.
“[DEFENSE]: Sure. I can do that.
“THE COURT: I think that would be better. I think that would
be better. This way it's not only confusing. You're getting one
person interpreting somebody else and then responding to it.
“[DEFENSE]: I asked him a question whether to go there or
not, but I thought in general, since he'd already talked about
the report--but we can save it.
“THE COURT: He didn't talk about a specific finding. I think
we'd better bring him back.” *508
Defense counsel's direct of Clark ended shortly thereafter,
without any further questions about Martell's report.
Early in his direct, Clark sought to convince the jury of
two diagnoses of defendant that served as the groundwork
for the rest of his testimony. The first diagnosis was that
defendant suffered from mild to moderate brain damage due
to his having had spinal meningitis as a child. Clark initially
suspected that defendant suffered from mild brain impairment
because of the unusual number of accidents he had while
working for the Army and for the Department of Correction,
and because very often spinal meningitis results in brain
damage. To confirm this, Clark asked that defendant be given
neuropsychological tests. When asked about the results of

he was pessimistic and showed signs of depression. 9 Clark
noted that a test administered by Martell, the Million Clinical
Multiaxial Inventory-III (MCMI-3), supported the finding
that defendant functioned in a rigid way. Clark also quoted
from a section of Martell's report which stated that defendant
repressed anger.
Clark went on to explain that defendant's “flight into fantasy”
was the product of a “chronic pervasive perceptual problem,”
which prevented him from “self-monitor[ing] things except ...
in a very rigid way.” This often results in an inability to
deal with problems. The mild brain damage, coupled with
the psychological problems, led defendant to rely on drugs
to manage his life problems. Defendant's neurological and
psychological problems, Clark testified, affected every aspect
of *509 defendant's life. 10 It affected him in school, in the
Army, and more importantly, at the Correction Department.
Clark testified that based on his extensive experience with
victims of post-traumatic stress disorder, “people who are
vulnerable going into high, intense stress [jobs or situations]
tend to develop PTSD [post-traumatic stress disorder] at
a higher level than people who are not.” Because of his
neurological and psychological problems, defendant was
vulnerable, and he entered a job that, as Clark explained in
detail, is highly stressful.
After setting the groundwork, Clark got to the heart of the
testimony: that after talking to defendant, he was satisfied
that defendant developed post-traumatic stress disorder after
being exposed to numerous stressful experiences, primarily
the riot, which constituted the “traumatic” in post-traumatic
stress disorder because it produced a sense of fear, horror and
helplessness. The second symptom was defendant's recurrent
distressing recollection of the trauma. The third symptom
was defendant's avoidance of feelings associated with the
trauma, such as not associating with correction officers, and
failing to recollect important aspects of the trauma. The
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fourth symptom included defendant's sleep disturbance and
difficulty in concentrating.
Clark testified, “Clinically, one [of] the things that the testing
did not adequately address, but in clinical he shows posttraumatic stress disorder, which is a[n] important concomitant
to all of this.” While the tests themselves did not show
that defendant was suffering from post-traumatic stress
disorder, the diagnosis that defendant had neurological and
psychological problems was essential to the diagnosis that
defendant developed post-traumatic stress disorder as a result
of having a highly stressful job. With respect to Clark's
referring to Martell's tests, three references, two of which
were general, supported the specific diagnosis Clark was
discussing, and were not prompted by a direct question about
the tests.
Despite defense counsel's initial ambivalence about whether
to call Drob or not, during a scheduling break in the
prosecution's cross-examination of Clark, defense counsel
reminded the court of Drob, and that the day before he
had received “the raw data from Doctor Martel[l].” Defense
counsel then explained how he expected to proceed:
“[DEFENSE]: That [the prosecution's direct of Martell]
*510 finishes up, I would need overnight for Drob.
However, if we determine that Clark does not need to remain
to surrebut Martel[l] and Drob does, if it's Drob, then we can
proceed tomorrow. If it's Clark, then we can proceed Friday,
but either way, we both anticipate that there's no problem
finishing Friday.
“[PROSECUTION]: Right.
“THE COURT: Assume nobody has to be to the dentist, the
doctor, the foot doctor, the eye doctor.
“[DEFENSE]: I think that we'll be able to make a call at the
end of Martel[l]' s direct. We'll be able to confer with Doctor
Clark. I mean, obviously, if I don't have to surrebut, I don't
want to.”
After Clark was cross-examined, and another witness for
defendant testified, Martell took the stand. Martell testified
that he had observed Clark's testimony, something which the
prosecutor noted is out of the ordinary. The reason he did
it, Martell testified, was so that he could understand what
Clark has “told you and all facts that he was relying on so I
can take all of that into consideration in providing you with

my opinions.” Immediately thereafter, Martell mentioned that
Drob was in the court observing him. The prosecutor then
asked, “Clark has moved on to other tasks, is that right, as far
as you know?” Martell said that he did not know, and then he
said that he did not see Clark in the court.
Martell testified that he examined defendant for two days.
The two days were spent “talking and taking tests.” Martell
administered either 25 or 26 tests, some of which were
different from the ones Drob had administered. Martell
juxtaposed the results of his tests with the results of Drob's
tests on a chart. Of course, Clark had already testified and
defense counsel could not have argued that Martell should
not discuss Drob's tests. For the first half of his testimony,
Martell discussed the specific tests he administered and how
they compared with Drob's results. Afterwards, the prosecutor
asked the following question:
“Q So overall the conclusion of your testing did you
observe any serious problems, neuropsychologically, for the
defendant?
“A No.” *511
During the second half of his testimony, Martell refuted
Clark's conclusions, such as that meningitis is associated
with brain damage or that defendant suffered from posttraumatic stress disorder. Afterwards, the prosecutor asked
the following question:
“Q Is there anything in his neuropsychological behavior to
suggest that he was upset or emotionally out of control at the
time he did these murders?
“A There's nothing.”
After Martell's cross-examination, defense counsel sought
to have Drob, rather than Clark, testify. The prosecution,
however, objected, arguing that Drob could have testified on
direct, that Clark referred to Drob's material in his testimony,
that the defense had an opportunity to criticize Martell during
cross-examination, and that the decision not to call Drob
on direct was strategic. The court, after listening to Drob's
proffer, agreed.
The trial court should have allowed Drob to testify. Given
the court's ruling on Clark's direct, that Drob could have
testified during defendant's case-in-chief is immaterial. In
fact, it appears that until Clark's direct, the defense did
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not expect to call Drob. The defense expected to rely
on Clark to criticize Martell's report. However, when on
direct examination defense counsel asked Clark a question
addressing the findings in Martell's report, the court told
defense counsel not to pursue that line of questioning until
after Martell testified. The court's message was clear: once
Martell testified, Clark could testify again and defense
counsel could then ask him about Martell's report. Thereafter,
defense counsel, apparently seeking to keep her options open,
informed the court and the prosecutor that she would either
call Drob or Clark, not necessarily the latter, as was the court's
understanding. The court tacitly agreed, and the prosecutor
said “[r]ight.” The court and the prosecution were therefore
well aware of the defense's intention to call Drob after Martell
testified. The need to call Drob to rebut Martell would not
have arisen had the court permitted the defense witness,
Clark, to answer questions about Martell's findings. It is
therefore disingenuous for the prosecution to argue that the
decision not to call Drob on direct was strategic.
It is also disingenuous for the prosecution to argue that Clark
referred to the report in his direct. In trying to persuade the
court to allow the question about the report, defense counsel
also stated that Clark had already referred to it. The court,
*512 however, stated that while Clark had referred to the
tests administered by Martell, he had not referred to the
findings of those tests. In any event, Clark was asked only
once to comment on the report, and prior to that, he referred to
Martell's tests twice in a general sense, and once specifically,
only to the extent that they supported the specific diagnosis
he was discussing.
The failure to allow Drob to testify was not cured by the fact
that Martell was cross-examined by the defense. The criticism
by an expert is not the same as criticism by a lawyer. If
that were the case, there would have been no need for the
prosecution to present Martell, given that cross-examination
of Clark would have been sufficient.
Separately, Drob's testimony would have been proper under
CPL 260.30, which provides in part that:
“6. The defendant may offer evidence in his defense.
“7. The people may offer evidence in rebuttal of the defense
evidence, and the defendant may then offer evidence in
rebuttal of the people's rebuttal evidence. The court may in
its discretion permit the parties to offer further rebuttal or
surrebuttal evidence in this pattern. In the interest of justice,

the court may permit either party to offer evidence upon
rebuttal which is not technically of a rebuttal nature but more
properly a part of the offering party's original case.”
Clark's testimony was thus evidence in his defense, and
accordingly, Martell's testimony was rebuttal of Clark's.
Under subdivision (7), the defense had the discretion to
“offer evidence in rebuttal of the people's rebuttal evidence.”
Following defendant's rebuttal, any further rebuttal was
subject to the court's discretion. But the decision to offer
rebuttal was defendant's right. The statute clearly gives the
party that goes first the last word. 11 The court thus erred in
refusing to allow Drob's testimony, which, as shown below,
would have been proper rebuttal. *513
This Court has defined rebuttal evidence as either “'evidence
in denial of some affirmative fact which the answering party
has endeavored to prove”' ( People v Harris, 57 NY2d 335,
345 [1982] [quoting Marshall v Davies, 78 NY 414, 420
(1879)]) or evidence which “'contradict[s] the testimony of
a witness as to any matters upon which he has been called
to give evidence in chief, provided it is not collateral to
the issue”' (

People v Harris, 57 NY2d at 345 [quoting

Ankersmit v Tuch, 114 NY 51, 55 (1889)]). The first
definition recognizes that the party with the burden should
present all of the relevant evidence during its case-in-chief.
The second definition, however, recognizes that the party with
the burden should not be expected to impeach or contradict
the testimony of a witness of the answering party before that
witness has testified. Thus, evidence offered for the purpose
of supplementing the offering party's burden is not proper
rebuttal evidence. But if that evidence contradicts a statement
of the other party's witness, it is proper rebuttal evidence so
long as it is not collateral.
In Harris, the People had the burden of establishing that the
defendant intended to kill the victim, her longtime lover and
companion. During their case-in-chief, the People introduced
evidence dealing with the enmity between defendant and the
victim, the source of which was the victim's relationship
with another woman. The People did not, however, introduce
evidence that on the day of the murder, defendant and the
victim had an argument over the phone in which the victim
told defendant to stop bothering him, that she had cheated,
and that she was going to inherit $240,000. During crossexamination, defendant denied that the conversation had
taken place. The People could have introduced the evidence
of the conversation during direct or during cross-examination
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since it refuted defendant's position that she had gone to the
victim's house only to kill herself, and that there was no
enmity between the two. Nevertheless, this Court found that
it was properly admitted in rebuttal because the prosecution
offered the evidence “not to establish an element of its
case-in-chief (i.e., intent to kill), but merely to contradict
[defendant's] testimony and to disprove the alternate state of
mind [she] offered to explain her actions” (

id. at 345).

Thus, under Harris, defendant had the right to offer Drob's
testimony to the extent it contradicted Martell's testimony,
even if it could have been offered on direct. While some
of what Drob sought to offer would have been collateral,
some of this testimony would have contradicted Martell.
The defense attorney *514 stated, “Dr. Drob would be
testifying to refute the findings that Dr. Martell has made
insofar as his psychological tests.” For example, Drob would
have contradicted Martell's equating of the Rey Complex
Figure with the Benton test. According to Drob, the two tests
were not comparable. Drob also would have contradicted
Martell's assertion that poor performance in drawing tests
showed only lack of artistic ability or draftsmanship. Drob
would have testified that such tests “are the most profound
and most useful neuropsychological tests that we have as
psychologists.” In addition, Drob would have contradicted
Martell's assertion that in the tactile performance test, it
is normal for the dominant hand to do better than the
nondominant hand. Drob's position was that in this test,
the nondominant hand normally performs better than the
dominant hand, and the fact that defendant's dominant hand
did better, was a clear indication of brain dysfunction.
Also under Harris, defendant had the right to offer
evidence in support of his case-in-chief which denied new
evidence offered by the People. Martell testified to tests he
administered, and any testimony by Drob concerning those
tests would have been new. Clark had not discussed most
of Martell's tests on direct. Defendant also had the right to
challenge Martell's testimony concerning tests administered
by Drob. Testimony by Drob, if permitted, would have
enabled the defendant to challenge Martell's interpretation
of the results of Drob's tests. For example, Drob argued
that in the report, Martell noted that the Trail Making test
had an irregularity, meaning an error in administering it,
which according to Drob means that the test is flawed; yet
Martell relied on the results of the test and glossed over
the irregularity. A narrow view of rebuttal evidence is not
appropriate in cases such as this one in which the evidence
consists of the testimony of an expert refuting the testimony

of the other side's expert. This battle of the experts increases
the reliability of the jury's determination.
Contrary to the view of the majority, admission of the rebuttal
by Drob was not subject to the court's discretion. Section
260.30 (7) permits the People to offer rebuttal to defendant's
evidence and then permits defendant to offer rebuttal to
the People's rebuttal. Only after the People's rebuttal and
the defendant's rebuttal does CPL 260.30 (7) give the court
discretion to permit further rebuttal or surrebuttal. That
same section also permits the court to allow evidence “not
technically of a rebuttal nature” but which may be allowed
“[i]n the interest of justice” (see CPL 260.30 [7]). Here, the
court erred because it *515 concluded that Drob's testimony
would be surrebutal evidence which it had the discretion to
disallow.
Ultimately, what is significant is that Martell's testimony went
unchallenged by an expert. Martell, however, was able to
refute the findings of Clark and Drob.
It cannot be denied that the reason Drob did not testify was
the court's about-face. The court's conduct would be troubling
in any type of case. But it is particularly troubling considering
that this is a capital case in which defendant's life depended
on whether or not the jury rejected or accepted his extreme
emotional disturbance defense. The fact that Drob testified
at the sentencing phase of the case was no substitute for
testimony that was related to the guilt phase of the trial. At
the sentencing phase, the jury did not have the option to
decide whether defendant committed the murders while under
extreme emotional disturbance. The sentencing sheet did ask
the jury whether defendant committed the murders while he
was mentally or emotionally disturbed, but not whether he
was under “extreme” emotional disturbance.
The verdict sheet also asked whether defendant suffered
from post-traumatic stress disorder. Two jurors found that
defendant was mentally or emotionally disturbed, and none
found that he was suffering from post-traumatic stress
disorder. It is impossible to know whether the two jurors
who found that defendant was emotionally disturbed would
have found that he was under extreme emotional disturbance
had they listened to Drob's testimony during the guilt phase.
Had one juror accepted the defense, the jury would have
been deadlocked. In any event, the reliability of the jury's
determination with respect to defendant's mitigation factors is
called into doubt by the court's instruction that the jury could
reject a mitigating factor even if it was established. Thus, not
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one of the jurors found that defendant served New York City
as a correction officer for almost eight years even though that
mitigator was undisputed.
In light of the other errors related to the extreme emotional
disturbance defense, it cannot be said that, beyond a
reasonable doubt, the failure to allow Drob to testify did
not affect the jury's guilt verdict. Whatever the views of
the majority and the dissent concerning the testimony of
Drob, defendant had a right to have a jury determine the
significance of that testimony. Defendant was thus prevented
from adequately asserting his constitutional right to a defense
(

*516 People v Hudy, 73 NY2d 40 [1988], abrogated

on other grounds

Carmell v Texas, 529 US 513 [2000];

see also
Chambers v Mississippi, 410 US 284, 294 [1973]
[“The right of an accused in a criminal trial to due process is,
in essence, the right to a fair opportunity to defend against the
State's accusations. The rights to confront and cross-examine
witnesses and to call witnesses in one's own behalf have long
been recognized as essential to due process”]).
One of the other errors, as the majority agrees, was the
prosecution's arguing in summation that defendant smiled at
Angela Brown, and that he smirked at Detective Whiteside,
during their respective direct examinations. The People
sought to convince the jury, and this Court on appeal, that
the alleged smiling refuted defendant's extreme emotional
disturbance defense. We reject that argument, affirming the
view articulated in
People v Basora (75 NY2d 992, 994
[1990]), that a smile is ambiguous and of minimal probative
value. It is doubtful, however, that the jury arrived at the same
conclusion. When the prosecutor first referred to the alleged
smile at Angela Brown, defense counsel objected, but was
overruled by the court. It is likely then that members of the
jury considered this prosecution argument in deciding that
defendant did not suffer from extreme emotional disturbance.
Were this a noncapital case, we might have decided, as we did
in Basora, that the error did not present a preserved question
of law because counsel only made a general objection and
failed to ask for a curative instruction (id.). But because this
is a capital case, on appeal directly from Supreme Court, not
the Appellate Division, pursuant to
CPL 450.70 (1) and
article VI, § 3 (b) of the New York Constitution, the error is
reviewable.
Another error, as the majority also agrees, is the testimony
of the family members of the victims. Prior to trial, defense

counsel moved to preclude the testimony of the family
members on the basis that it would be inflammatory and
prejudicial. The court rejected defense counsel's argument,
finding that the family members would testify to the effect
that “I saw the body, and this was who it was.” In response,
the prosecutor confirmed that the family members would
“come in and say: This was so and so, my relation, and
I went and viewed their body.” During the trial, however,
the People, and to a certain extent the court, did an aboutface. All of the family members called by the People
testified about the lives of the victims, in a few instances,
in response to the prosecutor's leading questions. After the
family members testified, defendant moved to strike their
testimony to the extent it went beyond the approved *517
boundary. The court denied the motion. The People do not
dispute that this issue was properly preserved. As the majority
recognizes, the testimony of the family members in this case
is indistinguishable from the testimony in
(6 NY2d 152 [1959]) and
[1927]).

People v Miller

People v Caruso (246 NY 437

In Caruso, it was undisputed that the defendant killed a doctor
because he believed that the doctor killed his child. “The
real issue” was whether defendant “formed the intent to kill
[the doctor], and if so whether the killing was the result
of premeditation and deliberation” ( id. at 443). Although
“horrified at the conceded brutality of [defendant's] acts,” the
jury was bound to “decide this issue in a judicial temper.
Appeals to sympathy or prejudice can ... be harmful” (id.).
This Court found that the testimony of the doctor's wife “had
no materiality upon the issues before the jury. The object
of the State is clear. Although, doubtless, the result of 'well
intentioned though misguided zeal,' it was an 'unseemly and
unsafe' appeal to prejudice” (

id. at 444).

In this case, the testimony of the family members was no
less an appeal to prejudice. The testimony distracted the jury
from the real issue in this case-- whether defendant committed
the murders under extreme emotional disturbance. In fact,
unlike Caruso or Miller, the People in this case relied on
some of the improper testimony of the family members during
summation. Nothing said or elicited by defense counsel
justified the People's use of the improper testimony. Rather,
the prosecution was determined to make the victims and those
they left behind the issue in this case. Thus, even the statement
of Evelyn Davis that she had five babies, which was arguably
properly admitted to show defendant's state of mind, was
used by the prosecution in an improper manner. At one point,
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after stating that Evelyn Davis was the mother of five, the
prosecutor invoked the victims as a group, and appealed to
the jury, arguing, “They can't ask you for justice. I can.”
The prosecutor, thus, went beyond the well-defined limits of
summation (see
People v Ashwal, 39 NY2d 105 [1976]),
by referring to matters not in evidence (the alleged smile),
and by focusing on improper evidence (the family testimony),
which led the jury away from the real issue in this case.
There is no doubt that defendant committed three homicides
and attempted to commit a fourth. But this does not mean that
defendant did not deserve a fair trial on the issue of whether
he was suffering from extreme emotional disturbance. The
Legislature has declared that a defendant who establishes the
*518 defense of extreme emotional disturbance may not be
found guilty of murder (or attempted murder), but only of first
degree (or attempted first degree) manslaughter, which is not
a death eligible crime (see
Penal Law § 125.20 [2];
§
125.27 [2] [a]). Because the errors affected defendant's ability
to effectively present his extreme emotional disturbance
defense, the jury's rejection of the defense did not meet the
heightened standard of reliability.
Juror No. 233
Section 270.20 (2) of the Criminal Procedure Law states
that if a court makes an erroneous ruling with respect to a
challenge for cause, a reversal is required if the defendant
exhausts his or her peremptory challenges prior to the end of
jury selection.

12

A decision on whether or not Juror No. 233 should have
been excluded for cause must take into consideration the
instructions given by the court to the prospective jurors before
they *519 were questioned. The Judge gave the following
instructions to the prospective jurors:
“If we have a penalty phase, the same jury will determine the
sentence and the jury will be given two choices.
“One will be life without the possibility of parole and the other
will be death.
“In reaching this sentence, the jury will be asked to consider
and weigh what we calling [sic] aggravating factors and
mitigating factors, which are big words for saying aggravating
factors are the crime of which he has just been convicted: you
will have convicted of him [sic], and the prosecution will ask

you to impose the death penalty based on the nature of this
crime and what you heard about it.
“The defendant will be presenting mitigating evidence, which
is any fact or circumstance relating to the crime, or to the
defendant's state of mind or to the defendant's condition at the
time of the crime or any testimony or information as to his
character, background or record.
“And the defendant will ask you to consider those factors and
to decide to give him life without possibility of parole.
“After you heard all of that, you will be sent into the jury
room, and I will give you the law on how you consider these
things, and then you will go into the jury room and try to reach
a unanimous verdict as to these two possible verdicts:
“Life without the possibility of parole and death” (emphasis
supplied).
Juror No. 233 was asked several times if she would consider
child abuse as a mitigating factor and her answer was no. The
answers of Juror No. 233 on child abuse, in turn, were tied
to her view of whether or not she would consider mitigating
factors in determining whether life or death should be the
sentence. The defense was not required to go beyond the
questions asked in order to establish that Juror No. 233 should
have been excused for cause.
Specifically, the questioning of Juror No. 233 included the
following question and answer from the prosecution: *520
“Q Okay. And you put down any previous life experiences.
So I take that to mean that includes all you're shaking your
head no?
“A Child abuse, I'm not for that because I don't believe that
because everybody is using that now. This is the way I feel.
Everybody is using it to get over with something they do.
They was abused when they was a child.”
The defense asked Juror No. 233 the following questions:
“Q Now, you were also asked about would you be able
to consider things that we might tell you as a reason--let's
assume now that you're on the jury and you've convicted Mr.
Harris, okay?
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“We'll just pretend that that's true, all right? And you've
convicted him of killing three people and attempting to kill
a fourth person and what would meet your criteria for cold
blood.
“And we would have an opportunity to try to tell you stuff
to convince you not to sentence him to death, and you said
that if we were to give you information that he suffered child
abuse when he was a child and that that might have affected
his behavior later on, that that would be something that you
wouldn't think would matter very much?

“Q And why do you feel differently about that than you do
about child abuse?
“A Because child abuse to me really--I mean in some ways,
depending on--I don't think a lot--I don't really believe that
everyone is being abused lately.
“Now we're hearing about--what I hear, everyone is saying
they was abused for everything they've done: It's because
when I was two, my father hit me or when I was three, my
mother touched me. I don't believe it. I don't believe it at all.”

“A Nope.
“Q Can you explain why that is?
“A Well, right now I feel like everyone is using that and
anyone, okay, anything they do. Their father might have hit
them when they was younger, so now they're going to grow
up and hate all--uh-uh, it just doesn't work with me. The child
abuse, m'm m'm. ...
“Q Now, we talked about child abuse already. Sometimes
when people are older. They suffer traumatic experiences
also. Do you think traumatic experiences that somebody went
through when they were an adult could affect their behavior
later on?
“A I believe so, yes. I think so.
“Q Would you feel differently about those kinds of *521
traumas that people went through when they were adults than
child abuse?
“A What kind of traumas? You mean someone suffered child
abuse, as an adult just being abused?
“THE COURT: Give her some examples.
“Q In this case you might hear evidence that Mr. Harris
was a corrections officer, that he was involved in protecting
another officer's life during an inmate riot and that he suffered
significant traumatic damage at that time, psychiatric damage
as well as physical--you know, pummeling.

The defense attorney challenged Juror No. 233 for cause,
stating that “her inability to consider and give any weight to
one of what will be one of the relevant mitigators is the basis
to disqualify her from [sic] cause from serving on the jury.”
The prosecutor stated that he would “rely on the record.”
The trial court denied the challenge. In addition to stating that
it felt the juror would be open to a persuasive argument, the
court stated, “So leaving aside the question of whether every
mitigator must be accepted by the juror, I have yet to decide,
I don't think this is an enumerated mitigator. It is not like
intoxication.”
Juror No. 233 stated that she would not consider child
abuse in determining whether to impose a sentence of life
imprisonment without parole. Thus, the challenge for cause
should have *522 been granted. A juror who cannot consider
a mitigating factor is incapable of rendering an impartial
verdict (see generally supra at 501 n 4). In addition, nothing
in
CPL 270.20 (1) (f) authorizes the court to consider
separately a juror's views on the guilt and sentence phases of
the trial.
In People v Arnold (96 NY2d 358, 368 [2001]), this Court
upheld the reversal of a conviction where a juror “volunteered
that she had a predisposition that might prevent her from
being impartial in a domestic violence case.” This Court's
analysis in Arnold is particularly relevant in the present death
case:

“Is that something that you could take into account as
something that could affect some of his behavior later on?

“Prospective jurors who make statements that cast serious
doubt on their ability to render an impartial verdict, and who
have given less-than-unequivocal assurances of impartiality,

“A Yes.

must be excused (see,
People v Blyden, 55 NY2d 73,
78; see also, People v Torpey, 63 NY2d 361, 367-369). By
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contrast, where prospective jurors unambiguously state that,
despite preexisting opinions that might indicate bias, they will
decide the case impartially and based on the evidence, the
trial court has discretion to deny the challenge for cause if it
determines that the juror's promise to be impartial is credible
(see, People v Williams, 63 NY2d 882, 884-885)” (96 NY2d
at 363).
The duty of the defense attorney was complete when he
established that the juror might not be impartial on a
mitigating issue that could be determinative of life or death. It
was then up to the prosecution and the court to establish that
notwithstanding these views, the juror could be fair.
Matter of Hynes v Tomei
In
United States v Jackson (390 US 570 [1968]), the
Supreme Court struck the death penalty provision of the
Federal Kidnaping Act ( 18 USC § 1201 [a]) 13 because
it “authorized the death penalty only on the recommendation
of a jury, while a *523 defendant convicted of the same
offense on a guilty plea or by a Judge escaped the threat of
capital punishment” ( Hynes, 92 NY2d at 621). In a series
of 1971 cases in which death sentences were imposed after
trial under a constitutionally defective North Carolina statute,
the Supreme Court summarily reversed the death sentences,
relying on Jackson. In those cases (see
Atkinson v North
Carolina, 403 US 948; Childs v North Carolina, 403 US 948;
Hill v North Carolina, 403 US 948;
Carolina, 403 US 948;

Roseboro v North

Sanders v North Carolina, 403 US

948; Williams v North Carolina, 403 US 948), the Supreme
Court succinctly stated: “Judgment, insofar as it imposes the
death sentence, reversed,
United States v. Jackson, 390
U.S. 570, 88 S.Ct. 1209, 20 L.Ed.2d 138 (1968)” (see also
Funicello v New Jersey, 403 US 948 [1971] [construing a
New Jersey statute]; Thomas v Leeke, 403 US 948 [1971]
[construing a South Carolina statute]).
In Matter of Hynes v Tomei (92 NY2d 613), this Court held
that it was unconstitutional for a defendant charged with first
degree murder to plead guilty to capital murder under a statute
that permitted a death sentence after a jury trial but did not

permit a death sentence on a plea of guilty ( id. at 629 n
7). The Court found that the statute “explicitly provides two
levels of penalty for the same offense, imposing death only on
those who assert innocence and proceed to trial” (id. at 620).
The Court struck the plea provisions 14 so that “a defendant
[could] not plead guilty to first degree murder while a notice
of intent to seek the death penalty is pending” (

id. at 629).

The same issue operates in the present case as defendant was
made to choose between entering a plea or going to trial, a
scheme that was declared violative of Jackson in Hynes.
Assuming a new trial occurred, a relevant question would
be whether the defendant could again face the death
penalty. *524 While a retrial leading to death would raise
constitutional questions, the focus of the arguments before
the Court was not on retrial. Several options are available.
First, prior to a retrial, this Court could direct further argument
limited to that issue. Second, this Court could hold this
appeal in abeyance and remand the case for argument on this
issue, with any decision of the trial court being immediately
appealed to this Court. Third, we could vacate the judgment
and direct the District Attorney to state whether, on retrial,
he would seek the death penalty. If he does, defendant could
bring a CPLR article 78 proceeding. In that way, the parties
would know whether the death penalty could be imposed and
the retrial conducted under the heightened scrutiny applicable
to death cases.
Accordingly, I would reverse both the conviction and the
sentence.

Chief Judge Kaye and Judges Levine, Ciparick, Rosenblatt
and Graffeo concur with Judge Wesley; Judge Smith dissents
in part and votes to reverse and order a new trial in a separate
opinion.
Judgment modified by vacating defendant's sentence and
remitting to Supreme Court, Kings County, for resentencing
in accordance with the opinion herein and, as so modified,
affirmed. Appeal from Supreme Court order dated June 10,
1999, dismissed as academic. *525
Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New York
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Footnotes
1
2

Jury selection began on March 10, 1998 and ended on April 28, 1998.
Only 12 counts were submitted to the jury for consideration: six counts of murder in the first degree ( Penal
Law § 125.27 [1] [a] [vii], [viii]), one count of attempted murder in the first degree (Penal Law §§ 110.00,
125.27 [1] [a] [vii]), one count of attempted murder in the second degree (Penal Law §§ 110.00,
[1]), three counts of murder in the second degree (

3
4

6

Penal Law § 125.25 [1]) and one count of criminal

possession of a weapon in the second degree ( Penal Law § 265.03 [2]).
We reject as without merit defendant's contention that the assignment of Justice Feldman constituted
improper “judge shopping” by the prosecution.
Intoxication is not a defense to a criminal charge but may be offered by a defendant whenever it is relevant
to negate an element of the crime charged (

5

125.25

Penal Law § 15.25).

(1) The suggestion that a departure from Valles might be necessary in capital cases (see
People v Prater,
170 Misc 2d 327, 332) should not be followed.
(2) We reject defendant's further argument that the integrity of the grand jury proceeding was impaired by the
prosecutor's refusal to instruct the grand jury on its mercy-dispensing power pursuant to

CPL 190.65 (see

People v Sullivan, 68 NY2d 495, 501), on the consideration of mitigating evidence relating to punishment,
and on the prohibition against consideration of race in its deliberations (cf. People v Bastien, 170 Misc 2d
103, 106).
There is no authority mandating that the prosecutor charge the grand jury on mercy, even in a potential
capital case (People v Muhammed, 183 Misc 2d 591, 598). It is presumed that the grand jury will exercise
mercy on its own accord (see

Sullivan, 68 NY2d at 501). The decision to seek the death penalty is within

the discretion of the prosecutor (see Matter of Francois v Dolan, 95 NY2d 33, 38;

CPL 250.40). The

determination to impose the death penalty falls to the petit jury (see
CPL 400.27), not the grand jury. Thus,
the prosecutor is not required to advise the grand jury that it has the power to seek out and consider evidence
that mitigates punishment, or inform the grand jury that defendant requested presentation of such evidence.
Finally, defendant has not shown racial prejudice with respect to the grand jury.
7

8

CPL 270.20 (1) (f) provides:
“A challenge for cause is an objection to a prospective juror and may be made only on the ground that: ...
“The crime charged may be punishable by death and the prospective juror entertains such conscientious
opinions either against or in favor of such punishment as to preclude such juror from rendering an impartial
verdict or from properly exercising the discretion conferred upon such juror by law in the determination of a
sentence pursuant to
section 400.27.”
Of six social science studies introduced by the respondent in Lockhart, three had been rejected by the Court
years before when it decided
Witherspoon v Illinois (391 US 510). The Court was unconvinced that those
studies, which remained unchanged, overcame their “tentative and fragmentary” nature and made out a claim
of constitutional error 18 years later ( Lockhart, 476 US 162, 171 [internal quotation marks omitted]). The
Court further doubted the value of the three additional post-Witherspoon studies offered by the respondent. All
three studies were based on responses from individuals randomly selected from a segment of the population
but who had not served as jurors on a capital case. Two of the three studies failed to simulate the process
of jury deliberation. Finally, only one of the six studies even attempted to identify the presence of “nullifiers”
or “individuals who, because of their deep-seated opposition to the death penalty, would be unable to decide
37
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9

10

11

12

a capital defendant's guilt or innocence fairly and impartially” ( id. at 172). The Court noted that even the
respondent conceded that the failure to take into account the presence of “nullifiers” rendered the studies
“fatally flawed” (id.).
Contrary to defendant's additional contention that he was denied adequate opportunity to inquire as to
prospective jurors' racial biases, the trial court here did not abuse its discretion in restricting the scope of voir
dire limiting repetitive or irrelevant questioning (see People v Pepper, 59 NY2d 353, 358;
CPL 270.16 [1]).
There is apparently some confusion among the lower courts as to whether the statute envisions a standard
different from Wainwright (compare People v Hale, 173 Misc 2d 140, 193, with People v McIntosh, 173 Misc
2d 724, 725).
(9) Defendant questions the prosecution's tactic of focusing on the aggravating facts of this particular case
and the trial court's granting of the People's for-cause challenges against jurors who had expressed that,
while they could conceive of a case warranting the imposition of the death penalty, they would be unable to
impose the death penalty under the circumstances of this particular case. Because the entire statutory and
constitutional line of inquiry is directed toward determining whether a juror's attitude for or against the death
penalty would affect that person's capability to sit fairly in the case at hand, it necessarily follows that the
inquiry properly focused on the jurors' views as they related to the case at hand, not merely in the abstract.
Thus, the trial court properly required the jurors to be able to impartially consider the penalty “in this case.”
Defendant clearly couched his objection to No. 233's jury service in the context of her views on child abuse
as a capital mitigating circumstance. Defendant did not contend that the alleged abuse of defendant as a
child may have also been relevant during the guilt phase with respect to defendant's extreme emotional
disturbance defense. Had counsel raised the question of its relevancy to the guilt phase, the trial court's
analysis could have focused on
CPL 270.20 (1) (b). Indeed, after death qualification and during group voir
dire, defendant did not pose any additional questions concerning child abuse as it related to the defense of
extreme emotional disturbance. Because Juror No. 233 did not serve and defendant does not contend that
the jury as constituted contained a biased juror, we choose not to reach his unpreserved claim now being

13

raised on appeal that No. 233's views disqualified her from jury service under
CPL 270.20 (1) (b).
Defendant's remaining jury selection arguments concern (1) two other jurors whom defendant alleges should
have been excluded for cause, (2) the exclusion of 11 prospective jurors challenged by the People for cause,
(3) the wrongful exclusion for cause of five jurors who indicated an unwillingness to convict on eyewitness
testimony alone, (4) the removal of sworn Juror No. 7, and (5) the trial court's reordering of the venire after
life/death qualification.
The trial court did not err in its determinations with respect to the two jurors whom defendant alleges should
have been excluded for cause, and the removal of Juror No. 7. As for defendant's arguments concerning the
People's for cause challenges, including the exclusion of purportedly qualified jurors who would not consider
eyewitness testimony, there is both a constitutional and statutory aspect to these claims. Any meritorious
challenge on constitutional grounds in this regard would only result in vacatur of the death sentence (see
Gray v Mississippi, 481 US 648, 659). There is none here. As for defendant's statutory claims against the
People's for-cause challenges under
CPL 270.20 (1) (b) and (f), defendant concedes that the prosecution
had two unexercised peremptories (appellant's brief at 196) and thus defendant is not entitled to assert

14

CPL 270.20 (2) as a basis for reversing his conviction.
Finally, defendant's contention that the court erred by reordering the venire after life/death qualification of
the jurors is without merit.
None of us see a need to discuss the court's Rosario ruling. Defendant abandoned his request for a sanction
and failed to establish that the material was prejudicial.
(11) We also reject defendant's contention that the trial court exceeded its authority under
CPL 240.30 by
ordering the disclosure of notes used by defendant's nontestifying expert, Dr. Jeffrey Gardere, as part of his
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examination. Defendant's testifying expert, Dr. Clark, relied upon Gardere's report in evaluating defendant.
Thus, the notes were disclosable as documents relating to defendant's extreme emotional disturbance
defense (

CPL 240.30 [1] [a]).

Lastly, we conclude that defendant voluntarily waived his Miranda rights (see
285;

People v Williams, 62 NY2d

People v Anderson, 42 NY2d 35, 38). The evidence fails to show that defendant's will had been

“overborne” or his “capacity for self-determination critically impaired” ( Colorado v Spring, 479 US 564,
574). Moreover, defendant's statements made prior to being advised of his Miranda rights were spontaneous

15
16

17
18

19

20

21

22

and were not part of any subtle encouragement or provocation by the police ( People v Rivers, 56 NY2d
476, 479).
Both parties continually refer to Drob as a surrebuttal witness. Since defendant had the burden of proof on
the affirmative defense, Drob is better viewed as a rebuttal witness under the statute (see CPL 260.30 [7]).
The trial court ruled that Detria Davis, Evelyn Davis' mother, would be permitted to testify that Evelyn had
five children. Defendant claims constitutional and evidentiary error in that regard. The constitutional claim
is unpreserved but even under the higher standard, the error was harmless (see
People v Crimmins, 36
NY2d 230, 237).
We see no error with respect to the remaining evidentiary rulings raised by defendant.
Defendant argues that the prosecutor invited the jury to punish defendant for exercising his rights to a trial
and not to testify, that the prosecutor misstated the record, referred to facts not in evidence, and misused
evidence, and that the prosecutor denigrated defendant's defense and inflamed the jury. Defendant did not
object to many of the specific comments during the summation and the few objections defendant did raise
were all of a general nature; his complaints are thus unpreserved (see People v Dien, 77 NY2d 885, 886;
People v Rivera, 73 NY2d 941, 942). If we were to review them we would conclude that those statements do
not “exceed the broad bounds of rhetorical comment permissible in closing argument” (People v Galloway,
54 NY2d 396, 399).
Defendant also contends that the prosecution's use of the testimony of the victims' family members on
summation (see discussion IV, part B, supra at 490-491) and its plea that while the victims “can't ask you for
justice. I can” were improper. We reiterate our concern about the propriety of admitting testimony from family
members of the victims on matters collateral to the issues raised at trial. While prosecutors have wide berth
to advocate for their case, there are limitations. Specifically, prosecutors “should not seek to lead the jury
away from the issues by drawing irrelevant and inflammatory conclusions which have a decided tendency to
prejudice the jury against the defendant” ( People v Ashwal, 39 NY2d 105, 110).
Reading the jury charge as a whole (People v Fields, 87 NY2d 821, 823), we find no merit to the remainder
of defendant's claims concerning the trial court's instructions. The instructions conveyed a correct statement
of the law and there is no basis for concluding that the jury could not follow them (People v Coleman, 70
NY2d 817, 819).
All the parties agree that unanimity is required. Therefore we do not need to consider the People's contention,
raised only at trial, that unanimity may not be required to reject the affirmative defense of extreme emotional
disturbance (see Donnino, Practice Commentary, McKinney's Cons Laws of NY, Book 39, Penal Law § 25.00,
at 111 [open question whether jury need be unanimous on finding that an affirmative defense has not been
proven]).
We know of no sound jurisprudential principle that supports the dissenter's desire to determine the status of
the People's death notice on a retrial as part of this appeal. None of the parties to this appeal briefed this
issue--none press for resolution of it now. That would require an advisory opinion in advance of a number of
other procedural options in the new proceeding that might render the matter academic.
Had the statute not been encumbered with a Jackson defect, defendant could have pressed his claims of
error in the sentencing determination. This, of course, would have also called upon us to fulfill our unique
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23

appellate responsibilities under
CPL 470.30 (3) in reviewing his claims and could have presented several
different possible remedies.
We need not reach defendant's contention that New York's capital punishment statute permits district

1

attorneys to select capital defendants arbitrarily, inconsistently and discriminatorily. CPL 250.40 authorizes
the prosecutor to seek death as a sentence. Because the sentence is vacated, there is no need to address
the viability of the statute at this time.
The issue of when heightened scrutiny should be applied in death penalty cases has arisen in several cases,
including the following:

2

People v Mower, 280 AD2d 25 (3d Dept 2001), affd 97 NY2d 239 (2002); People v

Reed, 265 AD2d 56 (2d Dept 2000); People v Morgan, 178 Misc 2d 621 (Fulton County Ct 1998); People v
Arthur, 175 Misc 2d 742 (Sup Ct, NY County 1997); People v Cajigas, 174 Misc 2d 472 (Westchester County
Ct 1997); People v Bastien, 170 Misc 2d 103 (Sup Ct, NY County 1996); People v Rodriguez, 168 Misc 2d
219 (Sup Ct, NY County 1996).
Indeed this is in fact the prevailing view among New York trial courts that have addressed this issue (see
People v Arthur, 175 Misc 2d at 750 n 7 [providing a detailed synopsis of courts that have declined to apply
heightened scrutiny at various stages of capital proceedings]). However, many courts of last resort have not
adopted this view (see
People v Cudjo, 6 Cal 4th 585, 623, 863 P2d 635, 659, [1993], cert denied 513
US 850 [1994] [“the Eighth Amendment imposes heightened reliability standards for both guilt and penalty
determinations in capital cases ...”];
Snow v State, 800 So 2d 472, 477 [Miss 2001], cert denied ___ US
___, 122 S Ct 2299 [2002] [applying strict scrutiny to convictions and sentences, finding that “all bona fide
doubts are to be resolved in favor of the accused because 'what may be harmless in a case with less at stake
becomes reversible error when the penalty is death”'];
State v Martinez, 132 NM 32, ___, 43 P3d 1042,
1046 [2002] [“Because of the gravity and irrevocability of the death sentence, and the grave injustice that
would accompany an erroneous execution, error in a capital case is more likely to rise to fundamental error
than the same error in a non-capital case. In a capital case, a legal defense often represents the only lawful
mechanism by which a defendant may preserve his or her life. Any error that encumbers that mechanism
unfairly debilitates the defendant's claim to life, magnifies the risk of an erroneous execution, and necessarily
constitutes a circumstance that 'shock(s) the conscience' and 'implicate(s) a fundamental unfairness within
the system that would undermine judicial integrity if left unchecked.'
Cunningham, 2000-NMSC-009, ¶
21, 128 N.M. 711, 998 P.2d 176. Thus, any error that impairs a defense against the death penalty, whether
it arises from the sentencing or guilt phase of a capital trial, is, as a matter of law, fundamental”];

Ice v

Commonwealth, 667 SW2d 671, 674 [Ky 1984], cert denied
469 US 860 [“RCr 9.22 requires that, as a
general rule, the defendant must object to the action of the trial court in order to preserve a claim of error.
Appellant cites us to cases standing for the proposition that in a case where the death penalty has been
imposed by the trial court an exception exists to this contemporaneous objection rule. These cases hold that
in a death penalty case every prejudicial error must be considered, whether or not an objection was made in
the trial court. As stated in

Edwards v. Commonwealth, 298 Ky. 366, 182 S.W.2d 948 (1944), at p. 374,

182 S.W.2d 948: '(W)here the defendant's life is at stake, technical rules of procedure must give way to
the more lofty aim that justice may be done”'];
denied 478 US 1022 [1986];

State v Hamilton, 478 So 2d 123, 127 n 7 [La 1985], cert

Commonwealth v McKenna, 476 Pa 428, 441, 383 A2d 174, 181 [1978];

Bishop v State, 812 So 2d 934, 938 [Miss 2002] [“We review capital murder convictions where a sentence
of death has been imposed with heightened scrutiny 'under which all bona fide doubts are resolved in favor
of the accused”']; Hooks v State, 19 P3d 294 [Okla 2001], cert denied 534 US 963; State v Moore, 678 NE2d
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1258 [Ind 1997] [guilty plea subject to strict scrutiny];

State v Marshall, 148 NJ 89, 148-149, 265, 690

A2d 1, 29-30, 89 [1997], cert denied 522 US 850; but see
People v Weaver, 26 Cal 4th 876, 29 P3d 103
[2001], cert denied ___ US ___, 122 S Ct 1920 [2002] [no authority for argument that heightened reliability
governs admissibility of evidence at guilt phase];
State v Benn, 120 Wash 2d 631, 648, 845 P2d 289,
299 [1993] [en banc], cert denied 510 US 944 [“(w)e review assignments of guilt phase error in capital cases
no differently than in noncapital cases”]).
3

See also
Johnson v Mississippi, 486 US 578 (1988) (defendant's Eighth Amendment rights violated by
court's denial of defendant's postconviction relief from a death sentence in which the jury considered as
an aggravating circumstance a conviction that was later ruled invalid);
Caldwell v Mississippi, 472 US
320 (defendant's Eighth Amendment rights violated by prosecutor's inaccurate and misleading comments,
which led the sentencer to believe that the responsibility for determining the appropriateness of defendant's

4

death rests elsewhere); compare with
California v Ramos, 463 US 992 (1983) (instructions that the State
Governor could commute a sentence of life imprisonment without possibility of parole into a lesser sentence
that included the possibility of parole was constitutional since it was accurate and relevant to a legitimate
state penological interest, namely, the possibility of future dangerousness).
Like jurors in noncapital cases, jurors in capital cases must impartially “apply the law and find the
facts” ( Wainwright v Witt, 469 US 412, 423 [1985]). Thus, prospective jurors who would automatically vote
against or in favor of the death penalty, regardless of mitigating or aggravating factors, must be excluded
for cause since they clearly are not able to impartially apply the law to the facts (see
Morgan v Illinois,
504 US 719, 729 [1992]). In other words, that juror's view would prevent the juror from carrying out the
performance of his or her duty to impartially apply the law and find the facts (see
Wainwright, 469 US
at 423). Such a juror is unable to carry out the duty to consider virtually all of the mitigating circumstances
offered by defendant (see
Lockett v Ohio, 438 US at 597-609). Similarly, a juror whose views in favor of
or against the death penalty would substantially impair the performance of his or her duty to impartially apply
the law to the facts should also be excluded for cause (id.). However, a juror who expresses conscientious
objections to capital punishment (

Witherspoon v Illinois, 391 US 510), or for whom the possible imposition

of the death sentence would or might affect their deliberation ( Adams v Texas, 448 US 38, 44-45 [1980]),
is not necessarily unable to carry out the duty to impartially apply the law and find the facts.
5
6

7
8
9

Each amendment independently guarantees an impartial jury (see
Turner v Louisiana, 379 US 466, 472
n 10 [1965]).
Currently, the Committee on the Judiciary of the United States Senate and a subcommittee of the Committee
on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives are reviewing the application of the death penalty in America.
The Governors of Illinois (see Executive Order Creating the Governor's Commission on Capital Punishment,
No. 4 [May 12, 2000], 24 Ill Reg 7439) and Maryland (see May 9, 2002 official press statement of Governor
Parris N. Glendening, < www.gov.state.md.us/gov/press/2002/may/html/baker.html > [staying execution of
Wesley Eugene Baker and all other executions pending the results of a “two-year study by the University of
Maryland examining the effects of racial and jurisdictional factors on the imposition of the death penalty”])
have suspended the application of the death penalty pending a review of its fairness in those states.
Columbia University School of Law, A Broken System: Error Rates in Capital Cases, 1973-1995, <
www.law.columbia.edu/instructionalservices/liebman/index.html > (accessed June 17, 2002).
Includes reversals from 1973 to April 2000 (id. at 132 n 45).
Clark also mentioned that the results of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI-2), a
personality test administered by Drob, were normal, “but [that] he had 12 other tests.” Much later, Clark
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10
11

12

testified that “both Doctor Martel[l]'s and especially Doctor Drob's psychiatric testing shows that this is a
person who struggles with emotions and pushes them down ....”
Another diagnosis that was essential was child abuse, which, according to Clark, was documented.
The intent is evidenced by the wording of the statute that CPL 260.30 replaced, which provided in relevant
part:
“4. The defendant or his counsel may then offer the evidence in support of his defense;
“5. The parties may then, respectively, offer rebutting testimony, but the court, for good reason, in furtherance
of justice, may permit them to offer evidence upon their original case” (former Code Crim Pro § 388 [4], [5]).
CPL 270.20 (2) provides as follows: “All issues of fact or law arising on the challenge must be tried and
determined by the court. If the challenge is allowed, the court must exclude the person challenged from
service. An erroneous ruling by the court allowing a challenge for cause by the people does not constitute
reversible error unless the people have exhausted their peremptory challenges at the time or exhaust them
before the selection of the jury is complete. An erroneous ruling by the court denying a challenge for cause
by the defendant does not constitute reversible error unless the defendant has exhausted his peremptory
challenges at the time or, if he has not, he peremptorily challenges such prospective juror and his peremptory
challenges are exhausted before the selection of the jury is complete.”
This statute is consistent with the law of a number of other states:
*8, 2002 La LEXIS 1520, *12 (La Sup Ct, May 14, 2002);
960 (2002);

State v Good, 309 Mont 113, 128, 43 P3d 948,

Green v Maynard, 349 SC 535, 542-543, 564 SE2d 83, 86-87 (2002);

351 NC 536, 544, 528 SE2d 1, 7 (2000), cert denied 531 US 1019;
956 P2d 374, 386 (1998), cert denied 526 US 1006 (1999);
(1999), cert denied 528 US 1086 (2000);
525 US 1133 (1999);
1280-1281 (1994);
(1995);

State v Carmouche, 2002 WL 984306,

State v Roseboro,

People v Bolin, 18 Cal 4th 297, 314-315,

State v Barone, 329 Or 210, 227, 986 P2d 5, 18

Evans v State, 725 So 2d 613, 652 (Miss 1997), cert dismissed

State v Hart, 691 So 2d 651, 656 (La 1997);

State v Robertson, 630 So 2d 1278,

Garcia v State, 887 SW2d 846, 852 (Tex 1994) (en banc), cert denied 514 US 1005

People v Prator, 856 P2d 837, 842 (Colo 1993) (en banc);

People v Johnson, 3 Cal 4th

1183, 1210-1211, 842 P2d 1, 12 (1992), cert denied 510 US 836 (1993);
People v Macrander, 828 P2d
234, 244 (Colo 1992) (en banc); Narvaiz v State, 840 SW2d 415, 427 (Tex 1992) (en banc), cert denied

13

507 US 975 (1993);
Trotter v State, 576 So 2d 691, 693 (Fla 1990); State v Heald, 443 A2d 954, 956 n
4 (Me 1982); State v Albano, 119 Me 472, 473-474, 111 A 753, 753 (1920); Rodriguez v State, 816 So 2d
805, 806-807 (Fla 2002).
In 1968, the Federal Kidnaping Act provided, in pertinent part: “Whoever knowingly transports in interstate ...
commerce, any person who has been unlawfully ... kidnaped ... and held for ransom ... or otherwise ... shall
be punished (1) by death if the kidnaped person has not been liberated unharmed, and if the verdict of the
jury shall so recommend, or (2) by imprisonment for any term of years or for life, if the death penalty is not
imposed” (

18 USC § 1201 [a] [reprinted in History; Ancillary Laws and Directives, Amendments, following

18 USCS § 1201 (Lawyers Cooperative 1994 ed)]).
14

CPL 220.10 (5) (e) and

220.30 (3) (b) (vii) provided: “A defendant may not enter a plea of guilty to the

crime of murder in the first degree as defined in
section 125.27 of the penal law; provided, however, that
a defendant may enter such a plea with both the permission of the court and the consent of the people when
the agreed upon sentence is either life imprisonment without parole or a term of imprisonment for the class
A-I felony of murder in the first degree other than a sentence of life imprisonment without parole.”
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CPL 220.60 (2) (a) provides: “A defendant who has entered a plea of not guilty to an indictment may, with
both the permission of the court and the consent of the people, withdraw such plea at any time before the
rendition of a verdict and enter: (a) a plea of guilty to part of the indictment pursuant to subdivision three or
four but subject to the limitation in subdivision five of

End of Document

section 220.10.”
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83 N.Y.2d 557, 634 N.E.2d 179, 611 N.Y.S.2d 807
The People of the State of New York, Respondent,
v.
Duval Irizarry, Appellant.
Court of Appeals of New York
60
Argued March 16, 1994;
Decided May 3, 1994
CITE TITLE AS: People v Irizarry
SUMMARY
Appeal, by permission of the Chief Judge of the Court of
Appeals, from an order of the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court in the Second Judicial Department, entered
May 24, 1993, which affirmed a judgment of the Supreme
Court (Edward K. Pincus, J., at hearings; Anne G. Feldman,
J., at trial and sentence), rendered in Kings County upon a
verdict convicting defendant of murder in the second degree,
manslaughter in the second degree, and robbery in the first
degree (four counts).
People v Irizarry, 193 AD2d 815, affirmed.
HEADNOTES
Crimes
Jury
Dual-Jury Trial--Standard for Reviewing Allegation of
Improper Influence on Juror Deliberations
(1) The conviction of defendant, who was tried with his
codefendant by dual juries, need not be reversed because
the trial court departed from the safeguards for dual juries
described and approved in People v Ricardo B. (73 NY2d
228) by not sealing the first jury's verdict until the second
verdict was returned. Where dual juries are employed, the
same standards as those applicable to single-jury trials
control. Absent a showing of prejudice to a substantial right,

proof of juror misconduct does not entitle a defendant to a new
trial. Alleged errors during the course of a dual-jury trial need
not be scrutinized pursuant to a higher standard than would
be applicable in a single-jury trial. Reversal is not required
simply because the court failed to implement the most
restrictive procedures applicable to dual juries. Although trial
courts retain discretion to adopt more restrictive procedures,
the measures employed in Ricardo B. remain guidelines rather
than minimum constitutional requirements. Here, defendant
never contended that the court's failure to seal the first verdict
as requested resulted in any prejudice to him, and his present
assertions of prejudice are merely speculative.

TOTAL CLIENT SERVICE LIBRARY REFERENCES
Am Jur 2d, Trial, §§ 162, 1541, 1542.
Carmody-Wait 2d, Criminal Procedure §§ 172:2163,
172:2953.
NY Jur 2d, Criminal Law, §§2381, 2535. *558
ANNOTATION REFERENCES
Propriety of use of multiple juries at joint trial of multiple
defendants in state criminal prosecution. 41 ALR4th 1189.
POINTS OF COUNSEL
Steven M. Statsinger, New York City, and Philip L. Weinstein
for appellant.
Appellant was denied due process when the Trial Judge,
over objection, made public the guilty verdict reached by his
codefendant's jury, then released that jury with instructions
that it could discuss the case, while appellant's jury was
still deliberating. (

People v Ricardo B., 73 NY2d 228;

People v Mahboubian, 74 NY2d 174;
Bruton v United
States, 391 US 123; United States v Riman, 558 F2d 1271, cert
denied sub nom. Barber v United States, 434 US 984; United
States v Sidman, 470 F2d 1158, 409 US 1127;

People v

O'Rama, 78 NY2d 270;
People v DeRosario, 81 NY2d
801; People v Santana, 163 AD2d 495, 78 NY2d 1027;
People v Coons, 75 NY2d 796;
NY2d 1007.)
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Charles J. Hynes, District Attorney of Kings County,
Brooklyn (Annette G. Hasapidis-Marshall and Roseann B.
MacKechnie of counsel), for respondent.
Defendant suffered no due process violation when, during the
joint trial in which he and his codefendant, Alberto Rosario,
had consented to the use of dual juries, the trial court recorded
the verdict of codefendant Rosario's jury while defendant's
jury continued its deliberations. (

People v Ricardo B., 73

NY2d 228;
Beam v Paskett, 966 F2d 1563;
United
States v Gonzalez, 610 F Supp 568, affd sub nom. United
States v Lebron-Gonzalez, 816 F2d 823, 484 US 843; Smith
v DeRobertis, 758 F2d 1151, 474 US 838; United States v
Lewis, 716 F2d 16, cert denied sub nom. Motlagh v United
States, 464 US 996; United States v Hayes, 676 F2d 1359,
459 US 1040;

United States v Sidman, 470 F2d 1158;

United States v Rowan, 518 F2d 685, cert denied sub nom.
Jackson v United States, 423 US 949; Byrne v Matczak, 254
F2d 525, 358 US 816.)
OPINION OF THE COURT
Chief Judge Kaye.
Defendant-appellant and his codefendant Alberto Rosario
consented to trial by dual juries, at which the trial court
followed virtually all of the procedures described, and
cautiously *559 approved, in
People v Ricardo B. (73
NY2d 228)--except sealing of the first jury's verdict until the
second verdict was returned. We reject defendant's contention
that this departure from Ricardo B. requires us to reverse
defendant's conviction.
The murder charges against defendant stemmed from the
robbery of Blue Star Paper Products in Brooklyn, planned
by defendant, codefendant Rosario, David Gomez and Jose
Nazario, who was the People's chief witness at trial, in
retaliation for Nazario's discharge from Blue Star after pulling
a knife on a co-worker. In the course of the robbery, one of
the men shot and killed Sheldon Wrubel, the store manager.
Defendant and Rosario consented to a single trial before two
juries. The court fashioned a number of procedural safeguards
to ensure that the two juries were segregated from each other
throughout the trial. A single court officer was assigned to
each jury, and remained with the jury whenever counsel and
the Trial Judge were absent from the courtroom. The officers
were instructed not to answer any questions, no matter how

innocuous, from one jury concerning the members of the other
jury.
The courtroom itself was selected in consultation with all
counsel, and the parties agreed on how documents would
be handled to avoid inadvertent exposure to the wrong
jury. The court instructed the jury as to “the absolute
prohibition” against one jury gaining knowledge of another
jury's activities, and to avoid any contact with each other
until the verdicts were reached, a warning repeated more
than 20 times during the course of the trial. The juries heard
separate opening and closing statements, but heard together
all witnesses except an investigating detective and the portion
of Nazario's testimony that related only to Rosario. They were
instructed that proceedings conducted in their absence were of
no concern to them. The juries were also instructed separately
as to the particular charges and defenses for each defendant. 1
Rosario's jury announced that it had reached a verdict after
just 65 minutes of deliberations. Defendant asked that the
*560 Rosario verdict be “sealed” until his jury completed
its deliberations, to avoid any risk that they might learn
of the Rosario verdict. The court refused, reasoning that
such a procedure would require the Rosario jury to remain
in the courthouse until defendant's jury reached a verdict,
an imposition it believed to be unreasonable. Concluding
that any risk could be adequately alleviated through careful
supervision of defendant's jury by court personnel, it took the
Rosario jury's verdict convicting him on all counts.
While the jurors were again cautioned not to speak to
defendant's jury, they were otherwise released and told
they could speak about the case. The court officers were
admonished not to reveal the fact of a verdict in the
Rosario action to defendant's jury. At noon the following day,
defendant's jury returned a verdict convicting him of felony
murder, all four counts of robbery in the first degree, and
manslaughter in the second degree. Defendant at no time
alleged that the jury considering his case had been influenced
improperly by the Rosario jury.
FAILURE TO SEAL THE FIRST VERDICT
In
People v Ricardo B. (73 NY2d 228, supra), we held
that use of the dual jury was not inherently prejudicial, and
endorsed its use, with reservations. We cautioned that the
procedure should be used “sparingly” and that, when it is,
“thorough precautions” be taken to protect the defendant's
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due process rights ( id., at 235). While taking note of the
procedures employed by the trial court in Ricardo B., and
finding them sufficient to protect the defendant's due process
rights, we did not indicate whether less stringent safeguards
would render the procedure “inherently prejudicial.” We now
answer that question in the negative.
Trial by dual juries is, at root, a modified form of severance,
and we have previously held that their use is “to be evaluated
under standards for reviewing severance motions generally”
(Ricardo B., 73 NY2d, at 233), which require a showing
of prejudice to entitle a defendant to relief ( People v
Mahboubian, 74 NY2d 174, 183). Recognizing that no
prejudice was alleged or established below, 2 defendant
urges us to hold that *561 the safeguards described in
Ricardo B. constitute a “mode of proceedings prescribed by
law” ( People v Mehmedi, 69 NY2d 759). The suggested
approach would require us to construe Ricardo B. as
articulating the minimum constitutional standards for a dualjury trial, such that any departure deprives a defendant of a fair
trial and requires reversal without regard to actual prejudice
(

People v Crimmins, 36 NY2d 230, 238).

Defendant's position is incompatible with our prior
considerations of the particular error urged here: a postverdict
allegation of improper influence on juror deliberations. Such
a claim is generally asserted through a motion to set aside
the verdict (CPL 330.30 [2]), and a defendant is entitled
to a hearing on the issue upon assertion of facts indicating
misconduct (People v Durling, 303 NY 382).
Absent a showing of prejudice to a substantial right, however,
proof of juror misconduct does not entitle a defendant to a new
trial ( People v Ciaccio, 47 NY2d 431). As we reiterated in
People v Clark (81 NY2d 913, 914), “ 'not every misstep by a
juror rises to the inherently prejudicial level at which reversal
is required automatically' .... Each case must be examined on
its unique facts to determine the nature of the misconduct
and the likelihood that prejudice was engendered” (citing
People v Brown, 48 NY2d 388, 394). In Clark, therefore,
we concluded that absent a specific showing of improper
influence, a jury verdict could not be impeached.

Where dual juries are employed, the same standards control.
Alleged errors during the course of a dual-jury trial need
not be scrutinized pursuant to a higher standard than would
be applicable in a single-jury trial. Reversal is not required
simply because the court failed to implement the most
restrictive procedures applicable to dual juries. Although trial
courts retain discretion to adopt more restrictive procedures,
the measures employed in Ricardo B. remain guidelines rather
than minimum constitutional requirements.
The particular error alleged in defendant's case would not
require reversal were this a single-jury case. Where complete
severance has been granted, one codefendant generally is
convicted prior to the other. That a jury may be aware
another person has been convicted of participating in the
alleged crime is not deemed inherently prejudicial in that
context. Just as sealing of a verdict or a “gag order” is
not constitutionally required when severed codefendants
are successively tried, such protections are not invariably
necessary *562 to preserve the integrity of a dual-jury trial.
A trial court may want to impose more restrictive procedures
when circumstances, such as extensive publicity, suggest that
a failure to seal the first verdict might lead to prejudice, and
reversible error. Where the unwieldiness of the procedure
(see, e.g., Hedlund v Sheldon, 173 Ariz 143, 840 P2d 1008)
would outweigh its prophylactic effect, however, a trial court
may properly decline to follow such procedures.
While defendant here requested that the court seal the first
jury's verdict, he never contended that its failure to do so
resulted in any prejudice to him. His present assertions of
prejudice are merely speculative. Defendant does not assert
that his jury was aware of the fact of the Rosario verdict, let
alone that it knew Rosario had been convicted.
Accordingly, the order of the Appellate Division should be
affirmed.

Judges Simons, Titone, Bellacosa, Smith, Levine and
Ciparick concur.
Order affirmed. *563
Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New York
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Footnotes
1

2

Both defendants were charged with felony murder and four counts of robbery in the first degree. Defendant
was also charged with intentional murder, and the court submitted second degree manslaughter as a lesser
included offense of that count. Defendant's defense was mistaken identity; counsel had argued in summation
that the statement attributed to defendant was a fabrication, as was Nazario's testimony. Rosario's defense
was duress.
Although he requested that the first verdict be sealed, defendant did not move to set aside the verdict on the
grounds that the failure to seal had in some way affected the jury deliberations (cf., CPL 330.30 [2]).

End of Document
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the trial, and in addition, the risk of prejudice to defendant was
apparent, since the victim's identification of him was crucial
to the prosecution's case and the juror's experiment bolstered
the identification with nonrecord evidence not subject to
challenge by defendant. Moreover, there were sufficient
guarantees that the juror's report of her conduct was genuine
and not the product of posttrial harassment or intimidation.

75 N.Y.2d 832, 552 N.E.2d 154, 552 N.Y.S.2d 906
The People of the State of New York, Respondent,
v.
Pedro Legister, Appellant.
Court of Appeals of New York
2
Argued January 3, 1990;
decided February 8, 1990
CITE TITLE AS: People v Legister
SUMMARY
Appeal, by permission of an Associate Judge of the Court
of Appeals, from an order of the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court in the Second Judicial Department, entered
December 19, 1988, which affirmed a judgment of the
Supreme Court (Lawrence Finnegan, J.), rendered in Kings
County upon a verdict convicting defendant of rape in the first
degree and robbery in the first degree.
People v Legister, 145 AD2d 576, reversed.
HEADNOTES
Crimes
Jurors
Misconduct of Juror--Reenactment of Crime
(1) In a criminal prosecution in which one juror, while she was
sequestered overnight during deliberations, reconstructed the
crime scene in her hotel room and attempted to simulate the
lighting conditions at the time of the crime, and subsequently
discussed her observations with other jurors, an order of the
Appellate Division, which affirmed a judgment convicting
defendant of rape and robbery, should be reversed and a new
trial ordered. The juror's conduct was conscious, contrived
experimentation, directly material to a critical point at issue in

APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL
Jonathan Heller and Philip L. Weinstein for appellant.
Charles J. Hynes, District Attorney (Linda Cantoni and
Barbara D. Underwood of counsel), for respondent.
OPINION OF THE COURT
The order of the Appellate Division should be reversed and
a new trial ordered.
At the trial of this case, a primary issue was the extent to
which the victim was able to see the face of her attacker in
the darkened bedroom where the crime occurred. After two
days of deliberations, the jurors had not yet reached a verdict.
*833 During the overnight sequestration one juror adjusted
the lighting conditions and opened the curtains in her hotel
room to simulate what she believed to be the conditions of
the crime scene, based on the victim's testimony. She then
asked another juror to walk in and out of the room, wearing
clothing similar in color to that worn by the attacker, so that
she could determine whether the victim would have been able
to make a reliable identification. When deliberations resumed
the next morning, the juror discussed the test with some of her
associates. The jury soon returned a guilty verdict.
As in
People v Brown (48 NY2d 388, 394), the juror's
conduct was conscious, contrived experimentation, directly
material to a critical point at issue in the trial. In addition,
the risk of prejudice to defendant is apparent. The victim's
identification of the defendant was crucial to the prosecution's
case and the juror's experiment bolstered the identification
with nonrecord evidence not subject to challenge by the
defendant.
Moreover, there are in this case sufficient guarantees that the
juror's report of her conduct was genuine and not the product
of posttrial harassment or intimidation. She discussed the
experiment with some of her fellow jurors just before the final
vote and she recounted the story almost immediately after the
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verdict in a conversation that included both defense counsel
and the prosecutor.
Chief Judge Wachtler and Judges Simons, Kaye, Titone,
Hancock, Jr., and Bellacosa concur in memorandum; Judge
Alexander taking no part.
End of Document

Order reversed, etc.
Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New York
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94 N.Y.2d 569, 729 N.E.2d 701, 708
N.Y.S.2d 44, 2000 N.Y. Slip Op. 04392
The People of the State of New York, Respondent,
v.
Michael Maragh, Appellant.
Court of Appeals of New York
49
Argued March 30, 2000;
Decided May 9, 2000
CITE TITLE AS: People v Maragh

revealed that lay jurors were informed of and influenced by
two nurse-jurors' professional opinions concerning the cause
of death of the victim, an issue which was contentiously
disputed at trial. A grave potential for prejudice is present
when a juror who is a professional in everyday life shares
expertise to evaluate and draw an expert conclusion about
a material issue that is distinct from and additional to
the expert proofs adduced at trial. Thus, a reversible error
can materialize from jurors conducting personal specialized
assessments not within the common ken of juror experience
and knowledge, concerning a material issue in the case, and
communicating that expert opinion to the rest of the jury
panel with the force of private, untested truth as though it
were evidence. Otherwise jurors become unsworn witnesses,
incapable of being confronted by the defendant, and their
expertise injects nonrecord evidence into the calculus of
judgment. This kind of unauthorized conduct justifies a trial
court in setting aside a verdict where the circumstances are
evidently prejudicial to the defendant's right to confrontation
and cross-examination of witnesses.

SUMMARY
Appeal, by permission of an Associate Judge of the Court
of Appeals, from an order of the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court in the Second Judicial Department, entered
July 12, 1999, which (1) reversed, on the law, an order of the
Orange County Court (Jeffrey G. Berry, J.), granting a motion
by defendant to set aside a jury verdict finding him guilty of
criminally negligent homicide and directing a new trial, (2)
denied the motion, (3) reinstated the verdict, and (4) remitted
the matter for sentencing.
People v Maragh, 263 AD2d 493, reversed.
HEADNOTES
Crimes
Jurors
Misconduct of Juror--Use of Personal Professional Expertise
by Jurors
(1) The use of personal professional expertise by jurors,
communicated to the whole jury, constitutes juror misconduct
affecting its guilty verdict so as to warrant a new trial.
Accordingly, in a homicide prosecution, the trial court
correctly set aside a jury verdict finding defendant guilty of
criminally negligent homicide where a postverdict hearing

Crimes
Jurors
Misconduct of Juror--Use of Personal Professional Expertise
by Jurors
(2) The use of personal professional expertise by jurors,
communicated to the whole jury, constitutes juror misconduct
affecting its guilty verdict so as to warrant a new trial, and
voir dire activity cannot immunize juror misconduct at the
deliberation stage. Accordingly, in a homicide prosecution
in which the cause of death was contentiously disputed and
two nurse-jurorsduring *570 deliberations communicated
their professional opinions on the subject to the rest of the
jurors, although one of the nurse-jurors answered a voir dire
question that her professional experience might affect what
she believed regarding adduced medical evidence, and the
defendant did not seek to disqualify her as a prospective
juror on that basis, those circumstances cannot justify the
later insertion of nonrecord opinion evidence into the jury's
consideration by communication during deliberations.

TOTAL CLIENT SERVICE LIBRARY REFERENCES
Am Jur 2d, Trial, §§ 1541-1543, 1653, 1899.
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Carmody-Wait 2d, The Deliberations, Verdict, and Findings
of the Jury §§ 58:15, 58:70; Criminal Procedure § 172:1703.
NY Jur 2d, Criminal Law, § 1812; Trial, §§ 489, 555, 633.
ANNOTATION REFERENCES

20 NY2d 275;
People v Caraballo, 221 AD2d 553.) IV.
The trial court's decision denying defendant's other claims
is not reviewable in the appeal. ( People v Griminger, 71
NY2d 635.) V. The calculations of blood loss are unimportant,
and this issue cannot otherwise be resolved by this Court.
(People v Rickert, 58 NY2d 122;
NY2d 470.)

See ALR Index under Jury and Jury Trial.
POINTS OF COUNSEL

OPINION OF THE COURT

Benjamin Ostrer & Associates, P. C., Chester (Benjamin
Ostrer of counsel), for appellant.
I. The ruling of the court below is in conflict with the
legislative design concerning jury composition. II. The
reversal by the court below was improper as the trial court's
determination was amply supported by the record. ( People
v Irizarry, 83 NY2d 557; People v Clark, 81 NY2d 913;
People v Albert, 206 AD2d 320, 85 NY2d 851; People v
Simon, 224 AD2d 458; People v Pinckney, 220 AD2d 539;
People v Leonard, 252 AD2d 740, 92 NY2d 983; People v
Edgerton, 115 AD2d 257, 67 NY2d 882; People v Wilson, 250
AD2d 788.) III. The proven failure of the jurors to follow the
trial court's instructions warranted setting aside of the verdict.
(People v Clarke, 168 AD2d 686;
People v Johnson, 217
AD2d 667.) IV. The blood loss evidence was significant.
Francis D. Phillips, II, District Attorney of Orange County,
Goshen (David R. Huey of counsel), for respondent.
I. The decision of the court below involved a mixed
determination of law and facts and is not subject to this Court's
review. (People v Gordon, 69 NY2d 874; People v Hogya,
56 NY2d 602; People v Hallman, 92 NY2d 840; People v
Stewart, 91 NY2d 900.) II. There is no issue of law cognizable
by this Court, and the claims are otherwise meritless. (People
v Belge, 41 NY2d 60;
People v Basora, 75 NY2d 992;
*571 Matter of Moody, 121 Misc 2d 905; People v Schepis,
86 NY2d 856; People v Dercole, 52 NY2d 956;
People
v Brown, 48 NY2d 388; People v Anderson, 249 AD2d 405;
People v Smalls, 112 AD2d 173;

People v Testa, 61 NY2d

1008;
Tanner v United States, 483 US 107.) III. The trial
court's factual findings were erroneous, and the decision of the
court below was supported by the record. (People v Leonard,
252 AD2d 740; People v Simon, 224 AD2d 458;
v Dixon, 202 AD2d 12;

People

People v Stanley, 87 NY2d 1000;

People v Crimmins, 26 NY2d 319;

People v LaFontaine, 92

People v De Lucia,

Bellacosa, J.
(1) On this appeal, we must determine whether the use
of personal professional expertise by jurors, communicated
to the whole jury, constitutes juror misconduct affecting
its guilty verdict so as to warrant a new trial. Jurors
testified at a postverdict CPL 330.30 hearing that during
deliberations they were informed of and influenced by two
nurse-jurors' professional opinions. The trial court found
sufficient misconduct warranting a new trial. The Appellate
Division reversed and upheld the verdict. A Judge of this
Court granted defendant leave to appeal. We now reverse and
reinstate the County Court order directing a new trial.
Defendant was charged with manslaughter in the first and
second degrees. At trial, medical issues involving the cause of
death were vigorously contested. The prosecution submitted
medical evidence including expert testimony that the cause of
death was blunt force trauma to the victim's liver and spleen,
with massive internal bleeding. The prosecution used this
evidence to present to the jury its theory of the case--that
defendant repeatedly punched his girlfriend in the abdomen,
causing substantial blood loss and death.
Defendant maintained that the victim suffered from seizuretype symptoms and died from a venous air embolism. The
defense presented evidence, including expert testimony, to
rebut the People's theory of the case and to support its
opposing theories. Defense experts testified that autopsy
results were consistent with death from an air embolism or
other *572 cardiac event. One defense expert, Dr. Stahl,
concluded that the reported blood volume loss was inadequate
to cause loss of consciousness or shock, let alone death.
He opined that the decedent's ventricular fibrillation and
congested blood vessels, as noted in the autopsy report,
were consistent with an air embolism but inconsistent with
death from a loss of blood. Dr. Stahl also testified that,
although rare, lacerations of the spleen and liver could
occur due to improperly administered CPR performed for an
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extended period of time. Testimony was adduced that CPR
was performed on the deceased for approximately two hours.
The jury returned a verdict of not guilty of the manslaughter
charges, but guilty of criminally negligent homicide. Defense
counsel later became aware of the possibility of juror
misconduct through newspaper articles involving the case. A
CPL 330.30 motion to set aside the verdict ensued. Insofar
as pertinent to this appeal, defendant asserted that the jury
deliberations were compromised and the verdict tainted by
injection of juror professional opinions shared with the full
jury. These opinions consisted of nonevidentiary assessments
regarding the volume of blood loss necessary to cause
ventricular defibrillation.
At the CPL 330.30 hearing, two jurors testified that another
juror, who was a registered nurse, told the jury that, in her
medical experience and estimation, the reported volume of the
victim's blood loss could have caused ventricular fibrillation
which would result in death. The nurse-juror also indicated
to the deliberating jury that she had seen patients suffer
ventricular fibrillation as a result of blood loss. This opinion
was first expressed to another juror, also a nurse, at the
hotel room they shared during sequestration. The next day,
this information was communicated to the entire jury during
their deliberations. The second nurse-juror also performed
personal estimations of the blood volume loss and shared
them with the rest of the jury.
The trial court granted defendant's motion to set aside the
verdict on grounds that a juror became an unsworn witness
on the People's behalf, and the jury thus ventured beyond
the legally admitted evidence at trial. The Appellate Division
reversed and reinstated the verdict

(263 AD2d 493).

Defendant urges that the use of juror professional expertise,
as in this case, to evaluate and contradict the testimony of
trial experts, coupled with the sharing of such nonevidentiarybased *573 conclusions with fellow jurors, rises to the level
of cognizable misconduct. Specifically, defendant argues that
the two nurse-jurors became unsworn witnesses against him
and that the communications of these jurors reflect a disregard
of the trial court's instructions which prejudiced defendant on
a material, contested issue in this case.
The People contend that defendant's trial counsel was obliged
to seek specific jury instructions or object to the instructions
as given by the trial court in order to preserve this issue of
law. They press the view that the trial court's instruction that

the jurors may utilize their “personal experience” in deciding
the facts of the case entitled jurors with medical backgrounds
to share their experiences and knowledge with the rest of
the jury and to voice their opinions on the evidence. They
also urge that defendant's failure to object to the nurse-jurors'
prospective service on the jury, or to seek specific cautionary
instructions at trial, constituted a waiver of the jury-verdict
tainting claims.
Generally, a jury verdict may not be impeached by probes
into the jury's deliberative process; however, a showing
of improper influence provides a necessary and narrow
exception to the general proposition (see,

People v Brown,

48 NY2d 388, 393;
People v Testa, 61 NY2d 1008,
1009). Improper influence includes even “well-intentioned
jury conduct which tends to put the jury in possession of
evidence not introduced at trial” (
at 393).

People v Brown, supra,

CPL 330.30 (2) provides that, after the rendition of a verdict
of guilty and before sentence, the court may, upon defendant's
motion, set aside the verdict upon the ground “[t]hat during
the trial there occurred, out of the presence of the court,
improper conduct by a juror, or improper conduct by another
person in relation to a juror, which may have affected a
substantial right of the defendant and which was not known
to the defendant prior to the rendition of the verdict.”
Defendant argues that jurors who utilized their own expertise
to compare their blood volume loss estimations with that of a
defense expert and who shared their opinions of the medical
consequences with the rest of the jury, engaged in prohibited
conduct that is within the remedial reach of CPL 330.30 (2).
This Court has noted, “[b]ecause juror misconduct can take
many forms, no ironclad rule of decision is possible. In each
case, the facts must be examined to determine the nature
of the material placed before the jury and the likelihood
that *574 prejudice would be engendered” ( People v
Brown, 48 NY2d 388, 394, supra). Each instance of juror
misconduct must be analyzed with respect to its particular
facts (see,
People v Irizarry, 83 NY2d 557, 561). The
trial court is invested with discretion and posttrial fact-finding
powers to ascertain and determine whether the activity during
deliberations constituted misconduct and whether the verdict
should be set aside and a new trial ordered (see,
Testa, 61 NY2d 1008, 1009, supra).
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We have generally examined juror misconduct in light of
unauthorized visits by jurors to areas or crime scenes at issue
(see, e.g.,
People v Crimmins, 26 NY2d 319;
People
v De Lucia, 20 NY2d 275), jurors' improper reenactments
of incidents (see, e.g.,
People v Legister, 75 NY2d 832),
or jurors' performing “tests” to verify testimony at issue
(see, e.g.,
People v Stanley, 87 NY2d 1000). In assessing
whether a particular activity rises to the level of misconduct,
our calculus includes an appreciation that the complainedof conduct must be something more than an application of
everyday experience, for that is precisely what peer jurors are
instructed and expected to use in their assessment of evidence
(see,

People v Brown, supra, at 394).

A reviewing court should also evaluate whether a juror's or
the jury's conduct “created a substantial risk of prejudice to
the rights of the defendant by coloring the views of the other
jurors as well as her own” (id.). In Brown, the sole witness'
testimony linking the defendant with the crime was bolstered
by a juror's description of her unplanned “test.” We held that
it was reasonable to assume that the jury might give her view
extra weight (id.).
A similar, grave potential for prejudice is also present
here when a juror who is a professional in everyday life
shares expertise to evaluate and draw an expert conclusion
about a material issue in the case that is distinct from and
additional to the medical proofs adduced at trial. Other
jurors are likely to defer to the gratuitous injection of
expertise and evaluations by fellow professional jurors, over
and above their own everyday experiences, judgment and
the adduced proofs at trial. Overall, a reversible error can
materialize from (1) jurors conducting personal specialized
assessments not within the common ken of juror experience
and knowledge (2) concerning a material issue in the case,
and (3) communicating that expert opinion to the rest of the
jury panel with the force of private, untested truth as though
it were evidence (id., at 395). *575
The justification for this careful but fair rule originates
from the awareness that jurors otherwise become “unsworn
witnesses, incapable of being confronted by defendant,” and
their expertise injects nonrecord evidence into the calculus of
judgment which a defendant cannot test or refute by crossexamination ( People v Stanley, 87 NY2d 1000, 1001,
supra). This kind of unauthorized conduct justifies a trial
court in setting aside a verdict where the circumstances are

evidently prejudicial to the defendant's right to confrontation
and cross-examination of witnesses (see, e.g.,
Lucia, 20 NY2d 275, supra).

People v De

One of the layperson jurors in this case testified at the
CPL 330.30 hearing that the nurse-jurors' opinions directly
affected the verdict that the jury reached. The hearing
evidence and this Court's carefully calibrated precedents
combine to support the remedial action, found necessary by
the trial court in ordering a new trial.
In passing, we note also the policy goals of recent jury
reform measures that eliminated exemptions and facilitated
the selection of professionals to jury pools comprising
“a fair cross-section of the community” (Judiciary Law
§ 500, as amended by L 1995, ch 86, § 1; Judiciary
Law § 509, as amended by L 1995, ch 86, § 2 [deleting
references to exempted or disqualified persons]). This reform
plainly contemplates that a class of professional individuals
should contribute their “wisdom and life experiences to the
deliberative process” (see, Kaye, Ch. J., A Judge's Perspective
on Jury Reform from the Other Side of the Jury Box, 36
Judges' J [No. 4] 18, 21).
Furthermore, we acknowledge that the knowledge and
experience of jurors, who happen to be professionals of
every type in everyday life, are brought in some part with
them into the jury service and deliberations. It would be
unrealistic to expect jurors to shed their life experiences in
performing this important civic duty just because they are
professionals. They may not, however, take the additional,
forbidden step beyond the evidence of the cases before
them. That would violate the rights of litigants to have
their cases decided only on the evidence adduced, and
would substitute these jurors' own professional opinions in
place of expert proofs adduced at trial. This substitution of
professional opinion is fatal when shared with the rest of
the jury. That combination produces reversible error because
it goes beyond authorized limits and the commendable jury
reform expectations. It instead injects nonrecord evidence
into the jury's deliberative process--a fundamental breach
of *576 standard operating evidence appraisal and trial
adjudication. Indeed, such conduct compromises the integrity
of the jury process, as would the introduction of ex parte
communications or materials that are not part of tested
evidence at trial.
For these reasons it may be useful for trial courts to modify
their standard instructions differentiating between ordinary
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and professional opinions of jurors, and directing that jurors
may not use their professional expertise to insert facts and
evidence outside the record with respect to material issues
into the deliberation process (see, e.g.,
Fitzgibbons v New
York State Univ. Constr. Fund [appeal No. 1], 177 AD2d 1033,
citing People v Legister, 75 NY2d 832, 833, supra ; Alford
v Sventek, 53 NY2d 743, 745; People v Brown, 48 NY2d 388,
393, supra;
see also, Prince, Richardson on Evidence §
6-112 [b] [Farrell 11th ed]). That is not to say that the personal
mental processes of any juror and credibility assessments,
and the like, will be subject to postverdict impeachment.
That is not this case, which goes far beyond those kinds of
permissible activities and boundaries.
(2) We also observe that the Appellate Division's rationale for
its reversal, insofar as it rested on the voir dire selection of
the jury, cannot stand. The voir dire activity cannot immunize
juror misconduct at the deliberation stage. Although one
of the nurse-jurors answered a voir dire question that her
professional experience might affect what she believed
End of Document

regarding adduced medical evidence, and the defendant did
not seek to disqualify her as a prospective juror on that
basis, these circumstances cannot justify the later insertion of
nonrecord opinion evidence into the jury's consideration by
communication during deliberations (compare,
23 Jones
St. Assocs. v Beretta, 182 Misc 2d 177 [App Term, 1st Dept]).
We have considered all other arguments presented on both
sides and are persuaded, for the reasons expressed in this
opinion, that County Court was right to order a new trial.
Accordingly, the order of the Appellate Division should be
reversed and the order of County Court reinstated.

Chief Judge Kaye and Judges Smith, Levine, Ciparick,
Wesley and Rosenblatt concur.
Order reversed, etc. *577
Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New York
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[1983]), we find that it was legally sufficient to establish
the defendant's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. Moreover,
in fulfilling our responsibility to conduct an independent
146 A.D.3d 816, 44 N.Y.S.3d
550, 2017 N.Y. Slip Op. 00194
**1 The People of the State
of New York, Respondent,
v
Neville Mullings, Appellant.
Supreme Court, Appellate Division,
Second Department, New York
1502/10, 2014-08973
January 11, 2017
CITE TITLE AS: People v Mullings
Frederick K. Brewington, Hempstead, NY (Jonathan I.
Edelstein of counsel), for appellant.
Madeline Singas, District Attorney, Mineola, NY (Tammy J.
Smiley and Laurie K. Gibbons of counsel), for respondent.
Appeal by the defendant from a judgment of the Supreme
Court, Nassau County (Honorof, J.), rendered September 30,
2014, convicting him of conspiracy in the fourth degree (two
counts) and official misconduct (two counts), upon a jury
verdict, and imposing sentence.
Ordered that the judgment is affirmed. *817
In July 2010, the defendant was charged with grand larceny,
conspiracy, and related crimes, all arising from his alleged
participation, with several codefendants, in a bid-rigging
scheme involving the New Cassel Revitalization Project, an
initiative intended to effectuate the development of eight sites
in the downtown corridor of New Cassel. After a jury trial,
the defendant was convicted of two counts of conspiracy in
the fourth degree and two counts of official misconduct.

review of the weight of the evidence (see

CPL 470.15 [5];

People v Danielson, 9 NY3d 342 [2007]), we nevertheless
accord great deference to the jury's opportunity to view the
witnesses, hear the testimony, and observe demeanor (see
People v Mateo, 2 NY3d 383, 410 [2004]; People v
Bleakley, 69 NY2d 490, 495 [1987]). Upon reviewing the
record here, we are satisfied that the verdict of guilt was not
against the weight of the evidence (see
7 NY3d 633 [2006]).

People v Romero,

The defendant moved to set aside the verdict pursuant to
CPL 330.30 (1) on several grounds, none of which is at
issue here. The People opposed the motion and, in reply,
the defendant raised an entirely new claim, i.e., that the
verdict should be set aside on the ground of newly discovered
evidence. Thus, the defendant's claim of newly discovered
evidence was improperly raised for the first time in reply to
the People's opposition papers. In any event, the defendant
failed to establish that the alleged newly discovered evidence
was of such a character as to create a probability that, had it
been received in evidence, the verdict would have been more
favorable to him (see CPL 330.30 [3];
People v Salemi,
309 NY 208 [1955]; People v Ali, 123 AD3d 1137, 1138
[2014]).
The defendant waived his contention that the Supreme Court
violated the continuous deliberation rule set forth in
CPL
310.10 (see People v Garcia, 24 AD3d 308, 309 [2005]).
The sentence imposed was not excessive (see
Suitte, 90 AD2d 80 [1982]).

People v

The defendant's remaining contentions are without merit.
Rivera, J.P., Hall, Roman and Connolly, JJ., concur.

Viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the
prosecution (see
End of Document

People v Contes, 60 NY2d 620, 621
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involved in the prosecution of defendant's case, since the trial
court, after conducting a hearing, properly concluded that
there was no basis to order a new trial. A juror's concealment
of any information during voir dire is by itself not cause for
automatic reversal, and the creation of a constitutional rule
requiring automatic reversal whenever a defendant claims he
might have peremptorily excused a juror had he possessed
certain information about that juror is not warranted.

100 N.Y.2d 30, 790 N.E.2d 247, 760
N.Y.S.2d 74, 2003 N.Y. Slip Op. 12516
The People of the State of New York, Respondent,
v.
Jose Rodriguez, Appellant.
Court of Appeals of New York
1, 31
Argued February 13, 2003;
Decided March 27, 2003
CITE TITLE AS: People v Rodriguez
SUMMARY
Appeal, by permission of an Associate Judge of the Court
of Appeals, from an order of the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court in the First Judicial Department, entered
February 21, 2002, which modified, as a matter of discretion
in the interest of justice, and, as modified, affirmed a
judgment of the Supreme Court (Harold Beeler, J.; op
183 Misc 2d 867), rendered in New York County upon a
verdict convicting defendant of criminal sale of a controlled
substance in the third degree, and sentencing defendant, as a
second felony offender, to a term of imprisonment of from 6 to
12 years. The modification consisted of reducing the sentence
to a term of 5 to 10 years.
People v Rodriguez, 291 AD2d 317, affirmed.
HEADNOTES
Crimes
Jurors
Misconduct of Juror--Lack of Prejudice
(1) In a prosecution for criminal sale of a controlled substance,
defendant is not entitled to reversal of his conviction on the
ground that during voir dire a juror intentionally concealed
his friendship with an assistant district attorney who was not

Crimes
Jurors
Misconduct of Juror--Harmless Error
(2) In determining if juror misconduct requires reversal of
defendant's conviction, the proper inquiry is whether the
misconduct affected a substantial right of the defendant and
was not known to the defendant prior to the rendition of
the verdict. Absent a showing of prejudice, proof of juror
misconduct does not entitle a defendant to a new trial.
Accordingly, where a juror, who wanted to be selected
for defendant's trial because he thought it would be brief,
intentionally failed to disclose his acquaintance with an
assistant district attorney who was not involved in prosecuting
defendant, defendant is not entitled to a new trial. The juror
believed that if he divulged his friendship with the prosecutor,
he might have been returned to the jury pool for another,
possibly longer, case. The juror had no contact with the
prosecutor during the trial and unequivocally stated that his
relationship with him did not influence his deliberations in
the slightest. There is record support *31 for the affirmed
finding of the trial court that although the juror's failure
to disclose the friendship constituted misconduct, it was
“harmless” and did not result in substantial prejudice to
defendant. Therefore, review in the Court of Appeals is at an
end.

Crimes
Harmless and Prejudicial Error
Prosecutor's Summation
(3) A prosecutor's comment during summation, making an
oblique reference to defendant's character, which was not in
evidence, was improper. However, the error was harmless in
light of the overwhelming evidence of defendant's guilt.
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People v Hayes, 97 NY2d 203;
People v Alexander, 94
NY2d 382.)
Robert M. Morgenthau, District Attorney, New York City
(Alice Wiseman and Susan Gliner of counsel), for respondent.
I. The trial court properly denied defendant's motion to
set aside the verdict. (

People v Irizarry, 83 NY2d 557;

NY Jur 2d, Criminal Law §§ 2387, 2388, 2393, 2395, 2523,
2555.

People v Brown, 48 NY2d 388; People v Clark, 81 NY2d
813; People v Adams, 278 AD2d 920; People v Phillips, 87

ANNOTATION REFERENCES

Misc 2d 613, 52 AD2d 758;
McDonough Power Equip.,
Inc. v Greenwood, 464 US 548; People v Howard, 66 AD2d

Juror's voir dire denial or nondisclosure of acquaintance or
relationship with attorney in case, or with partner or associate
of such attorney, as ground for new trial or mistrial. 64 ALR3d
126.
POINTS OF COUNSEL
Office of the Appellate Defender, New York City (Eunice C.
Lee and Richard M. Greenberg of counsel), for appellant.
I. When it was revealed that a juror had deliberately concealed
his friendship with an assistant district attorney in the office
prosecuting Jose Rodriguez, the trial court's failure to set
aside the guilty verdict on the ground of juror misconduct
violated Jose Rodriguez's constitutional right to a fair and
impartial jury chosen with his participation and according
to law. (

People v Maragh, 94 NY2d 569;

Jeanty, 94 NY2d 507;

People v

People v Rodriguez, 71 NY2d 214;

People v Anderson, 70 NY2d 729;
People v Buford,
69 NY2d 290; People v Winship, 309 NY 311; People v
Rosen, 251 App Div 584, 275 NY 627;

United States v

Colombo, 869 F2d 149;
United States v Langford, 990
F2d 65; People v Cephus, 224 AD2d 706.) II. The prosecutor
committed misconduct and denied Jose Rodriguez a fair trial
by characterizing the defense witnesses' failure to testify to
“outrage” or surprise at Mr. Rodriguez's arrest as affirmative
evidence of bad character and probative of his guilt, where
the prosecutorknew *32 that such testimony would have
opened the door to evidence of Mr. Rodriguez's prior bad
acts. (

People v Ashwal, 39 NY2d 105;

People v Wright,

41 NY2d 172;
People v Carroll, 95 NY2d 375; People
v Norton, 164 AD2d 343, 79 NY2d 808; People v Weeks,
156 AD2d 133;

People v Vargas, 86 NY2d 215; People

v Kuss, 32 NY2d 436;

670; People v Christian, 210 AD2d 140;

People v Colon,

71 NY2d 410, 487 US 1239;
People v Provenzano, 50
NY2d 420.) II. Defendant was not deprived of a fair trial by
a single remark made by the prosecutor during summation.
(People v Galloway, 54 NY2d 396; People v Nai Hing Liang,
208 AD2d 401;

People v Ashwal, 39 NY2d 105; People

v Burke, 72 NY2d 833;

People v Bailey, 58 NY2d 272;

People v Halm, 81 NY2d 819;

People v Marks, 6 NY2d

67,
362 US 912; People v Alston, 52 AD2d 817; People v
Johnson, 212 AD2d 362, 85 NY2d 939; People v Brown, 208
AD2d 414, 85 NY2d 906.)
OPINION OF THE COURT
Rosenblatt, J.
The appeal before us involves alleged juror misconduct.
Defendant seeks reversal of his conviction because during
voir dire a juror failed to reveal his friendship with a
New York County Assistant District Attorney who was not
involved in the prosecution of defendant's case. We agree with
the Appellate Division that the trial court, after conducting a
hearing, properly concluded that there was no basis to order
a new trial.
I.
In September 1998, an undercover officer approached
defendant at a street corner in Manhattan and asked him for
a “bag of blow” (i.e., cocaine). Defendant led the officer
into a nearby building and told him to wait while defendant
went elsewhere. A few minutes later, defendant returned and
handed the officer a bag of cocaine in exchange for $20 of
prerecorded money. *33

People v Zackowitz, 254 NY 192;
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As defendant and the officer walked away together, another
undercover officer followed them, continuously transmitting
defendant's location and description to a field team nearby.
The officer who bought the cocaine stopped briefly to
examine the package and told defendant, “All right. This
looks cool.” Defendant responded, “Next time I see you out
here, I'll give you my card with my beeper number.” Minutes
later the field team moved in and arrested defendant. The
officers found the prerecorded money in defendant's pocket,
and the officer who made the buy identified defendant as the
seller. A jury subsequently found defendant guilty of criminal

jury chosen according to law, in whose selection [the

sale of a controlled substance in the third degree (
Law § 220.39 [1]).

to be adequate under the State Constitution (see
id. at
218, 220), range from the right to a jury chosen according
to law (see CPL 270.05) to the right to remove a juror who
is “grossly unqualified” to serve (see CPL 270.35 [1]; see

Penal

Soon after the verdict, one of the jurors, Steven Cohen,
contacted Andrew Carey, a New York County Assistant
District Attorney with whom he had previously been
acquainted. Cohen told Carey that he had served as a juror
on defendant's trial and had intentionally concealed that he
and Carey knew each other. Carey immediately reported
the conversation to the prosecuting attorney, who in turn
disclosed it to the court and defense counsel. In response
to defendant's motion to set aside the verdict pursuant to
CPL 330.30, the court conducted a hearing at which Cohen
and Carey testified. The court credited Cohen's and Carey's
testimony that their relationship was “remote,” and that
Cohen's sole reason for wanting to remain on the jury was his
desire to serve on a short trial. Satisfied that Cohen's lack of
disclosure worked no prejudice against defendant, the court
denied the motion.
The Appellate Division affirmed, agreeing with Supreme
Court that “the juror's concealment of information during voir
dire did not cause any prejudice that would entitle defendant
to a new trial” (291 AD2d 317, 317 [2002]). A Judge of this
Court granted defendant permission to appeal and we now
affirm.

defendant] *34 has had a voice”' ( People v Buford,
69 NY2d 290, 297-298 [1987], quoting People v Ivery, 96
AD2d 712, 712 [1983]; see also

People v Rodriguez, 71

NY2d 214, 218 [1988];
People v Anderson, 70 NY2d
729, 730 [1987]). To safeguard this right, the Legislature has
enacted provisions affording criminal defendants the ability to
“participate fully in the selection of the jury” ( Rodriguez,
71 NY2d at 218). These protections, which we have found

generally

Rodriguez, 71 NY2d at 218).

(1) Defendant relies on these cases in support of his claim that
the concealment in question denied him the right to have a
voice in jury selection. Contrary to defendant's contentions,
however, we have never held that a juror's concealment of any
information during voir dire is by itself cause for automatic
reversal. Rodriguez, Anderson and Buford recognize that the
Legislature has enacted statutory protections that safeguard a
defendant's constitutional right to participate in jury selection
and have an impartial jury. Indeed, in all three cases, the
Court focused on whether the trial court properly disposed
of a CPL 270.35 motion, and the result turned on whether
the juror in question was “grossly unqualified” to serve, a
determination that is not at issue on this appeal. Defendant
argues not that these statutory protections are inadequate,
but that we should create a constitutional rule requiring
automatic reversal whenever a defendant claims he might
have peremptorily excused a juror had he possessed certain
information about that juror. We decline to adopt such a rule.
Rather, because defendant moved to set aside the verdict
pursuant to CPL 330.30 (2), we adhere to the well settled
statutory analysis applicable to such cases. * *35

II.
Defendant argues that he has been denied his right under the
State Constitution to a fair and impartial jury chosen with
his participation. Specifically, defendant contends that he was
denied a voice in the selection of the jury because Cohen's
concealment deprived him of the opportunity to question
Cohen more fully and possibly remove him from the jury.
As defendant correctly points out, we have held that “[a]
defendant has a constitutional right to a trial by a 'particular

(2) CPL 330.30 (2) provides that, after the rendition of a
verdict of guilty but before the sentence is imposed, the
court may, upon the defendant's motion, set aside the verdict.
The court is authorized to do so if “during the trial there
occurred, out of the presence of the court, improper conduct
by a juror, or improper conduct by another person in relation
to a juror, which may have affected a substantial right of
the defendant and which was not known to the defendant
prior to the rendition of the verdict” (CPL 330.30 [2]).
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In addressing CPL 330.30 (2) motions, we have held that
“[a]bsent a showing of prejudice to a substantial right, ... proof
of juror misconduct does not entitle a defendant to a new
trial” ( People v Irizarry, 83 NY2d 557, 561 [1994]). We
apply this standard because “not every misstep by a juror
rises to the inherently prejudicial level at which reversal is
required automatically” ( People v Brown, 48 NY2d 388,
394 [1979]). Indeed, the fact-intensive nature of these kinds
of issues requires that “[e]ach case ... be examined on its
unique facts to determine the nature of the misconduct and the
likelihood that prejudice was engendered” (People v Clark, 81
NY2d 913, 914 [1993]). Accordingly, trial courts are vested
with discretion in deciding CPL 330.30 (2) motions (see
People v Maragh, 94 NY2d 569, 574 [2000]), and this
Court will uphold a trial court's undisturbed findings of fact
if they are supported by evidence in the record (see People v
Ceresoli, 88 NY2d 925, 926 [1996]).
In response to defendant's CPL 330.30 motion, the trial court
held a hearing and heard testimony concerning the purported
friendship between Cohen and Carey. They both testified that
they had been friends in high school but lost touch for about
10 years after graduation. For most of those 10 years Cohen
lived outside the country. A few weeks before defendant's
trial, Cohen contacted Carey and arranged for them to meet.
Over lunch, the two caught up on each other's lives and
casually discussed the events of the intervening 10 years.
There was also some general conversation about Carey's job
in the District Attorney's office.
When Cohen reported for jury duty, the judge
asked him whether he knew anyone involved in law
enforcement, including the District Attorney's office. Cohen,
“understanding the *36 court's inquiry and recognizing the
relevance of his relationship to Mr. Carey,” chose not to
disclose his friendship (183 Misc 2d 867, 868 [1999]). His
reason, which Supreme Court in deciding the CPL 330.30
motion accepted as true, was that he wanted to be selected
for defendant's jury because the judge predicted that the trial
would be relatively short. He believed that if he divulged
his friendship with Carey, he might have been returned to
the jury pool for another, possibly longer, case. Cohen had
no contact with Carey during the trial and unequivocally
stated that his relationship with Carey did not influence his
deliberations in the slightest. Based on this testimony, the trial
court determined that although Cohen's failure to disclose the
friendship constituted misconduct, it was “harmless” and did

not result in substantial prejudice to defendant. The Appellate
Division agreed.
We are satisfied that the trial court's undisturbed findings
made after the CPL 330.30 hearing are supported by the
record. Our review is therefore at an end (see Ceresoli, 88
NY2d 925). We now turn to defendant's second argument.
III.
At trial, defendant presented testimony from several alibi
witnesses. Before they took the stand, defense counsel made
it clear at a bench conference that he would be calling
them solely as fact witnesses to avoid opening the door to
questions about defendant's character. The prosecutor stated
that he “understood [defense counsel's] point” and would
approach the court before introducing any character evidence.
In keeping with the understanding, the defense restricted the
questioning of its witnesses to factual matters, being careful
not to elicit any comment as to defendant's character.
In his summation, however, the prosecutor stated that “none
of the defense witnesses testified that they were outraged
and that the defendant couldn't or wouldn't have done this.”
Defense counsel objected and asked to approach the bench,
but the court overruled the objection, telling the jury, “These
are arguments by counsel. You can accept or reject them.
This case is decided solely on the evidence in this case,
and that's all.” After the prosecutor's summation, defense
counsel moved for a mistrial, claiming that the prosecutor's
reference to the defense witnesses' lack of outrage was
improper because the witnesses could not have expressed
any such sentiment without bringing into the case defendant's
character and prior bad acts. The trial court denied the motion,
concluding that the prosecutor's comment went to the defense
witnesses' credibility. *37
On this appeal, defendant argues that the prosecutor's
comment insinuated that the defense witnesses had
knowledge of defendant's bad character or his propensity
to commit the crime charged. The comment was even
more objectionable, he contends, because the prosecutor was
acutely aware of the reason the witnesses did not testify about
any “outrage” or “surprise,” and yet betrayed the parties'
understanding by injecting the issue of defendant's character.
In response, the People argue that, when read in context,
the prosecutor's isolated remark was “part and parcel of
his argument that nothing in the testimony of the defense
witnesses showed that defendant 'couldn't' have committed
the crime.”
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(3) The prosecutor's comment was uncalled for in that it
made an oblique reference to defendant's character, which
was not in evidence (see
People v Ashwal, 39 NY2d
105, 109-110 [1976]; People v Kuss, 32 NY2d 436, 442
[1973]). We conclude, however, that the error was harmless in
light of the overwhelming evidence of defendant's guilt (see
People v Crimmins, 36 NY2d 230, 241-242 [1975]).

Accordingly, the order of the Appellate Division should be
affirmed.

Chief Judge Kaye and Judges Smith, Ciparick, Wesley,
Graffeo and Read concur.
Order affirmed. *38
Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New York

Footnotes
*

Defendant has not argued, let alone established, that the friendship between Cohen and Carey would have
justified a defense challenge for cause (cf.
[1984]; see also

McDonough Power Equip., Inc. v Greenwood, 464 US 548, 556

United States v Greer, 285 F3d 158, 170-171 [2d Cir 2002];

United States v Tucker, 137

F3d 1016, 1026-1029 [8th Cir 1998]; Gonzales v Thomas, 99 F3d 978, 983-984 [10th Cir 1996]). Moreover,
to the extent defendant raises a federal constitutional argument under the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments,
it also fails. The Supreme Court has held that, in cases of alleged juror partiality, the constitutional requirement
of a fair and impartial jury is satisfied by holding a posttrial hearing (see
Smith v Phillips, 455 US 209
[1982]), as the trial court did here. Indeed, in stark contrast to defendant's argument, the Court in Smith
explained that “due process does not require a new trial every time a juror has been placed in a potentially
compromising situation. Were that the rule, few trials would be constitutionally acceptable” (id. at 217). We
note that the particular provision at issue in Smith, which the Court found adequate, was CPL 330.30 (2).

End of Document
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CITE TITLE AS: People v Salemi
*208 Crimes
Newly discovered evidence --- (1) Defendant was convicted
of murder in first degree; on reargument of defendant's
appeal, court adheres to original decision that no error
was committed in respect to trial court's charge --- (2)
Defendant alleges, on motion for new trial on ground
of newly discovered evidence, that dying declaration
was not and could not be made; criteria permitting
ordering of new trial on ground of newly discovered
evidence (Code Crim. Pro., § 465) not satisfied --- (3)
Evidence at hearing could have been discovered before
trial by exercise of due diligence; such evidence also
cumulative and only purpose would be to impeach or
contradict former evidence; evidence not of such nature
and character as would probably change result of new
trial, if granted; statute contemplates diligence, and point
now raised mere afterthought; such evidence insufficient
to warrant granting of new trial
1. On the main appeal, the Court of Appeals regarded the
charge as full and fair in the setting of this case in which
defendant was convicted of murder in the first degree. On
reargument, the court adheres to its former decision that no
error was committed on this aspect of the case.
2. Defendant's motion for a new trial was based on
alleged newly discovered evidence showing that the dying
declaration naming defendant as the killer was not made at
the time claimed and could not have been made at any time

because the victim's physical condition was such that he could
not talk, a new claim made for the first time on that motion. A
court has power to grant an order for a new trial on the ground
of newly discovered evidence on the fulfillment of all of the
following requirements, pursuant to section 465 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure: (a) The evidence must be such as will
probably change the result if a new trial is granted; (b) it must
have been discovered since the trial; (c) it must be such as
could have not been discovered before the trial by the exercise
of due diligence; (d) it must be material to the issue; (e) it must
not be cumulative to the former issue, and (f) it must not be
merely impeaching or contradicting the former evidence. On
this record, these criteria are not satisfied.
3. It cannot reasonably be said that the evidence adduced
satisfied the statute and case law as having been newly
discovered, for it is not such as could not have been
discovered before the trial by the exercise of due diligence
and, even if we assume that it is material to the issue, it is
cumulative and any purpose it might serve is to impeach or
contradict the former evidence; in fact, it cannot reasonably be
said that it is of such a nature and character as would probably
change the result of a new trial, if granted. Furthermore,
the statute contemplates diligence, and the point now raised
is clearly an afterthought since trial counsel acknowledges
that he made no investigation concerning the dying *209
declaration until after the United States Supreme Court
denied rehearing. The alleged newly discovered evidence is
insufficient to warrant the granting of a new trial.
People v. Salemi, 306 N. Y. 863, affirmed.

REARGUMENT of appeal from a judgment of the Court of
General Sessions of the County of New York (GOLDSTEIN,
J.), rendered June 24, 1953, upon a verdict convicting
defendant of the crime of murder in the first degree, and from
an order of said court, entered June 17,1953, denying a motion
by defendant for an order granting a new trial on the ground
of newly discovered evidence. Subsequent motions for a new
trial on the ground of newly discovered evidence were denied
by said court on April 27, 1955, and May 10, 1955. [See
306 N. Y. 863.]
Jacob Shientag and Rudolph Stand for appellant.
I. James Forlenza was not at the hospital to receive any dying
declaration. II. The deceased could not and did not make any
dying declaration. III. The defendant was deprived of due
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process of law under the Federal and State Constitutions in
connection with the exhumation proceedings.
Frank S. Hogan, District Attorney (Charles W. Manning and
Richard G. Denzer of counsel), for respondent.
I. The motion for reargument of the appeal should be denied.
(People v. Patrick, 182 N. Y. 131; People v. Bonifacio, 119
App. Div. 719, 190 N. Y. 150.) II. The failure to produce the
evidence at the trial -- and before the day of judgment -- was
owing to want of diligence. III. The alleged newly discovered
evidence was of a cumulative nature and, as such, could not
be a proper basis for a motion for a new trial. IV. The evidence
adduced at the hearing, far from probably changing the jury's
verdict, would have made it easier for the jury to conclude that
defendant was guilty. V. As to the propriety of the exhumation
proceedings, defendant could not have been prejudiced by an
examination revealing the actual physical facts.
DYE, J.
On March 12, 1954, we affirmed by a divided court this
defendant's appeal from a judgment of the Court of General
Sessions of the County of New York (GOLDSTEIN, J.,
and a special jury) rendered June 24, 1953, upon a verdict
convicting defendant of the crime of murder in the first
degree and from an order *210 of said court made June
17, 1953, following a hearing, denying defendant's motion
for a new trial on newly discovered evidence ( People
v. Salemi, 306 N. Y. 863). On June 1, 1955, we granted
defendant's motion for a reargument of his appeal so that
we might review an order of the Court of General Sessions
made by Honorable JONAH GOLDSTEIN, following a
hearing denying defendant's motion for a new trial on newly
discovered evidence (People v. Regan, 292 N. Y. 109; People
v. Dunn, 298 N. Y. 706; People v. Stein, 303 N. Y. 627). By this
means we are able to test the new matter as if it had originally
been a part of the main record. We have done that in this
instance.
Briefly, the record shows that at about 8:40 P.M., February
26, 1952, Walter Forlenza was shot and fatally wounded as
he sat alone at a table in the dining room of the Belvedere
Bar and Grill located at 2056 Second Avenue between 105th
and 106th Streets, Borough of Manhattan, New York City;
two bullets from a .32 calibre pistol were fired at close range.
He died about 9:00 P.M. the following evening, February
27, 1952, while undergoing an emergency operation for the
removal of one of the bullets that had lodged near and
partially severed the spinal cord. In the confusion following
the shooting, the assailant, with a pistol in his right hand,
ran out and disappeared. The defendant was suspected and

widely sought. Some ten weeks later and on May 14th,
accompanied by his counsel, he voluntarily surrendered
himself to the District Attorney. Thereafter and on June 19,
1952, the Grand Jury of the County of New York returned an
indictment accusing the defendant of the crime of commonlaw murder. The trial was held in the Court of General
Sessions before Honorable JONAH GOLDSTEIN and a
special jury commencing November 12, 1952. At the trial
the People did not prove motivation but did show that the
defendant and his victim for a long period of time had been
friends and acquaintances and that there had been ‘argument‘
from which the jury could properly infer that defendant had
a grievance against decedent. Identification was furnished
by two witnesses present at the time and both of whom
knew the defendant, one Paul R. (Whitey) Janson, a patron
sitting at the bar, positively identified the defendant as the
man whom he had seen standing over the deceased with a
gun in his hand immediately after the shooting -- the other,
Andrew Bertorelli, a part owner of the *211 tavern, placed
the defendant in the bar a few minutes earlier. In addition, the
People offered as a dying declaration, and it was so received,
a conversation had between James Forlenza and the deceased
a few hours before he died in which the deceased named
the defendant as his assailant. Other witnesses were called
to show flight or concealment to account for defendant's
disappearance for upwards of ten weeks. The defendant did
not take the stand in his own behalf. He relied on his plea of
not guilty and his defense of an alibi furnished by witnesses
who placed him near a restaurant in Queens at about the time
of the shooting. Defense counsel attempted to discredit, on
cross-examination, the reliability of the People's witnesses.
In an effort to contradict and impeach as a falsity the dying
declaration, the defense called Evelyn Forlenza to testify that
he had told her he did not know who shot him. On November
20, 1952, the jury rendered a verdict of guilty as charged in
the indictment. Prior to sentence which had been set down for
December 12, 1952, counsel for the defendant was advised
by the court, as had already appeared on the trial, that while
the witness Janson was being held in prison as a material
witness and two days before he testified at the trial he had
rammed his head into the bars of his cell inflicting a severe
gash in his scalp requiring eight stitches to close. Thereafter
he was lodged in a hotel under guard; that on the evening
following the coming in of the verdict Janson had been sent
to Bellevue for observation as to his mental condition which
was then described as ‘psychotic‘. On December 4, 1952, he
was committed to the Pilgrim State Hospital for treatment.
The court postponed sentence apparently for the purpose of
allowing counsel for the defendant to look into the matter
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and at the same time advised counsel that the hospital records
would be made available to him for use in preparing a formal
motion. On March 12th, nearly four months after the verdict,
the defendant formally moved to set aside the verdict and for a
new trial based on two grounds, first that Janson was mentally
incompetent at the time he testified and secondly that new
evidence had been discovered supporting defendant's claim
of innocence.
The court permitted the case to be reopened for the purpose
of receiving evidence bearing on the defendant's contentions.
Hearings were held beginning May 19, 1952, at which time
the *212 defendant called a psychiatrist to testify that in
his opinion Janson was mentally incompetent at the time
he testified. The expert concededly had never personally
examined the witness Janson. He based his opinion upon
Janson's trial testimony, statements made by him to examiners
at the mental hospital as contained in the hospital records,
and Janson's self-inflicted injury. The People's expert, Dr.
Lichtenstein, who had examined Janson prior to his being
called to testify at the new trial, gave as his opinion that Janson
was sane at the time of testifying.
At the main trial Janson, who knew both defendant and the
deceased and had been present in the Belvedere on the night in
question at the time of the shooting, identified the defendant
as the assailant. The matter developed by the defense at the
new trial hearing to show that Janson at the time he testified
was moody and depressed both before and after the suicide
attempt, was not new matter at all, but had been before the
court and jury on the main trial. The suicide attempt was
there brought out and fully explored, at least to the extent that
Janson had blown ‘his top‘ and had deliberately butted his
head against the iron cell bars causing a deep scalp wound
requiring several stitches to close. During the course of his
cross-examination the suicide episode was adverted to several
different times and he was asked whether he had been in a
mental hospital or had psychiatric treatment. He even was
asked to exhibit his scalp to the jury. In summation, the
defense counsel commented on the espisode at length and
called Janson ‘the man that purposely banged his head against
the bars‘. At the motion hearing Janson was recalled. He
had been released from the hospital in custody of his wife
sometime preciously. He testified that on July 2, 1952, after
a witness, the bartender at the Belvedere had been found
strangled to death in First Avenue -- he had been locked
up as a material witness, for which he was ‘only too glad‘.
As the trial date approached, owing to his knowledge of the
bartender's fate -- he became obsessed by fear and terror as to
what might happen if he testified; he said that on November

11, 1952, he ‘blew his top‘ and tried to commit suicide
by deliberately running his head into the bars. He repeated
without material inconsistency, identification testimony given
on the main trial. His testimony at the hearing was not shaken
by cross-examination. We unanimously agreed that *213
Judge GOLDSTEIN was right when he ruled that ‘on both
occasions he [Janson] was competent to testify‘.
Judge GOLDSTEIN denied the motion for a new trial. Upon
the main appeal we reviewed the judgment of conviction
rendered on the verdict of guilt and also the order denying
defendant's motion for a new trial made at the reopened
hearing. At that time the defendant argued that his conviction
was not supported by the evidence -- the trial issues had turned
largely on identity, lack of motive and an alibi -- certain trial
rulings were urged as erroneous. The adequacy of the jury
charge was also questioned.
As to all these points we unanimously agreed that the
judgment of conviction was amply sustained beyond any
reasonable doubt; that on the record then before us, including
both the minutes of the trial and the minutes on the motion for
a new trial, the conduct of the trial was free from reversible
error in all respects excepting that the dissenting Judges
were of the view that ‘the court's charge did not marshal
the evidence as required by People v. O'Dell (230 N. Y.
481)‘ ( People v. Salemi, 306 N. Y. 863, 865). On that issue,
the court was under no necessity of writing a formal statement
of their view to the contrary as the law on that subject is
governed by section 420 of the Code of Criminal Procedure
which provides: ‘In charging a jury, the court must state to
them, all matters of law which it thinks necessary for their
information in giving their verdict; and must, if requested, in
addition to what it may deem its duty to say, inform the jury
that they are the exclusive judges of all questions of fact‘.
While this statute emphasizes that the court shall charge the
jury on all matters of law, it does not follow that the charge
on the law shall be given with only slight reference to the
facts. The better practice for the court in a capital case, as we
long ago pointed out, even when uninvited by the defendant
to do so, is to present to the jury the case on trial in all
its phases in which the jury ought to consider it (People v.
Fanning, 131 N. Y. 659). Here, as in the O'Dell case (230
N. Y. 481), we must examine the charge in the setting of the
case to determine whether the omission to detail all items of
the evidence renders the charge so incomplete as to require a
reversal and a new trial. In this case the court charged: ‘It is the
prosecution's contention in *214 this case that the defendant
and the deceased Walter Forlenza knew each other, and that on
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Tuesday evening, February 26th, 1952 at about 8:30 P.M. in
the Belvedere Bar and Grill at 2056 2nd Avenue the deceased
Walter Forlenza was sitting at a table in the dining section,
and the defendant was allegedly at the bar, and it is claimed
that the defendant walked to the table at which the deceased
was seated and fired two shots at the deceased at close range.
That the defendant immediately fled, and Walter Forlenza was
removed to Beth David Hospital where he died the following
day from the effects of the bullet wounds.‘

former rulings. On the main appeal we considered all
phases of the controversy concerning the admissibility and
credibility of the dying declaration. We unanimously agreed
that no error was assignable to that aspect of the case.

The court adverted to the defendant's flight and his alibi by
saying:

We now turn to the within order denying defendant's motion
for a new trial based on alleged newly discovered evidence
showing that the dying declaration naming the defendantappellant as the killer was not made at the time claimed and
could not have been made at any time because the victim's
physical condition was such that he could not talk, a new
claim made for the first time on this motion.

‘The prosecution claims that the defendant fled and was not
seen or heard from until May 14th, 1952 when in the custody
of his lawyer he surrendered himself at the District Attorney's
office. It is the defendant's contention that on the night of
the shooting he was not in the Belvedere Bar and Grill. It is
claimed that he was in a restaurant in Queens County.

The power to grant an order for a new trial on the ground of
newly discovered evidence is purely statutory. Such power
may be exercised only when the requirements of the statute
have been satisfied, the determination of which rests within
the sound discretion of the court. So far as pertinent the statute
provides, viz. (Code Crim. Pro., § 465):

‘If you find as a fact that the defendant was not in the
Belvedere Bar and Grill when the shooting occurred, then you
should acquit him.

‘§ 465. In what cases granted. The court in which a trial has
been had upon an issue of fact has power to grant a new trial,
when a verdict has been rendered against the defendant, by
which his substantial rights have been prejudiced, upon his
application, in the following cases. * * *

‘If you find as a fact that the defendant was in the Belvedere
Bar and Grill when the shooting occurred, but that he did not
shoot the deceased, then you should acquit him.‘
The defendant, we must remember, relied on his plea of ‘not
guilty‘ and his alibi witnesses. Under the proof the court
said about all that could be said, for -- as we know and as
they had been instructed -- the statute says: ‘The jury * * *
are the exclusive judges of all questions of fact‘. The issue
was murder in the first degree. The shooting was quickly
done. The lone assailant had fled and disappeared and the
victim died of the wounds inflicted. What more was necessary
to be said? The jury had heard all of the witnesses. We
may assume that they had paid attention to the witnesses as
they testified and were intelligent enough to remember the
various incidental and collateral details without repetition by
the court. On the main appeal we regarded the charge in the
setting of this case as full and fair. Our view has not changed
by our later reconsideration and we adhere to our former
decision that no error was committed on this aspect of the
case.
*215 On that motion the defense also stressed as error
the admission of testimony of James Forlenza concerning
a dying declaration, for lack of proper foundation and
veracity, inadequacy of the charge, etc., all of which Judge
GOLDSTEIN carefully reconsidered and adhered to his

‘7. Where it is made to appear, by affidavit, that upon
another trial, the defendant can produce evidence such as, if
before received, would probably have changed the verdict;
if such evidence has been discovered since the trial, is not
cumulative; and the failure to produce it on the trial was
not owing to want of diligence. The court in such cases
can, however, compel the personal appearance of the affiants
before it for the purposes of their personal examination
and cross-examination, under oath, upon the contents of the
affidavits which they subscribed.‘
The test thus enunciated was long ago approved in this court,
and since followed -- viz.: that ‘Newly-discovered evidence
in order to be sufficient must fulfill all the following *216
requirements: 1. It must be such as will probably change the
result if a new trial is granted; 2. It must have been discovered
since the trial; 3. It must be such as could have not been
discovered before the trial by the exercise of due diligence; 4.
It must be material to the issue; 5. It must not be cumulative to
the former issue; and, 6. It must not be merely impeaching or
contradicting the former evidence.‘ ( People v. Priori, 164
N. Y. 459, 472; People v. Eng Hing, 212 N. Y. 373, 392.) On
this record these criteria are not satisfied.
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At the trial James Forlenza, a brother of the victim was called
by the People to testify to a conversation had with the victim
shortly before his death, in which he named the defendant
as the person who had shot him. This conversation was
admitted over objection as a dying declaration. According to
the witness' best recollection at the trial, the conversation had
taken place between 5:00 and 5:30 P.M. February 27, 1952. 1
Although it appeared and was readily admitted that, in a prior
written statement to the District Attorney, James had fixed
the time at 1:00 P.M. and that when he testified before the
Grand Jury he had fixed the time at between 4:00 and 4:30
P.M., the defense made no effort to clear up this inconsistency.
The cross-examination of this witness was devoted almost
entirely to discrediting the statement as a dying declaration
on the ground that the declarant was not expecting to die.
James was cross-examined to the point of exhaustion on slight
inconsistencies *217 in language used on the three different
occasions. Everyone, including the defense, proceeded on
the theory that such a conversation had, in fact, taken place,
the attack being centered at all times on its competency and
materiality as a dying declaration, as to which more will be
said later.
Returning to the issue as to the time the declaration was
made, the defense called Detective Mengrone, who visited
the hospital four times between 1:00 A.M. and 4:30 P.M.
on February 27th, to testify that he saw other relatives of
decedent but at no time did he see James either at the hospital
or at the bedside.
Notwithstanding the existence of a time discrepancy, defense
counsel barely mentioned it in his summation but devoted the
greater part of his comment to an attempt to persuade the jury
that the defendant was innocent and that the dying declaration
was a false, perjurious fabrication.
Counsel for the People, in the course of his summation,
pointed out that, in the testimony by James as to the time, the
statement was made according to his best recollection; that
the inconsistency was explainable by the attendant anxiety
incident to the stress and strain of the tragic news plus the utter
lack of motive to testify falsely. The question, then, was fully
presented to the jury and we must assume that they considered
the inconsistency as unsubstantial. Nothwithstanding this
state of the record on the main appeal, counsel for the defense
now argues that the inconsistency in time raises an issue of
fact which should be resubmitted to the jury. At the hearing
so-called newly discovered evidence calculated to throw new

light on this point was presented. After a careful study of this
testimony, we are constrained to conclude that it adds nothing
to what was previously before the trial jury. For example:
Nurse Cancro said she was there between 4:30 and 5:15
P.M. when the patient was taken to the operating room and
during that time had not seen James. However, on her crossexamination she conceded that, when she returned from her
lunch hour sometime between 12:30 and 1:00 P.M., she saw
two men whom she did not know at the patient's bedside, one
of whom had his head inside the oxygen tent. Now it is true
that this witness did not testify at the trial. Her name was in
the records of the hospital. She married in December, 1952,
long after her attendance on the deceased. No one sought to
locate her until *218 1955 -- nearly three years after the trial
and her marriage -- when her married name was not easily
discoverable. The point is that the defense did not attempt to
locate her at the time of the trial and does not claim to have
done so, since it was not then the theory of the defense that
the deceased could not talk.
Dr. Strully, who between 4:30 and 5:15 P.M. aided in
preparing the patient for the operation, testified that no
outsiders were present during that time. His name appeared
on the hospital chart and was available.
Patsy Yannotti was at the bedside for a short while when
preparations for the operation were commenced about 4:30
P.M. He left the ward and joined Evelyn and a friend named
Donato in the adjacent hallway. During that time he did not
see James Forlenza whom he knew.
The moving affidavit alleges that the identity of Yannotti
did not become known until sometime in July, 1954. To the
extent that the identity of Cancro and Yannotti were unknown
by defense counsel at the time of the trial, I suppose it can
be said with some plausibility that the testimony they gave
at the hearing was newly discovered in the sense that these
witnesses had not been interviewed by the defense counsel
prior to the trial. Even if we assume this is so, it does not
follow that ‘the failure to produce [their testimony] on the trial
was not owing to want of diligence‘ (§ 465) for, surely, the
names of each one of these witnesses were either mentioned
in the hospital records or could have been easily learned
by the simplest sort of inquiry. Furthermore, even though
we assume that such testimony would have been material
to the issues upon which the trial was conducted, it cannot
reasonably be said that ‘if before received‘ such evidence
‘would probably have changed the verdict‘ (§ 465). When
these basic ingredients are lacking -- and by any standard they
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are lacking here -- the so-called newly discovered evidence
does not qualify as the basis for granting a new trial (§ 465).
In reaching this conclusion, we have not limited our
consideration of the testimony in accordance with the bare
language of the statute but have examined it in the light of
the evidence as to this point contained in the record on the
main appeal. The issue as to the exact time of the making
of the dying declaration as testified to by James Forlenza,
as we have seen, was fully *219 explored at the trial,
was adverted to by counsel in summation and its credibility
passed upon by the jury. When this alleged newly discovered
evidence is viewed against the main record in light of the best
inference rule, the most that can be said concerning it is that
-- at best, it is cumulative or designed merely to impeach or
contradict the former evidence. It throws no new light on the
issue ( People v. Priori, 164 N. Y. 459, supra). The statute
requires that to justify granting a new trial it must be shown
that the evidence ‘is not cumulative‘. This the appellant is
unable to do. It should be mentioned that at the hearing the
People met the so-called new evidence by calling several
persons who had not testified at the trial.
Patrolman Snyder, who testified that, while on duty between
4:00 P.M. and 9:00 P.M., the 27th, he saw two women at the
bedside but did not recall seeing any men.
Patrolman Perrino, on duty between 8:00 A.M. and 4:00
P.M., who testified that he saw two men at the bedside about
1:30 P.M.
Jeanne Forlenza, a sister, who saw James at the hospital at
about 4:30 P.M., the 27th.
Anne Forlenza, a sister, who saw James at the hospital at about
4:00-4:15 P.M., the 27th.
Anthony Donato, a friend of the Forlenza family for many
years, that he reached the hospital with Yannotti about 3:00
P.M.; that they looked at Walter, said nothing and remained
outside in the corridor until about 3:30 P.M., when they left.
They returned about 4:00 P.M. During these times the witness
did not see James.
Maud Forlenza, wife of James, who testified at the trial, was
recalled to testify that her husband, James, was at the bedside
about 4:30 P.M., the 27th; that she left him and returned to
her place of business where she was joined by James not later
than 5:15 P.M.

As to this aspect of the attack on the dying declaration, Judge
GOLDSTEIN determined that the time the declarant had
made the statement to James was fully explored at the trial
and that its credibility was passed upon by the trial jury. He
accordingly rejected this aspect of the defendant's motion as a
ground for granting a new trial. We cannot now say that, in so
ruling, Judge GOLDSTEIN abused his discretion as a matter
of law. It seems clear that on this phase of the record nothing
was shown *220 requiring the court to exercise his statutory
power any differently than he did.
The defendant's contention that the dying declaration was
never made because the decedent could not talk was not raised
at the trial for the very good reason that the defense had
proceeded on the theory that the testimony of James Forlenza
was false and unworthy of belief because, in conversations
had with others, the decedent had refused to name his
assailant, and that the alleged statement did not qualify as
a dying declaration because the declarant had not expected
to die, the purpose being -- of course -- to throw doubt on
the credibility of James and the declarant. For this purpose
the defense had called Evelyn to testify affirmatively that she
talked with her husband between 4:00 and 5:30 P.M. on the
27th. 2
It seems clear beyond dispute that at the trial the defense
assumed throughout that Walter could and did talk. At no time
was the dying declaration assailed because it was not made
due to declarant's inability to talk, but solely on the ground
that he had said something else and this at a time when they
had the hospital records and autopsy report in court, when the
names of Nurses Blanchard and Cancro and Doctors Strully
and Breidenbach were known to the defense and whom the
defense did not call, although available.
At the motion hearing these persons who had not been trial
*221 witnesses all testified on the issue of decedent's ability
to talk:
Nurse Blanchard in charge of the floor and Nurse Cancro,
special nurse, both testified to the fact that they had no
recollection of having heard the decedent say anything at all.
Dr. Strully was of the opinion that the patient could not
have carried on a conversation as testified to by James. He
based this opinion on the circumstance that the decedent
had made no reply to his routine inquiries; that based on
the hospital report, he believed some teeth were missing but
had not verified this by an independent examination as the
patient's face, mouth and neck were swollen and that, in his
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opinion, the patient could not have carried on a conversation
as testified to by James.
Dr. Breidenbach, that when he saw the patient he found some
teeth missing; that the patient's mouth, tongue and neck were
badly swollen due to injury from the bullets and that he
suspected the jaw had been fractured; that the patient was in
a semi-stupor and very weak and that, in his opinion, he was
in no condition to have talked, as claimed.
All of this testimony was completely opposed to the theory
adopted at the trial and, as such, served only to impeach and
contradict former evidence which we have said is not new
evidence of the sort warranting the granting of a new trial
(People v. Eng Hing, 212 N. Y. 373, supra).
Furthermore, such testimony was all available at the time of
the trial but, for reasons best known to the defense, the alleged
inability of the decedent to talk was never mentioned.
When the People offered the dying declaration, the defense
claimed no surprise which he might have done if he actually
believed that decedent could not talk, as now claimed, but
he could not do so at that time as the trial strategy was
based on the theory that the decedent could have and did
talk. To now claim surprise is proposing an afterthought based
on a desperate effort to find new grounds for the granting
of another trial. Furthermore, defense counsel having failed
to convince the jury on the theory that decedent was lying
when he named defendant as his assailant, it seems rather
late for a new counsel to ask that the case be reopened in
order to introduce an entirely new and contradictory theory
respecting the validity of the dying declaration. The trial
strategy, we must assume, was carefully and deliberately
planned. Having failed in its purpose, *222 we know of no
reason for permitting the case to be reopened in order to try
out a different and opposing theory.
We must bear in mind that this case has been exhaustively
litigated. More than six months intervened between the
verdict of guilt and the sentence in order to permit defense to
explore the Janson episode and renew many of the contentions
made at trial and rejected by both court and jury. Following
our affirmance, many other motions were made 3 including
two to the *223 Supreme Court of the United States, none of
which raised any issue as to declarant's ability to speak. There
is overwhelming evidence that decedent did speak -- and to
various persons at various times -- for instance:

Maud Forlenza, wife of James, and the two sisters, Anne and
Jeanne, testified that there was almost a continuous flow of
conversation.
Mary Karasik, director of nurses, to the effect that Nurse
Blanchard had overheard the patient asking his wife how their
child was.
Evelyn Forlenza, who testified at the main trial for the defense
and at the hearing for the People, in each instance to a
conversation had with decedent, but which was contradictory,
she having testified at the trial that decedent did not state who
shot him -- while at the hearing she testified that she lied
at the trial and that, in fact, the decedent had told her about
11:00 A.M. on February 27th that the defendant had shot him.
She said that the deceased had her swear that she would not
disclose the information except to his brother, James, and then
only in case that he should die.
Evelyn explained her recantation on the ground that on the
main trial she was literally ‘scared to death‘. Well she might
have been. She had just borne a baby out of wedlock, fathered
by the victim, Walter. She was familiar with the fact that
Walter ‘had money in the street‘ which, if collected, would
go towards the support of the infant; that decedent had made
the statement under a solemn promise that she tell no one but
James and then only if he should die; that to be careful of
herself and the baby ‘as something might happen‘ to them and
not to move back to Harlem; that the bartender, Pauitta, who
had witnessed the shooting from his unobstructed vantage
point behind the bar, met violent death by strangulation
shortly after he had testified before the Grand Jury. She
knew that, following this tragic coincidence, other witnesses,
Bertorelli and Janson were taken into custody as material
witnesses and that James had been given a police bodyguard.
She knew the ramifications of the narcotic trade and the peril
attending a ‘squealer‘. The trial was sensational and it is little
wonder that Evelyn chose the easy way out. After all, she was
a mother protecting her own in face of stark realities of life
as she knew and understood *224 them. Her recantation as
to the contents of the conversation, which at one time even
the defense counsel conceded she had with the decedent, was
thus fully explained.
Nothing of significance flows from the failure of the People
to recall James Forlenza on the hearing. His testimony on the
trial had been subjected to a most thorough and exhaustive
cross-examination. Nothing remained for him to say.
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Perhaps a word should be mentioned concerning another
witness named Anthony Donata (or Tony Iodine), a trafficker
in narcotics with a long criminal record. He knew both the
decedent and the defendant. On the 26th he visited the victim's
bedside and, in Italian, asked decedent who had shot him;
decedent did not answer but ‘rolled his eyes toward the officer
standing behind the bed‘; the following day he returned at
about 10:30 A.M.; when Evelyn and Lizzie (Louis Farlradi)
stepped out for a moment, he put his head under the tent and
again asked the victim who had shot him and was told in a
painful way ‘Nardi‘ and to tell Albert ‘to watch out‘; that he
had no feeling in his legs and that he believed he ‘could not
make it‘. Donato left when ordered out by a nurse.
Judge GOLDSTEIN had presided at the trial. He was
thoroughly familiar with every aspect of this case. When
Doctors Strully and Breidenbach testified with respect to
the decedent's physical condition contrary to the autopsy
report, factual issues were raised presenting a serious question
of weight and credibility. It could only be solved by a reexamination of the decedent's body. It is now contended that
this re-examination prejudiced defendant by depriving him
of his right to due process, although he consented to the
exhumation. This contention is based on the circumstance
that the examination was not for the purpose of determining
the cause of death, which was already known, but to resolve
a collateral matter, condition of the teeth, and whether the
wounds were such as to have prevented speech prior to death.
As we view this aspect of the proof, we see no new issue
of fact requiring submission to a new jury on the ground of
newly discovered evidence. The opinion of Doctors Strully
and Breidenbach that the victim was incapable of speech
was based on a superficial examination of the outward
effects of the injury -- since, concededly, they made no
otherwise independent examination at the time -- relying
on statements contained in the hospital *225 records, the
generally weakened condition of the patient and the fact that
he said nothing to them. The autopsy report subsequently
made showed the true nature of the victim's condition. The
missing teeth which had played so prominent a part in their
diagnosis were, in fact, not the result of wounds but of a
long prior extraction in normal course. While all can say
that these witnesses were eminent physicians and honorably
disposed, with no reason to testify falsely, they -- nonetheless
-- were mistaken as to the actual damage caused by the bullets
and had given their opinions in reliance on facts that were
plainly and definitely inaccurate. The re-examination of the
body demonstrated this inaccuracy and confirmed the original

defense theory that the victim had, in fact, talked to various
persons, as testified to on the trial. The medical examiners
agreed that the wounds were not of such a nature as to prevent
talking prior to death.
It is also contended that Judge GOLDSTEIN conducted the
examination and interrogated witnesses not in the presence
of counsel for the defendant. To state these objections is
to demonstrate their absurdity. The record shows that the
examination was attended by a physician of defendant's own
choosing, Dr. Birnkrant; that counsel for defendant -- and
People as well -- preferred to stand in the hallway and look
through the door rather than be close spectators to the reexamination. A careful stenographic record was made of
the proceedings and no one contends that such record was
incomplete or inaccurate. It demonstrates that defendant's
rights were fully protected. It cannot reasonably be said
that Judge GOLDSTEIN in any way prejudiced defendant's
rights by asking Dr. Birnkrant from time to time if he saw,
understood and agreed with what the operating pathologist,
Chief Medical Examiner, Milton Helpern, M. D., was doing
and the results found. True, Judge GOLDSTEIN swore the
undertaker who had exhumed the body but only for the
purpose of identification of the body, a most necessary and
essential step in the proceeding. Had the Presiding Judge not
done these things -- and he was not to be blamed if counsel
preferred to remain out of hearing -- he would, no doubt, have
been charged with another kind of dereliction. In our view,
Judge GOLDSTEIN acted with judicial propriety.
*226 When this record is measured with the requirements
of the statute, it cannot reasonably be said that the evidence
adduced satisfies statute and case law as having been newly
discovered, for it is not such as could not have been
discovered before the trial by the exercise of due diligence
and, even if we assume that it is material to the issue, it
nonetheless is cumulative and any purpose it might serve is to
impeach or contradict the former evidence; in fact, it cannot
reasonably be said that it is of such a nature and quality as
would probably change the result of a new trial if granted. As a
matter of fact, the evidence adduced at the hearing -- far from
‘probably changing the [jury's] verdict‘ would have made it
easier for the jury to conclude that the defendant was guilty.
Furthermore, the statute contemplates diligence. Here trial
counsel acknowledges that he made no investigation
concerning the dying declaration until after the Supreme
Court denied rehearing on November 22, 1954. The point
now raised is clearly an afterthought and is not supported
by evidence warranting the granting of a new trial as newly
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discovered within the meaning of section 465. This is not the
situation where the court is depriving the jury of its right to
determine an issue of fact, but rather whether the facts are
sufficient to warrant setting aside the jury verdict and granting
a new trial. We agree with the Court of General Sessions
that the alleged newly discovered evidence is insufficient to
warrant the granting of a new trial. We are also satisfied that
this defendant has been accorded due process in accordance
with applicable State law.
The judgment of conviction should be affirmed.
FULD, J. (dissenting).
I was one of the bare majority of four who voted to affirm
the judgment of conviction when this case was first before
us
(306 N. Y. 863). Although the record evidence was far
from strong, I concluded that there was sufficient to justify
a verdict of guilt. The new matter which has been developed
and adduced upon the motions for a new trial, as well as upon
the application for an order in the nature of a writ of error
coram nobis, has radically changed the picture, and I cannot
now, consistent with the dictates of conscience or the demands
of due process, adhere to my original vote of affirmance. A
refusal to direct a new trial will not only work *227 an
injustice upon Salemi but, even more important, will do a
disservice to the administration of the criminal law.
The conviction against the defendant depended primarily
upon the testimony of two witnesses, Paul Janson, who
identified defendant as the killer, and James Forlenza, the
deceased's brother, who testified that the victim had made a
dying declaration to him, naming defendant as his assailant.
As to Janson, proof not before the jury demonstrates that
he was probably insane at the time he testified against the
defendant, and, as to Forlenza, the newly discovered evidence
creates a real doubt as to whether he ever received a dying
declaration from his brother. No more need be said about the
evidence relating to Janson, for it is indisputable that he was
committed as an insane person on the very day after the jury
returned its verdict of guilt against defendant. 1 And very
little more need be said about the testimony bearing upon the
authenticity and existence of the alleged dying declaration. It
is enough to observe that, had the new matter been before the
jurors at the trial, they would have heard -- from witnesses of
the highest character, whose honesty and sincerity are beyond
all suspicion -- not only that Forlenza was not at his brother's
bedside in the hospital during the period he said he spoke to
the latter and received the declaration, but that, in point of

fact, the victim was in no condition, physically or mentally, to
have uttered any statement. There was, it is true, conflicting
testimony, but the vital thing is that the jury never heard
the evidence which, if credited, would have gone far toward
destroying the prosecution's case.
In arriving at my decision that there should be a reversal
and a new trial, I would not be understood as saying that
the defendant is not guilty -- I do not know whether he
is or not -- or that the jury, with the new evidence before
it, would have returned a verdict of acquittal. My view is
simply that the original jury, or another, could reasonably and
conscientiously have reached a verdict contrary to the one
that was reported, *228 on the basis of the matter recently
uncovered and not adducible by the defense at the time of the
original trial.
The judgment of conviction should, upon this reargument, be
reversed and a new trial granted.
DESMOND, J. (dissenting).
When defendant was tried, convicted and sentenced to death,
all the important proof against him consisted of eyewitness
identification testimony by witness Janson, and testimony by
James Forlenza of an alleged dying declaration in which the
victim is supposed to have named defendant as his slayer.
On the trial record as it then stood, and despite the mystery
as to motive or background, we held that the jury's guilty
verdict was not against the weight of evidence. But, since our
affirmance, quantities of new evidence have come to light,
the existence and weight of which we must recognize. To my
mind, the new proofs insistently demand a new trial for this
defendant. In voting for such a new trial this court would not
be passing on defendant's guilt nor would we be reviewing
again the weight of evidence as to that question. We would
be seeing to it that this man does not go to the electric chair
until a jury has heard this strange new series of conflicting
and confusing narratives, many of them highly favorable to
defendant. We would be upholding defendant's fundamental
right to a full trial by jury.
Let us assume that the new information, not known at the trial,
as to witness Janson's mental condition, does not meet the
requirements that new evidence to call for a new trial must be
more than merely cumulative or contradicting or impeaching,
that it must be such as could not by due diligence have been
discovered before the trial and that it must be such as would,
if produced at a new trial, probably change the result (Code
Crim. Pro., § 465, subd. 7;

People v. Priori, 164 N. Y. 459).
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Let us go further and assume that the highest court of New
York is so tightly bound by that rule that we must close our
eyes to everything but the rule. On those two assumptions,
even, I still think that a new jury should decide whether or not
it is safe to accept the testimony of a witness who went straight
from the courtroom to a mental institution, and the seriousness
of whose mental illness was certainly not disclosed during the
trial to defense counsel. It is unreasonable to charge defense
counsel with lack of diligence in discovering the facts as to
Janson, facts which *229 were diligently kept from him by
those whose duty it was to disclose all pertinent information
about a witness, especially in a first degree murder case. It
cannot be stressed too much that Janson was the only witness
who identified defendant as the killer.
If the jury had been permitted to learn that Janson was at
least temporarily insane during the trial, the jury might have
had to rely, for a finding of guilt, on Forlenza's testimony
as to a dying declaration. That testimony obviously came as
a complete surprise to defense counsel at the trial. To say
now that the latter should have stopped the trial and made
a prompt and thorough investigation, as to the probability
or possibility of that declaration ever having been made at
all, is to demand the impossible. Even if a long delay in the
trial, for such an investigation, could have been had, how
could any lawyer in such a situation have guessed at the
existence of testimony which it has since taken months or
years to uncover? How could defense counsel have imagined
that elaborate investigations later made would turn up two
physicians, two nurses, two police officers and several other
persons, each prepared to give testimony of greater or less
definiteness, completeness and weight, to the effect that the
dying declaration could not have been made by decedent or
heard by Forlenza? Such testimony is ‘cumulative‘ in the
broadest sense only of that term since there was no real
opportunity or effort to try out the precise question at the
trial. For the same reason, it cannot be said to be merely
‘contradictory‘. It is brand new evidence to show that an
alleged fact surprisingly testified to (not the fact of guilt
but the alleged fact of a dying declaration) simply could
not be true. To say that all this new material (or any of it)
could with due diligence have been produced at the trial by
the defense is to ignore reality. How could defense counsel,
having no reason to expect dying declaration testimony, have
been expected to prepare himself with medical proof that the
victim was in fact unable to speak? There simply was no such
issue in the case until James Forlenza took the stand. The
charge against defense counsel of lack of due diligence is
particularly unfounded as to the victim's special nurse Cancro,

now a most important witness for defendant, whose very
name could not be learned till long after the trial.
*230 The important dispute of fact on a new trial would be
as to whether the victim could or did talk. Since at the last
trial defense counsel could not have anticipated that any such
dispute would arise, diligence in preparing for it is simply not
in the picture at all.
This court, since it cannot directly review an order not in
the original judgment roll, denying a motion for a new trial
on newly discovered evidence, reaches the same result by
ordering a reargument (People v. Regan, 292 N. Y. 109) as we
did here. But such a reargument brings up not only the newly
discovered evidence, but the whole record, old and new. We
cannot, or at least should not, treat the alleged newly found
evidence as something separate and off by itself. We should
picture the trial record as it would look with the new testimony
added. After thus re-examining the total record, our duty is
to say whether or not a new jury, hearing all of it, might well
come to a different conclusion.
And our power to order a new trial is not limited by the rules
as to newly discovered evidence. Having heard a reargument
of the entire proceedings, we have now the same powers of
disposition and decision as in any other appeal in a capital
case. Among those is the power to order a new trial if justice
so requires (Code Crim. Pro., § 528). I strongly feel that the
interests of justice demand a full trial of this cause before a
jury which can hear all the witnesses.
The judgment should be reversed and a new trial ordered.
CONWAY, Ch. J., FROESSEL and BURKE, JJ., concur
with DYE, J.; FULD, J., dissents in an opinion in which
DESMOND and VAN VOORHIS, JJ., concur; DESMOND,
J., dissents in a separate opinion in which FULD and VAN
VOORHIS, JJ., concur.
Upon reargument: Judgment of conviction affirmed. And
upon such reargument there was presented and necessarily
passed upon a question under the Constitution of the United
States, viz.: The defendant argued that he was deprived of
due process of law under the Fourteenth Amendment of
the United States Constitution in respect to the exhumation
proceedings by the trial court upon the hearing on the
application for a new trial. This court held that the defendant's
constitutional rights were not violated.
Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New York
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Footnotes
1

2

3

‘Q. Will you keep your voice up now, Mr. Forlenza, and tell us exactly what happened as you approached the
bedside of your brother? A. When I approached the bedside of my brother I lifted up the flap of the oxygen
tent and stuck my head in, bent over him and asked him: 'How do you feel?’ He said: 'No good, very bad,'
he says: 'I am not going to make it, I am going to die.'
‘Q. Did you say anything to him at that time, or did he say anything to you? A. He said to me: 'That is why
I sent for you.’ So I asked him, he said: 'That is why I sent for you tell you about what you asked me last
night.' And I said: 'Who shot you?' He said: 'Nardi.' I said: 'Nardi who?' He said: 'Nardi Salemi, the fellow that
I introduced you to.' [Objections by defense overruled.]
‘Q. And when your brother said that did you say anything to him? A. No, he kept on talking.
‘Q. What else did he say? A. He said: 'I have five thousand dollars out in the street, see that it is
collected.’‘ [Objections by defense that no proper foundation for admission as dying declaration overruled.]
‘Q. Did you talk to your husband? A. Yes.
‘Q. And between four and 5:30 did you talk to him? A. Well, he couldn't -- Yes, I was talking to him but he
was under oxygen and I couldn't talk to him much.
‘Q. You couldn't talk too much? A. No, because I would take all the oxygen out of the tent.
‘Q. Did you see James Forlenza there between the hours of 4 and 5:30? A. No.
‘Q. Did you ask Walter Forlenza who shot him? A. Yes.
‘Q. What did he tell you? A. He says he didn't know. He says 'All I was doing was sitting down eating.’
‘Q. Did he at any time ever tell you that Salemi shot him? A. No.
‘Q. Did you ask him that question constantly? A. I kept asking him to tell me who done it.
‘Q. And he always said to you what? A. 'I don't know.’ Mr. Fruchtman: That is all. Your witness.‘
Motions for reargument of appeal and for an order
of recall and amended remittitur denied
Motion for stay of execution pending determination
of petition for writ of certiorari in United States
Supreme Court denied
Execution stayed by Mr. Justice STANLEY REED,
Associate Justice of the United States Supreme
Court
Certiorari denied
Rehearing denied
Petition for writ of error coram nobis dismissed
Certificate granted by DESMOND, J., permitting
appeal from dismissal of writ of error coram nobis
Order dismissing petition for writ of error coram
nobis affirmed, DESMOND and VAN VOORHIS,
JJ., dissenting
Motion granted pursuant to section 503 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure, setting week
beginning April 18, 1955, for date of the death
sentence
Motions for vacating judgment of death and for
a new trial upon ground of newly discovered
evidence denied
Motion for reopening proceeding and for
reargument of motion for new trial granted
Motion for reargument of application for new trial
denied

April 15, 1954 (306 N. Y. 946)
April 23, 1954 (306 N. Y. 978)

April 24, 1954 (not reported)

Oct. 14, 1954 (348 U. S. 845)
Nov. 22, 1954 (348 U. S. 890)
December, 1954 (not reported)
February 4, 1955 (not reported)
March 11, 1955 (308 N. Y. 863)

March 11, 1955 (308 N. Y. 883)

April 27, 1955

N. Y. L. J., April 28, 1955, p. 8, col. 4
May 5, 1955 (not reported)
May 10, 1955 (not reported)
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1

This material was before the court, in connection with an appeal from an order denying a motion for a new trial,
when we originally affirmed the judgment of conviction. However, it did not then have the same impact as it
does today when considered with the other evidence brought to our attention by the more recent applications.

End of Document
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**1 The People of the State
of New York, Respondent
v
Ana Marie Santi, Appellant
The People of the State of New York, Respondent
v
Peter Corines, Appellant
Court of Appeals of New York
122, 123, 2
Argued September 9, 2004
Decided October 21, 2004
CITE TITLE AS: People v Santi
SUMMARY
Appeal, in the first above-entitled action, by permission
of an Associate Judge of the Court of Appeals, from an
order of the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court in
the Second Judicial Department, entered September 8, 2003.
The Appellate Division affirmed a judgment of the Supreme
Court, Queens County (Laura D. Blackburne, J.), which had
convicted defendant, upon a jury verdict, of unauthorized
practice of medicine (four counts).
Appeal, in the second above-entitled action, by permission
of an Associate Judge of the Court of Appeals, from an
order of the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court in
the Second Judicial Department, entered September 8, 2003.
The Appellate Division affirmed a judgment of the Supreme
Court, Queens County (Laura D. Blackburne, J.), which had
convicted defendant, upon a jury verdict, of unauthorized
practice of medicine (four counts).

Crimes
Unauthorized Practice of Medicine
Licensed Individual Not Exempt from Prosecution
(1) Defendant licensed physician was subject to prosecution
under Education Law § 6512 (1) for aiding and abetting an
unauthorized individual in the unlawful practice of medicine.
While a fair and literal reading of the statutory text supported
the interpretation that only individuals “not authorized to
practice under [the Education Law]” may be prosecuted under
the statute, such an interpretation ignored the legislative
intent underlying the statute's enactment. Moreover, such
an interpretation would have enabled licensed individuals
to engage in conduct that would otherwise be criminal, an
unreasonable and absurd application of the law. The statute
was designed to promote the public's safety, a goal that would
not be achieved if licensed physicians were allowed to aid
and abet unauthorized individuals in the unlawful practice of
medicine.

Crimes
Unauthorized Practice of Medicine
Sufficiency of Evidence--Necessity of Expert Witness
(2) In the prosecution of defendant unlicensed physician
for the unauthorized practice of medicine pursuant to
Education Law § 6512 (1) based on heradministration *235
of anesthesia to three patients, and of defendant licensed
physician for aiding and abetting the unauthorized practice,
the evidence at trial was legally sufficient to support their
convictions. It was not necessary for the People to offer expert
testimony about the effects of anesthesia. The administration
of anesthesia, a commonly employed means of relieving
pain during surgical procedures, was not a matter so foreign
or esoteric as to require an expert explanation. The jurors,
equipped with their everyday knowledge and experience,
could reasonably have concluded that the sensations and
experiences described by each of the complaining patients
were caused by the administration of anesthesia.

People v Santi, 308 AD2d 464, affirmed.
People v Corines, 308 AD2d 457, affirmed.

Crimes
Instructions
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Response to Request for Clarification
McKinney's, CPL 310.30;
(3) In the prosecution of defendant unlicensed physician for
the unauthorized practice of medicine pursuant to Education
Law § 6512 (1) based on her administration of anesthesia
to three patients, and of defendant licensed physician for
aiding and abetting the unauthorized practice, the trial court
properly responded to the jury's request for clarification
during deliberations by rereading the original charge given to
the jury. The jury's inquiry as to whether defendant unlicensed
physician was permitted to introduce an I.V. to a patient under
the conditions of her license suspension did not express any
confusion about the original jury charge. Simple reiteration
of an original, accurate instruction may, under appropriate
circumstances, constitute a meaningful response sufficient to
satisfy the statutory mandate of CPL 310.30.

Crimes
Jurors
Misconduct of Juror
(4) In the prosecution of defendant unlicensed physician for
the unauthorized practice of medicine pursuant to Education
Law § 6512 (1) based on her administration of anesthesia to
three patients, and of defendant licensed physician for aiding
and abetting the unauthorized practice, the participation
during jury deliberations of a juror who worked at a hospital
as a patient care associate did not rise to the level of juror
misconduct. The juror, while perhaps assertive, was not an
“expert,” and her experiences in the medical field were
limited. She did not conduct any experiment or investigation
that was later used to influence the jury. Rather, she merely
gave her lay opinions regarding the introduction of an I.V.
line, drawing on both her life experiences and the trial
evidence, which was proper.

TOTAL CLIENT-SERVICE LIBRARY REFERENCES
Am Jur 2d, Physicians, Surgeons, and Other Healers §§ 65,
70, 109–113; Am Jur 2d, Trial §§ 1541, 1542, 1577, 1578,
1650–1655.
Carmody-Wait 2d, Criminal Procedure §§ 172:2817,
172:2818, 172:3775–172:3780, 172:3783, 172:3784.
LaFave, et al., Criminal Procedure (3d ed) §§ 24.8, 24.9.

Education Law § 6512.

NY Jur 2d, Businesses and Occupations §§ 109, 112, 113;
NY Jur 2d, Criminal Law §§ 2518, 2519, 2523; NY Jur 2d,
Physicians, Surgeons, and Other Healers §§ 23, 24.
ANNOTATION REFERENCE
See ALR Index under Instructions to Jury; Jury and Jury Trial;
Physicians and Surgeons. *236
FIND SIMILAR CASES ON WESTLAW
Database: NY-ORCS
Query: unauthorized /3 practice /4 medicine & aid abet
POINTS OF COUNSEL
Appellate Advocates, New York City (Lynn W.L. Fahey of
counsel), for appellant in the first above-entitled action.
I. The proof was insufficient to establish beyond a reasonable
doubt that appellant practiced medicine, when the People
relied exclusively on the testimony of three lay witnesses
as to what they experienced and observed after appellant
started intravenous lines in their hands to prove that she
administered anesthetic medication to them. (
Virginia, 443 US 307;

Jackson v

People v Kenny, 30 NY2d 154;

People v Abelson, 309 NY 643;

Mosberg v Elahi, 80

NY2d 941;
Fiore v Galang, 64 NY2d 999;
McDermott
v Manhattan Eye, Ear & Throat Hosp., 15 NY2d 20;
Koehler v Schwartz, 48 NY2d 807;
Sawyer v Dreis &
Krump Mfg. Co., 67 NY2d 328; Cole v Fall Brook Coal Co.,
159 NY 59; Star v Berridge, 77 NY2d 899.) II. Appellant,
charged with administering anesthetic medication on four
occasions, was denied her rights to due process and effective
assistance of counsel when the court refused to respond
meaningfully to a jury question about whether “introducing
an IV” would, in and of itself, constitute the practice of
medicine, thereby allowing the jury to convict appellant based
on a theory that was at odds with the indictment, unsupported
by the evidence, and consistent with innocence. ( People v
Almodovar, 62 NY2d 126; People v Malloy, 55 NY2d 296;
People v Weinberg, 83 NY2d 262;
152; People v Lupo, 305 NY 448;
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293 NY 259;

People v Bleau, 276 AD2d 131; People v

Henning, 271 AD2d 813;
People v Panetta, 250 AD2d
710; People v Pyne, 223 AD2d 910.) III. Appellant was
denied her rights to due process and confrontation when a
juror employed at Beth Israel Hospital influenced the other
jurors, based on knowledge purportedly gained from her
unique work experience, to conclude that appellant was guilty
of practicing medicine without a license for merely inserting
an intravenous needle into a patient's hand. (
Maxwell, 384 US 333;

Sheppard v

People v Maragh, 94 NY2d 569;

People v Arnold, 96 NY2d 358;
128 F3d 38, 523 US 1065;

United States v Torres,

People v Brown, 48 NY2d

388;
People v Flores, 282 AD2d 688.) IV. The hearing
court improperly precluded the defense from asking the jurors
appropriate questions directly relevant to the
People v
Maragh (94 NY2d 569 [2000]) issue. (People v Smith, 59
NY2d 988.) *237
Eliot Spitzer, Attorney General, New York City (Laurie M.
Israel, Michael S. Belohlavek and Robin A. Forshaw of
counsel), for respondent in the first above-entitled action.
I. The trial evidence, viewed in the light most favorable to
the prosecution, was legally sufficient to establish defendant's
guilt of the unauthorized practice of medicine. (People v
Bleakley, 69 NY2d 490;

Jackson v Virginia, 443 US

307; People v Cabey, 85 NY2d 417;
60 NY2d 620;

People v Contes,

People v Ford, 66 NY2d 428; People v

Williams, 84 NY2d 925;

People v Rossey, 89 NY2d 970;

People v Norman, 85 NY2d 609;

People v Hines, 97

NY2d 56;
People v Cronin, 60 NY2d 430.) II. The trial
court appropriately responded to the jury's note. (People v
Malloy, 55 NY2d 296; People v Esquilin, 236 AD2d 245,
91 NY2d 902; People v Solis, 215 AD2d 789;
People v
Almodovar, 62 NY2d 126; People v Spann, 56 NY2d 469;
People v Davis, 223 AD2d 376;
People v Gonzalez, 293
NY 259; People v Sanducci, 195 NY 361.) III. The jurors
did not act improperly in reaching their verdict of guilt.
(

People v Williams, 63 NY2d 882;

NY2d 388;

People v Brown, 48

People v Maragh, 94 NY2d 569;

People

v Testa, 61 NY2d 1008;
People v Arnold, 96 NY2d 358;
People v James, 112 AD2d 380; People v Thomas, 170
AD2d 549;

People v Leonti, 18 NY2d 384;

People

v Damiano, 87 NY2d 477;
People v Arnold, 96 NY2d
358.) IV. The trial court appropriately exercised its discretion
in limiting the scope of questions posed during the juror
misconduct hearing. (
39;

Pennsylvania v Ritchie, 480 US

People v Alomar, 93 NY2d 239;

88 NY2d 232;

People v Hameed,

People v Testa, 61 NY2d 1008;

People

v Loliscio, 187 AD2d 172;
United States v Ianniello, 866
F2d 540; People v Leonard, 252 AD2d 740; People v Corines,
295 AD2d 445;
People v Friedgood, 58 NY2d 467.)
Mark M. Baker, New York City, for appellant in the second
above-entitled action.
I. As a matter of statutory construction, as well as clear
legislative intent, a duly licensed physician cannot be
prosecuted under Education Law § 6512 (1) as an aider
and abettor of a nonlicensed person. (People v Varas, 110
AD2d 646; Remba v Federation Empl. & Guidance Serv.,
149 AD2d 131, 76 NY2d 801; People v Mauro, 147 Misc
2d 381;
People v Allen, 92 NY2d 378; Matter of Scotto v
Dinkins, 85 NY2d 209; Matter of Sutka v Conners, 73 NY2d
395;

People v Lupinos, 176 Misc 2d 852; People v Jelke,

1 NY2d 321;

People v Ching Fong, 186 Misc 2d 477;

People v Chavis, 91 NY2d 500.) II. Because the People's
articulated theory of the case was based solely on codefendant
Ana Marie Santi's alleged administering of anesthesia, the
trial court's refusal to provide a meaningful response to the
jury's note, by acknowledging that Santi's conceded insertion
ofintravenous *238 lines was not unlawful, constructively
amended the indictment and deprived defendants of due
process of law. (People v Iannone, 45 NY2d 589;

People

v Perez, 83 NY2d 269;
People v Grega, 72 NY2d 489;
People v Livoti, 166 Misc 2d 925; People v Plaisted, 1
AD3d 805;
People v Kaminski, 58 NY2d 886; People v
Fata, 184 AD2d 206, 80 NY2d 974; People v Powell, 153
AD2d 54; People v Spann, 56 NY2d 469; People v Gachelin,
237 AD2d 300.) III. Because the jury clearly convicted
defendant based on Ana Marie Santi's conceded insertion of
the intravenous needles into the three patients, and because no
expert testimony was introduced by the People, the evidence
was legally insufficient, as a matter of law, to establish that
anesthesia had been administered. ( People v Contes, 60
NY2d 620; Matter of Morrissey v Sobol, 176 AD2d 1147,
79 NY2d 754; People v Amber, 76 Misc 2d 267; People
v Cole, 219 NY 98; People v Allcutt, 117 App Div 546,
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189 NY 517; People v Rubin, 103 Misc 2d 227; People v
Lehrman, 251 App Div 451; Engel v Gerstenfeld, 184 App
Div 953;
Jackson v Virginia, 443 US 307; Maldonado
v Scully, 86 F3d 32.) IV. Because a certain juror, who was
perceived by the other members of the panel as a medical
professional, gratuitously shared her assumed expertise with
her colleagues with respect to a material issue in the case
which was not within the ken of the average juror, and which
was treated by the other jurors as if it were evidence, the
resulting misconduct severely prejudiced defendant, thereby
warranting a new trial. ( People v Maragh, 94 NY2d 569.)
Eliot Spitzer, Attorney General, New York City (Laurie M.
Israel, Caitlin J. Halligan, Michael Belohlavek and Robin A.
Forshaw of counsel), for respondent in the second aboveentitled action.
I. Neither the legislative history of Education Law § 6512
(1) nor rules of statutory construction support defendant's
contention that, as a duly licensed physician, he could not be
found guilty of the unauthorized practice of medicine. (Matter
of Delmar Box Co. [Aetna Ins. Co.], 309 NY 60; Matter
of Knight-Ridder Broadcasting v Greenberg, 70 NY2d 151;
People v Coleman, 104 AD2d 778; People v Calkins, 9 NY2d
77; People v Irving, 107 AD2d 944; People v Evans, 58
AD2d 919;
People v Merfert, 87 Misc 2d 803; People v
Prainito, 97 Misc 2d 66; People v Reilly, 85 Misc 2d 702;
People v Brody, 298 NY 352.) II. The trial court appropriately
responded to the jury's note. (People v Malloy, 55 NY2d 296;
People v Esquilin, 236 AD2d 245, 91 NY2d 902; People v
Solis, 215 AD2d 789;
People v Almodovar, 62 NY2d 126;
People v Davis, 223 AD2d 376; People v Spann, 56 NY2d
469; People v Grega, 72 NY2d 489; People v Fata, 184
AD2d 206; *239 People v Powell, 153 AD2d 54; People v
Gachelin, 237 AD2d 300.) III. The People presented legally
sufficient evidence of defendant's guilt. (People v Bleakley,
69 NY2d 490;

Jackson v Virginia, 443 US 307; People

v Cabey, 85 NY2d 417;

People v Contes, 60 NY2d 620;

People v Ford, 66 NY2d 428; People v Williams, 84 NY2d
925;

People v Rossey, 89 NY2d 970; People v Norman,

85 NY2d 609;
People v Hines, 97 NY2d 56; People v
Rivera, 84 NY2d 766.) IV. The jurors did not act improperly
in reaching their verdict of guilt. (
NY2d 882;

People v Williams, 63

People v Brown, 48 NY2d 388;

Maragh, 94 NY2d 569;

People v

People v Testa, 61 NY2d 1008;

People v Arnold, 96 NY2d 358; People v James, 112 AD2d
380; People v Thomas, 170 AD2d 549;

People v Leonti, 18

NY2d 384;
People v Damiano, 87 NY2d 477;
v Arnold, 96 NY2d 358.)

People

OPINION OF THE COURT
Ciparick, J.
We are asked to determine whether a licensed physician
is subject to prosecution under
Education Law § 6512
(1) for aiding and abetting an unauthorized individual in
the unlawful practice of medicine. We conclude that the
only reasonable interpretation of the statute does not exempt
licensed individuals from criminal prosecution. Additionally,
questions **2 regarding sufficiency of the evidence, a
response to a jury inquiry and potential juror misconduct are
all likewise resolved in the People's favor.
Both appeals here arise out of the same set of facts.
Defendant Peter Corines, a licensed medical doctor, owned
and operated two medical offices--Surgical Consultants, P.C.
and Ambulatory Anesthesia, P.C.--in Queens County, New
York. From 1997 to 1998 defendant Ana Marie Santi worked
intermittently for Corines at Surgical Consultants. Defendant
Santi was licensed to practice medicine in August 1972.
Originally, Corines hired Santi as an anesthesiologist, but on
March 16, 1998, the Department of Health suspended Santi's
license to practice medicine. Despite her suspension, Santi
continued to work, in some capacity, at Surgical Consultants.
Corines described her as a “medical assistant.”
The Attorney General charged each defendant with
four counts of unauthorized practice of medicine under
Education Law § 6512 (1). The charges stemmed
specifically from the treatment of three patients of defendant
Corines.
On June 22, 1998, Patient A visited Surgical Consultants
to have laser surgery. Defendant Santi entered the operating
roomwhere *240 Patient A was waiting and started an
intravenous, or “I.V.” line, placing the needle in the patient's
right hand. The patient testified she immediately felt relaxed.
Corines subsequently entered the room. Patient A then
became unconscious and Corines began the surgery.
During the procedure, Patient A awoke twice, nauseous and
in pain. The second time she awoke, Corines was not present
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in the room. To calm her, Santi gave her an injection and laid
her down. Ultimately, following the procedure, she was led to
a recovery room and fell asleep.
On July 28, 1998, Corines treated Patient B at Surgical
Consultants. As Patient B testified, shortly after his arrival
there, Santi entered the examination room and directed him
to lie on his back. Santi then prepped and cleaned Patient
B's right hand, unwrapped an I.V. needle and inserted it into
the back of his hand. The needle was connected to tubing
which led to an I.V. bag. Patient B said he felt a warm
sensation and observed Santi adjust the flow of the liquid.
Defendant Corines thereafter entered the room and performed
the procedure. After it was complete, Santi returned and
removed the needle from Patient B's hand, at which point
he said he felt “woozy” and “a bit weak.” He received no
subsequent medical treatment from Corines.
Patient C testified that on December 4, 1998 she visited
Surgical Consultants to have cosmetic eye surgery. Both
Corines and Santi were present in the operating room.
Corines, situated on Patient C's right side, engaged her in
conversation. Santi, standing to the patient's left, inserted
an I.V. into her left hand. Immediately after Santi placed
the needle in her hand, according to Patient C, she felt the
“medication” and fell into unconsciousness. When she awoke
**3 both Santi and Corines were in the room. Patient C
remained a bit drowsy after she regained consciousness. Santi
helped her dress and Patient C ultimately left the office.
Following the surgery Patient C's eyelids became infected and
she returned to Surgical Consultants on December 30, 1998
for treatment. Again, she testified, both Santi and Corines
were present in the operating room. Corines informed her
that he was going to give her an injection to help ease the
pain. Santi then placed an I.V. line in Patient C's hand. Santi
remained on the patient's left side, where the I.V. line was
located. Corines remained on Patient C's right side, away from
the I.V. line. Patient C felt the medication take effect. Corines
then directed Santi to increase the flow of medication, and
Patient C fell into unconsciousness. *241
At trial, the People proceeded on the theory that, in each of the
aforementioned instances, Santi engaged in the unauthorized
practice of medicine by administering anesthesia, and that
Corines aided and abetted her. Defendants, by contrast,
claim that the I.V. lines contained either a simple water and
glucose, or glucose saline, solution and that the I.V. lines that
Santi initiated contained no anesthesia, and that she merely
prepared the patients and Corines administered the anesthesia.

Following the People's proof, Corines moved for a trial
order of dismissal claiming that the evidence was insufficient
to support the charges. Specifically, defendant claimed that
no “qualified” individual testified to the use of anesthesia.
Santi joined the motion and further noted that even “held
in the light most favorable to the People . . . [t]here is
no specific proof as to actual drugs or anesthesia having
been administered.” The court reserved decision, ultimately
denying defendants' motion. Following their case, defendants
again moved to dismiss. 1 The court again reserved decision.
The jury convicted both Santi and Corines on each of the four
counts of unauthorized practice in violation of
Education
Law § 6512 (1). After conducting an investigation that
revealed what defendants believed to be misconduct by a
juror that improperly influenced other members of the jury,
defendants moved to set aside the verdict. The court denied
the motion without a hearing and defendants appealed.
The Appellate Division remanded the case for a hearing on
the juror misconduct issue (see People v Corines, 295 AD2d
445 [2d Dept 2002]; People v Santi, 295 AD2d 457 [2d
Dept 2002]). Following the hearing, the court again denied
defendants' motions. Defendants again appealed.
The Appellate Division, this time addressing the merits,
affirmed. The Court **4 conducted both a sufficiency and
factual review and ultimately concluded that “[t]he evidence
adduced at trial demonstrated that the defendant practiced
medicine without a license . . . by administering anesthesia to
three patients” (People v Santi, 308 AD2d 464, 465 [2d Dept
2003]; see also People v Corines, 308 AD2d 457, 457-458 [2d
Dept 2003]). The Court further held, with regard to defendant
Corines, that he “aided and abetted Santi in her unlicensed
practice of medicine” (Corines, 308 AD2d at 458). A Judge
ofthis *242 Court granted leave to appeal, and we now affirm
each of the appeals.

I.
EDUCATION LAW § 6512
(1) We begin our discussion with an analysis of
defendant Corines' primary claim assailing the lower courts'
interpretation of
Education Law § 6512 (1). Specifically,
defendant Corines contends that the plain language of
section 6512 (1) exempts licensed individuals from
criminal prosecution under the statute. We disagree.
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Title VIII of the New York State Education Law regulates
professional conduct and requires certain enumerated
professionals, including physicians, to obtain a license in
order to practice such professions lawfully (see generally
Education Law § 6500 et seq.; Education Law §§ 6520, 6521).
Education Law § 6512 (1) criminalizes the conduct of any
individual who practices any of the enumerated professions
in title VIII without authorization. Similarly, it criminalizes
the conduct of anyone who aids and abets an unauthorized
individual in the unlawful practice of any such profession (see
Education Law § 6512 [1]; see also
Specifically,

Penal Law § 20.00).

Education Law § 6512 (1) provides that:

“Anyone not authorized to practice under this title who
practices or offers to practice or holds himself out as being
able to practice in any profession in which a license is a
prerequisite to the practice of the acts, or who practices
any profession as an exempt person during the time when
his professional license is suspended, revoked or annulled,
or who aids or abets an unlicensed person to practice
a profession, or who fraudulently sells, files, furnishes,
obtains, or who attempts fraudulently to sell, file, furnish
or obtain any diploma, license, record or permit purporting
to authorize the practice of a profession, shall be guilty of
a class E felony.”
In interpreting the statute we are guided by a well-settled
principle of statutory construction: courts normally accord
statutes their plain meaning, but “will not blindly apply
the words of a statute to arrive at an unreasonable or
absurd result” (

Williams v Williams, 23 NY2d 592, 599

[1969]; see also

Matter of Rouss, 221 NY 81, 91 [1917];

Holy Trinity Church v United States, 143 US 457, 460
[1892]). **5 *243
It is equally well settled that, “[i]n implementing a statute, the
courts must of necessity examine the purpose of the statute
and determine the intention of the Legislature” ( Williams,
23 NY2d at 598). Indeed, “[t]he primary consideration of the
courts in the construction of statutes is to ascertain and give
effect to the intention of the Legislature” (McKinney's Cons
Laws of NY, Book 1, Statutes § 92 [a], at 177). Legislative
intent drives judicial interpretations in matters of statutory
construction (see
[1998]).

People v Allen, 92 NY2d 378, 383

Corines claims that a plain reading of
Education Law §
6512 (1) makes clear that only individuals “not authorized to
practice under [the Education Law]” may be prosecuted under
the statute. Defendant also contends that a comparison of the
distinct language used in
section 6512 (1) and Education
Law § 6512 (2) further supports his reading of the statute and
thereby renders subdivision (1) superfluous. 2 Both the trial
court and the Appellate Division disagreed with defendant's
interpretation, as do we.
While we acknowledge that defendant's interpretation of the
statute represents a fair and literal reading of the text, such
an interpretation ignores the legislative intent underlying
the statute's enactment. If the phrase “not authorized to
practice under this title” modified the pronoun “[a]nyone,” as
defendant urges, the statute would necessarily be applied in an
unreasonable manner. For example, defendant's interpretation
of the statute would exempt any licensed or authorized
individual from criminal prosecution if such person aided
or abetted fewer than three people in the unlicensed
and unauthorized practice of a profession. Following this
reasoning, such a reading would allow for authorized or
licensed individuals to fraudulently reproduce and distribute
diplomas and licenses, an act similarly proscribed in the
statute for lay individuals.
In effect, the statute, read as defendant asks, would enable
licensed individuals of all professions under the purview
of title VIII to engage in conduct that would otherwise
be criminal. Wecannot *244 accept that the Legislature
intended to enable such conduct, nor do we **6 believe
that it intended to create such a disparity in the statute's
application. Insofar as we must interpret a statute so as to
avoid an “unreasonable or absurd” application of the law,
we reject defendant's interpretation (Williams, 23 NY2d at
599). Instead, we look to the legislative intent underlying
the statute's enactment for guidance. A review of the
legislative history makes apparent that only one reasonable
interpretation of the statute exists.
Title VIII has a clear regulatory purpose. Specifically, the
statute's legislative introduction indicates that it “provides for
the regulation of the admission to and the practice of certain
professions” (Education Law § 6500). Indeed, it cannot be
reasonably contested that the legislation attempts to provide
for the safe interaction of the regulated professions and those
individuals that would engage their services, namely, the
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public. Broadly stated, it is a statute clearly designed to
promote the public's safety. Allowing licensed physicians to
aid and abet unauthorized individuals in the unlawful practice
of medicine does not in any way promote the general welfare
or otherwise ensure public safety.
A deeper look at the legislative history underlying the
enactment of

Education Law § 6512 further supports our

interpretation. In juxtaposing

section 6512, as originally

enacted in 1971, with the enactment of
section 6512 (2)
five years later, it is apparent that the Legislature did not
intend to exempt licensed individuals from prosecution under
the law for aiding and abetting fewer than three individuals in
the unauthorized practice of a profession.
In 1971, as part of a greater revision of the Education Law, the
Legislature enacted section 6512. At that time, it consisted
of only a single section with wording substantially similar to
that of

section 6512 (1) as it exists today (L 1971, ch 987,

§ 2). 3 The unauthorized practice of a profession, originally,
was a class A misdemeanor. **7 *245
In 1976, the Legislature increased the existent sanction by
enacting
section 6512 (2) (L 1976, ch 689). This section,
as evidenced by the extensive legislative discussion that
preceded its passage, was enacted primarily to combat the
growing problem of massage parlor prostitution in urban
areas (see Mem of Assembly Member Lipschutz, Bill Jacket,
L 1976, ch 689). The Legislature passed the law with
the hope that “increasing the penalty in cases where three
or more persons are involved in the unauthorized practice
of a profession would facilitate law enforcement efforts
to eradicate certain evils such as the illicit practice of
massage” (id.). In 1979 the Legislature, without explanation,
raised the penalty for a violation of
class E felony.

section 6512 (1) to a

The statute's evolution makes obvious that
section 6512
(2) was enacted to combat a specific perceived evil, distinct
from that covered in section 6512 (1). Again, there was no
legislative discussion concerning an alteration in the scope of
section 6512 (1). Neither is there any indication that the
Legislature intended to exempt a certain class of individuals,
licensed professionals, from criminal prosecution for aiding
and abetting fewer than three people in the unauthorized

practice of a profession. Absent such an express indication,
we cannot and will not assume that the Legislature desired
such an exemption.
We conclude that
Education Law § 6512 (1) does not
exempt licensed physicians from prosecution under the
statute. To the contrary,
section 6512 (1) allows for the
prosecution of any individual, licensed or not, that aids
and abets an unauthorized individual in the practice of
medicine. Defendant Corines fits neatly within the statute's
scope. Furthermore, under the accessorial liability statute,
he is likewise liable as he knew defendant Santi was not
authorized to practice medicine, and he “intentionally aided”
her in the practice of medicine on his patients through the
administration of anesthesia (see
Penal Law § 20.00). 4
Corines's argument here is thus without merit. We next turn
to the sufficiency claim raised by both defendants. *246
II. DEFENDANTS' SUFFICIENCY
AND EXPERT WITNESS CLAIMS
Evidence is legally sufficient to support a conviction where,
“if accepted as true, [it] would establish every element
of an offense charged and the defendant's commission
thereof” (CPL 70.10 [1]). This Court's role on sufficiency
review is limited to determining whether, “after viewing
the evidence in the light most favorable to the prosecution,
any rational trier of fact **8 could have found the
essential elements of the crime beyond a reasonable
doubt” (

Jackson v Virginia, 443 US 307, 319 [1979];

see also
People v Contes, 60 NY2d 620, 621 [1983]).
Ultimately, so long as the evidence at trial establishes “any
valid line of reasoning and permissible inferences [that] could
lead a rational person” to convict, then the conviction survives
sufficiency review (People v Williams, 84 NY2d 925, 926
[1994]).
Both defendants Corines and Santi contend that the evidence
at trial was insufficient to support Santi's conviction for the
unauthorized practice of medicine and Corines' conviction for
aiding and abetting such unauthorized practice. They focus
their claim on the People's failure to call an expert witness
to testify to the effects of anesthesia. They assert on appeal
that, in the absence of expert testimony establishing a causal
connection between the sensations each of the complaining
patients experienced and the typical effects attendant to
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the administration of anesthesia, the evidence at trial was
insufficient to support their convictions.

she remained weak and semi-conscious for a significant
period following the procedure.

Expert testimony is properly admitted “when it would help
to clarify an issue calling for professional or technical

While Patient B did not lose consciousness, his medical
records stated that he received sedatives to ease his pain.
He recalled a warm, burning sensation that followed Santi's
insertion of the I.V. prior to Corines ever entering the room.
Following the procedure Patient B was weak and “woozy.” He
was unable to rise up off the operating table without holding
on to something for support. This evidence, both direct and
circumstantial, supported the People's theory.

knowledge . . . beyond the ken of the typical juror” ( De
Long v County of Erie, 60 NY2d 296, 307 [1983]). Admission
of expert testimony is a matter largely left to the discretion
of the trial court (see
[2002]).

People v Brown, 97 NY2d 500, 505

(2) While expert testimony may be properly admitted in
certain cases, it is not always required to prove a particular

Furthermore, defendant Corines' own testimony, and his
own medical records, proved helpful to the People (see

crime (see e.g.
People v Cratsley, 86 NY2d 81, 87-88
[1995]). Additionally, an expert is not necessarily required to
testify to the effects of a particular drug; lay testimony on this

generally
People v Hines, 97 NY2d 56, 61 [2001]).
Corines described anesthesia as a type of pain reliever, and
he described the manner in which anesthesia is typically
administered, either through an I.V. line or via direct injection.
Additionally, Corines confirmed that each of the patientwitnesses received anesthesia, and he admitted that defendant
Santi, his “medical assistant,” attended each of the four
procedures.

issue suffices in some instances (see
People v Kenny, 30
NY2d 154, 156-157 [1972]). Simply, expert testimony is used
to “aid a lay jury in reaching a verdict” ( People v Taylor,
75 NY2d 277, 288 [1990]). Expert testimony was not required
in this case.
We recognized long ago that “modern juries are not
bereft of education and intelligent persons who can be
expected to applytheir *247 ordinary judgment and practical
experience” ( Havas v Victory Paper Stock Co., 49
NY2d 381, 386 [1980]). The administration of anesthesia, a
commonly employed means of relieving pain during surgical
procedures, is not a matter so foreign or esoteric as to require
an expert explanation. Jurors, equipped with their everyday
knowledge and experience, could reasonably have concluded
that the sensations and experiences described by each of
the patient-witnesses were caused by the administration of
anesthesia. Under the circumstances of this case, on this
record, it is clear that the jury did not need expert assistance
in determining whether Santi administered anesthesia to each
of the complaining patients.
The three patient-witnesses described in detail their
experiences with defendants. Each testified regarding a warm
sensation following Santi's introduction of the I.V. line. Both
**9 Patient A and Patient C fell into unconsciousness
shortly after Santi started the respective I.V. line. After
Corines directed Santi to increase the flow of the I.V.,
Patient C immediately lost consciousness. When one patient
regained consciousness, she needed assistance dressing, and

Reviewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the
People, the jury could have used a clear and valid line
of reasoning to convict Santi and, consequently, Corines
as acting in concert on each of the four counts of the
indictment. *248
III. JURY INQUIRY AND THE
TRIAL COURT'S RESPONSE
CPL 310.30 provides, in pertinent part, that during
deliberations, upon a jury's request for clarification, “the
court must direct that the jury be returned to the courtroom
and, after notice to both the people and counsel for the
defendant, and in the presence of the defendant, must give
such requested information or instruction as the court deems
proper.” The court does not have discretion in deciding
whether to respond (see
People v Almodovar, 62 NY2d
126, 131 [1984]; People v Malloy, 55 NY2d 296, 301 [1982];
People v Gonzalez, 293 NY 259, 262 [1944]). Moreover,
the court, in response, “must give meaningful supplemental
instructions” (Malloy, 55 NY2d at 301). Therefore, while
a trial court is without discretion in deciding whether to
respond, the court does have discretion as to the substance of
the response.
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(3) Simple reiteration of an original instruction may, under
appropriate circumstances, constitute a meaningful response
sufficient to satisfy the statutory mandate (see id. at
298). Specifically, when the original instruction is accurate
and “[w]here the jury expresses no confusion [regarding
the original charge],” a simple reiteration of the original
instruction suffices as a meaningful response (id. at 302).
This case gives rise to the unique circumstances under **10
which a rereading of the original charge suffices.
The trial court originally instructed the jury, in pertinent part,
that:
“in order for you to find the defendant Ana Marie Santi
guilty of the crime of practicing medicine without a license
as charged in the four counts of this indictment, the People
are required to prove from all of the evidence in the case
beyond a reasonable doubt each of the following three
elements.”
In describing the third element, the trial judge instructed
the jury that the People must prove defendant Santi
“knowingly practiced medicine upon [each patient] through
the administration of anesthesia.”
During deliberations the jury inquired whether “[u]nder
the conditions of Dr. Santi's suspension as performing
the duties of a medical assistant, was Dr. Santi permitted
to introduce an I.V. to a patient?” The trial judge, after
hearing both parties, responded to the note by rereading the
original instruction,including *249 the language specifically
requiring proof that Santi administered anesthesia. While it
might have been better to address the note more directly,
here rereading the original, proper instruction was sufficient
to convey the appropriate message to reasonable jurors. The
jury's note had not expressed confusion about the meaning
of that instruction. We therefore conclude that the trial judge
provided a meaningful response to the jury's inquiry.
IV. JUROR MISCONDUCT
Finally, defendants claim that during deliberations a juror
improperly influenced the others. The juror worked at a
hospital as a patient care associate. Defendants claim that she
asserted her medical expertise, became an “unsworn witness”
in the jury room and improperly swayed the jury to convict.
(4) Firstly, we are presented with findings of fact made by
Supreme Court on remittitur and affirmed by the Appellate

Division. Therefore, our review here is limited to whether
there is any “possible view of the evidence that would support
the determination” below ( People v Damiano, 87 NY2d
477, 486 [1996]). Clearly, there is record support for the trial
court's factual findings and refusal to set aside the verdict
based on juror misconduct.
Juror misconduct constitutes reversible error where “(1)
jurors conduct [ ] personal specialized assessments not within
the common ken of juror experience and knowledge (2)
concerning a material issue in the case, and (3) communicat[e]
that expert opinion to the rest of the jury panel with the
force of private, untested truth as though it were evidence”
**11 ( People v Maragh, 94 NY2d 569, 574 [2000]). It
would be improper for a juror to “engage in experimentation,
investigation and calculation that necessarily rely on facts
outside the record and beyond the understanding of the
average juror” ( People v Arnold, 96 NY2d 358, 367
[2001]). Jurors are not, however, required to “check their life
experiences at the courtroom door” (id. at 366).
The record indicates that the juror, while perhaps assertive,
was not an “expert.” Her experiences in the medical field were
limited. Moreover, she did not conduct any experiment or
investigation that was later used to influence the jury. Instead,
the record makes clear that she merely gave her lay opinions
regarding the introduction of an I.V. line, drawing on both
herlife *250 experiences and the trial evidence. This was
proper. These record facts support the conclusion below that
the juror's participation in the deliberations did not rise to the
level of juror misconduct.
Defendants' remaining claims are without merit.
Accordingly, in each case, the order of the Appellate Division
should be affirmed.
Chief Judge Kaye and Judges G.B. Smith, Rosenblatt,
Graffeo, Read and R.S. Smith concur.
In each case: Order affirmed.
FOOTNOTES
Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New York
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Footnotes
1
2

3

This second motion to dismiss was actually made the day after summations, just before the judge's charge
to the jury.
Education Law § 6512 (2) provides that
“[a]nyone who knowingly aids or abets three or more unlicensed persons to practice a profession or
employs or holds such unlicensed persons out as being able to practice in any profession in which a
license is a prerequisite to the practice of the acts, or who knowingly aids or abets three or more persons
to practice any profession as exempt persons during the time when the professional licenses of such
persons are suspended, revoked or annulled, shall be guilty of a class E felony.”
The original 1971 enactment read as follows:
“ § 6512. Unauthorized practice a crime
“Anyone not authorized to practice under this title who practices or offers to practice or holds himself
out as being able to practice in any profession in which a license is a prerequisite to the practice of the
acts, or who aids or abets an unlicensed person to practice a profession, or who fraudulently sells, files,
furnishes, obtains, or who attempts fraudulently to sell, file, furnish or obtain any diploma, license, record
or permit purporting to au
thorize the practice of a profession, shall be guilty of a class A misdemeanor” (L 1971, ch 987, § 2).

4

Penal Law § 20.00 provides that “[w]hen one person engages in conduct which constitutes an offense,
another person is criminally liable for such conduct when, acting with the mental culpability required for the
commission thereof, he solicits, requests, commands, importunes, or intentionally aids such person to engage
in such conduct.”

End of Document
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defendant argued that the juror's experiments to verify police
testimony deprived him of his right to an impartial jury and his
right to confrontation because the juror became an unsworn
witness against defendant.
59 N.Y.2d 988, 453 N.E.2d 1079, 466 N.Y.S.2d 662
The People of the State of New York, Respondent,
v.
Renard Smith, Appellant.
Court of Appeals of New York
Argued June 9, 1983;
decided July 5, 1983
CITE TITLE AS: People v Smith
SUMMARY
Appeal, by permission of a Justice of the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court in the First Judicial Department, from
an order of that court, entered June 22, 1982, which affirmed
a judgment of the Supreme Court (Dennis Edwards, Jr., J.),
rendered in New York County upon a verdict convicting
defendant of criminal possession of a weapon in the third
degree. Defendant was charged with possessing a loaded
and operable revolver. There was evidence at trial that three
detectives and a police officer were on street crime patrol in
an area where a series of beatings had recently taken place;
that they observed defendant and two other men, one of whom
was carrying a bat or stick, hurriedly exiting a park and getting
into a taxicab; that as the officers began following the cab,
they observed defendant brandishing a gun in the back seat
of the cab; that the officers then stopped the cab and as one
officer reached the cab, he observed defendant holding the
gun between his legs and then dropping it to the floor, and that
defendant and his companions were then taken into custody.
Five hours after receiving the case the jury reported that it was
deadlocked. The trial court then gave a supplemental charge
and the jury was sent to dinner. After resuming deliberations
that night, they were sequestered overnight, and on the
following morning defendant was found guilty as charged.
Prior to sentencing, defendant moved to set aside the verdict
on the grounds of juror misconduct, basing said motion on the
statement of a juror to the effect that while walking from the
courthouse to the restaurant for dinner and during the bus ride
to the hotel he had looked into the rear windows of cars to
test the credibility of the police officers as to their testimony
about viewing defendant in possession of the gun, and that
based upon these observations, he and another juror changed
their votes from acquittal to guilty. In the Court of Appeals,

People v Smith, 87 AD2d 357, affirmed. *990
HEADNOTES
Crimes
Misconduct of Juror
(1) In a criminal prosecution wherein defendant alleged that a
juror's experiments to verify police testimony about viewing
defendant in possession of a gun through a taxicab window
deprived him of his right to an impartial jury and his right
to confrontation, the lower courts properly determined that
the juror's conduct did not rise to the level of a “conscious
contrived experimentation” found to be misconduct in People
v Brown (48 NY2d 388, 394). Rather, the juror's evaluation
of the ability to observe the interior of an automobile through
its rear window, made while walking to dinner between
deliberations and again while riding in a bus with other jurors
to the hotel after being sequestered, is properly classified as
an everyday experience and, therefore, not misconduct.

APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL
Monica Drinane and William E. Hellerstein for appellant.
Robert M. Morgenthau, District Attorney (Brian E.
O'Donoghue and Mark Dwyer of counsel), for respondent.
OPINION OF THE COURT
The order of the Appellate Division should be affirmed.
We agree with both the trial court and the Appellate Division
majority that the juror's conduct did not rise to the level
of the “conscious, contrived experimentation” found to be
misconduct in
People v Brown (48 NY2d 388, 394).
Rather, the juror's evaluation of the ability to observe the
interior of an automobile through its rear window, made
while walking to dinner between deliberations and again
while riding in a bus with jurors to the hotel after being
sequestered, is properly classified as an everyday experience
and, therefore, not misconduct (see, generally,
United
States ex rel. Owen v McMann, 435 F2d 813, 817-818, cert
den 402 US 906).
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The better practice is for a Trial Judge presented with
evidence of such action by a juror to hold a hearing in order
to ascertain exactly what transpired, rather than to rely upon
attorneys' affidavits concerning what the juror said he did (cf.
People v Brown, 48 NY2d 388, 392, supra.;
State v
Graham, 422 So 2d 123 [La], app dsmd sub nom. Graham v
Louisiana, -- US --, 103 S Ct 2419). *991
End of Document

Chief Judge Cooke and Judges Jasen, Jones, Wachtler, Meyer
and Simons concur.
Order affirmed in a memorandum.
Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New York
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277 A.D.2d 1029, 716 N.Y.S.2d
198, 2000 N.Y. Slip Op. 09747
The People of the State of New York, Respondent,
v.
Joanne Workman, Also Known
as Joanne Williams, Appellant.
Supreme Court, Appellate Division,
Fourth Department, New York
1704, KA 97-5414
(November 13, 2000)
CITE TITLE AS: People v Workman
HEADNOTES
CRIMES
ASSAULT
(1) Defendant failed to preserve for review her contention that
conviction of assault in second degree is not supported by
legally sufficient evidence; in any event, evidence establishes
that defendant intended to cause physical injury to victim by
cutting her with knife.

CRIMES
RIGHT TO COUNSEL
Effective Representation
(2) Defendant was not deprived of her constitutional right to
effective assistance of counsel; legitimate explanation existed
for counsel's failure to request Huntley hearing or seek review
of Grand Jury minutes; those actions would not have led to
favorable result for defendant; there was no error in counsel's
failure to cross-examine prosecution witness with prison
information form because that form was prepared by another
officer--although defendant contends counsel failed to request
that court charge certain counts in alternative, court's charge
and verdict sheet indicate that those counts were submitted
to jury in alternative; court denied defendant's pro se motion
for new counsel, but granted counsel's request to be relieved
as counsel; court appointed new counsel, and defendant did

not thereafter seek to replace that new counsel; contention of
defendant that her new counsel erred in failing to request that
court conduct Sides inquiry (see, People v Sides, 75 NY2d
822) is therefore without merit--while People concede that,
had counsel moved to suppress knife found in defendant's
apartment, it may have been suppressed as result of illegal
search, counsel's failure to seek suppression of knife does not
by itself constitute ineffective assistance.

CRIMES
LESSER INCLUDED OFFENSE
(3) Conviction of assault in third degree must be reversed;
jury was instructed to consider in alternative counts of
indictment charging assault in second degree and assault in
third degree with respect to defendant's altercation with one
of victims; nevertheless, jury returned verdict of guilty for
both counts; People concede that assault in third degree was
lesser included offense of assault in second degree--although
defendant did not object to verdict as being inconsistent and
thus did not preserve this issue for review, judgment modified
in interest of justice by reversing conviction of assault in third
degree.

CRIMES
VERDICT
Setting Verdict Aside
(4) Court properly denied motion of defendant to renew her
CPL 330.30 motion, made year and one half after sentencing;
motion pursuant to CPL 330.30 is to be brought after verdict
of guilty is rendered but before sentencing; after sentencing,
proper procedure for seeking reversal is not renewal of denial
of CPL 330.30 motion, but rather either direct appeal from
judgment or postjudgment motion pursuant to CPL article
440.

CRIMES
VERDICT
Setting Verdict Aside
(5) County Court properly denied defendant's motion made
pursuant to CPL 330.30 (1)--defendant alleged Brady
violations with respect to People's failure to turn over mug
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shot taken of defendant following her arrest and to disclose
criminal conviction of prosecution witness; prior to trial,
prosecutor informed defendant that she was unable to locate
any mug shot and her investigation into matter revealed
that photograph was never taken of defendant at Police
Department; in addition, prosecutor informed defendant that
she disclosed all criminal convictions of witnesses that were
known by her to exist; in her motion, defendant stated that
such evidence did exist; however, there is no reasonable
possibility that outcome of proceeding would have been
different had that evidence been disclosed to defense.

CRIMES
VERDICT
Setting Verdict Aside
(6) County Court properly denied defendant's motion made
pursuant to CPL 330.30 (1)--defendant alleged that People
failed to turn over Rosario material consisting of police notes
from interviews with witnesses and arrest report; prior to trial,
prosecutor informed court that she had turned over all Rosario
material with exception of arrest report, which she was unable
to locate; defendant never sought sanctions for nonproduction
of arrest report and therefore failed to preserve issue for
review; with respect to police notes, there was no indication at
trial that police ever took any notes from interviews with those
witnesses, and contentions of defendant to contrary in her
motion were insufficient to require reversal or modification
of judgment as matter of law (CPL 330.30 [1]).

CRIMES
VERDICT
Setting Verdict Aside
(7) County Court properly denied defendant's motion made
pursuant to CPL 330.30 (1); contrary to contention of
defendant, People did not fail to controvert her allegations
in motion; People did not have opportunity to respond in
writing to defendant's motion, made on eve of sentencing,
but informed sentencing court that motion was groundless
and that they were prepared to address every issue raised
therein; People controverted those arguments made orally by
defendant before sentencing court.

GRAND JURY
DEFECTIVE PROCEEDING
(8) Defendant's objections to Grand Jury proceedings are
not preserved for review and are without merit; exceptional
remedy of dismissal of indictment is warranted only
where defect in indictment created possibility of prejudice;
defendant contends that integrity of Grand Jury proceedings
was impaired because prosecutor failed to instruct Grand Jury
on defense of justification with respect to altercation with
one of victims, and prosecutor engaged in misconduct by
showing Grand Jury mug shot taken of defendant from prior
arrest; evidence before Grand Jury with respect to altercation
at issue was insufficient to require justification charge; while
People concede that prosecutor erred in showing mug shot of
defendant to Grand Jury, this isolated instance of misconduct
did not potentially prejudice ultimate decision reached by
Grand Jury.

Judgment unanimously modified as a matter of discretion in
the interest of justice and as modified affirmed in accordance
with the following Memorandum: Defendant appeals from a
judgment convicting her after a jury trial of assault in the first
degree (

Penal Law § 120.10 [1]), assault in the second

degree (

Penal Law § 120.05 [2]), assault in *1030 the

third degree ( Penal Law § 120.00 [2]), and two counts
of criminal possession of a weapon in the fourth degree
( Penal Law § 265.01 [2]). Defendant engaged in a verbal
and physical altercation with two women, stabbing one of
them in the eye with a knife and cutting the other one across
the stomach. Defendant raised the defense of justification at
trial.
County Court properly denied defendant's motion made
pursuant to CPL 330.30 (1). Contrary to the contention of
defendant, the People did not fail to controvert her allegations
in the motion. The People did not have an opportunity to
respond in writing to defendant's motion, made on the eve
of sentencing, but informed the sentencing court that the
motion was groundless and that they were prepared to address
every issue raised therein. The People controverted those
arguments made orally by defendant before the sentencing
court. In her motion, defendant alleged that the People failed
to turn over Rosario material consisting of police notes from
interviews with witnesses and an arrest report. Prior to trial,
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the prosecutor informed the court that she had turned over all
Rosario material with the exception of the arrest report, which
she was unable to locate. Defendant never sought sanctions
for the nonproduction of the arrest report and therefore failed
to preserve the issue for our review (see, People v Rogelio,
79 NY2d 843, 844; People v Tamayo, 222 AD2d 321, 322, lv
denied

88 NY2d 886; see also,

People v Feerick, 241

AD2d 126, 136-137, affd
93 NY2d 433). With respect to
the police notes, there was no indication at trial that the police
ever took any notes from interviews with those witnesses, and
the contentions of defendant to the contrary in her motion
were insufficient to “require a reversal or modification of the
judgment as a matter of law” (CPL 330.30 [1]).
In her motion, defendant also alleged Brady violations with
respect to the People's failure to turn over a mug shot
taken of defendant following her arrest and to disclose a
criminal conviction of a prosecution witness. Prior to trial,
the prosecutor informed defendant that she was unable to
locate any mug shot and her investigation into the matter
revealed that a photograph was never taken of defendant at
the Buffalo Police Department. In addition, the prosecutor
informed defendant that she disclosed all criminal convictions
of the witnesses that were known by her to exist (see, CPL
240.45 [1] [b]). In her motion, defendant stated that such
evidence did exist. We conclude, however, that there is no
reasonable possibility that the outcome of the proceeding
would have been different had that evidence been disclosed
to the defense (see generally, *1031
People v Vilardi, 76
NY2d 67, 77; People v Carter, 258 AD2d 409, 412, lv denied
94 NY2d 798).
The court properly denied the motion of defendant to renew
her CPL 330.30 motion, made a year and a half after
sentencing. A motion pursuant to CPL 330.30 is to be brought
after a verdict of guilty is rendered but before sentencing.
After sentencing, the proper procedure for seeking reversal
is not a renewal of the denial of the CPL 330.30 motion,
but rather either a direct appeal from the judgment or a
postjudgment motion pursuant to CPL article 440.
Defendant's objections to the Grand Jury proceedings are not
preserved for our review because defendant did not move
to dismiss the indictment pursuant to

CPL 210.35 (5)

(see, People v Sheltray, 244 AD2d 854, lv denied
91
NY2d 897; People v Gilliam, 172 AD2d 1037, lv denied
78 NY2d 966). In any event, they are without merit. “The

exceptional remedy of dismissal [of an indictment] is ...
warranted only where a defect in the indictment created a
possibility of prejudice” ( People v Huston, 88 NY2d 400,
409). Defendant contends that the integrity of the Grand Jury
proceedings was impaired because the prosecutor failed to
instruct the Grand Jury on the defense of justification with
respect to the altercation with one of the women, and the
prosecutor engaged in misconduct by showing the Grand Jury
a mug shot taken of defendant from a prior arrest. Where the
evidence before the Grand Jury establishes a potential defense
of justification, the Grand Jury should be charged on the law
regarding that defense (see,
People v Lancaster, 69 NY2d
20, 28, cert denied 480 US 922). Here, however, the evidence
before the Grand Jury with respect to the altercation with
that woman was insufficient to require a justification charge
(see,
People v Mitchell, 82 NY2d 509, 515). While the
People concede that the prosecutor erred in showing the mug
shot of defendant to the Grand Jury, we conclude that this
isolated instance of misconduct did not “potentially prejudice
the ultimate decision reached by the Grand Jury” (People v
Carey, 241 AD2d 748, 751, lv denied 90 NY2d 1010; see,
People v Sheltray, supra, at 855; see generally, People v
Huston, supra, at 409).
Defendant contends that she was deprived of her
constitutional right to effective assistance of counsel. We
disagree. To prevail on an ineffective assistance of counsel
claim, defendant must establish the absence of any strategic
or other legitimate explanation for counsel's alleged failures
(see, People v Garcia, 75 NY2d 973, 974; People v Rivera,
71 NY2d 705, 709). A legitimate explanation existed for
counsel's failure to request a *1032 Huntley hearing or
seek review of the Grand Jury minutes; those actions would
not have led to a favorable result for defendant. There was
no error in counsel's failure to cross-examine a prosecution
witness with a prison information form because that form was
prepared by another officer.
Although defendant contends that counsel failed to request
that the court charge counts three and four of the indictment
in the alternative, the court's charge and the verdict sheet
indicate that those counts were submitted to the jury in the
alternative. The court denied defendant's pro se motion for
new counsel, but granted counsel's request to be relieved as
counsel. The court appointed new counsel, and defendant did
not thereafter seek to replace that new counsel. The contention
of defendant on appeal that her new counsel erred in failing to
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request that the court conduct a Sides inquiry (see,
v Sides, 75 NY2d 822) is therefore without merit.

People

The People concede that, had counsel moved to suppress
the knife found in defendant's apartment, it may have been
suppressed as the result of an illegal search. We conclude,
however, that counsel's failure to seek suppression of the knife
does not by itself constitute ineffective assistance. We have
considered defendant's remaining contentions concerning
ineffective assistance of counsel and conclude that defendant
failed to establish the absence of a legitimate explanation
for those alleged failures. While counsel's representation was
not error free, we conclude that “the evidence, the law, and
the circumstances of [this] case, viewed in totality and as of
the time of representation, reveal that the attorney provided
meaningful representation” ( People v Baldi, 54 NY2d 137,
147; see, People v Trait, 139 AD2d 937, 938, lv denied 72
NY2d 867).
Defendant failed to preserve for our review her contention
that the conviction of assault in the second degree is not
supported by legally sufficient evidence (see,
People v
Gray, 86 NY2d 10, 19; People v Garrow [appeal No. 2],
233 AD2d 856, 856-857, lv denied
89 NY2d 985). In any
event, the evidence, viewed in the light most favorable to
the People (see,
People v Contes, 60 NY2d 620, 621),
establishes that defendant intended to cause physical injury
to that victim by cutting her with a knife. Great deference is
End of Document

accorded to the jury's resolution of issues of credibility, and
we conclude that the verdict with respect to that count is not
against the weight of the evidence (see, People v Bleakley,
69 NY2d 490, 495). The sentence is neither unduly harsh nor
severe.
Finally, defendant contends that the conviction of assault in
the third degree must be reversed. We agree. The jury was
*1033 instructed to consider in the alternative the third
and fourth counts of the indictment, charging assault in the
second degree and assault in the third degree with respect to
defendant's altercation with one of the women. Nevertheless,
the jury returned a verdict of guilty for both counts. The
People concede that assault in the third degree was a lesser
included offense of assault in the second degree. Although
defendant did not object to the verdict as being inconsistent
and thus did not preserve this issue for our review (see, People
v Eccleston, 161 AD2d 1184, 1185, lv denied 76 NY2d 855),
we modify the judgment as a matter of discretion in the
interest of justice by reversing the conviction of assault in the
third degree under the fourth count of the indictment, vacating
the sentence imposed thereon and dismissing that count of
the indictment. (Appeal from Judgment of Erie County Court,
Rogowski, J.--Assault, 1st Degree.)

Present--Pine, J. P., Hayes, Wisner, Kehoe and Lawton, JJ.
Copr. (C) 2021, Secretary of State, State of New York
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